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New York State Pay Equity Study 

Executive Summary 

Ronnie Steinberg, Ph.D. 
Lois Haignere, Ph.D. 
Carol Possin, Ph.D. 

Cynthia H. Chertos, Ph.D. 
Donald Treiman, Ph.D. 

The Civil Service Employees Association (CSEA) and the State, through its Governor's Office of Employee Relations (GOER), negotiated funds in 1982 to carry out a study to assess pay equity in three bargaining units covering approximately 100,000 State employees. In 1983, the Center for Women in Government was asked by CSEA and GOER to examine the effects of sex and race/ethnicity of the typical jo_b_ incumb_ent_ on _th!! _settit1g_ Qf _sal_ades. _ 

Pay equity studies, also commonly called comparable worth studies, are designed to determine whether the salaries associated with job titles 
accurately reflect a. consistently applied standard of job worth regardless of the sex or race/ethnicity of a typical job incumbent. These studies require a methodology through which: 

• the relative worth of different jobs can be assessed; 

• undervalued job titles can be identified; and 

• estimates regarding the extent of undervaluation can 
be calculated. 

To accomplish these objectives, most pay equity studies have relied on job evaluation techniques, which historically have formed the basis of most formal classification systems and salary-setting practices in the public and private sectors. 

The use of conventional job evaluation can be problematic in research on pay equity, however. Gi.ven historical assumptions about the value of "women's work" or work done by minorities, there is reason to suspect that sex and race/ethnicity of typical job incumbents play a subtle role in assigning salaries through these evaluation systems. To avoid potential bias, it is necessary to modify conventional job evaluation. The Center for Women in Government's approach was designed to maximize consistency and minimize sex and race/ethni~ity bias in the way jobs are described and evaluated and in the procedures for establishing wages. The study uses a policy-capturing approach, which relies heavily on statistical procedures for designing the data collection, for analyzing the data to establish factor weights, and for estimating the appropriate salary for female-dominated and for disproportionately minority jobs. 

Since New York State is the third largest public employer in the United States, with well over 175,000 employees in over 7,350 classified job titles, the job evaluation study required the collection of massive amounts of accurate 
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information about job content from a large sample of job incumbents filling a 

representative range of job titles. Given the volume of information that had 

to be collected in New York State, we utilized incumbent self-reports as a 

major 1;1ou.rce of information about job content. Our two primary criteria for 

this decision were: 

• this approach was the way to get the most 
information at the lowest cost; and 

• a number of authorities regard incumbent 
self-reports as the best source of infoma
tion about jobs. 

In addition, we averaged inc\lmbent responses within each job title to obtai.n a 

title profile, This has the effec.t of minimizing the impact of any unique' 

incumbent differences in filling O\lt questionnaires, including any tendencies 

to overstate or understate the duties, skills, and •responsibilities involved in 

their jobs. 

By virtue of o\lr contractual agreement, estimates of undervaluation were 

targetted to female-dominated and disproportionately minority titles with ten 

or more incumbents in the three bargaining units represented by CSEA. Female

dominated titles were defined as those in which at least 67.2 percent of 

incumbents are females. Disproportionately minority jobs were defined as those 

in which at least 30,8 pet"cent of incumbents are minorities. These definitions 

are based on a formula, 

(.4X) + X, 

where X is the overall proportion of women or minorities in the N.ew York State 

labor force. In addition to providing equitable pay estimates for :female

dominated and disproportionately minority titles, we provided similar estimates 

for a set of titles in the direct line of promotion from dispropor-

tionately minority and female-dominated entry level titles found to be under

valued. The pool of titles for which equitable pay estimates were made include 

168 female-dominated apd disproportionately minority titles and 20 

direct-U.ne-of-promotion titles. 

Data were collected from a sample of incumbents in a broad range of job 

titles. Sampling of inct:Jmbents within titles was done differently for the 

subset of female dominated and disproportionately minority titles for which we 

provid.e pay equity estimates .than for the remaining titles. For estimated 

titles, we included all employees in titles with 150 or fewer incumbents. In 

titles with more than 150 incumbents, we samplE!d 150. For the .umainin.g job 

titles, we sampled all employees in titles with 20 or fewer incumbents. In 
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titles with more than 20 incumbents, we sampled 20 incumbents using systematic 
sampling procedures with a random starting point. Note that direct-line-of
promotion titles were sampled in this way, primarily because the final policy 
decision to examine them for potential undervaluation was made after the sample 
had been selected. 

To collect information on job content from sampled incumbents, we designed 
a closed-ended questionnaire customized to the range of content associated with 
work in New York State government. The design of the Job Content Questionnaire 
was shaped by three basic objectives: 

• to capture variations in job content as they 
relate to variations in civil service grade 
level; 

• to maximize consistency and minimize sex and 
race/ethnic bias in the range and wording_~f_ 

.. job- content- que-stions ;- and - - - - - - -

• to allow incumbents in all titles to read and 
accurately respond to the questions being asked. 

To our knowledge, it represents the first attempt to carefully and systemati
cally meet these objectives in a large-scale public sector pay equity study. 
Its development and modification was carried out over eleven months, involving 
a process of comprehensi.ve review of previous job analysis and job evaluation 
approaches combined with a sensitivity to detail in the range of tasks, 
functions, and behaviors of work associated with New York State job titles. It 
involved as well continual revision of content, wording, and lay-out in light 
of the reactions and criticisms of several hundred state employees acting 
either as respondents in two waves of preliminary field testing or as experts 
or both. 

Between February and June, 1984, a pilot survey was carried out to improve 
the technical quality of the main survey by providing information on 
distribution methods, survey mechanics, and questionnaire construction. The 
pilot Job Content Questionnaire was distributed to 1,862 incumbents in 68 job 
titles sampled primarily from six agencies and two facilities. Response rates 
were, for the most part, adequate for all types of jobs and for all distribu
tion methods. This finding was stable across sex, race/ethnicity, and literacy 
level of job incumbents, negotiating unit, agency, and salary grade, and for 
small incumbency titles. A few titles had relatively low response rates, but 
these titles did not fit any pattern that could be used as the basis for 
targeting titles in the main data collection survey. As a result of these 
findings, we decided to rely exclusively on mailed distribution and to track 
response rates by title in the main survey. 

As explained in the body of the report, the pilot survey also established 
the reliabi.lity and validity of the Job Content Questionnaire, In general, we 
found that the questionnaire appeared valid to employees. Items predicted pay 
as one would expect. It is important to note that the questionnaire has a 
seventh grade reading'level and, therefore, does not measure ability to read 
instead of job content. Moreover, questionnaire items group conceptually into 
factors similar to those found in other job evaluation systems, 
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A substudy comparing supervisor and incumbent responses on a subset of 
questions was included to assess the validity of using incumbents as infor
mants about their jobs, The logic underlying this analysis was that super
visor ratings, which are frequently used for job analysis, are regarded as a 
standard of accuracy. We found substantial agreement between supervisors and 
incumbents, supporting our selection of using incu,mbents as sources of job 
content data. :, 

A final objective of the pilot survey was to simplify and improve the Job 
Content Questionnaire so that it would be easier for employees to fill out. A 
factor analysis of the questionnaire items was performed, As a result, several 
items were deleted and a few were added. In addition, many questions were 
re-written to remove ambiguities, to improve format and layout, and to make all 
questions closed-ended. The Job Content Questionnaire used in the main survey 
represents a more efficient and simplified document. 

The main data collect:i.on occurred between November 30, 1984, al'ld March 4, 
1985, It involved sampling, printing, distributing, following-up, and 
preparing the data for analysis. The New York State Civil Service Department 
dr.ew a systematic sample with a random start for each job title. A 
subcontractor printed and mailed 36,812 questionnaires to agency liaisons, who 
forwarded them to employ.ees. Questionnaires were returned directly to the 
Center for Women in Government, where they were logged in and checked. The 
data were entered onto computer tape and verified by a private company, and the 
Center checked the data further for accuracy. 

A major concern was to obtain high response rates. Efforts to increase 
the.quantity of responses included extensive advance publicity of the study, 
sending a stamped return envelope to those who had less access to free 
interagency mails, mailing two follow-up letters, and mailing replacement 
copies when the originals were lost. We also made available a toll-free tele
phone number to respondents and agency liaisons in order to answer questions 
and. solve any distribution problems. As a result of these efforts, a total of 
27,394 completed questionnaires were returned providing an overall response 
rate of over 73 percent. The response rate for individual titles was adequate 
in all but 43 titles, which were deleted from the analysis. After verifica
tion of the accuracy of the data entry processing and of the fact that the 
responses fell within established parameters, 25,852 individual cases remained 
for use in the final analysis, providing information on 2,582 job titles, 

Several pro.cedures were used to prepare the data for the remaining 
analysis. S.ome questionnaire items were recoded and the population of each 
title was adjusted to reflect changes in title populations between the time of 
sample selection and the survey distribution intake. The individual inc,umbent 
level data were averaged and title scores wer~ calculated. Indices were 
created for the complexity of writing, reading, and mental demands. A factor 
analysis of 80 items and three indices yielded a 14-factor solution, The 14 
factors obtained were: 

• Management/supervision; 
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• Unfavorable working conditions; 

• Contact with difficult clients; 
I 

• Communication with public; 

• Education required; 

• Data entry; 

• Group facilitation; 

• Computer programming; 

• Fiscal responsibiHty; 

• St_re~s; 

• Autonomy; 

• Consequence of error; 

• Time effort; and 

• Mental demands. 

Factor-based scores were calculated. These scores were used in a set of 
regression analyses that produced the pay policy equations for the New York 
State work force. Finally, for the regression analyses we delimited the sample 
of jobs to all jobs with four or more incumbents, because sex and race/ethnic 
composition of jobs is more stable across time with larger incumbency titles. 
Excluding the small incumbency titles made little difference in the final 
regression equations, 

Regression analysis is the statistical procedure used in policy-capturing 
job evaluation to select the set of job content factors and the weights 
associated with the factors that are most related to the current implicit pay 
policy of New York State. The resulting regression equation is essentially a 
compensation model describing the job content factors of different jobs and the 
relationship of these factors to salaries. Three regression models were 
specified: 

• a pay policy line based on all jobs; 

• a pay policy line based on all jobs and adjusted 
to statistically remove the effect of female or 
minority composition of jobs; and 

• a pay policy line based on white male jobs (defined 
to be those jobs filled 90 percent by males and 
90 percent by nonminorities). 

The first equation is included as a baseline against which the other two models 
can be assessed, It is inappropriate for use as a basis for equity adjust-
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ments because the overall pay policy line i.ncorporates any undervaluat:i.on in 
pay that affects female-dominated and disproportionately minority jobs. The 
second and third lines represent two different approaches toward adjusting for 
the impact of sex and race/ethnic bias. 

Twenty-seven variables were entered into regression equations predicting 
salary grade. Of the 27 variables, 15 were found to be significant in the 
overall and adjusted pay policy equations. These 15 variables that were 
retained a.ccount for nearly 90 percent of the variance in sa'lary grade across 
jobs. Ten variables were found to be significant in the white male policy 
equations. 

Our results demonstrate that, for all pay pol:i.cy lines, education, 
experience, management, supervision, and writing are highly compensated factors 
i.n New York State government employment. Moreover, several factors are not 
valued or are negatively valued, These include unfavorable working conditions, 
stress~ group facilitation, communication with the public, data entry, and 
autonomy. While the pay equity estimates are based on the obtained regression 
equations, New York State could explicitly choose to change any of the 
regression weights in order to value these job factors differently. For some 
factors, like working conditions, changing the current regression weight from a 
negative to a positive value would affect disproportionately minority as well 
as predominantly white jobs. Other changes in regression weights (e.g. data 
entry) would have an impact only on disproportionately female jobs. 

Using the adjusted pay policy line, with all other job factors held 
constant, jobs done entirely by women are on average two salary grades lower 
than jobs -0f equal value to the state done entirely by men. Jobs done by less 
than 100 percent women on average were undervalued less than two salary grades, 
In New York State an increase of one salary grade is an increase of approxi
mately five percent in salary. 

In order to calculate accurate predicted salary grades and accurate con
fide;ince intervals for female-dominated, disproportionately minority, and 
direct-line ... of-promotion titles, we used a statistical procedure known as 
jackknifing, The estimated pay equity adjustments average 1.6 salary grades 
for the adjusted pay policy line and approximately 2.9 salary grades for the 
white male pay policy line. There is a strong tendency for job titles in the 
lower salary grades to be more undervalued than job titles in higher salary 
grades, This is the case no matter which of the pay policy lines is used. The 
salary grades of the job titles we examined ranged from grade 1 to grade 15. 
Particularly among the clerical and health care system job titles it was common 
to find titles in grade levels 6 and below to be undervalued by four or five 
salary grades. 

We found no significant overall effect for the percent minority in a 
title. However, job titles which are both disproportionately female and dis
proportionately minority, on average are undervalued by approximately one-half 
of a salary grade more than the average, For instance, as indicated above, the 
average undervaluation using the adjusted pay policy 11.ne is 1.6 salary grades. 
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Among titles that are both disproportionately female and disproportionately 
minority this figure is 2.1 salary grades. Using the white male pay policy 
line the average undervaluation is 2.9 salary grades. However, for titles 
which are both disproportionately female and disproportionately minority, the 
figure is 3.3 salary grades. 

Out of a total of 185 job titles in the CSEA bargaining unit that are more 
than 67.2 percent female and 30.8 percent minority or are jobs in the direct 
line of promotion for those female dominated and disproportionately minority 
jobs, we found 142 to be undervalued by more than a half a salary grade using 
the adjusted pay policy line and 163 were undervalued using the white male pay 
policy line. The number of employees in job titles undervalued by more than 
one half a salary grade is over 55,000 using the adjusted line and over 65,000 
using the white male line. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
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New York State long has been at the forefront of efforts to enact and 

implemen-t innovative policies to make the labor market more. ju·st and equitable 

by improving the terms and conditions of employment. This longstanding· 

commitme.nt was demonstrated in 198·2 by the Civil Service Employees Association 

(CSE-A) and the State, through its Governor's Office of Employee Relations 

(GOER}, negotiating funds to carry out a pay equity study o-f thre.e barga:f:nd!ng 

units cove.ring approximately 100,000 State employees. In 19.83, the Cente:ir for 

Women in Government was asked by CSEA and GOER t.o examine the effects of s.ex 

and race/ethnicity of typical job incumbents on the setting of salaries. 

In this re.port,. we present the results of the New York State Compa.t•able 

1 
Pay Study-. The goal of the study is to assess whethe-r the wages paid fo.r 

jobs traditionally held by women and minorities accurately refle.ct their 

productive value t.o New York State or a'.re deptessed because the work has been 

and continues- to l?e performed by women and minorities, 

This introductory chapter sets the stage for the study results. 

Specifically, we describe the distribution of women and m·inorit±es :Im the New 

Yark State government lab.or fo,rce, We then discuss job evaluation methodolo-

g;ies, and present a set of criteria fc;>r designing a job evaluation study 

consistent with principles of pay e.quity. The decision to use policy-captur

ing job evaluation is presented, as is an overview of the study design. The 

chapter concludes with an overview of the contents of the rep.o.rt. 

1 
This report is a revised version of a full technical report submitted to 

the state and the CSEA on October 1, 1985. 
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THE NEW YORK STATE LABOR FORCE 

The New York State Civil Service Department, because of its sensitivity 

to the state's equal employment opportunity obligations, has addressed the 

issue of equal pay for equal work and has revised examinations to make them 

more job related. However, its classification and compensation system, 

established in 1937 and last revised in the mid-1950s, has never been assessed 

to determine whether assumptions about the value of jobs and the assignment of 

job titles to salary grades have been distorted by the sex or race/ethnicity 

of the typical job incumbent. 

Prior to this study, the Center for Women in Government compiled 

statistics that demonstrate significant concentration of women and minorities 

in job titles at the lower grade levels of the State's wage structure. In 

1981, women constituted over 74 percent of all employees in salary grades 12 

and below, in a 38 grade system, Examining only women employees, fully 75 

percent of all women were employed below grade 12. Similarly, although 

minorities constituted only 22 percent of the state work force, they made up 

39 percent of those in grade levels 12 and below. Reviewing only minority 

employees, over three-quarters are employed below grade 12, 

Reviewing income statistics, we found that women and minority men earned 

less than non-minority men, While 57 percent of non-minority male employees 

earned over $16,000 per year, only 30 percent of non-minority females, 21 

percent of minority females, and 35 percent of minority males earned over 

$16,000 per year (McLaughlin, 1984), 

Moreover, examining the sex composition of all competitive job titles 

with four or more incumbents, the Center found that, in 1979, over 

three-quarters of all state titles were either dominated by males or females. 

Of these, 65.3 percent were male-dominated and only 13.3 percent were 
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2 female-dominated. Moreover, looking at the distribution of these titles 

across the wage structure, we found that 6~ percent of the job titles below 

grade 7 w.ere f.ema1e-dom;i.nated, while only 3 .1 percent .of the job Utles in 

grades 24 to 30 were fe.male-dominated, and not even one job title in grades 31 

to 38 wa-s female-dominated. By contrast, slightly O'(er 10 percent of job 

t;i.t:Les in grades 3 to 7 were male-dominated, while fully 80 percent of titles 

in grades 24 to 30 and over 90 percent of titles in grades 31 to 3·8 were 

male-domin1:tted. Mix.ed job titles were distributed more evenly :throughout 

grade levels ( Center for Women in Government, 1982: 84-91) • 

An exam.if.nation of the race/ethnicity composition of job titles w::l.th four 

or more incumbents revealed a similar pattern. Disproportionately Black and 

Hispanic positions constituted approximately 14 percent of job tides below 

grade 7, slightly over 11.5 percent of titles in grades 8 to 12, less than one 

percent of titles in grad.es 13 to 30, and no titles in grades 31 to 38. 

Regardless of grade level, the overwhelming majority of titles are filled by 

white incumbents: over 80 percent of titles in grades 3 to 12, and well over 

90 percent of t;ltles in grades 13 to 38 (Ibid.). 

A career ladder study, completed by the Center in 1979, strongly 

' suggested that the wage gap in state government employment was partly a func-

tion of the fact that almost all job titles and career ladders were dominated , r,.. 

either by males or females (Peterson-Hardt and Perlman, 1979). Furthermore, 

2 For the purpose of this early analysis, a male-dominated title is one in which 70 percent or more of incumbents are men and a female-dominated .. title is 
one in which 70 percent or more of incumbents are female. We defined 
disproportionately Black and Hispanic titles as ones in· which 40 per.cent or 
more of incumbents are Black and Hispanic. These definitions differ from 
those used in the study, primarily, because the analysis was completed prior to the decis;i.on by CSEA' and GOER about what constitutes a female-dominated and disproportionately minority title. 
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it found that female-dominated ladders consistently began at lower pay grades 

and peaked at lower pay grades. 

PAY EQUITY AND JOB EVALUATION: BACKGROUND 

Occupational segregation by sex and race/ethnicity can contribute to the 

wage gap in one of two ways. First, for. a variety of reasons, women and 

minorities may be systematically channeled into low worth jobs; that is, jobs 

that require less skill, effort, and responsibility than jobs filled by white 

males. We think of this source of wage differentials as a function of 

productivity-related job content differences. Insofar as occupational 

segregation results from discriminatory practices, past or present, this is an 

affirmative action issue, but is not a pay equity issue. Affirmative action 

policies work to eliminate this source of the wage gap through incentives and 

sanctions that increase the mobility of women and minorities into higher 

paying, more productive jobs, 

Second, women and minorities may be segregated in jobs that require 

equivalent amounts of skill, effort, and responsibility as jobs held mainly by 

white males but that are paid less. Insofar as these jobs are systematically 

undervalued because the work is performed predominately by women and 

minorities, this type of wage discrimination is the focus of pay equity 

efforts, Pay equity, then, is concerned only with eliminating wage 

differences associated with the sex or race composition of jobs that cannot be 

accounted for ~y prod~ctivity-related job content characteristics. 

The policy goal of equal pay for work of comparable worth broadens the 

earlier policy of equal pay for equal work which prohibited wage discrimina

tion when women and men were doing essentially the same or similar 

work. A comparable worth or pay equity policy requires, instead, that 
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dissimilar work of functionally equivalent worth to the employer should be 

pa-id the same wages. Conceptually, pay equity involves assuring that work 

d'<Jne primarily by women and minorities is not systematically undervalued' 

because the work has been and continues to be done primarily by women and' 

minor·fties. Simply stated, establishing pay equity involves correcting the 

practice of paying women and minorities less than white men for work that 

requires equivalent skills, effort, and responsibility under similar, working 

eondftions, 

Pay equity studies are designed to detemine whether salaries accurately 

reflect an explicit and consistently applied standard of job wo,rth regardtess 

of the sex or race/ethnicity of a typical job incumbent. These studies 

requi.re a methodology through which: 

• the relative worth of different jobs can be assessed, 

• undervalued job titles can be identified, and 

• estimates regarding the e·xtent of undervaluation can 
be calculated. 

To accomplish these objectives, most pay equity studies have relied on job 

evaluation techniques, which historically have fomed the basis of most formal 

classification systems and salary-setting practices in the public and private 

sectors. Typically, job evaluation involves three major components: 

description of job characteristics, evaluation of job characteristics, and 

salary-setting. 

Job description involves gathering accurate infomation about the skills, 

responsibilities, tasks, and conditions of work entailed in each job. This 

information makes it possible to organize many individual positions into job 

classes or titles. As a final step, job specifications are prepared which 

summarize job content in terms of key characteristics. They provide the link 

between description and evaluation. 
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Evaluation of characteristics involves assigning relative worth to job 

content in order to rank jobs in relation to one another. Most systems 

include some systematic procedure for developing and assigning weights or 

relative value to the job content characteristics. The highest weights would 

be assigned to those characteristics that are regarded as most important to 

the employer. In the most precise systems, job value is defined in terms of 

points. Once an employer has selected an evaluation system, the system is 

used to analyze each title to obtain a score for the title, The scores become 

the basis for directly translating a set of job characteristics into an 

appropriate ranking. 

Salary-setting involves the conversion of job worth points into pay rates 

for specific jobs. Commonly, this is accomplished through a pay policy line. 

A pay policy line establishes graphically the statistical relationship between 

job worth points and a measure of existing pay rates for a sample of job 

titles. The line of best fit between the points on this graph is then 

typically determined using multiple regression. The pay for each remaining 

job is determined by what pay rate is appropriate on the pay policy line, 

given the job's particular number of job worth points. 

The process of job evaluation need not lead to sex-based and 

race/ethnicity-based wage discrimination, Job evaluation is nothing more than 

a set of techniques for making explicit the job content values of the 

enterprise in relation to what features of jobs should be compensated. It 

provides a procedurij for systematically ordering jobs into a hierarchy based 

on the job content values articulated. However, given historical assumptions 

about the value of "women's work," there is reason to suspect that sex is an 

implicit compensable factor in the job evaluation systems of many organiza

tions. By this we mean that jobs filled by higher proportions of females tend 
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to pay less than jobs requiring equal levels of skill and responsibility with 

lower proportions of female incumbents. This makes the use of conventional 

job evaluation problematic in pay equity research. 

To avoid potential sex and race/ethnicity bias, it is necessary to modify 

conventional job evaluation. Specifically, comparable worth job evaluation 

requires that we apply to all jobs consistently a single bias-free point 

factor sy,stem (Remick, 1984).. The following design criteria need to be met at 

each step of job evaluation. 3 

(1) Description of characteristics. All jobs should be 
described fully and consistently and not differentially 
by the sex or race/ethnicity of the typical incumbent. 
This means that all jobs must be viewed in terms of the 
same p.ossible range of job content characteristics, 
incltiding thos.e associated with female-dominated or dis
proportionately minority work. The information must be 
collected in a way that ensures that variations are not 
a function of incumbent differences in providing infor
mation. 

(2) Evalt,1ation of cha-racteristics. All jobs should be evalu
ated and assigned points according to a uniform se.t of 
factors and wei.ghts. Factors should include charac
teristics associated with all types of jobs, including 
those often associated with jobs which are dispropor
tionately minority, although it may be that some of 
these characteristics are not valued by the employer, 
regardless of the sex or race/ethnicity of the typical 
incumbent. 

(3) Salary-setting. Wages should be assigned according to 
one pay policy line established on the basis of·ii graph 
including an agreed upon set of jobs in the organization. 
This line must be adju1:1t~d using an adjustment formula, 
as those recommended in Treiman and Hartmann (1981) and 
Treiman, Hartmann and Roos (1984). 

3see Steinberg (1984) and Steinberg and Haignere (1985) for a discussion. 
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POLICY-CAPTURING JOB EVALUATION 

One of the most important design decisions in job evaluation methodology 

involves the development of factors and weights. Two basic approaches to 

developing and applying factors and weights exist: an a priori approach and a 

policy-capturing approach. 

A priori approaches begin with a predetermined system of factors and 

weights to evaluate jobs within a specific organization. These weights may 

come from a predefined consultant's package or they may be derived from a 

policy-making committee's decisions about what should be valued for the 

purpose of compensation. 

Typically, a priori systems define work content in terms of broad 

categories such as skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions, even 

before specific jobs in an organization are examined. Each category or factor 

is further subdivided and, within each subcomponent, levels are created with 

points assigned to each level. The application of a priori systems usually 

involves evaluation committees, which review a job description or job specifi

cation and arrive at a consensus decision about what overall score a job title 

should receive. Descriptions are sometimes produced from information 

collected through desk audits or group interviews. Or, they are sometimes 

derived from responses to an employee questionnaire asking such broad 

questions as: "Describe the most significant tasks associated with your job." 

The second approach to job evaluation is policy-capturing. This involves 

developing a compensatiqp model in which specific job content features such as 

the number of persons supervised, the amount of prior experience in a related 

job, the level of analytic reasoning required, and the level of education 

needed to perform the job are divided into factors and then these factors are 

weighted in such a wary that they statistically "predict" the current wage 
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structur,e, In other words, the weights for each compensable job content 

,chara.cter:is.tic are derived from a statistical model which makes explicit what 

is ,e,ur-t:.en:t:J.y impl:l.c:i.tly valued for compensation purposes within an organba

tio:n. 

:roUcy ... cnptudng or a priori job evaluation systems can vary from 

.employer to .employer, For example, a public jurisdiction may value, among 

other things., ~up.ervision, r.espondbility for budgetary decisions, and w:r:Lting 

skills, By contrast, a maunfacturing firm may value supervision, cost,,,.related 

manage:rial ,d.e.cbi.ons, p:r!'>duction monitoring, and manual dexterity, ignoring 

writin.g skil.ls a.ltog.ether. Compensation models for these two organizations 

would differ because the range of job titles and job content varies, what is 

cons:i.dend val-u.a.bl.e in job content varies, and their current wage structures 

vary, 

The Center for Women in Government designed the New '(ork State Study in 

term$ of a policy ... capturing approach for two reasons. First, in th.e early 

.stage$ of developing the pr.oposal we worked with GOER, CSEA, the Civil Serviee 

Department., the Center's Board of Directors, and the Center's Research 

Advi.sory Committee to select the job evaluation methodology best suited to New. 

Yoi-k. We reviewed several a prior:!. systems, offering New York a set of 

predetermined factors and weights. These alternatives were rejected by 

pol:Lcy-makers and constituent group leaders, Instead, there was a strong 

pr.eference for the pol-icy .... capturing approach. It was believed that this 

approach was best suited to a pay equity study because it is based on what New 

York State implicitly does value and not on what New York State should value. 

Once we determined what New York State actually values in job content, we 

woul.d base the estimates of undervaluation on the existing, and now explicit, 

New York State compensation policy. 
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Consistent with the state policy-makers' views, the Center regards 

policy-capturing as an appropriate job evaluation approach for assessing pay 

equity. A comparable worth pay policy does not tell an employer what job 

content should be valued. It requires only that whatever an employer values 

is valued consistently and systematically across all job titles and not 

arbitrarily and implicitly as a function of the sex or race/ethnicity of the 

typical incumbent of a job title, As the National Academy of Sciences 

Comn1ittee on Occupational Classification concluded: 
- -- - -

Paying jobs according to their worth requires only 
that whatever characteristics of jobs are regarded 
as worthy of compensation by an employer should be 
equally so regarded irrespective of the sex, race, 
or ethnicity of job incumbents (Treiman and Hartmann, 
1981: 70). 

COMPARABLE WORTH JOB EVALUATION: OVERVIEW OF DESIGN 

The New York State study uses a policy-capturing approach, which relies 

heavily on statistical procedures for designing the data collection, for 

analyzing the data to establish factor weights, and for estimating the 

appropriate salary for female-dominated and disproportionately minority jobs, 

To meet the three methodological criteria specified above, we maximized 

consistency and minimized sex and race/ethnic bias in the way jobs are 

described and evaluated and in the procedures for establishing wages, We 

further adjusted the final set of factors and weights to remove the possible 

impact of wage discrimination in the jurisdiction's current pay poli.cy, 

To m~et the first criterion of describing all jobs fully and consistently 

and not dHferentially by the sex or race/ethnicity of the typical incumbent, 

we developed a questionnaire customized to the range o,f job content 

characteristics found in New York State jobs. To design the questionnaire, we 
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examined over 18 job analysis or job evaluation approaches. We reviewed these 

plans s.o as to include in our survey instrument every category of Job content 

characteristic that previously had b.een found to be compensable, We also 

included additional potentially compensable characteristics which were not a 

part of other systems but which might be relevant to New York State pay 

policy. We wrote the questionnaire at a seventh grade readability level. For 

each question, employees had to choose one from a number of possible .closed

ended responses, to minimize the impact of differential abilities to express 

ideas in writing and to eliminate any sex and race/ethnic differences in word 

usage or comprehension of job content factors. The development of the Job 

Content Questionnaire is described at greater length in Chapter III. 

The second criterion is that all jobs be evaluated and assigned points 

according to a consistently applied and uniform set of factors and weights. 

In order to meet this criterion, we statistically derived one set of factors 

and weights by analyzing the data collected from our employee questionnaires 

in relation to current New York State salaries. To do this, we first averaged 

incumbent responses for each job title in order to obtain a single composite 

job description for each job. Next, we statistically sorted the data from the 

questionnaire using factor analytic statistical techniques to group together 

items of similar job content, like questions on supervision, data entry, group 

facilitation, and so on. Weights for Job content factors were assigned in 

relation to the current wage structure using multiple regression analysis. 

The resulting compensation model was applied to each female-dominated and 

disproportionately minority job title to obtain a predicted salary grade, 

indicating what the wages for these jobs would be in the absence of discrimi

nation. 
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These policy-capturing procedures rely heavily on statistical analysis 

performed on computers. The use of standard statistical procedures and 

computer analysis ensures that the set of factors and weights are applied 

consistently, eliminating the possibility that consultants or committees 

impose subjective stereotypes in their selection and application of factors 

and weights in relation to particular female-dominated and disproportionately 

minority jobs. 

The Center for Women in Government is assisting the state in meeting the 

salary-setting criterion that appropriate wages should be assigned on the 

basis of one adjusted pay policy line. We computed three separate pay policy 

lines. The first pay policy line is based on the compensation model for all 

New York State job titles. This cannot be used as a basis for pay equity 

adjustments, however, because it includes the salaries of female-dominated and 

disproportionately minority jobs which may be undervalued due to 

discrimination. 

The remaining two estimation procedures, in effect, remove from the pay 

policy line the potential distortion of discrimination. The second estimation 

procedure involves adjusting the overall compensation model by statistically 
J 

removing the effects of percentages of female and minority incumbents in job 

titles from the job content characteristics predicting pay. This approach 

removes from the compensation model that part of the variation in New York 

State's pay policy that can only be explained by the proportion of women and 

minority incumbents in job titles. 

The third pr,ocedure involves using the white male pay policy line as the 

standard for determining the job content value of all titles. The validity of 

this procedure is based on the assumption that the salaries assigned to jobs 

held primarily by white males are not affected by sex or race/ethnic discrimi

nation. 
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These last two estimates provide measures of potential undervaluation in 

fema;l.e.,..domj.nated and disproportionately minority titles. Thus, the Center is 

Ul;l;l.:ng 1;1n adjusted policy-capturing approach as the basis fo·:r pay eqt1;ity 

estim~tes. 

OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT 

This report is organized into seven remaining chapters. A chapter 

providing a general overview of the methodology follows this introductory 

chc;1.pter, It bu;i.lds on the preceding overview of the study design by 

descr;lbing the study population and sample, providing defin;i.tions for 

female-dom;inated and disproportionately minority titles, and del.ineating the 

general approach to data collection through the use of a customized 

questionnaire administered through incumbent self-reports. 

Chapters III and IV discuss the development of the Job Content Ques

tionnaire and the pilot survey designed to test the validity and reliability 

of the questionnaire as well as the feasibility of using different distribu

tion methods in the main data collection survey. 

Chapter V reports on the process of collecting the job content informa

tion in the main data collection stage. Chapter VI reports on the results of 

the prel:bninary data analysis and the examination of the job content factor 

{U.J.d items of the study. In addition, it treats the methodology and the 

results of creating indices and factors out of the items contained in the Job 

Content Questionnaire. 

Chapter VII reports on the unadjusted average pay policy line and the twc;i 

pay policy models that are used to generate estimates of undervaluation for 

female-dominated and disproportionately minority titles. Chapter VIII reports 

the est;imates of undervaluation for female-dominated, disproportionately 
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minority, and those related direct line of promotion titles where the entry 

level title is found to be undervalued, 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL METHODOLOGY 
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New York State is the third largest public sector employer in the United 
States with well over 175,000 employees in over 7,000 job titles. To under
take a pay equity job evaluation study requires the collection of massive 

amounts of accurate information about job content from a large sample of job 
incumbents filling a representative range of job titles. 

This ~hapter reports on the basic methodological decisions shaping key 

features of the study design. It begins with a discussion of the use of an 

incumbent self-administered questionnaire customized to New York State job 

content as the data collection instrument. It continues with basic 

definitions of the survey population and concludes with a description of the 
general sampling frame, 

THE COLLECTION OF JOB CONTENT INFORMATION 

In traditional job evaluation, job content information is typically 

collected using desk audits, group interviews of incumbents, questionnaires to 
incumbents, questionnaires to supervisors, or some combination of the above 

methodologies. 

Given the volume of information that had to be collected in New York 

State, desk audits and group interviews were ruled out. To do desk audits of 

just ten job titles, observing only five positions within each title, would 

take approximately 150 days of staff time. To collect information on over 

2500 job titles would take 37,500 staff days! Desk audits are most frequently 

used to review single jobs for reclassification. However, these are not 

practical for system-wide analysis such as the one being undertaken here. 

Group interviews in each job title would be less labor intensive but still 

prohibitive if substantial numbers of titles were included. In addition, 

group interviews raise sensitive issues as to which employees are selected to 
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participate, which geographic areas employees are drawn from, and biases that 

the interviewer brings to the interview. We thus eliminated all of these 

options, 

Based on our review of the research literature, we selected multiple 

incumbent self-reports as the optimal mode of data collection for our 

purposes, Our two primary criteria for this decision were: 

• this approach was the way to get the most 
information at the lowest cost; and 

________ •- _a _nu_111ber_Q_:f__?_11t_h_Q]'."_itj~s regard incumbents as 

the best source of information about fobs~ -

Incumbents operate a.s "multiple raters", representing a more diverse set 

of agency and geographic settings than could be reached using any other source 

of information or sampling procedure. In addition, we decided to average 

incumbent responses within each job title to obtain a title profile. This has 

the effect of minimizing the effect of any unique incumbent differences in 

filling out questionnaires, including under-aggrandizement and over-aggran-

1 
dizement. It also averages actual variations in job content of positions 

within titles. Thus, what we are left with is a description of the average or 

typical content of each job title. 

Early on in the design of the study methodology, concern was expressed 

that incumbents would aggrandize their jobs by exaggerating the duties 

associated with them. As one way of minimizing that propensity, it was 

proposed that supervisors be asked to review employee questionnaires. After 

serious consideration, we rejected supervisor review for several reasons, 

1 
Under-aggrandizement involves a respondent reporting fewer skills and 

less responsibility then is actually involved in her or his job title. 

Accordingly, over-aggrandizement involves a respondent reporting more skills 

and larger responsibility then is actually in her or his job. 
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I First, direct supervisor review of incumbent questionnaires would violate the 
confidentiality of responses. This would not only violate the State 

University human subjects review requirement, but would jeopardize crucial 
2 union support of the study. 

Second, we were doubtfu] about the validity of information received from 
supervisors as a standard for judging the accuracy of incumbent responses. 
Supervisors may well be motivated to aggrandize the jobs they supervise, as 
much or more than incumbents are, Additionally, their distance from the 
duties of the jobs they supervise may give them an inaccurate picture of the 

iobs. 

Fortunately, there have been studies specifically designed to investigate 
the accuracy of incumbent responses to job questionnaires using supervisor 
responses as a standard. These studies find that incumbents describe the:l.r 
jobs as accurately as supervisors do. For instance, the findings of a study 
done in the Air Force indicates that, "when compared to supervisors' estimates 
there is no tendency for incumbents to exaggerate the number or difficulty of 
the tasks they perform (Madden et al, 1964:10). These researchers go on to 
indicate that "supervisors may not know precisely what any subordinate does 
task by task" (Ibid). They conclude that, 

since there is no tendency for workers to exaggerate the number or difficulty of tasks performed, the current Air Force procedure of collecting job information directly from incumbents se0cms preferable to collection of job information from supervisors (Ibid). 

2
As a matter of routine, all research projects conducted at the State University of New York at Albany (SUNYA) must meet certain ethical standards in research. Proposals are reviewed by the SUNYA Institutional Review Board. One concern of the review process involves the protection of subjects from participating in research that involves providing sensitive personal information. 
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Another study comparing supervisor and incumbent responses completed by 

researchers from the Universities of Pittsburgh and Minnesota concluded that: 

"Overall, the findings gave strong support for the ability of workers to rate 

their jobs accurately, that is, consistently and with evidence of validity" 

(Dawson and Weiss, 1973:188). Finally, the Interim Report of the National 

Academy of Sciences Committee on Occupational Classification and Analysis 

questioned the assumption that supervisor responses were even as accurate as 

incumbent responses (Treiman, 1979:45). 

As a matter of logic, there is no reason to suppose that supervisors 

exaggerate about job duties of subordinates less than those who hold the jobs. 

Indeed, those involved in other state comparable pay studies report informally 

that supervisor reviews consistently result in upgrading the described job 

responsibilities, In the Iowa comparable worth study, supervisors tended to 

review and modify incumbent responses in such a way as to generally increase 

the difficulty of jobs. Similar findings were reported in Illinois and 

Oregon. Moreover, there is some reason to suspect the possibility of sex 

stereotyping through supervisor bias. A study of supervisor ratings of job 

content noted that: 

differences were found in the amount of variance of 
ratings within jobs. Jobs such as mechanical engineer, 
computer programmer, adding machine serviceman, welder, 
and sheet metal worker were rated with less variability 
than were dietician, librarian, secretary-stenographer, 
and sewing machine operator. The jobs which were rated 
more consistently seemed to require working more closely 
with objects and hand tools and may have been easier to 
aseess because specific tasks may have been more easily 
identified. The jobs which were less consistently rated 
were more service-oriented, or people-oriented, with tasks 
not as readily defined; they were also jobs in which women 
predominated (Dawson and Weiss, 1973, Ibid.). 

This research raises serious questions about the validity of supervisor 

information about women's jobs in particular. 
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In summary, since there is no evidence that supervisors are either more 

acc1,.q:·.ate or less likely to exaggerate in de.scribing the d1,1ties of jobs they 

supervise, we questioned whether supervisor review would lead to a better set 

of job descriptions. In addition, given the possibility that greater sex bias 

may be.present in supervisor responses, we concluded that supervisors should 

not be relied upon as a source of job content information in a comparable pay 

study. As will be reported later. we conducted a pilot substudy in which we 

compared responses betwe.en supervisors and incumbents on a subset of items in 

the job content survey. We found no consistent differences between supervisor 

and inc:i.,unbent ratings on the same job. 

Two additional problems with using supervisor reports on job content 

relate to pragmatic and practical considerations. In the course of carrying 

out. the pilot study, we were informed by several personnel directors in our 

pilot agencies that if incumbents knew that supervisors were being asked to 

review their job questionnaires, some of them may either provide inaccurate 

information perceived to be acc.eptable to their supervisors, or not even 

respond to the questionnaire. This was because some incumbents, and the 

unions representing them, may mistrust both the promised confidentiality of 

their responses and the eventual uses to which the data were being put. 

Mo:reover, .it was impractical to collect separate supervisor information 

given time and cost constraints. Indeed, the Center went through considerable 

3 difficulties in locating a mere 200 supervisors during the pilot study. To 

3we first submitted a list of jobs for which we wanted the names of 
supervisors to the personnel director at each of eight sites. In each case, 
the personnel directors had no systematic information about supervisory 
relationships, and they spent considerable time tracking down who supervised 
whom, Most frequently, they located the supervisors by referring to time 

(Footnote Continued) 
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have incorporated supervisor information on jobs consistently would have meant 

locating supervisors in almost 2,800 job titles. Based on our pilot 

experience, we saw no feasible way to sample supervisors in the main survey. 

The next decision concerned the format for asking incumbents about job 

content. As a starting point, we reviewed job description questionnaires used 

by other researchers and consultants. These fall into two general categories: 

open-ended and closed-ended questionnaires. Open-ended questionnaires can 

lead to biased results for two reasons. First, the incumbents of many job 

titles such as Launderer, Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide, and Laborer tend to 

have less verbal skill than the incumbents of some other titles such as 

Personnel Administrator, Fiscal Analyst, and Program Evaluator. Second, 

linguistic research has noted the many ways in which words, particularly 

verbs, used by women are weaker and less action oriented (Remick, 1979). In 

addition, closed-ended questionnaires are less time-consuming to fill out and 

considerably less expensive to process. For these reasons, we preferred a 

closed-ended questionnaire. 

Few job evaluation packages use closed-ended job content questionnaires. 

The major exception is the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) (McCormick, 

et al, 1969). The PAQ was originally developed for administration by job 

evaluators of blue-collar jobs. It was used as one of two information collec

tion instruments in the Michigan Comparable Worth study. However, not surpri

singly, data obtained' from the survey proved unuseable as it was too difficult 

a survey instrument for incumbents to comprehend. Research has shown that the 

(Footnote Continued) 
sheets to see who signed them. Despite this effort, eight blank 
questionnaires (or four percent) were returned to us because the employees 
receiving thew did not supervise anyone in the specified job title, 
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readability level of the PAQ is college graduate (Ash and Edgell, 1975), It 

was thus inappropriate for use in a study relying on an incumbent self

administered survey in the public sector. 

A variant of the PAQ was developed for a pilot comparable pay study for 

public employees in Pennsylvania, but it retained many of the limitations of 

the PAQ (Pierson and Koziara, 1984). Thus, there were no closed-ended ques

tionnaires available that we thought appropriate for use in obtaining job 

content information. As a result, we developed a customized job content ques.

tionnaire for New York State government employment. The development of this 

questionnaire is the topic of the next chapter. 

POPULATION DEFINITIONS 

Job Title as the Unit of Analysis 

Comparable worth job evaluation requires that the unit of analysis is the 

job title, Although we collected information from individual incumbents 

filling positions within titles, we averaged responses by job title. The 

focus of the research is on the job content chracteristics of the title. For 

instance, we are interested in the level of education or experience required 

to fill the job title. and not in the level of education or experience of 

individuals in the title, To be sure, these should be highly correlated, but 

4 our sole interest is in the job title requirements. Similarly, comparable 

worth research is less concerned with the unique job content features of 

4 If wage level were a function of incumbent characteristics, and not job 
title characteristics, then we would indeed be interested in collecting 
information on compensable incumbent characteristics. However, New York State 
compensation policy is built on job characteristics, although seniority 
differences are incorporated into salaries within grade levels. 

'f,:, ' 
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positions within a job title than with the job content common to all positions 

grouped together into a job title. This created some methodological 

complexities, most notably with respect to the sampling frame within the job 

title, which is discussed below. 

Job Title Population: A Definition 

The New York State Civil Service system currently has over 7,350 job 

titles, falling for the most part within six bargaining units and a management 

------~~conf-identiaLgroup_._ __ __E9_J'.'_ the P_1.l!_l'_OSe~ ~!_ this research, we specified the study 

population to include all the classified titles in the New York State Civil 

Service System. However, we made the following exclusions in the study 

population: 

• titles for which salaries are not set by the 

Civil Service system (N.S. for non-statutory) or 

where salaries are set by law (O.S. for other~statute); 

• classified titles with fewer than four incumbent3, 
except those designated Management/Confidential; 

State University faculty and professionals; 

• titles located only in the following eight so-called 

quasi-agencies: Bridge Authority, Commission on Investi

gation, Energy Research and Development Authority, 

State Police Law Enforcement titles, Housing Finance Agency, 

N. E. Queens Nature and Historic Preservation Commission, 

Teachers' Retirement System, and the Thruway Authority. 

In addition to these job title definitional restrictions, the employee 

population was specified to exclude the following: 

5This exclusion criterion was later expanded to include positions 

designated managerial/confidential (M/C). M/C titles with fewer than four 

incumbents were also ,dropped, because the regression analysis indicated that 

eliminating these small incumbency titles did not change the results. 

Moreover, doing so avoided giving the same weight to a single incumbency job 

titJe as to a larger job title where the responses of incumbents were 

averaged. 
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• incumbents of positions earmarked to be reviewed 
when these incumbents leave their positions; 

• incumbents working part~time; 

• incumbents who, subsequent to the sample selection, 
had moved to a n6h~sampled job title; 

• incumbents with less than one-month tenure in the 
position; and 

• incumbents who were retired, deceased, laid off, or 
oi:herw:l.se not in the positioh at the time of the 
clata collection survey. 

These exclusions reduced the number of job titles represented in the study to 

2,898. 

Femal'e;..Doininated and Disproportionately MiMrit;y. '1'.~,t:les; DE!.fi,n,ition~ 

One of fife most consequential research design decisions in a pay equity 

study is -what co'hstitutes a feritale;.:.dominated a:nd disproportionately minority 

Job, The criteria for selecting female-doinfnated or disproportionately 

minority t:l.tles directly deterinfries 'the pool •of jobs fo·r ·which estimates of 

potential underValuation will be made. Of course, not all job titles in the 

pool will necessarily be found to be misvalued. But only those titles in the 

pool will 'be examined to see if there is any tnisvaluing of jobs. Thus, the 

goal of ·achieving internal equity through pay equity adjustments is best met 

if ·we include too many, rather than too few titles in the pool. 

The development of the criteria for selecting the sample of female

dominated and disproportionately minority titles was done jointly by labor and 

management with consultation from Center staff. The criteria encompass three 

rule's indicating bargaining unit restrictions, a proportion female or minority 

incumbent cutoff point, and a mini.mum incumbency size. 
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First, because fun~s for the study were provided in the contract between 

the state and CSEA, estimates of undervaluation were contractually limited to 

titles in CSEA's bargaining units. 

Second, the standards that had been used elsewhere in pay equity studies 

were reviewed. We found that for female-dominated job titles, most studies 

had used a 70 percent cutoff point. Specifically, this meant that only job 

titles with 70 percent or more female incumbents were examined to determine 

whether there was undervaluation in their wages, In most studies done in 
---- - ---- - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

other jurisdictions the remaining job titles with 69,9 percent female or less 

were not examined. However, there is reason to expect that salary discrimina

tion may affect job titles with less than 70 percent females as well as those 

with 70 percent or more females, 

Moreover, since New York State was the first jurisdiction to look at dis

proportionately minority positions, we found no previous standards on how to 

define a disproportionately minority title, Thus, the definition of female

dominated and disproportionately minority titles by a cutoff point, whatever 

6 it would be, would be somewhat arbitrary, 

As a third step, we examined the impact of a 70 percent cutoff rule on 

the job ti.tles in the CSEA bargaining units to see whether it, at a minimum, 

encompassed titles culturally associated with women and minorities. We dis-

6 Since one of our adjustment formulas involves using percentage female 
and percentage minority to adjust the compensation model, it follows that, if 
these variables are found to be statistically significant predictors of pay, 
they will affect the predicted salary grade of all titles with substantial 
percentages of female and minorities. Accordingly, we recommended early in 
the study that all titles with greater than the mean percentage of women and 
minorities in the New York State workforce be assessed for potential 
undervaluation, This recommendation was not accepted, 
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covered that the 70 percent rule would exclude some of the largest titles in 

which historically female work is routinely performed, such as Mental Hygiene 

Therapy Aide, with over 17,000 incumbents, Mental Hygiene Therapy Assi.stant I, 

Housekeepers, and Launderers. Conceptually, these exclusions make little 

sense since these titles are clearly associated with traditionally female 

work. Moreover, consistent with the theoretical underpinnings of pay equity, 

these titles are lik~Jy to have been undervalued because they have tradi

tionally been filled by women. In light of our examination of the impact of 

the specific cutoff points on the final list of estimated titles, we were 

certain that the 70 percent cutoff point traditionally used to define female-

? dominateg was too high given New York State employment demographic data, 

With a great deal of input from both labor and management, an alternative 

model for defining female-dominated and disproportionately minority job titles 

was developed. This conceptually-based model uses a standard which is tied to 

the proportion of women and minorities in the total New York State labor 

force. 

The formula is (.4X) + X, where Xis the overall proportion of women or 

8 minorities in the New York State labor force, Thus, jobs are considered to 

7Despite our concerted attempts, we have been unable to discover exactly 
where the 70 percent-and-above definition originated, Unconfirmed data 
indicate that it was adopted for use in the Washington State study based on 
consultant use of a set of U.S. Department of Labor charts. However, our own 
library and computer-based searches have not uncovered a U.S. Department of 
Labor reference using a 70 percent definition for a female-4ominated job. 

8 The ,4 factor evolved from the deve.lopment of an approach to defining 
disproportionately minority based on the traditional definition of female
dominated. New York State was the first jurisdiction faced with defining a 
disproportionately minority encumbered job. The only existing related 
precedent was the commonly used 70 percent standard to define 
female-dominated. Exactly how the 70 percent standard originally came to be 

(Footnote Continued) 
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be female jobs if their percentage female is at least 40 percent larger than 

it would be if workers were distributed across jobs without regard to sex, 

Similarly, a disproportionately minority job is one in which there is at least 

a 40 percent excess of minority workers relative to their proportion in the 

labor force. In New York State, where women constituted just over 48 percent 

of the total public sector workforce in 1984, the formula resulted in a 67.2 

percent cutoff point ((.4 X 48) + 48 = 67,2), This meant that all CSEA titles 

with 67.2 percent or more female incumbents were included within the sample of 

titles for which undervaluation would be assessed. 

This same formula was used for minorities. Since minorities constitute 

22 percent of the New York State workforce, a disproportionately minority 

title is one in which 30.8 percent or more of the incumbents are minorities 

((.4 X 22) + 22 = 30.8), Along with the female-dominated titles, these would 

be assessed for potential undervaluation, 

The third and final criterion for female-dominated and disproportionately 

minority titles involves the minimum incumbency size for titles for which 

undervaluation would be assessed. Once a listing of titles had been developed 

based on the cutoff rule, labor and management deliberated over what the 

minimum number of incumbents should be before estimates of undervaluation 

(Footnote Continued) 
used is unclear. 'l~owever, a logic applied post hoc is that, given that women 
are roughly SO p~r~ent of most work forces, as well as of the population 
at-large, 70 percent is enough above this hase of 50 percent to constitute a 
4isproportionate representation of women. Thus, a similar increment above the 
base proposition of minorities in a work force could constitute a 
disproportionately minority encumbered title. Therefore, to establish the 
dPfinition of disproportionately minority, we used an equation: 70 percent is 
to 50 percent as Xis to 22 percent (minority representation in the New York 
State workforce).- In this equation X = 30.8 equals 0.4. Applied to sex 
composition in New York State, where women constitute 48 percent of the 
workforce then, 48 (.4) + 48 = 67.2. 
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would be made. They decided that estimates of undervaluation, would he made 

only for female-dominated or disrroportionately minority titles with ten or 

11\0re incumbents. The decision on incumbency size was based on the instability 

of sex and race/ethnic i;,ercentages :i,n job titles with less than ten 

incumbents. Below that number the shift of only one or two p.os.itions from 

male to fem.ale or white to minority would change the categoriz,ation of the 

title, This decisio.r,1. resulted in the deletion of 56 titles .•. 

Table 2, l Usts the 168 female-domina.ted and disproportionately minority 

titles fox whi.ch undervalu.ation was to be assessed. Two title.s were lat.er 

elimi.nated due to extremely low response rates. (See Appendix G,) They are 

grouped by t:Ltle code, In addition to titles included as a result of the 

above criteria, we included the following four titles: 

Tith~ Gode Job Title 

7150000 

7617200 

3016000 

7202022 

Maintenance Helper 

Bus Driver 

Janitor 

Maintenance Assistant (Refrigeration) 

These tit,les exceeded the 30. 8 percent cutoff point for disproportionately 

m;inority when positions in the State University system were excluded, 

However, they fell below the cutoff when State University positions were 

added. '!'his finding is an indication that the university inc1Jmbents of these 

titles are primarily white, while the incumbents of positions in other 

agencies include a subi;;tantially greater proportion of minorities. Given our 

concern with being more inclusive, labor and management decided to include 

these titles wi.thin the list of those to be estimated fo.r undervaluation. 

Finally, it was dec:ided. that those titles in the direct line of promotion 

of any of the titles which were examined for potential undervaluation would be 

'I 
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examined for potential undervaluation if their related entry level title was 

found to be undervalued, regardless of the proportion of women and minorities 

in them. Perhaps due to the common cultural assumptions and expectations 

about the work behavior and the appropriate roles of men and women, white 

males tend to be at the top of female-dominated or di.sproportionately minority 

career ladders. As a result, many of the higher grade level job titles in 

disproportionately female or minority promotional tracks have lower 

percentages of women and minority incumbents and do not meet the cutoff 

proportion of women or minorities necessary to be included. However, where 

the entry-level position has been found to be undervalued, the likelihood 

increases that undervaluation has affected the grade level assignment of the 

promotional titles as well. Moreover, if such job titles were not examined 

for undervaluation when job titles at the bottom of the same job family were 

examined, the State could face serious problems with internal inconsistencies 

in the classification system. Table 2.2 lists the direct-line-of-promotion 

job titles which were assessed for undervaluation. This constitutes 20 job 

titles, making a grand total of 188 titles in the original list of estimated 

titles. 9 

~OB TITLE SAMPLING FRAME 

Given the large numper of employees and job titles in New York State 

government employment, it was not feasible to collect information from each 

9 This number includes the deletion of one direct-line-of-promotion title 
because its entry title was not found to be undervalued. 
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TABLE 2 .1 

FEMALE ... DOMINATED AND DISPROPORTIONATELY 
MINORITt JOB TITLES FOR WHICH UNOERVALUATION WILL BE ASSESSED 

Title Cod.e 

100200 
100300 
100500 
102100 
102200 
102230 
102300 
105200 
112000 
130110 
130310 
133100 
133200 
7022.00 
702300 
702500 
750300 
750500 
822010 
822020 
849200 
849300 
849500 

2510100 
2510200 
2512200 
251230.0 
2513300 
2513400 
2514300 
2514400 
2515200 
2521100 
2521200 
2522210 
2540100 
2540200 
2540300 
2540510 
2553310 
2553320 
2557100 
2558100 
2558200 
2558300 
2559100 

Title -----
Account Clerk 
Senr Acct Clerk 
Prin Acct Clerk 
Payroll Audit Clk 1 
Audit; Clerk 
Payroll Audit Clk 3 
Senr Audit Clerk 
Cashter 
roll CoU.ect,or 
Emps Ret Bnfts Exmr 1 
Emps Ret BnftE! Exmr 3 
Emps Ret Mbrsp Exmr 1 
Emps Ret Mbrsp Exmr 2 
Statistics Clerk 
Senr Statistics Clerk 
Prin Statistics Chrk 
Senr Actuarial Clerk 
Prin Actuarial Clerk 
Data Proc Clk 1 
Data Proc Clk 2 
Data Entry Mach Oper 
Senr Data Enty Mach 0 
Prin Data Enty Mach 0 
Purchasing Assqt 1 
Purchasing Ass.nt 2 
Ident Clk 
Senr Ident Clerk 
Senr Med Records Clrk 
Treatmnt. Unit Clk 
Senr Underwrtng Clerk 
Senr Payroll Audt Clk 
Credentials Assistant 
Motor Veh Title Clk 1 
Motor Veh Title Clk 2 
Legal Assnt 1 
Motor Veh Rep 1 
Motor Veh Rep 2 
Motor Veh Rep 3 
Supvg Motor Veh Rep 1 
Trans Offc Assnt 1 
Trans Offc Assnt 2 
Apps Cntrl Clk 1 
Payroll Clerk 1 
Payroll Clerk 2 
Payroll Clerk 3 
Library Clerk I 

Title Code 

911200 
911300 

1836100 
1935000 
2134101 
2337110 
2501200 
2501300 
2501317 
2501320 
2501500 
2501517 
2501590 
2502.200 
2502300 
2503200 
2503300 
2503500 
2504200 
2504300 
2506100 
2508400 
2508600 
2559200 
2559300 
2560100 
2560200 
2568100 
2569100 
2601200 
2601300 
2601310 
2601500 
2605200 
2606100 
2606200 
2606300 
2609000 
2610200 
2610300 
2610320 
2610500 
2610520 
2612200 
2703100 
2703200 

Title 
~ 

Laboratory Animal Crt 
Senr Lab Animal Crtkr 
Inst Rtl Str Clerk 
Park Regn Bus Assnt 
Tr&ns Plng Aide 1 
Consumer Srvs Spec 1 
Clerk 
Senr Clerk 
Senr Clerk SurrogA,te 
Senr Clerk Corp Srch 
Prfa1 Clerk 
Prin Clerk Est Tx App 
Prin Clerk Personne.1 
Comp Claims Clerk 
Senr Comp Clms Clerk 
File Clerk 
Senr File Clerk 
Prin FUe Clevk 
Admitting Clerk 
Senr Admitting Clerk 
Nursing Station Clk 1 
Drive.r Impv Adjdtn C 
Adjudctn Corrpdnc Clk 
Library Clerk 2 
Library Clerk 3 
Student Loan Clk 1 
S,tud.ent Loan Clk 2 
Emp Ins Revwng Clk 1 · 
Disablty Detrm Rv C 1 
Typist 
Senr Typist 
Senr Typist Law 
Prin· Typist 
Diet Mach Trans 
Info Procssg Spec 1 
Info Procssg Spec 2 
Info Procssg Spec 3 
Secretarial Steno 
Stenographer 
Senr Stenographer 
Senr Steno Law 
Prin Stenographer 
Prin Stenographer Law 
Hearing Reptr 
Telephone Oper Typ 
Telephone Oper 

' .. ,., ',,, ,1. 



-----

2703300 
2706100 
2712200 
2715200 
2715220 
2810100 
2859010 
3004000 
3004500 
3014000 
3016000 
3021000 
3102300 
3102600 
3106100 
3124200 
3124300 
3124400 
3137200 
3302200 
3302300 
3307000 
5302100 
6223200 
6225100 
6301000 
6818000 
6824100 
6893200 
7202022 
7611300 
7616100 
7711000 
8261303, 
834010q 
841010Q 
843130tj 
8621100 
8937100 
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TABLE 2.1 
(continued) 

Senr Telephone Oper 5303100 Beautician 
Dirctry Info Sys Op 1 5350200 Dental Assnt 
Calculating Mach Op 5359000 Dental Hygienist 
Bookkeeping Mch Op 5500200 Licensed Prac Nrs 
Bookkeeping Mch Op Ds 5503200 Operating Room 
Admnv Aide Techniciana 
State Univ Prgm Aide 5503300 Senior Operating Room 

a Housekeep~----------------- ___ Technician ______________ _ 
Supvg Housekeeper 5501100 Hosp Attendant 1 
Cleaner 5502200 Hosp Clinical Techn 
Janitor 5518500 Comty Resdnc Aide 
Elevator'Operator 5532101 Hosp Clinical Assnt 1 
Cook 5532202 Hosp Clinical Assnt 2 
Head Cook 5540300 Psych Therapy Aide 
Dietitian Techn 5544100 Mental Hyg Hfwy HA 1 
Food Service Wkr 1 5570300 Mental Hyg Ther Aidel 
Food Service Wkr 2 5570400 Mental Hyg Ther Ast 1 
Food Service Wkr 3 6201000 Laboratory Helper 
Food & Suppls Processor 6202200 Laboratory Worker 
Launderer 6204000 Laboratory Aide 
Senr Launderer 6210000 XRay Aide 
Clothing Clerk 6211510 Teaching Hosp Stl Stl 
Barber 6211520 Teaching Hosp Stl St2 
Electrocardogrph Tech 6214200 Electroencphgrph Tech 
Medical Lab Tech 1 6219200 Central Med Sup Tech 
Pharmacy Aide 6220200 Histology Technician 
Assnt Wkrs Comp Exmr 6220300 Senr Histology Tech 
Workers Comp Revw An 6893100 Medicaid Clms Exmnr 1 
Medicaid Clms Exmnr 2 7150000 Maintce Helper 
Maintce Assnt Refrign 7611000 Chauffeur 
Senr Chauffeur 7614000 Tractor Trailer Oper 
Motor Veh Oper 7617200 Bus Driver 
Bindery Helper 8261202 Youth Div Aide 2 
Youth Div Aide 3 8261400 Youth Div Aide 4 
Alclsm Rehab Assnt 1 8342200 Rehab Interviewer S S 
Training Aide 8431200 Empl Sec Clk 
Senr Emp Sec Clerk 8431500 Prin Emp Sec Clerk 
Parole Prag Aide 8701600 Watchman 
Motor Veh Ins Sv RP 1 8970100 Driver Imprv Adjudctr 

aThese titles were deleted due to inadequate incumbent responses. 



Title Code 

102.220 
102500 
130210 
133300 
e22030. 
911500 

.2134202 
2522220 
3004600 
3016500 
3016600 
3302600 
5518800 
5518900 
5570500 
6218400 
6225200 
6818200 
7132200 
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TABLE 2.2 

DIRECT-LINE-OF-PROMOTION JOB TITLES 
FOR WHICH UNDERVALUATION WERE ASSESSED 

Title --
Payroll Audit Clerk 2 
Principal Audit Clerk 
Emps. Return Benefits Examiner 2 
Emps. Return Membership Examiner 3 
Data Processing Clerk 2 
Principal Laboratory Animal Caretaker 
Transportation Planning Aide 2 
Legal Assistant 2 
Head Housekeeper 
Supervising Janitor 
Head Janitor 
Head Laundry Supervisor 
Community Residence Assistant Director 
Community Residence Director 
Mental Hygiene Therapy Assistant 2 
Medical Technologist 
Medical Laboratory Technician 2 
Workers Comp. Examiner 
Refrigeration Mechanic 
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incumbent of each position. Therefore, it was necessary to design a frame for 

selecting both a sample of job titles and a sample of incumbents within each 

title. 

Of course, our objective was to design the sampling frame so as to obtain 

the most accurate and comprehensive information on job title content. To meet 

this objective, we needed to maximize the information gathered on the range of 

work performed across all grade levels and minimize the "standard error" which 

results when a sample is drawn from a larger population. Let us consider each 

of these in turn. 

It is important to gather information on the entire range of work 

performed in New York State because the policy-capturing approach to job 

evaluation involves the development of a statistical model specifying the 

relationship between job content and wages for the system as a whole. It 

requires that the sample of job titles go beyond the CSEA titles and instead 

be representative of the entire range of work performed throughout New York 

State at all grade levels. If we limited a compensation model to CSEA-repre

sented jobs only, which fall at the lower end of the pay scale, it would 

seriously distort the model of the pay practices of New York State. This 

would raise fundamental questions about any estimates we might generate from 

such a partial model. For example, how could we judge what a Licensed 

Practical Nurse, a Senior Stenographer, or a Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide 

should be paid if we do not know toe basis by which Registered Nurse, Office 

Manager, or Treatment Team Leader is paid? 

Moreover, if we limited the compensation model to those jobs for which 

estimates of potential undervaluation would be made, we would understate the 

effects of sex and race/ethnicity. We would, in essence, be studying the 

effect of sex and race/ethnicity composition within the set of female-domi-
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nated and disproportionately minority jobs and ignoring the effects of s~x and 

race/ethnicity on the difference in pay between these jobs and all other jobs, 

where the percentages of women and minorities are small. 

In addition to this concern with comprehensiveness, we aimed at designing 

an approach to sampling that would minimize the errors of estimate. The 

standard error is an estimate of how accurate the results based on a sample 

are as an estimate of what the results would be if the whole population were 

studied, In general, the larger the sample, the smaller the standard error. 

Our sampling frame is based on maximizing the sample size both for job titles 

and, witl}in titles, for incumbents. 

Since job title, and not individual incumbent, is the unit of analysis, 

it is most impo:rtant to max1mize the number of job titles sampled. Based on 

this simple fact, we decided to sample as many job titles as possible 

throughout New York Stt:1-te employment. Accordingly, in general we defined our 

population to encompass job titles with four or more incumbents and sampled 

incumbents from all of these job titles. We modified this procedure for 

Management/Confidential (M/C) titles to sample all titles without a minimum 

incumbency restriction. This is because the exclusion of small incumbency 

managerial titles appeared to make the sample less representativ.e of the 

population of titles, 

Yet, we remained somewhat reluctan~ to collect data from titles with only 

one or two incumbents, because of the need to protect confidentiality and 

because of the potential impact of unique responses from an individual 

incumbent in such titles. Also, it is difficult to specify the sex and 

race/ethnic composition of a title reliably when there are so few incumbents. 

Consequently, we explored the possibility of grouping these titles into larger· 

generic categories. Based on our work with the Division of Classification 
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and Compensation of the Civil Service Department, however, we concluded that 

this would not be feasible. Thus, the best course of action at the time of 

sampling was to treat each title separately, 

To summarize, we sampled all job titles in the New York State system with 

more than three incumbents and all M/C t:ltles, regardless of the number of 

incumbents, The consequence of this decision was to significantly reduce the 

standard errors of the estimates of potential undervaluation. 

As a second step, we determined how many incumbents from each job title 

to sample. This decision was based on several considerations, First, we 

wanted to obtain the highest number of responses at the lowest cost. Second, 

based on a projected minimum 50 percent response rate, we estimated how many 

incumbents to sample in order to obtain a sufficient number of responses 

within each job title, which would minimize the overall standard error, 

Moreover, we decided to sample female-dominated and disproportionately 

minority titles differently from titles that would be used to estimate the 

policy-capturing model. The level of accuracy required to provide separate 

estimates of the potential undervaluation of individual job titles is greater 

than that required for job titles used only to determine the model. Moreover, 

different strategies minimize the standard error of the policy-capturing 

models and the standard errors of each of the estimates of undervaluation, 

Specifically, the standard errors of estimate for the entire policy-capturing 

model is minimized by maximizing the number of job titles sampled, As 

indicated, since we are exam1,p.ing nearly the entire population of titles, this 

is not an issue. The only significant source of error then derives from 

sampling within job titles. The standard errors of estimate of undervaluation 

of individual job titles are minimized when the sample of incumbents is large 

or is close to the number of incumbents within that title. 
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Based on these considerations, we developed two sampling frames--one for 

estimated titles and another for non-estimated titles as follows. 

• Non-estimated titles. In job titles used to derive the 
New York State statistical pay policy model, we sampled 
up to 20 incumbents in each job title. This means that, 
in job titles with fewer than 21 incumbents, all incum
bents were sampled, In titles with more than 20 incum
bents, 20 employees were systematically selected with a 
random starting point. The figure of 20 incumbents was 
chosen because, assuming a SO percent response rate, we 
would have 10 responses to use in obtaining a job con
tent profile for each title. This was considered the 
appropriate number of respons.es to minimize the st~n
dard error of estimate, given time and money constraints. 
Note as well that most job titles have 20 or fewer 
incumbents. Thus, using this sampling frame, the ratio 
of sample to population would be high for the over
whelming majority of titles. 

• Female-dominated and disproportionately minority 
estimated titles. In job titles for which estimates of 
undervaluation were to be made, we sampled up to 150 
incumbents in each job title, This means that in Job 
titles with fewer than 151 incumbents, each incumbent 
of the job title was sampled. This represents th~ pop
ulation of incumbents in these titles. In titles with 
more than 150 incumbents, with oy5 exception, 150 
employees were randomly sampled. 

• Direct-line-of-promotion estimated titles. The policy 
decision to include the direct-line-of-promotion titles 
among the estimated titles was made after the main data 
collection survey had already been distributed. As a 
result, it was too late to increase the sample size of 
these titles up to the level of the other estimated 
titles, Thus, they were sampled at the same level as 
the non-estimated job titles used to derive the pay 
policy model. That is, in job titles with fewer than 
21 incumbents, all employees are sampled and in titles 
with more than 20 incumbents, 20 were selected, 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter we reviewed the basic methodological decisions guiding 

the New York State Comparable Pay Study. 

10 The exception was for Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide. Since there are 
more than 17,000 incumbents in this job title, we sampled 175 employees. 
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A major methodological decision was to use multiple incumbent self

reports, averaged over incumbents of each job title, as the sole source of 

information on job content. This decision was made not only because we share 

· the judgment of many researchers that incumbents are the best source of 

information about jobs, but also because we were able to obtain a larger total 
I 

number of responses with this information at a substantially lower cost per 

response than was possible through any other method. To collect this informa

tion, we developed a closed-ended questionnaire customized to the range of job 

content associated with work in New York State government. 

The unit of analysis is the job title. The population of titles used for 

derivi.ng a compensation model is all classified titles with four or more 

incumbents and all M/C titles. By virtue of our contractual agreement, 

however, estimates of undervaluation were restricted to female-dominated and 

disproportionately minority titles with ten or more incumbents in the three 

bargaining units represented by CSEA and those titles in the direct line of 

promotion from disproportionately minority or female-dominated entry level 

titles found to be undervalued. Female-dominated titles were defined as those 

in which at least 67.2 percent of incumbents are female, Disproportionately 

minority jobs were defined as those in which at least 30.8 percent of 

incumbents are minorities, 

Data were to be collected from a sample of incumbents in each of the job 

titles included in the compensation model. Sampling of incumbents within 

titles would be done differently for the subset of estimated titles for which 

we were obligated to provide pay equity estimates and the remaining titles, 

For non-estimated job titles, we. sampled all employees in titles with 20 or 

fewer incumbents, .In titles with more than 20 incumbents, we sampled 20 

incumbents, using systematic sampling procedures with a random starting point. 
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For estimated titles, we sampled all employees in titles with 150 or fewer 

incumbents. In titles with more than 150 incumbents, we sampled 150. 

Finally, direct-line-of-promotion titles were sampled in the same way as 

non-estimated titles, primarily because the final decision to examine them for 

potential undervaluation was made after the sample had been selected. 
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--- -----------

CHAPTER III 

THE JOB CONTENT QUESTIONNAIRE: 
DEVELOPMENT AND PRELIMINARY FIELD-TESTING 
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The design of the Job Content Questionnaire for the New York State Com

parable Pay Study was shaped by three basic objectives: 

• to capture variations in job content as they relate 
to variations in civil service grade level; 

• to maximize consistency and minimize sex and race/ 
ethnic bias in the range and wording of job con
tent questions; and 

• to allow incumbents in all titles to read and 
accurately respond to the questions being asked. 

The first objective reflects the fact that we are conducting a policy

capturing job evaluation study. This approach relies on the Job Content Ques

tionnaire as the basic information source for describing and evaluating job 

titles. The questionnaire thus must be comprehensive enough to encompass 

those features of work that differentiate jobs with respect to salary grade. 

The second objective reflects the fact that this study involves compara

ble worth job evaluation, although freedom from bias is a desirable property 

of job evaluation studies regardless of purpose. Maximizing consistency in 

job description requires that we ask the same set of questions to incumbents 

of all jobs. Minimizing sex and race/ethnic bias requires that questions 

include frequently ignored job content characteristics found in female

dominated or disproportionately minority jobs. (Steinberg and Haignere, 1985). 

Third, we stressed readability considerations because of a reported low 

literacy level of many incumbents of the. lowest grade level jobs. Ensuring 

readability increases our confidence that the information gathered from 

incumbents captures what is actually a part of a job and that it does not 

reflect incumbent differences in ability to fill out the survey instrument. 

To our knowledge, the Job Content Questionnaire designed for New York 

State by the Center for Women in Government represents the first attempt to 

carefully and systematically meet these objectives in a large-scale public 
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sector pay equity study. The development and modification of the customized 

survey instrument was carried out over eleven months. It involved several 

initial drafts, two preliminary field tests, and a large-scale pilot study, 

This chapter reviews the questionnaire development up to the point of the 

pilot study. It includes discussion of the initial questionnaire construction 

and the two waves of preliminary field testing, as well as the comprehensive 

expert review of several draft survey instruments. Following this, Chapter IV 

provides an overview chapter on the pilot survey and explains the further 

testing and modification of the questionnaire as part of the pilot survey, 

PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES AND QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT 

Before starting to design the questionnaire, we collected 20 job analysis 

and job evaluation frameworks (Table 3,1), Each approach involves a range of 

job content characteristics which are used as the basis for describing or 

analyzing jobs, For example, the Hay Guide Chart Profile Method categorizes 

job content in terms of four factors and several subfactors (Bellak, 1982), 

Its Know-how factor is made up of Managerial Know-how, Vocational/Technical 

Know-how, and Human Relations Know-how, Each of these subfactors is further 

divided into levels from simple to complicated tasks or functions, In this 

type of system, employers may specify different levels within subfactors to 

reflect their preferences as to how work in their organization should be des

cribed for the purpose of paying wages. 

The Hay system represents one predominate approach to job evaluation. A 

second popular approach is represented by the Position Analysis Questionnaire 

(PAQ) which contains 194 specific questions organized in terms of six broad 

categories, Although it is not feasible for use in an incumbent self

administered survey on public sector jobs, the general approach to job 

1;1nalysis and job evaluation of the PAQ is the one followed in our study, 
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TABLE 3.1 

JOB ANALYSIS SYSTEMS USED IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JOB CONTENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Communications Workers of America 

2. Factor Evaluation System (FES) 

3. Executive Evaluation System - U.S. Civil Service 

4. Hay Plan 

5. Stellman's Health and Well-being Survey 

6. Iowa Plan 

7. Job Characteristics Inventory 

8. Job Evaluation Guide (California School Employees Association) 

9. Job Activity Preference Questionnaire 

10, Job Descriptive Index 

11. Job Diagnostic Survey 

12, MIMA-Office Jobs 

13, Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire 

14. Job Demands and Office Work Evaluation (MIOSH) 

15, Position Analysis Questionnaire 

16, Phoenb: Plan 

17. Quality of Employment Study-Working Conditions Survey 

18. Occupation Analysis Inventory 

19. Willis Plan 

20. Rohmert and Rutenfranz: Arbeitswissenschaftliche Beurteilung der 
Belastung und Beanspruchung an unschiedlichen industriellen 
Arbeitsplatzen 
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We examined these twenty different frameworks to determine the range of 

typical categories used in describing job content, by disaggregating these 

systems into job content categories and listing every way an item had been 

'formulated in these twenty systems, (Table 3.2 lists the general subfactor 

category list.) Then, for each job content category, we compiled the way 

different job analysis or evaluation systems had labeled the categories to 

determine the degrJe of precision other systems used in differentiating levels· 

of complexity or difficulty within a category of work content. We were also 

interested-in d-iscerning wliere~ch:er-systems-placed-the -significant ~u t ting- - -

points in measuring degrees of difficulty in a task or in a responsibility, 

Second, to assess the comprehensiveness of the job content category list 

derived from the 20 sources, we selected 45 representative New York State job 

titles, varying by job family and salary grade level, We reviewed their job 

specifications to idehtify any job content characteristics of these titles 

that may not have been captured in the category list, and by so doing, 

uncovered some important additional characteristics. For instance, the job 

element list did not include characteristics associated with institutional 

human services work, such as dealing with emotionally troubled clients or the 

degree of severity of clients, patients, or inmates which an employee serves, 

Moreover, we found that the levels of categories used in previous 

analysis and evaluation schemes were insufficiently differentiated, especially 

at the lower end of the task range, and were poorly worded. For instance, in 

distinguishing among levels of re.ading skills, the evaluation frameworks over

looked the need to read inquiries or forms. Similarly, record-keeping was 

described without a category for maintaining records or files. We included 

those job characteristics on our list and later included them as items in the 

New York State Job Content Questionnaire. 
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TABLE 3.2 

CONTENTS OF JOB CONTENT CATEGORY LIST DEVELOPED 
FROM REVIEW OF JOB EVALUATION SYSTEMS 

1. 

2. 

Knowledge and Experience 

Edt1cat:Lon/ experience combined 
Academic.and vocational 

combined 
Academi~ only 
vocational 
Tu-Service 
Exper:i~nce 
Type of experience 
Knowledge levels arid 

education combined 

Special Skills 
Math 
Readipg 
Writing 
Speakirtg 
Other communications 
Symbolic/graphics 
c'omprehension 0£ communication 
Greative skill 
Mechanics, including keyboard, 

computer 
Transportation 
Technology 
Electrical/elect ionic 

knowledge 

3, Cognitive Skills 
Information input, including 

estimation 
Fact finding/record keeping 
Memory 
Information processing 
Evaluation 
Problem solving 
Decis.ion making 
Task complexity 
Task variety · 

4. Scope ·and.Effect 
Scope 
Effect 
Task identity 
Effect of error 

5. Responsibility for People and 
Things 
Management responsibility -

general 
Supervision of others -

how many 
Amount of time supervising 
Level of supervision 
Supervision tasks 
Manage/plan/schedule 
Planning-how much 
Coordinating 
Responsibility for material 

assets 
Impact on budget 

6. Supervision of Iil'cumbent 
~requency of supervision 
Closeness of supervision 
Autonomy 
Prescription of task 
Judgment 
Review and feedback 

7. Personal Contacts 
Importance or skill 
Amount 
Types of people 
Purpose of contacts 

8. Working Conditions 
Body activities 
General working conditions 
Lifting weight 
Repetition of motion 
Body position 
Environmental conditions 
Hazards 
Stress factors - general 
Stress-time 
Stress from concentration 
Stress from distractions 
Stress-adaptability to change 
Stress-work schedule 
Stress-travel 
Stress from other people 
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Moreover, in these other systems, even where levels of job characteris

tics ranged from simple to complex, they often lacked precision. This was in 

part a problem of anchoring, in that there is no explicit frame of reference 

that all incumbents share, 1 To the extent possible, we wanted to avoid 

questions with ambiguous wording or uncertain frames of reference. 

Third, while completing the job content listing and assessment, we con

ducted a comprehensive literature search on job evaluation. We were 

especially interested in obtaining general information on the range of avail-

able systems, as well as on specific types of job content characteristics 

included in them. We located well over 100 relevant articles and books. 

Based on these preliminary steps, we wrote a 32-page draft questionnaire. 

This first draft questionnaire contained 104 questions representing 194 job 

content items. As much as possible, the questionnaire was written to capture 

factual aspects of work through closed-ended questions about specific features 

of job content. We wanted, for example, to know how many clients, patients, 

or inmates an incumbent worked with. We avoided asking employees to evaluate 

their jobs in terms of ambiguous concepts such as "responsibility," "problem

solving," and "freedom," 

PRE-TESTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Prior to conducting the first preliminary field-test, the draft question

naire was administered to twelve Center for Women in Government staff in three 

1 
By "anchoring," we mean either the ability to compare one's job 

accurately within the range of job titles in New Y9rk State government 
employment, or the ability to judge the degree to which job content 
characteristics like "cold" or "hot" working environment relates to the working 
condit1ons that an employee experiences. 
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units: Administration, Research, and Training. Representatives of each unit 

met at a separate interview. After individually completing the question

naires, each group was interviewed. All project staff were present in order 

to esta.biish standardi,zed procedures for subsequent field-testing, at job sites 

outside the Center. These interviews both gave us a sense that the question

naire would, in fact, differentiate among jobs and indicated some of the most 

obvious areas of ambiguity. We revised the questionnaire before field-testing 

it with state employees. 

The first stage of preliminary field-testing was carried out by inter

viewing 37 job incumbents in 19 state job titles in the greater Albany area in 

January 1984. We selected titles for field-testing that 

• were in the same job family, but covered a rang~ 
of grade levels; 

• maximized diversity by sex and race/ethnicity, 
including titles that are integrated; 

• spanned the grade level hierarchy; 

• had a large number of incumbents; and 

• are us.ed as benchmarks in New York State. 

The specific job titles on which the field-testing was conducted are listed in 

Table 3.3. 

Interviews were conducted with one to three incumbents of a particular 

title during two to four hour sessions. While filling out the questionnaire, 

incumbents pointed out problem items and indicated any job content that was 

not covered, The information obtained from the preliminary field-testing was 
I 

integrated and used as a guide to revising the Job Content Questionnaire,. 

From the preliminary field-test we identified several areas for improve

ment of the survey instrument. We shortened the questionnaire considerably, 

improved the wording of many of the questions, and improved the instructions. 

We deleted most items that were redundant, although some were kept to enable a 
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TABLE 3.3 

JOB TITLES AND AGENCY LOCATIONS SAMPLED 
FOR PRELIMINARY FIELD-TESTING: FIRST WAVE 

----Agency 

Office of General Services 

Office of Mental 'Health: 
Capital District Psychiatric Center 

Civil Service Department 

Labor Department 

Department of Corrections: 
Coxsackie Correctional Institute 

Office of Mental Retardation: 
OD Heck Facility 

Department of Transportation 

Department of Motor Vehicles 

Office of Mental Hygiene: 
Marcy Facility 

Cleaner 
Laborer 

Licensed Practical Nurse 
Treatment Team Leader 
Food Service Worker I 
Food Service Worker II 

Senior Clerk 

Employment Interviewer 

Corrections Officer 

Nurse I 
Nurse II 
Treatment Team Leader 

Highway Equipment Operator 

Clerk 
Stenographer 
Data Entry Machine Operator 
Senior Personnel Administrator 

Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide 
Launderer 
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crude item-reliability check in the pilot survey. We included specifi.c 

examples within many of the questions, so as to clarify the types of tasks, 

behav:i.ors, working conditions, or equipment about which we were asking. 

In addi•,tion, we found that people were confused as to whether we were 

asking generally about the job title or about how they performed in their 

individual E.osi:t~on. As a r•esult, we modified the questionnair,e to make 
; 

consistent references to respondents as informants about typical :l.ncumbents in 

thei:r Job title. Respondents were very clear about what a typical incumbent 

did and thus :had no trouble answering the questions framed in this way. 

A second stage of intensive intet'views was conducted to fui-ther refine 

the .questionnaire prior to the pilot test. We decided to restrict the number 

of titles to a smaller number than the first field-t.est, but to draw these 

titl.es from a wider range of grade levels~ We also included some of the job 

titles sampled :l.n the fi'l'.'st fi.eld-test to assess whether the changes we made 

wHh respect to readability, comprehension, and ''anchoring" made it easier to 

fill out the survey instrument, Finally, we included several job title 

incumbents from New York City in the field ... test because of anecdotal reports 

that the responses of Albany-.based state employees would not be typical of 

state employe.es based in New .York City. Interviews were conducted with 

respondents in the job titles listed in Table 3,4. 

As w~s true in the first wave of inte-rviews, employees were asked to fill 

out the ques.tionnaires and to identify questions that were unclear or 

inappropriately stated, We revised the questionnaire after each three or four 

interviews, so that changes could be tested and revised again immediately H 

necessary, 

This second stage of field-testing was extremely useful. Items were 

fu1;-the-r simplified in wording and anchored through examples. Repetitious 
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TABLE 3.4 

JOB TITLES SAMPLED FOR 
PRELIMINARY FIELD-TESTING: SECOND WAVE 

Job Title Salary Grade 

4 

Number Incumbents Surveyed 

Cleaner 

Janitor 

Construction Equipment Operator 

Senior Clerk 

Licensed Practical Nurse 

Principal Account Clerk 

Senior Computer Programmer 

Sanitary Engineer 1 

Assoc~ate Classification and 
Compensation Analyst 

Associate in Education 

Director of Personnel 

Director of Public Information 

Assistant Director of 
Classification and Compensation 

Associate Commissioner of Mental 
Health 

6 

7 

7 

9 

14 

18 

20 

23 

26 

31 

31 

33 

38 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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items we:rre,, for the most part~ deleted and a number of items we1te consoli

dated. A number of items were revised cons,iderably to bette•r describe stat.e 

j!ohs., w,e:irs,onne.] policie.s., and pro.cedures. 

As a re•stt,1t o,f these. two waves of preliminary field-test.ing, the Job 

Content Ques.tionnaire was ready for a. trial with a larger number of incumbents 

in a mo•re, va:r:ted set of tit:les:, The pilot survey,. described in the next 

chap,t.e·r, not 0nly1 provided an oppo,rtunity fo,r testing reliability and validity 

b11rut als0, p,rovided further qualitative feedback on item wording and 

q;ue,stio.nnaire•. layout .• 

EXPERT REVIEW AND MODIFICATION 

Throughout the develo;pment and preliminary field-testing of the Job Con

tent Ques.tionnaire, we co:nferred regularly with four categories of experts, 

knowledgea:lD:le on: questionnaire wording and design, job content, Job ev·alua

tion, and s0cial science methodology. Those who assisted us are recogniz,ed in 

our Acknowledgements in Appendix A. 

SUMMARY 

The process of preliminary field-testing and the develo,pment of the Job 

Gontent Questionnaire for the New York State Comparable Worth Study spanned 

the six-month period between September 1983 and February 1984. It involved a 

process of comprehensive review of previous job analysis and Joh evaluation 

approaches combined with a sensitivity to detail in capturing precisely the 

range of tasks., functions, and behaviors a.f work associated with New York 

State Job titles. It involved as well continual revisfon of content, wording, 

and lay,out in light of the rea.ctions and criticisms of several hundred state 
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employees acting as respondents or experts or both. By February 1984, we were 

secure that the survey instrument was refined enough to test on a large sample 

of employees representing a wide range of New York State job titles. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PILOT SURVEY 
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A pilot survey of the New York State Comparable Pay Study was conducted 

between Fe.bruary and June, 1984. It was designed to improve the technical 

quality of t:he mai.n survey, in order to increase the precision of the final 

estimates of undervaluation. The objectives of the p:i;lot surv.ey were: 

• to test sampling procedures that were. to be per
formed by the Civil Service Department; 

• to evaluate seve1;al methods for d;i.stributing the 
questionnaire; 

e to assess the effects of race/ethnicity, sex, 
salary grade, and estimated reading level on 
response rates; 

• to assess the rate of response in low incumbency 
t:i,tles; 

• to improve the survey instrument; and 

• to test for the validity of incumbent responses. 

Through the pilot survey we gained a greater understanding of survey 

mechanics in New York S.tate and found that a mailed distribution method is 

most effective. We obtained adequate response rates from both sexes and those 

in all race/e.thnic. groups, salary grades, and reading levels. We established 

the reliability and validity of the survey instrument in terms of the stated 

purpose of the comparable pay study. Further, we observed a high degree of 

similarity in responses from incumbents and supervisors, thereby validating 

the use of i.ncumbent self-reports. 

Thi..s chapter presents the pilot survey results. We begin wi.th a discus

sion of the general methodology of the pilot survey, including the selection 

of the sample of job titles, the selection of the sample of incumbents, and 
' 

the test of four methods of distribution, The chapter continues with an 

assessment of the adequacy of the procedures followed in distributing the 

questionnaire and the response rate in relation to four possible distribution 
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methods, We then present the findings regarding the rdiability and validity 

of the Job Content Questionnaire, Finally, we discuss further revision of the 

Job Content Questionnaire, 

GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Methods of Distribution 

One of the primary objectives of the pilot survey was to test four 

methods of distribution: 

• mailed, in which surveys were distributed to employees 
through interagency mail; 

• on-site, in which employees were asked to fill out the 
questionnaires individually in a group setting; and 

• direct distribution by union stewards or personnel 
directors, in which surveys were distributed directly 
to employees by a representative of either the state 
or the union. (We initially treat these a~ one dis
tribution method, but later in the analysis stage we 
treat them separately.) 

These four distribution methods are described more fully in the next section 

on survey mechanics. 

Sampling of Titles and Incumbents 

The pilot Job Content Questionnaire was distributed to 1862 incumbents in 

68 job titles sampled primarilr from six agencies and two facilities. Job 

titles were selected for the p~lot study based on considerations both of 

economy and of representative~~ss of occupations found in the New Yor~ State 

employment system. 

The sample of job titles is listed in Table 4.1. They were drawn from 

all bargaining units, from the range of salary grades, and from a diversity of 

occupational familieE?,• The Unal sample contained a mixture of female-domi ... 

nated, disproportionately minority, white male-dominated, and integrated 
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TABLE 4.1 

JOB TITLES INCLUDED TN PILOT SAMPLE 

Title Code 

8731100 
.8755200 
.8700100 
.8700200 
8700300 

2501200 
0849200 
2610200 
2606100 
2501300 
0102300 
2540300 
0620200 
'0821200 
89010,00 
0610110" 
0821300 
0100500 

7511000 
30'14(:)00 
6961000 
6921200 
7616000 
7202000 
6921000 
7312000 
7501200 
7331100 
7352000 
7501300 

3124200 -
3124300 
5500200 
5518500 
5570300 
5570400 
5570500 

Job Title 

Security Service Assistant 1 
Safety and Security Officer 1 
Corrections Officer 
Corrections S.ergeant 
Corrections Lieutenant 

Clerk 
Data Entry Machine Operator 
Stenographer 
Information Processing Specialist l 
Senior Clerk 
Senior Audit Clerk 
Motor Vehicle Rep 3 
Tax Comp Rep 3 
Computer Operator 
Motor Vehicle License Exam 
Tax Comp Agt 1 
Senior Computer Operator 
Prin Acct Clerk 

Power Plant Helper 
Cleaner 
Laborer 
Highway Equipment Operator 
Motor Vehicle Operator 
Maintenance Assistant 
Construction Equipment Operator 
Motor Equipment Mechanic 
Stationery Engin~er 
Electrician 
General ,M~chanic 
Senior Stationery Engineer 

Food Service Worker 1 
Food Service Worker 2 
Licensed ·Practical Nurse 
Comty Residence Aide 
Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide 
Mental Hygiene Therapy Assistant 1 
Mental Hygiene Therapy Assistant 2 

Salary 
Grade 

6 
12 
14 
17 
20 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
9 
9 

10 
12 
13 
14 
14 

3 
4 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 

12 
12 
12 
12 
14 

4 
7 
9 
9 
9 

11 
13 
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TABLE 4.1 

·' JOB TITLES INCLUDED IN PILOT SAMPLE 
(continued) 

5500510 
5500540 
3965040 
0820300 
0403300 
2810300 
8107220 
4001200 
0820tri-o 
8154300 
6501300 
4001200 
0825500 
5620202 

1441300 
1441400 
5255230 
5255210 
8969080 
8973800 
2000700 
7319800 
8514800 
7319900 
2876900 
2870900 
2876700 
4013900 
0645900 
0607900 
2851000 

Nurse 1 
Nurse 2 Psy 
Teacher 4 
Senior Computer Programmer 
Senior Accountant 
Senior Admnv Analyst 
Psych Soc Worker 2 
Civil Engineer 1 
Assoc Comptr Programmer An 
Senior Soc Serv Prog Spec 
Senior Attorney 
Civil Engineer 2 
Supvr Data Process 
Psychiatrist 2 

Senior Personnel Administrator 
Associate Personnel Administrator 
Treatment Team Leader MH 
T~eatment Team Leader MR 
Chief Driver Impv Analyst 
Chief of Vehicle Safety Serv 
Chief Budgeting Analyst 
Assistant Director of Mat Eg Mgt 
Assistant Director Labor Statistics 
Director Mat Eg Mgt 
Director Tax Systems Development & Rsch 
Director Trans Admn Srvs 
Director Admn Tax & Finance 
Directqr Trans Plan Research Bureau 
Director Tax Processing 
Director Tax Audits 
Senior Project Exec 

14 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
19 
20 
---

23 
23 
24 
24 
25 
38 

18 
23 
61 
61 
62 
62 
62 
63 
63 
65 
65 
65 
66 
66 
68 
68 
68 
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titles. We also included several sets of titles reflecting two or three 

consecutive steps in a job family career ladder to test questionnaire 

sensitivity to job content differences between essentially similar jobs. In 

addition, the sample contained several titles where we anticipated that low 

reading ability might produce low response rates. Furthermore, to ensure that 

the main survey would have a sufficient number of incumbents in each job title 

from which to sample, without including any respondent who had been included 

in the pilot survey sample, we attempted to limit the job title sample for the 

pilot study to titles with more than one hundred incumbents. 

Sample selection of incumbents within these titles was restricted to 

limited geographic areas and specific agencies in order to minimize the cost 

and time involved in the distribution of questionnaires for the pilot study. 

The pilot survey was limited to agencies and facilities in Albany, New York 

City, Greene County, and Kings County. For Department of Corrections titles, 

1 
we sampled incumbents statewide due to a specific problem discussed below, 

The pilot study involved the following eight agencies: 

• Office of General Services 

• Department of Motor Vehicles 

• Department of Social Services 

• Department of Taxation and 
Finance 

• Transportation Department 

• Capital District Psychiatric 
Center, Office of Mental Health 

• Brooklyn Developmental Center, 
Office of Mental Retardation and 
Developmental Disabilities 

• Coxsackie Correctional Facility 
Department of Correctional 
Services 

1 These titles were: Correction Officer, Correction Officer (Spanish 
Speaking), Correction Sergeant, and Correction Lieutenant. 
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The sampling plan was developed in relation to the objectives of the 

pilot study. First, 200 completed questionnaires under each of the three 

2 distr:f.bution methods were needed to analyze the effectiveness of each method. 

Second, a minimum of 50 job titles was needed to test for reliability and 

validity of the questionnaire using factor analysis. This number of titles 

was the minimum necessary to ensure that the results of the statistical 

analysis meaningfully captured variations in work performed in New York State 

job titles. Of course, since we could not expect a 100 percent return rate, 

-------we~cai~u~~atcm an expeceea return rate oaseaooth onthe literature on response 

rates and on the past experience of those conducting surveys in the New York 

State employment context. The expected return rate varied by distribution 

method. Table 4.2 indicates the initial sampling plan designed for the pilot 

survey given these considerations. 

Table 4.3 indicates the actual sample. The number of incumbents sampled 

within each job title deviated from the plan in a number of ways listed as 

footnotes to Table 4.3. These included: 

• the separation of direct delivery into personnel and 
union steward distribution; 

• the addition of a sample of 15 management confiden
tial titles with one to three incumbents; 

e the addition of five Spanish-speaking titles; and 

• the oversampling of incumbents in five low literacy titles. 

Having selected the final sample of titles, we requested a Composite 

Report from the Civil Service Department, which listed the current number of 

incumbents in the selected job titles at each of the specified agency 

2 
Because the direct delivery method was subsequently subdivided into 

union steward and pe.rsonnel director, we projected 100 comp] eted responses under each method. 
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TABLE 4.2 

SAMPLING PLAN FOR THE PILOT STUDY 

Method 

Mailed 

Total 
Number of 
Analyzable 

Questionnaires 
Needed 

200 

Captured Audience 

Union Steward 

Personnel Office 

200 

100 

100 
200b 

600 

Expected 
Return Rate 

25% 

67% 

50% 

50% 

Number We 
Need to 

Distribute 

800 

300 

200 
400 

200 

1500 

Number of Incumbents 
Per Job Title 

Receiving Questionnaire 

16a 

6a 

4 
8a 

4 

30 

a - This represents an expected return rate of four questionnaires per job title 
sampled. 

b - We decided to analyze separately personnel and union steward distribution after 
we had projected sample estimates. This resulted in distributing an 
insufficient number in each category to ensure 200 responses, 
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The sampling plan was developed in relation to the objectives of the 

pilot study. First, 200 completed questionnaires under each of the three 

2 distrtbution methods were needed to analyze the effectiveness of each method. 

Second, a minimum of 50 job titles was needed to test for reliability and 

validity of the questionnaire using factor analysis. This number of titles 

was the minimum necessary to ensure that the results of the statistical 

analysis meaningfully captured variations in work performed in New York State 

job titles, Of course, since we could not expect a 100 percent return rate, 

c-------------..~e~c~alctrlated an expected return rate fiased both on the literature on response 

rates and on the past experience of those conducting surveys in the New York 

State employment context. The expected return rate varied by distribution 

method, Table 4,2 indicates the initial sampling plan designed for the pilot 

survey given these considerations, 

Table 4,3 indicates the actual sample, The number of incumbents sampled 

within each job title deviated from the plan in a number of ways listed as 

footnotes to Table 4.3. These included: 

• the separation of direct delivery into personnel and 
union steward distribution; 

• the addition of a sample of 15 management confiden
tial titles with one to three incumbents; 

o the addition of five Spanish-speaking titles; and 

• the oversampling of incumbents in five low literacy titles, 

Having selected the final sample of titles, we requested a Composite 

Report from the Civil Service Department, which listed the current number of 

incumbents in the selected job titles at each of the specified agency 

2 
Because the direct delivery method was subsequently subdivided into 

union steward and personnel director, we projected 100 completed responses 
under each method. 
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TABLE 4,2 

SAMPLING PLAN FOR THE PILOT STUDY 

Method 

Mailed 

Total 
Number of 
Analyzable 

Questionnaires 
Needed 

200 

Ca:ptur,ed Audience 

Union Steward 

Personnel Office 

200 

100 

600 

Expected 
Return Rate 

25% 

67% 

50% 

50% 

Number We 
Need to 

Distribute 

800 

300 

200 
400 

200 

1500 

Number of Incumbents 
Per Job Title 

Receivins Questionnaire 

16a 

6a 

4 
Ba 

4 

30 

a - This represents an expected return rate of four questionnaires per job title 
sampled, 

b - We decided to analyze separately personnel and union steward distribution after 
we had projected sample estimates. This resulted in distributing an 
insufficient number in each cat.egory to ensure 200 respons.es. 



Method 

Mailed 

Captured 
audience or 
on=s-it 

Union steward f 

Personnel office 
distribution 
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TABLE 4,3 

ACTUAL ALLOCATION OF RESPONDENT SAMPLE 
BY DISTRIBUTION METHOD 

Minimum 
Number of Actual Expected Projected 

Surveys Number Return Return 
Needed Distributed Rate Rate 

200 929a 25% 232 

200 241b 67% 168 

100 324c 50% 162 

f 100 368c,d 50% 189 

n=600 1862 50% 751 

Number of 
Returns 
Needed 
in Each 

Job Title 

4 

4 

2 

2 

12 

Number 
Distributed 
in Each of 
60 Titlese 

16 

6 

4 

4 

30 

a - The total of 929 questionnaires to distribute is a function of the fact that not 
all titles in the sample have a minimum of 30 incumbents. It also reflects a decision to 
oversample respondents in 5 titles identified as having incumbents with low literacy. 

b - We did not do the captured audience on-site method of distribution at Coxsackie 
Correctional Facility, at Brooklyn Psychiatric Center, and Region 1 of the Department of 
Transportation. We excluded these sites because it was impractical to request employees 
working at many different loriations to report to one central location to fill out the 
questionnaire. 

c - The numbers distributed in union steward and personnel office distribution are 
higher than would be expected because they include additional responses from Coxsackie, 
Brooklyn Developmental and Department of Transportation, where we did not test the 
captured-audience distribution method. The questionnaires that would have been 
distributed on-site at these locations were distributed instead by personnel office. 

d - The total number of questionnaires distributed through personnel office staff 
was greater than the number distributed by union stewards because management confidential 
titles do not have union stewards. 

e - The table was generated on the basis of the 60 job titles with greater than 3 
incumbents, excluding Spanish speaking titles. Low-incumbency titles and Spanish
speaking titles were distributed in an analogous way to the 60 titles. 

f - We decided to analyze separately personnel and union steward distribution after 
we had projected sample estimates. This resulted in distributing an insufficient number 
in each category to ensure 200 responses. 
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locations from which we would sample. This list constituted the pilot study 

population. We selected a sample of incumbents using. a systematic sampling 

procedu,re with a random starting point. Incumbents were divided by title and 

randomly allocated' t.o one of the four distribution methods, with probability 

proportionate to the target sample size for each distribution method. 

SURVEY MECHANICS 

'the first major objective of the pilot study involved survey mechanics. 

Specifically, the·se mechanics encompassed the set of procedures for selecting a 

sample of ri::!spott.dents, distributing the survey instrument to respondents, 

coding, keypunching and verifying the returned information, and analyzing the 

data. It also ittcluded tests of the adequacy of follow-through by agency 

liAisonsr the ca:pacity of the State University of New York at Albany computer 

system to handle the necessary data analysis, the ability of the keypunching 

s~rvice ~itb which we subcontracted to provide a verified tape in a timely 

fashion, and the reliabili.ty of the agency mails. 

In this section we report on the mechanics associated with three stages 

in carrying out the pilot survey: 

• the procedure for selecting the sample of incumbents; 

• the procedures for distributing the survey using each 

of the four distribution methods; and 

• the procedures for coding and keypunching the survey 

data. 

];_apg_om ,$ele,ction of Sam.ple 

The first step in the pilot test was to give detailed instructions to the 

Civil Service Department specifying how to select the systematic sample. In 

chobsing the sample for the pilot, we instructed the Civil Service Department 
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3 staff as to which job titles, agencies, and institutions we wanted included, 

Two limitatfons of the Civil Service data system were found to have 

important implications for what we were able to do in the main data-co11ection 

stage. First, information concerning the specific worksite location of 

employees and the specific shift each employee works is not available. The 

lack of these two kinds of information meant that the nutnber of sites and 

number of shifts which are likely to be selected randomly in the main survey 

stage could be very large. Thus, the on-site method of distribution, in which 

________ w_e_b_r_i_n~g____i!_grou2 of randomly selected em~lQy___!:!_~~together_for administering_the_ _____ _ 

questionnaire, was not feasible from the point of view of both agency 

personnel people and Center staff. Second, state computer files do not con-

tain a specific employee business address. The lack of specific address means 

that even with mailed distribution, main survey distribution required the 

cooperation of agency personnel officials to provide specific location 

information for thousands of sampled employees. 

Distribution of the Pilot Survey 

As a first step, GOER contacted each agency. In most cases, this was 

done through the Personnel Department. Agency staff were told the purpose of 

the study and asked that a liaison be appointed to work with the Center in 

distri.buting the questionnaires for the pilot study, After receiving the 

names of these agency contacts, Center staff met with each agency liaison 

person to explain the study goals and specific objectives for the pilot study, 

3~1hile we found this a feasible way to select a sample, at the same time, 
we learned a great deal about the strengths and limitations of the computer 
files maintained at the Civil Service Department. We are indebted to the EDP 
staff for their patience in explaining the system to us and for the expertise 
in selecting the sample for the pilot test. 
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and th.e thr.ee or four specific methods of distribution that would be used in 

his/her agency, We also requested a separate meeting with union stewards. A 

ii.st of the personnel and union steward liaisons for the pilot survey is 

inclu4ed as App.endix B of this report. 

For all methods., q.uestionnaires were distributed in a 9 11 x 12" envelope 

labeled with the employee's name and line item number. 4 A return env.elope 

.addressed to the Center was included, All questionnaires were to be returned 

by interagency mail directly to the Center. 

A brief review of the salient features of each distribution method 

follows: 

Mailed: Questionnaires to be mailed were delivered 
in person in a single large bo:x to the liaison 
in each agency. Internal location information had 
to be added to the address label by the agency 
repr.esentative. These questionnaires were then 
s.ent through the agency's mail system to the 
incumbents. Each respondent who received a survey 
in the mails received a follow-up letter two weeks 
later, regardless of whether or not she/he responded 
to the questionnaire, Since we could not know who 
responded, we had to send follow-up letters to every
one. This procedure was meant to increase our res
ponse rate, as well as to reinforce the confidentiality 
of responses, These follow-up letters were delivered 
to liaisons at the same time as the surveys andwere 
similarly labeled. 

Personnel: Distribution by a personnel manager was 
similar to mailed distribution in that a box of ques
tionnaires was delivered to an agency for further 
labeling and distribution. These questionnair.es, 
however, did not go through the mailrooms or mail 
clerks; they were distributed in person by the 
personnel manager. It was whether this personal 
contact by management had an effect on responses 
and response rates that was being tested in this 
method. Since the approach to delivering the per-

4A line item number identifies an employee's position in the New York 
State government. Each employee has a unique line item number within his or 
her agency, 
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sonnel distributed questionnaires was left up to 
the liaison, slight variations in the method 
of distribution occurred, In general, however, the 
liaison either personally delivered the survey 
to the sampled incumbents or had a staff person hand
deliver the questionnaire, 

Union: Questionnaires for the union-distribution 
method were distributed in a manner similar to the 
personnel method, except that local union stewards 
delivered them, We began with meetings arranged 
with local presidents at each of the eight work 
sites, where the questionnaires were given to agency 
union leaders. Many indicated a preference for 
having the questionnaires come back to them rather 
than being put directly in interagency mail, How-

\--------------~•eV-er_,-in-man-'Y-Case s,-t-h-i-s--d-id-n0t-p1c-0ve-pFac-t-i-ca-l
and many union-distributed questionnaires were 
returned directly to the Center through inter
agency mails. 

On-site: In this method, incumbents were invited to a 
group meeting by the agency liaison and the ques
tionnaires were distributed by a representative from 
the Center. A brief description of the study was pre
sented, Incumbents then filled out the questionnaire 
and handed it to the Center representative. 

Survey Distribution: Department of Correctional Services 

As a routine part of meeting with agency liaisons, we arranged an 

orientation meeting at the Department of Correctional Services with the Main 

Office Personnel Director, the Assistant Director of Personnel-Classification 

and Exams, and the Assistant Director of Personnel-Facilities, At this 

meeting we learned that there might be a problem with Correction Officers 

being given release time to fill out the questionnaire, This is because 

Correction Officers must be constantly on alert. 

A GOER-initiated solution involved a change in the sampl:i.ng plan for 

uniformed titles (i.e., Correction Officer, Correction Officer Spanish-speak

ing, Correction Sergeant, and Correction Lieutenant). The plan for sampling 

uniformed officers was changed from sampling a large group at one facility to 
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one of spreading the sample across the Department of Correctional Services'' 4 7 

facilitiE!s. It is much easier for work .. relief to be arranged for a few 

officers at each facility than for one facility to arrange work-relief. 

BE}cause the facilitie:;; were widely dispersed across the state, we used only 

the mailed""'.distribution method for these quest·ionnaires. 

Data. Entry and Cleaning 

Once, tha. questionnaires were returned by survey respondents to the 

Center, the data entr,:y; and cleaning process began. The steps o·f thi.s phase 

are bi;ie:f ly described below. 

Coding: All questionnaires were coded: and examined for 
le.glbility and other problems by Center staff. Coders 
use.d · a detailed codebook and about 25 percent of the 
coding was double-c,hecked by a second coder. Further, 
to asse.ss the accuracy of the coding procedure, twenty 
questionnaires were randomly selected for comparison, 
Two persons coded: each item on these questionnaires 
independently and the codings were compared. When com
pa,ris.o.ns between coders were made, we found three dis
agreements between code1:s out of 3,560 potential disagree
ments. Thus, we concluded tha,t for all practical pur
poses, coding e:rro-r is of no. concern. 

Entering and Verifying: The coded data were ente.red and 100 
percent verified. All the data were keyed twice, discrep
a,ncies .. were, reconciled, and various type,s of erro·rs in 
d~ta entry were detected, through a preprogrammed computer 
checking procedure, Data were, checked for mechanical 
e.rrors by scanning the patterns of columns and rows in a 
p:idntout, counting to see that tbetl'e- were foul': data cards 
for e.ach case, verifying selecte,d ci:1.ses., and e;xam;l..ning the 
G,utpu-t. from. a, frequency distribu,t.fon to detect· inappro
p.riate co.des. The data-cleaning process involved the 
addition of missing lines, correcting occasional miskeys, 
and adding a few new values to code those questionnaires 
that were mailed to persons who were absent from on-site 
visits but were supposed to attend them. Moreover, once 
the data were in useable for:m for analysis, 20 question
naires w,ere randomly selected for· a final accuracy test. 
No errors. were. fotmd. One can conclude, therefore, that 
the keypunching was close to 100 percent accurate. 
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In general, we were extremely pleased with the way the mechanics of the 

pilot survey worked. A cumbersome set of distribution procedures was carried 
out with remarkable ease by agency liaisons and Center staff, The sample

se]ecti.on procedure also worked well, Data entry and cleaning were carried 

out in a timely fashion with no major problems. This put us in a good 

position to move forward with the main survey with confidence that the 

mechanics of our survey approach worked, 

In this section, we discuss the results of our analysis of response 

rates, including the overall response rate, the relationship between sex and 

race/ethnicity of incumbents and response rate, the level of response rates 

for different distribution methods, and the results of sampling low incumbency 

titles. 

Overall Response Rate 

Overall, 1067 questionnaires were returned out of 1923 sent for. a 
5 response rate of 55 percent. These totals do not include an extra follow-up 

mailing of the questionnaire to people who were absent when questionnaires 

were distributed at on-site visits. With this.extra follow-up in the on-site 

distribution method, the returns were 1110 received of 1923 sent, or 58 

percent. 

511 Response rate" for the pilot study meant number received divided by number sent. No adjustment was made for sampled employees who were no longer on the job or who had changed titles. 
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Our return rate is considered to be high relati.ve to the common experi

ence of survey researchers, especially those engaged in mail surveys. Fre

quently, one obtains a return of about 30 percent to survey questionnaires 

dis_tr:lbuted in applied settings. In addition, we understand it to be an 

unusually high response rate in the New York State government employment 

c.ontext. 

The importance of a high response rate. cannot be overstated. Without it,. 

we co.uld no.t be. s,ure that the sample of r,espondents is representative of the 

populi=i,tion, o.f intere.s,t. In the New Yo.rk State context, we need to have 

confidence that those returning questionnaires are representative of all 

incumbents in the same job title. If our response rate,s were low, we would be 

forced to consider the pos.sibility that Fespondents. would be atypical; for 

example, those with a special problem on their jobs, those unusually satisfied 

with their jobs, and s.o on, Thus, the high response. rate· in the pilot survey 

gave us considerable confidence that we would be able to obtain data from a 

representati.ve s.amp.le in the main survey. 

Sex and Race/Ethnicity of Incumbents. and Response Rates 

An important question for sampling in the main study was whether response 

rates are the same regardless of the sex or race/ethnicity of incumbents. If 

incumbents of a particular sex or race/ethnicity fail to respond, then results 

could be substantially distorted. Thus, we examined response rates in the 

pilot survey to determine whether it would be necessary to do stratified 

sampling of the main study sample by sex and race/ethnicity. 

Response rates for females and males and for minorities and white!? were 

compared. The results are summarized in Table 4.4. Given agency and 

geographic restrictions, in samp.le selection, it is obvious that these results 

were not obtained from a representative sample of the entire Civil Service 
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population. The sample distribution was, however, fairly close to the 

population distribution. Our sample is 41 percent female; whereas 48 percent 

of the Civil Service population is female, Our sample is 19 percent minority; 

while 22 percent of the population is minority, We expect the sex and 

race/ethnicity distribution of the main survey to be still closer to that of 

the entire population of New York State employees, 

Given the somewhat unrepresentative character of the job titles sampled 

in the pilot survey, we do not regard the difference in response rates between 

males (55%) and females (61%) as undul)l larg~ There~as~no ~indication~from ______ _ 

the pilot survey that males would not answer a questionnaire that was 

identified with a study of comparable pay. Therefore, no special sampling or 

targeted public relations activity seemed to be needed to ensure an adequate 

response from both sexes. 

The difference in response rates between whites and minorities was more 

problematic, Sixty-one percent of the whites responded, while only 46 percent 

of the minorities responded. In the next section, we will see that the 

race/ethnic difference in response rate can be reduced by the selection of a 

distribution method. Furthermore, since the unit of analysis is the job 

title, the response rate issue reduced to the question of whether we could get 

a high enough proportion of respondents of all sexes and race/ethnicities to 

ensure that the characterization of each job title is unbiased, Since the 

ratings of job content characteristics tended to be roughly similar regardless 

of the sex or race/ethnicity of incumbents, minor variations in the proportion 

of respondents of particular sexes or race/ethnicity would have little 

consequence. We decided, therefore, to continue to use the systematic 

sampling procedure for selecting i.ncumbents within job titles developed in the 

pilot survey, 
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TABLE 4~4 

_RE{il1PGNSE 'RAT1ES BY SEK A:ND RACE/ETHNICITY 

1'otail Receiveda 

485 

621 

Tio6 

166 

934 

1100 

Total Sent 

793 

1130 

1923 

358 

1565 

1923 

Response Rate 
(Rec.e iv.ed /Sent) 

61% 

55% 

46% 

6'0% 

a ·-- ·Ml'slsing data included 'four cases for sex and ten f:o.:r rane., That is, 

these items were left blank on the questionnaires returned. 
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Comparison of Distribution Methods 

Response rates by distribution method are presented in Table 4.s. 6 The 

highest response rate was with the personnel distribution method (59%); mailed 

distribution was nearly as high (58%). Based on these results, and on its 

greater ease in implementing, we decided to use mailed distribution in the 

main survey. 

' Sex, Race, and Literacy and Response Rates 

Another i.mportant question for design of the main survey was whether 

those in jobs with certain characteristics responded better to a particular 

survey distribution method. If necessary, we could have supplemented the 

mailed survey by choosing an alternative distribution strategy to targeted 

titles so as to obtain the overall highest response rates. However, because 

we found no response bias, this was not necessary. 

Job titles in the pilot study were categorized by sex composition, 

minority composition, and literacy-type in the following manner. Consistent 

with the definition in Chapter II, female-dominated jobs were defined as those 

with 67.2 percent or more females. Similarly, disproportionately minority 

jobs were defined as those with 30.8 percent or more minorities. For the 

pilot analysis only, male-dominated job titles were defined as those with 72.8 

percent or more males, (Y + .4Y, where Y is the proportion of men in New York 

State employment). Finally, as indicated above, five jobs were selected for 

the sample because of the low reading level of incumbents based on advice from 

state personnel experts. 

6 
In calculating the response rate, responses that were received as a result of special mailed follow-up to on-site visits were excluded from the calculations. A total of 117 people were absent from on-site visits. Questionnaires were mailed to these people after the on-site visi.ts. Forty-three were returned. These cases were used in all data analyses other than the response rates analysis. 
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An examination of Table 4.5 reveals that, with one exception, mailed and 

personnel distribution methods yielded cofl:sistently better results than union 

or on-site distribution when sex-, race-, and literacy-type of jolD were 

coqtrolled. On-site distribution yielded the highest response rate for 

fem.al,e-dominated jobs. In general, however, the response rates for female 

jobs, using all but the union steward-distribution method, j_s high. 

The high response rate for low literacy titles (49%) was espedally 

gratifying, reflecting the low readability level of the questionnaire 

(Heventh .. g,rad.e leve:l). :Lt appears that when CcJ'Uest:tonnaires were distributed 

by mail or 0y personnel officers, people in low literacy titles coped with the 

task o.f filling them out much more than when questdonna.fres were distributed 

on-site or by union s,tewards. It is probable that incumbents who received 

qu:estionnaires by mail or from personnel staff obtained some assistance, as 

they probably do for other reading tasks in their lives. 

~ee;otiatinf$ Unit, Ali$ency, and Response Rate 

Mailed and personnel-distribution methods yielded consistently higher 

respons.e rates across negotiating units and across agencies. (See Table 4. 5.) 

The only exception was the Department of Tax and Finance, where all methods 

ytelded high response rates. The negotiating unit with the lowest response 

rate was Institutional Services, This corresponds to the lowest agency 

response rates at Mental Health (42%) and Mental Retardation (38%). 

The differences between agency response rates were examined further. 

There were no systemat:i.c differences between high-rate agencies and low-rate 

agencies due to agency location. The results from low responding agencies 

were then examined on a title.-by-title basis to determine if low responses 

could b~ accounted for by some characteri.stic that could be taken into account 

in designing the sampling frame for the main survey. However, we were unable 
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TABLX 4.5 

.SUMMARY OF RESPONSE RATES 
FOR PIIDl' SURVEY 

OVERALL ~ PERSONNEL ~ ~ 

Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number 

Rate Received ~ RaU Received Sent ~ Received ~ Rate Received ~ Ra~e Received ~ 
-I 

Total .55 1067 1923 .58 593 1019 .59 208 354 .4p 144 309 .51 122 241 

~- i 

I 

Missing Data 16 12 2 2 0 

Office of 
General Services .44 148 334 .47 65 137 .51 36 70 .40 20 50 .35 27 77 

Corrections .54 86 158 .54 77 143 .75* 6 8 .43* 3 7 

Social Services .64 149 232 .69 81 117 • 77 27 35 .6!1. 20 33 .45 21 47 

Tax and Finance .62 190 305 .62 94 152 .57 27 47 .6li. 27 44 .68 42 62 

Motor Vehicles .65 90 139 .64 46 72 .82* 18 22 .6~• 12 19 .54 14 26 
I 

Transportation .70 209 298 .75 114 152 • 76· 44 60 .58 33 57 .62 18 29 

Office of Mental I 

Health .42 69 164 .49 :44 90 .40 16 40 .26 9 34 

OMRDD .38 110 293 .38 60 156 .44 32 72 .213 18 65 

Negotiating Units 
1 

Security .47 88 187 .49 76 156 .54* 7 13 .3!l.* 4 13 .20• 1 ·5 

Administrative .63 350 559 .65 184 282 .64 59 92 .56 45 81 .60 62 104 

Operations .49 219 445 .60 121 203 .48 43 89 .Jv 31 84 .35 24 69 

Institutional Services .41 83 201 .42 44 106 ~SC! 24 48 .32 15 47 -- -- --
PEF .61 270 441 .64 141 221 .65 56 86 .sy 48 84 .so 25 so .... 

tfi 

Management/Confidential .63 57 90 .55 28 51. .73 19 26 -r -- -- .11* 10 13 I 

SeX-tXE!, 

.4l Female-67.2\ or more .56 347 623 .57 184 321 .55 65 118 49 107 .64 49 77 

Mixed .59 286 484 .59 145 246 
I 56 .64 66 103 .49 39 79 .64 36 

Hale-27.2\ or lesM .53 434 816 .58 264 452 .58 77 133 

-•r 
56 123 .34 37 108 

*22 or le•• were sent 

OVERl\LL ~ PERSONNEL UNION ON-SITE 
Nlll!lber NUDlber Number Number Number Number Nuilib'er Number ----Number Number 

Rate Received Sent !!!!. Received ~ ~ Received Sent ~• Rec,hved -- -- ~ ~ Received ~ 

Race-t~ J, Hinority-30.8, or more .42 131 310 .49. 12 158 ·.Sl 36 71 .25 
White 

68 .46• 6 13 
.58 926 1613 .61 521 86'1 127 .61 172 283 .53 241 .51 116· 228 

I 

Literacy-type J Low reading level .49 103 212 .55 51 93 .56 25 45 .36 
Other .56 964 1711 .59 542 

44 .37 11 30 
926 .59 183 309 .48 265 .53 111 211 

Salary Grade ,l 3-6 .SJ 233 436 .57 119 
7-11 

209 .61 49 80 .39 74 .49 36 73 
.~] tt.,1 '146 .!>7 :lll .167 ,52 711 

14-22 
150 .u !IP 141 .49 u 

-~8 189 499 .58 183 317 
uu 

23-38 
.64 47 74 .55 35 63 .SJ 

.64 1,54 242 .63 80 126 .78 39 
I 24 45 

so .68 21. 31 .54 19 35 

I 
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to fi:nd any consistent explanation. Therefore, we could not predict precis.e1y 

wh:tch ,titles would yield low response rates in the main surv,ey. 

s~q~ry Grade and .. Res}Zonse. Rate 

Another possible factor influencing response rate was examined--the 

impact of salary grade. Titles were grouped by salary grade categories: 

Grades 3-6, 7-13, 14-22, and 23-38, As indicated in Table 4,5, response rates 

across these grade categories ranged from 53 percent to 64 percent, with 

response rates increasing with salary grade, 

'J'hese results are quite consistent with those commonly found for surveys. 

While rettJ.rns are generally lower for the low salary jobs, the return rate for 

the lowest salary grades (53%) was still adequate for data analysis, We 

concluded that oversampling low salary jobs or using a second method of 

distribution was unnecessary. 

Small Incumbency Titles 

A final rese.a.rch question was whether and at what level we could expect 

ref!ponses in Eitnall incumbency titles. Fifteen Management/Ccmfidential titles 

with less than fotJr incumbents each were included in the pilot study sample, 

involving a total of 19 questionnaires, 

Only fol.lr questionnaires out of the 19 sent were not returned, for a 

reaponse rate of 79 percent. Responses were received from 11 out of 15 

titles, Thvs, reaponse rates for small incumbency titles were in the 70 

percent range, a rate that is adequate for the purpose of our analysis. 

RELIABILITY 

One of the major objecttves of the pilot study was to determine whether 

the jpb andyi;;is instrument is reliable, that is, whether it meaaures job 



TABLS 4.5 

.SUHHARY OF RESPONSE RATES 

FOR PILOT SURVEY 

~ 
MAILED PERSONNEL ~ ~ 

Number Number Number Number Number Number NUl!lber Number Number Nwaber 

Rate Received Sent ~ Received ~ ~ 
Received ~ ~ Received ~ Ra~e Received ~ 

Total .55 1067 1923 .58 593 1019 .59 208 354 .47 144 309 .51 122 241 

~-
Missing Data 16 12 2 2 0 

Office of 
General Services .44 148 334 .47 65 137 .51 36 70 .40 20 50 .35 27 77 

Corrections • 54 86 158 .54 77 143 • 75* 6 8 .43* 3 7 

Social Services .64 149 232 .69 Bl 117 .77 27 35 .61 20 33 .45 21 47 

Tax and Finance .62 190 305 .62 94 152 .57 27 47 .61 27 44 .68 42 62 

Motor Vehicles .65 90 139 .64 46 72 .82" 18 22 .63* 12 19 .54 14 26 

Transportation .70 209 298 .75 114 152 • 76· 44 60 .58 33 57 .62 18 29 

Office of Mental 

Health .42 69 164 .49 :44 90 .40 16 40 .26 9 34 

OMRDD .38 110 293 .38 60 156 .44 32 72 .28 18 65 

Negotiating Units 

Security .47 88 187 .49 76 156 .54* 7 13 .31* 4 13 .20* 1 ·5 

Administrative .63 350 559 .65 184 282 .64 59 92 .56 45 Bl .60 62 104 

Operations .49 219 445 .60 121 203 .48 43 89 .37 31 84 .35 24 69 

Institutional Services .41 83 201 .42 44 106 .5d 24 48 .32 15 47 -- -- --
l?EF .61 270 441 .64 141 221 .65 56 86 .57 48 84 .so 25 50 

..... 
u'i 

Management/Confidential .63 57 90 .55 28 51. ,73 19 26 -- -- -- .77* 10 13 I 

sex-tl'.f_e 

Female-67.2\ or more .56 347 623 .57 184 321 .ss 65 118 .46 49 l.07 .64 49 77 

Mixed .59 286 484 .59 145 246 .64 66 103 .49 39 79 .64 36 56 

Male-27.2\ or leas .53 434 816 .ss 2(,4 452 .58 77 133 .46 56 123 .34 37 108 

*22 or le•• were sent 

OVERALL ~ PERSONNEL UNION ON-SITE 

Number Number Number Number Number Number ~r Number Number Number 

Rate Received Sent Rat• Received ~ -- -- -- ~ Received ~ ~• Received ~ ~ Received ~ 

Race-tlf£_e 

Hinority-30.8\ or more .42 131 310 .49. 72 158 ·.51 36 71 .25 17 

White 

68 .46* 6 13 

.58 926 1613 .61 521 861 .61 172 283 .53 127 241 .51 116' 228 

Literac~e 

Low reading level .49 103 212 .55 51 93 .56 25 45 .36 

Other .56 964 1711 

16 44 .37 11 30 

.59 542 926 ,59 183 309 .48 128 265 .53 111 211 

Sal.a!r_ Grade 

3-6 . 53 231 436 .57 119 209 .61 49 80 .39 29 

7-11 ~~2 PH "146 • !>7 

74 .49 36 73 

lll l(,7 ,52 70 l~O .u !19 

14-22 -~8 289 499 .58 183 317 
141 .49 4J uu 

23-38 

.64 47 74 .55 35 63 .53 24 45 

.64 1.54 242 .63 80 126 .78 39 50 .68 21 31 .54 19 35 
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tc rind any cbnsi.st,ent explanation,. Ther:efore, we could not 1~:r,edict prec1Ls.e1y 

wM .. •ch t.:ii.tle:s 1W•ould yield low res;pomse r.at1e'S in the main sur;w,ey. 

'$;l,.l~rt£ .:Q;t~gqg_ ·!:l:~~LR,es:pop,l!l~. Rate 

An:other :possibl,e factor influencing response rat,e was examined--the 

imp~c;t -o:r ,sal,airy ,grade. Titl,es wer,e grouped by salary gr a.de .categorie,s: 

'Glt•1,va:,e,s jj ... 6,, 7-13,, 14-22, a:nd 23-3'8, As indicated in Table 4.5. respon.se rat,es 

'a:cl"•os:s itlh-e:s,e 1gir,a.d:e cate,gories ranged f-rom 53 -pcerc,ent :to 6-4 p,ercent, wi'tlh 

:t:trs'.p0;ri_.s1e ·1N,1t,e:s il.1n:c:rettsi·.r1,g ,with salary :gr,ade .• 

q<,he:s'e ,t,e,s,u'.l'ts :air,e qtlite ·consistent with th0-se commonly found fo·r su!l:\weys,, 

,W;h.if.,!J..,e 'll:'e:t,a,r.as ;a't'e ;g:ener.a!LJ.y liower f.or t 1he low sait,a,ry jobs., :the ir,eitmr,n ,raibe for 

,the 1kiwes1t ,salary :g:t,a:tl'es (53%) was s:tilll.. .adeq,ua:t,e f0,r ,dat-a s:analy.sils. :we 

10ottc\11uae:d :t1ha'.t •ov•e·rsampling low sall..ary j:obs OT usli:ng a ,seoo.ntl. •me·,tho.cl .of 

at,sitt'Tbatt;\t0n ,-was 'U:tme:c·es,sary .• 

,':S,l'tr~1H .. '.Btt:~:14m.l:iAnr~,Y. :'l::it;Je:s 

-'A :r\tniil resear-cih 1q,1!leS'tio:n was 1w:he11her .and ,a.t Mha1t 1e;v;eJ. ,w.e oou:ld ,ex;pec<t 

'l'eS'.pbn!:fes ~1:11 sma.J.al incunihency '.t1t:1e·s. :Fa.,fate.en 'Mana,,g,emen:.t/(Qo.ni.f:!.Ld:entia1 .t,d.,tfLes 

;w'd:,rlh less -than four incuniben:ts ,each ,were .i,ncluded d.n :.the .,pd.iliot ,study sample,, 

'1Ih·v,ol1v~ing -a 1:to.ttvl of 19 queste:lmnna'ires. 

'.Only .'four questionnaires out •of the ;J:9 •·s:ent ·,were .no.t mahuxne.d,, fo.r ,a 

:re-s:pdtrse ·:rate of 7'9 ;pe0rcient. Ref:!ponses -we·r,.e ne.c.e±:v,ed ·fr.om il:1 .out -o.f 15 

't'i1til:e·~:i.. '1'.lhus., ·response .rat!es £or small ,incumbenc,y ttf·les ,we,,ne ;in the 70 

'.j)e-rcati'.t ,'Jiiinge., a :rate cfha.t is ,aa.equa.te for ,the purpos.e .o:f our .analysis. 

•-RELTABILTTY 

ibtte ,of ,:1:he :ma:j.o:r db'Ject(iwes of the ~p'.i}l:o..t ts.tu~-y ,,w.:a-s ;to ,tte:t•evmine whet-her. 

,iih,e d:tib ,'.,a"1.1i:tl,y:s±s ,1it1s'-tJt<ume'ttt .,fs ;11el::Lahile,, :-.that :i•s., ,,whst:her .tt ,m·easunes Job 
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content characteristics accurately. A reliable measure is one which would 

yield the same score on repeated attempts to measure the same thing, whether 

those attempts are made at two points in time or in different parts of the 

questionnaire. 

A common way of testing the reliability of questions in a survey is to 

repeat a question, perhaps with a slight variation in wording, at two differ

ent points in the questionnaire, In principle, the answers to the two 

questions should be highly correlated: respondents should give similar 

responses to both questions. Insofar as they do not, we have evidence that 

the question is not being understood, is being guessed at, or is otherwise not 

eliciting a very precise response. 

Because the Cent~r's pilot questionnaire already contained 178 separate 

items, it was not feasible to include more items to repeat measures as a way 

to test reliability. Consequently, employee responses to the~ measures 

are not available. However, employee responses to similar measures were 

available through the pilot study. This i.s a reasonable, albeit somewhat 

weaker, alternative to the repeated measures design. 

Of course, we would not expect the correlation between similar items to 

be as high as it would be if the items were almost identical. Consider three 

titles--Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN), Mental Hygiene Therapy Aide (MHTA), 

and Stenographer. Consider as well the following two items on the pilot 

questionnaire: How much does your job i.nvolve: "physically handling sick and 

injured people," and "working around people who are sick or disabled with no 

hope of recovery." Both the LPN and the MHTA are likely to score high on both 

questions. But consider those Stenographers who work in state mental health 

or mental hygiene facilities, They are likely to score low on the first 

question and high on the second. This lack of correspondence reflects actual 
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job conten1; differences. As a result, the level of corresp0ndence wi.11 be 

lower than if the questionnaire included two items concerning physically 
I 

handling patients. Nonetheless, we would expect a moderately high correlation 

between these two items and between other pairs of similar items. 

To carry out this test, we identified five pairs of items wi.th similar 

content. These included: working with sick or injured people; using forms; 

evaluating subordinates; answering questions or complaints from the public; 

and. education, (The exact wording of items is provided in Table 4.6.) The 

pairs of itt1ms were compared by correlating the two sets of ,scores for these 

ite.ms. This statistical procedure yields a summary index of the relationship 

between the two sets of scores. This index may range in value from -1.00 to 

+ 1. 00. A positive correlation means that the scores on measur.e A increase as 

t.lw scores on measure B increase, or that A decreases as B decreases. In 

reliability studies, the closer the correlation is to plus or minus one, the 

stronger. the reliability of the measure. The pairs of items selected and the 

results of the correlations are listed in Table 4.6. Correlations range from 

.59 to .72, which indicates a fairly high degree of agreemen,t. Buros (1978) 

indicates that, for job analysis instrument13: 

Reliab-ility studies have been primarily concerned with 
interanalyst agreement on the various job dimension 
s.cores. Interanalyst reliabilities have generally 
been in the .50 1 s and higher, although some dimensions 
seem to be rated with considerably less agreement. 

By interanalyst agreement, Bures is referring to correlation between ratings 

by two. j oh analysts scoring each job on a single variable. Our test, by 

contrast, compares the scores on two variables, each rated by our entire 

sample of pilot study respondents. Given that the items are similar but not 

identical, we would expect lower inter-item correlations than those obtained 

from two expert job analysts using a single characteristic. In this context, 
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the reliabilities of .59 and above that we obtained appear high relative to 

the reliability coefficients found in other job analysis studies. Thus, we 

gained considerable confidence in the reliability of our survey questionnaire 

based on the pilot study results. 

VALIDITY 

Another major objective of the pilot survey was to assess the validity of 

the Job Content Questionnaire. Validity is the extent to which an instrument 

measures or predicts what is intended, In the context of this study, validity 

means the extent to which the questionnaire measures all of the range of job 

content in New York State job titles, and only the job content. A valid 

instrument for the purposes of this research would differentiate between 

jobs in terms of job content measures. Clearly, valldity of the instrument is 

limited by reliability. An unreliable instrument cannot be valid. There are 

three types of validity relevant to this study: face validity, content 

validity, and criterion-related validity. The discussion below is organized 

in terms of these three categories, 

Face Validlty 

Face validity ls the extent to which an instrument appears relevant to 

what one intends to measure. It is usually assessed informally by reviewing 

the instrument to see whether it appears to cover the content intended. This 

was done by nearly 100 employees in the pretest, by 1,110 employees in the 

pilot study, and by numerous advisors to the project. Employees frequently 

took advantage of opportunities to talk to Center staff or write notes on the 

questionnaire about any item they felt did not validly represent the New York 

State job system. Employees were also encouraged to suggest any job content 
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TABLE 4.6 

CONSISTENCY OF INCUMBENT RESPONSE: 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ITEMS WITH SIMILAR CONTENT 

Item 

3-6. Physfo:a,Hy hand'Hng sick or injured people. 

38. W:ork:tng. ar©\:md people who are sick on dis
abled with no hope of recovery. 

601. Filliag out forms. 

61.2. Reading forms. 

631. Answering questions from the public on 
tl!i.e p1h.one· or in werson. 

63,9. Answer:lin,g ce>mpl:ai:ntts fr0m the public. 

96. Are you respons:lible for formally evaluat
ing the performance of the workers you 
sul))ervise? 

1 no 2 yes 

9.,g,5,. W.iriting evaluat:fi0ns. of subo1rdinate per
formance. 

523. If the State requires education for your 
j,ob., how much of full-time college or 
training outside the job is required? 

--~years, _months 

525. If the· State requires a diploma or a 
degree for your job, what degree is 
required? 

1 A high school diploma 
2 A college deg.ree that requires 

less than four years of study 
3 A four-year college degree 
4 A master's degree 
5 A doctoral, law, medical or 

other degree beyond a master's 
' (specify) 

1 2· 3 4 

l 2 3 4, 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3.- 4 

Cor'I.Telat'ion 

.72 

.59 

.67 

.62 

.69 
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that should be added to the questionnaire. In addition, the questionnaire 

specifically asked people if there was anything else about their job that they 

wanted to tell us. By the time we had reached the pilot study, employees made 

few suggestions about addit1.ons to the questionnaire, indicating that the 

survey instrument had face validity, 

Content Validity 

Content validity is the extent to which the instrument encompasses the 

range of job characteristics in New York State jobs. Characteristics unique 

to jobs were of less interest to this study, since we are interested in 

comparing jobs on common characteristics in order to explain variations in 

pay. As indicated in Chapter III, in order to insure the inclusion of all 

relevant job characteristics, we began the process of questionnaire develop

ment by examining in detail job analysis instruments developed by other 

consultants and added a set of questions about the job content associated with 

social and human service-provision titles. As a result, we were reasonably 

certain that the questionnaire's content was more inclusive than other job 

evaluation frameworks used in organizations in the public and private sectors, 

A second content validity issue is whether the survey instrument measures 

systematically some variable other than job content characteristics. An 

obvious problem in this context is reading skill. If an incumbent cannot read 

and comprehend the questionnaire, then either the incumbent will not respond, 

or the incumbent will give invalid responses. In the latter case, the results 

will be related to reading ability, not job content. In order to minimize the 
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reading level of the questionnaire, it was edited to reduce the reading level 

7 to the seventh-grade, 

Furthermore, with the advice of Civil Se·rvice staff and personnel direc

tors in several agencies, we were able to identify five job titles for which 

personnel experts estimated low literacy for 25 percent or mor,e of tl1e incom-

8 hen.ts :i.n the t\!.tle. It was important to know whether responses in low 

l;Lteracy titles we:r,e g;iven with understan.ding. Analysis revealed no evidence 

of any serious misunderstanding of questi.ons, responses omitted, or other 

.eyidenc.e of difficulty; responses in these titles appeared plausible. 

A third w;1y in which content validity was assess.ed was through factor 

analysis 0f t'he job ,content questionnaire. Factor analysis is a statistical 

pt1ocedure that gro.ups data into categories or factors, some·times called 

"u,nderlying dimensions." Items group together or "load" on a factor because 

they ar.e highly correlated with each other. An example of a factor in this 

study is "working conditions." For example, we found that items about wo''l'.'king 

in hot., wet, and cramp.ad conditions load to,g.ether on a working conditions 

factor. 9 The ei.ghteen factors found in the pilot are listed in Table 4. 7. 

Our ability to get meaningful factors is further evidence for the content 

validity of the questionnaire for the following reasons. First, items did 

group in a meaningful way. In order to get consistent, meaningful loadings on 

7
The assessment of reading level was done with the Fry Index of 

Readability as updat.ed by Krets.chmer (1976) .• 

8 
Employees entering state service are not tested in any formal way for 

reading skills. Thev.e·f:ore, it was necessary to use expert opinion to estimate 
reading problems within each title. 

9 
For a fuller description of the factor analysis and the factors found in 

the pilot study, see The New York State Comparable Worth Study Final Report 
written by the Center for Women in Government dated 1 October 19.85. 
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each factor, it was necessary that persons doing similar tasks answer related 

questions in a similar way. Second, the factors appear to represent job 

dimensions relevant to New York State. Third, the factors are similar to 

those in other systems. For example, the factor solution for this study is 

comparable to factors included in the Factor Evaluation System (FES) used by 

the United States Civil Service Commission, Table 4.7 also illustrates the 

correspondence between the two factor solutions. They cover about the same 

job content, except that the New York State pilot study has some factors that 

are not on the FES. 

A fj_nal way we assessed content validity was to compare item means across 

title series, It is especially important that the content of the 

questionnaire discriminate validly between job titles within a job series or 

family. Specifically, means (the average response of incumbents in a job 

title) should vary across the titles in a series in a predictable way. Table 

4.8 lists incumbent means on selected relevant items for three series: Correc

tions, Clerks, and Food Service Workers. 

In general, scores ascend or descend across series as one would expect. 

For example, we would expect the higher grade level jobs in a series to score 

higher, on average, than lower grade level jobs on such items as "planning in 

advance," "variety on the job," and "freedom to decide how to do the job," In 

turn, we would expect that incumbents in lower grade level jobs would report 

higher scores, on average, than higher grade level jobs on the degree to which 

their job requires them to perform the "same task over and over." 

Criterion-related Validity 

A third way to assess validity is to compare results with a criterion 

that is accepted as a standard. The obvious criterion in the present context 

is salary grade. Since our purpose is to develop a model relating job con-
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TABLE 4.7' 

COMPARISON OF FACTORS IN THE FES· AND NYS STUDY SYSTEMS 

FEil Factors 

Knowledge (fac;:t:s and skills} 

Supervisory controls 
Gu:lldelines 

(judgement) 

Complexity 

Scope and effect 

Personal contacts 

Ptilrpose of conta.cts 
(influence, motivate, etc.) 

Physical demands 
Work environment (risks, etc.) 

NYS Study Factors 

Education 
Analytical reasoning 

Management/supervision 
Fiscal res·ponsibility, 
Autonomy 

Variety 

Routine 

Scope of personal contacts 
S,tress from communicati@n 

Management/supervision 
Service provider tasks 
Office tasks 
Group facilitation skills 

Working conditions 

Time stress 
Computer 
Enter data 
Reading 
Writing 
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TABLE 4,8 

AVERAGE SCORES FOR INCUMBENTS ON SELECTED ITEMS 

Job Title Item 
Series 46. Same task* 55, Math 68. Planning in 79. Variety 84. Freedom 

over and over in advance (how in the job to decide 
far) how to do 

'ob 

Correction 2.00 2,00 1.00 2.00 1.00 
Officer 

Correction 2.00 3.00 6.00 4.00 2.50 
Lieutenant 

dlerk 3.33 2.33 2.67 2,67 3.33 

Senior Clerk 1.33 3.00 3.00 3.33 3.00 

Food Service 3.33 1.33 1. 67 2.00 1.50 
Worker 1 

Food Service 1.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 
Worker 2 

* These scores should go down in each series, For the other items, the scores 
should go up in each series. 
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tent to salary grade, an important criter:ion for choosing .a subset of items 

from among those with face and content validity j_s to retain those that are 

correlated with salary grade. Correlati.ons •between items and salary grade 

wer.e comput.ed to assess both the degr,ee of association betwe.en each question 

naire item and salary grade and the direc-tion of the correlations. A se] ec

tion of correlations between selected items and salary grade ar,e listed in 

10 Table 4.9. · 

Positive coefficients indicate that the higher the score on a variable, 

1:h;e :hi;g:};)er die salary grad.e, e.g., the ,more 'tit ·collleg,e degree is required for a 

j:o1D,, :the hi:g:heir t:he slclall:mry :grade. NegaU.v·e coefficients indicate that the 

Lower the score pn a variable, the higher the salary grade., e.g .• , the more -one 

dp·es the same task over and over, the Lower the salary g,rade. The correla

tions are in the direction and of a magnitude that one would generally expect, 

IQ 

TABLE 4.9 

EXAMPLE CORRELATIONS W:rll'H SALARY GRADE 

Doin,g the same task over and ,0111,er 

Working in crowded conditions 

Teaching 

Preventing others from wasting time 

Hiring and firing 

Writing original computer p-ro,grams 

Working overtime without pay 

Leading meetings 

College degree required for the job 

-.41 

-.03 

• 31 

.41 

.45 

.49 

.55 

.73 

For a more complete description of the correlation of items with salary 
grade, see The New York State Comparable Worth Study Final Report written by 
th.e Center for Women in Government dated 1 October 1985. 
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We also examined the validity of incumbent ratings by comparing them to 

supervisor ratings. If incumbents and supervisors tended to agree on ratings 

of the incumbents' jobs, this would provide addHional evidence of the 

validity of incumbents' ratings. 

We surveyed the literature on comparisons of supervisor/incumbent reports 

of job content. While small, that literature indicated that there is high 

agreement among supervisors and incumbents with respect to job content. In 

job analysis where tasks are being evaluated rather than worker performance, 

research indicates that workers can accurately rate their jobs. 

Moreover, we asked people about the advisability of supervisor review of 

questionnaires. Labor representatives, managers, and personnel directors 

alike were of the opinion that supervisor review would result in incumbents 

providing acceptable, but not necessarily accurate, responses to the 

questionnaire. As a result of this advice, we conducted our assessment of the 

extent of agreement between job incumbents and their supervisors by generating 

a second survey instrument for supervisors to fill out independently of 

incumbents. 

The design of the supervisor/incumbent substudy included the following 

steps: selection of items for comparison, data gathering, and data analysis 

through the computation of correlations and the differences in means between 

incumbent and supervisor average scores for the selected variables. Twelve 

questionnaire items were selected for inclusion in the supervisor question

naire. Items were selected for one of two reasons having to do with potential 

validity problems. The first concerns a problem of accuracy--incumbents might 

not know the information requested, Other items were selected to represent 

problems of anchoring, that is, the ability to rate one's job appropriately in 

relation to other jobs. 
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We selected incumbents and supervisors as follows: three incumbents from 

each of 60 job titles from the larger pilot sample were randomly chosen, In 

addition, three incumbents, one in each of three ti.tles with one to three 

incumbents, were included, Supervisors for the 183 selected incumbents in the 

63 titles were then identified by agency liaison staff. Supervisor 

questionnaires were distributed by liaison staff, who were instructed to tell 

supervisors that we were seeking information about jobs they supervise, 

Liaisons were not to tell supervisors that we were comparing their responses 

to incumbent responses, so as not to bias responses. Completed questionnaires 

~ere received from supervisors of 107 incumbents, for a response rate of 58 

percent, 

Since we were interested in responses by job title, we averaged incumbent .,._ 

responses and supervisor responses separately for each title. To remove the 

possible impact of bias where there was only one incumbent or one supervisor 

responding, we only analyzed items for which at least two incumbents and two 

supervisors had responded. On this basis, we eliminated two items, 

For each item remaining, the raw data were organized into incumbent and 

supervisor averages by title, Pearson correlations were then calculated 

between incumbent and supervisor responses for each item. Eight of the ten 

correlations were above .55, as positive evidence for agreement between 

supervisors and incumbents (Buras, 1978: 983). 

Two items had lower correlations. The first had to do with the 

experience necessary to do your job. The low correlation probably represents 

confusion about the state's experience requirements. For many titles, 

experience can be substituted for education and vice versa, Another possible 

reason for the low correlation coefficient on experience is test error. The 

item was rewritten for the main survey in a simpler form. The other item with 
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a low correlation coefficient was "How much could your mistake slow down the 

overall work of the unit?". This item was eliminated from the questionnaire 

for the main study. 

To summarize our findings, the purpose of the supervisor-incumbent sub

study was to assess the validity of using incumbents as informants about their 

jobs. Our findings of substantial agreement between supervisors and 

incumbents is support for the choice of using incumbents as sources of job 

data. 

In general, we found that the questionnaire appears valid to employees. 

Items predict pay as one would expect. The questionnaire samples job elements 

found on 20 other instruments. The questionnaire does not measure reading 

level instead of job content, Items group together conceptually into factors 

like other systems. Items that should form hierarchies do so, Finally, items 

group together conceptually into factors similar to those found in other job 

evaluation systems. In conclusion, we are confident about the reliability and 

validity of the survey instrument. 

REVISION OF THE JOB CONTENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

A final objective of the pilot survey was to improve the Job Content 

Questionnaire so that it would be easier for employees to fill out and less 

expensive to process. This involved re-writing many questions to make them 

closed-ended, revising questionnaire wording where necessary to remove 

ambiguities, improving questionnaire format and layout, and eliminating ques

tions when it was found that they were of little use in reaching our research 

goals. It also involved adding several items to improve the reliability of 

potential job content factors. 

First, the questionnaire was revi.sed to eliminate all fill-in questions. 

For example, the question asking for job title was replaced by an identifica-
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· · 11 t ion label including job tit le. A ques·t:li0n 1i ke "What is y(i)ur negoUa ting 

un:i::t" t-iil's chciri:ged frcitn a fHl.::.in answer fi0 a multiple-choice answer with 

cat€gof±EHi tt:\ check~ Hems reqtiiring quanUtat:ive responses were rewritten 

i::r±th f~~~Bnse Eiit~goHes based en fieqtiency distributions far the pilot study. 

iH additlbn; i~viial itehls wef~ tewotded te increase tlarity. 

Tbe §HHH:est Rumt5H of revisions fe·sUlteid f'f.'om the factor analysis of the 

it~ni§ in th~ dob G6flt@nt Questionnaire cls'set1bed previously. This analysis 

il:h,Bifed t:'W-6 foaifi st~ps: .(0 elimination 0f a snUHi subsQt of items unrelated 

t8 p~y-; t'o p~rciM f~fuiHe ln a leb title, to ;pncent minority in •& title, or 

tH 1iho'tWer 1.t>efu r-eiat'~'d to \;n1y, and (4?) erel'ettiort o1: items for- facto:r scales. 

An 1~x1H:'i:'t\:i:at:ion of this questionnaire revision process follows. 

InitiaLltem. EliminaUon 

This study is concerned with identifying compensable job content factors 

in the New York State job system and with adjusting pay policy based on these 

f'actors to eliminate potential wage discrimination. Therefore, the decision 

·;t'o 'dele'te hems froin the factor analysis that correlat·e weakly with salary 

g<ra:de is justified on both theoretical and 'practical grounds. Since the 

factor analysis solution from the main survey was to be used to develop a 

'l:·ornpensation model' it was .pointless to build a factor structu:re on items .that 

bea.r no relationship to compensation. Such items only clutter an analysis 

llrl . . · ·c.ach quest-ionriaire in the ma'in stir-Vey ·had a labe1 .afi:f,i!Xied to the front 
page with the following information: job title name, title eode, and salary 
gt'ade. 'Re'sp6ndents lh'e'rie •ask:~d •t?o ver.f:f:y tttlte ::accuracy of ,tihe labe'l. This .way, 
such information did not have to be checked or coded except where the label 
fofdf'ma tioh \was •incorrect. 
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that is already large and in need of data reduction for efficiency and 

I 12 
precision of interpretation. 

In addition to predicting pay, we particularly were concerned with 

describing work done disproportionately by females and minorities accurately. 

Therefore, any item that was strongly related to percent femAle or percent 

minority in a job title was retained. We developed a very conservative set of 

rules to govern the elimination of items. They were as follows: 

Items were omitted that correlated between -0.2 and 
+ 0.2 with salary grade, between -0.4 and +0.4 with per
cent female or percent minority, and between -0,4 and 
+ 0.4 with any other item that correlated less than -.02 
or more than+ 0,2 with salary grade, 

We chose 0.2 as a conservative cutoff correlation coefficient with salary 

grade. Any individual item correlating between -0,2 and +0.2 with salary 

grade has almost no relation to salary grade, We chose 0,4 for the 

correlation with percent female or percent minority because we were interested 

in a higher level of certainty about what are actually female or minority job 

characteristics. We also chose 0.4 as a criterion for items that correlate 

with other useful items because items with smaller inter-item correlations are 

almost certain to have very weak factor loadings, 

12 
The possibility exists, of course, that items that have very weak 

zero-order correlations with salary grade have larger net effects. For 
example, driving heavy equipment might appear to have no relation to salary 
grade because heavy equipment-driving jobs are in the middle of the pay 
hierarchy, paid more than other manual jobs, but less than professional and 
managerial jobs. If account is taken of other features of jobs, say formal 
educational requirements, it might turn out that driving heavy equipment has a 
positive relationship to salary grade because such jobs pay well relative to 
other manual jobs requiring similar levels of education, In reviewing items 
in the pilot test, we tried to be sensitive to such possibilities and retain 
items that on theoretical grounds might be suspected of having a substantial 
relationship to salary grade when other variables were controlled. 
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Be.cause-. this quest-ionnaire, edit•ing; p::roee-ss was oarrd.edc: out'• on, a., samp;le,,· of 

6.8 job eitles,, we recognized that the· sta,td.stical crd.ter:ia. c,.ouJd.;. at t,itne-s·, be 

t:oo·, n;a:r,.'I':ow,. Recall· tha:t in.- sele.ct,in,gi thi-s,, p.f'l:ot samp;l'e.1,, we;, se,lecte:d" t,i;t,le:s,. so 

as to ca:p;t•\l't'1e the· most. important, sour,ces' of; d,iN'e,rs•it;y,. in, j obc: con,t:ent:s, .. v-ariyd:hg. 

ti,tles by girade. level,. by job· f,am:i.lr,,. by:. se,ttd:ng•,,. and by p·e,ncent: femal.e and 

percentI mi);[o.rs:IA?t•, Ho-wever,',. be.ci:lus:e, 68 t'itt'.es,; canno.t f;ully,· r.ep:r·ese-nrtr tlre 

d,i-ve,t:si:tij• of, N·e.,w1 Yo:rk:- s,1:,ate- job's~,: we• del1e.itie:d;; on-ly t:hc,rne, i't1ems tiha,tt met« the,: 

s,toat,i-st'i'ca:1, cr,i,t:e,r,ia, a:,n;µ that pe-ntiainedr to,- cha·'r(ac-be,ri's1ti1os'·· o,ft j'ohs:,i;. im t1he, 

sa:mpl:e, of- t;i;it~le-s,,. No·,:. H:,e-m, was, e,limi.nated that:- md.'.ght' b:0'., r;e-la,t·ed;i to> pay,i,, g.d.Men 

a, di,f;f'e',retrt se-t> o.f; t'-it:lesc' in'>• t,he,. s0ample. Mcn1ieov.e,r, .. we, wer,e we,l 1" aw:,ar,e bha:t. 

the·, c:or,r'e1la':t'.dbns, might, b~e; spunious. Th'eire.for.e,, anyl decisibn,based on· cor,rela

tions was made after careful scrutiny of statist:l.cal results, to· answer suc,h 

questions as ,;Is this correlation coefficient plausible?" or- "Could a third· 

variable explain the correlation found?". 

Fifteen items out of 150 were deleted from the questionnaire based on the 

above criteria and our qualitative assessments. 

Fa:ctor Ana:~;!N,$1'8 for Quest:tonnairer. Edit fog: 

All retrained items-, with, a few exceptions, we.re,· entered.; tnto· a prino:lpal 

comport-en ts f'actor analysis. We used, an, 18;..f:actot! solu,tion,, o;f whtch three 

factorsi were not useful because items d.id,not- load on them, substantially·, 

Three groupings of items were added to the remaining 15 factors, for a total 

of 18 factors. 

These results were used to edit the questionnaire further. The reli

ability of a, fae;.tor. improves, substantially with each increase, in the. number of 

items up. to .about si:x: items on the. factor (Nunnally, 1-978.) •. In a., few cases 

where more than six items loaded on a factor, some items were deleted. In 

general, criteria for retaining items were both statistical andnon-statis-
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tical. To be retained, an item had to (1) load high on a factor, (2) not load 

high on more than one factor, and (3) along with the other retained items, 

describe the factor comprehensibly. 

In spite of the above criteria, several items were retained although they 

crossed factors or loaded lower than other items on a factor. Some items were 

retained for face validity of the questionnaire. That is, many people expect 

to see such items on the questionnaire. Other items were retained because of 

a special research interest in them, Some of these items seemed to cross 

factors describing groups of job content characteristics associated with male 

(e.g., working conditions) or female (e.g., office tasks) jobs. We did not 

want to drop these items prematurely. After this analysis, 26 additional 

items were deleted. 

As a final step, a number of items were added whenever there were not 

enough items to measure a factor reliably. These items included: 

• working overtime on weekends without pay; 
• editing data; 
• verifying data; 
• deciding what task to do first; 
• deciding how quickly to work; 
• mistake hurt agency name; 
• dealing with high level managers; and 
• systems design. 

The edited Job Content Questionnaire used in the main comparable worth survey 

is attached as Appendix D, 

SUMMARY 

The pilot survey was designed to provide information on distribution 

methods, survey mechanics and questionnaire construction that would inform and 

improve the quality of the main data-collection survey. Having gone through 

the steps of conducting a survey, we had a much better understanding of what 

had to be done to get the main survey into the field. 
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In terms of response. rate, both p.ersonnel and mai.led 'di-st·ribution methods 

yieH!ed cbnsistently higher results than ·un'ion or on-site, This finding was 

ttal:>1:~ ~lCross seR, race/ ethnicity, and estimated H:teracy 1:ev.el ·of :lob., ac,ross 

,negot iat:tng ·und.t, agency, and salary g·rade, ,and for small ·incumbency tl,t:Jes .• 

'l'it1.es with lower response rates d;l.d no·t ,have common -oharacter,;i,st1.cs ,that 

.constlstenbly tpredic'hed the low ,nesponse xat,es. Therefot1e,, .the,r,e •was no :basis 

ifor dE:it'itl:Lhg that any ,par,ttcul-ar t'i•tle shouiLd ibe oversampled in ,the '1!1ain 

'Sµ,rvey. 

Res,panse r.a·tes ,we,re,, fo,r the ,most 11n1,rt, .ad:efp,.mte !fo:r ,arl:1 tjob-;t<:J;p,e 

;M,t:eIJ0:rlt~s in ,th:e ma~i'led and personne,1..,d;ts;ttrz±but,ion ,met<hads.. The ;ne\la;tli¼e0.y 

:n::irgh ,':t'•eapo.'P,'i,n~ ,T-abe ifo,r !the mad.led method ·o;f ,d1:Lstr,tbu,t;Lon •wa·s somewhat 

suti,pris'ing ,and mos,t he~;n1tenin;g s.;inoe mailed~d:istribut.-;Lon is the e.asd.es·t 

'prbcE:itluire ''to u·se. :]}he h:tgh res;ponse <rate ,fo.r 1the ,maci1.ed-dd.stribut,fon .m.ecth!:>d 

md.;g:ht ref1l-ec,t s.eve,r:al factors: ,respondents know how the mails work, the_ir 

.perception of ·confi'de.ntialtty may h.e greate)r ,w:hen .,ned,ther Lahor no,r •managem.ent 

~·'S d,tivolv,etl. A:n effe.ct:Lv,e pub'lic relations campa~gn, and .the impact of large 

numbers of agency employees receiving questionnaires, might also be involved. 

·~atever the reasons, the successful use of the mailed-distribution method in 

the pilot survey gave us considerable confidence regarding the use of this 

method in the main survey, 

The design of the final survey instrument benefitted gr.eatly from the 

qualitative and quantitative analysis of the 1,110 returns. It is a reUable 

and valid instrument for obtaining job content information from state 

employees. The revised questionnaire represents a more efficient and 

s1mplified document, both for respondents to fill out and for Center staff t.o 

process. In sum, the pilot survey achieved its stated objectives. 
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CHAPTER V 

MAIN DATA COLLECTION SURVEY: 
DESIGN AND MECHANICS 
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The main data collection survey occurred between November 30, 1984 and 

March 6, 1985. A total of 36,812 questionnaires was distributed throughout 

New York St,&te to incumbents of 2,944 job titles, and 27,394 questionnaires 

were returned providing responses for 2,582 job titles. This chapter r.eports 

on the design and mechanics of this large undertaking. It begins with an 

overview of the sampling frame and the mechanics for selecting the incumbent 

sample. It;: continues with a discussion of various features of the distribu

t:l.o:n process that were designed to enhance the response, rate and intake pro

cedu'l'.'ea. It concludes with a discussion of the survey response rate. 

SAMPL'!NG FRAME 

As indicated earlier, incumbent self-reports were used as the basic 

source of information about content in New York State jobs. Since the unit of 

analysis is the job title, we further decid.ed to average incumbent responses 

within each title to obtain a title profile. These decisions, along with our 

choice of a policy-capturing job evaluation analysis, required a complicated 

frame for sampling incumbents within job titles. 

All titles in the population were sampled in one of two ways. If the 

title was one for which we were providing pay equity estimates, we sampled all 

employees in titles with 150 or fewer incumbents and 150 incumbents in titles 

with more than 150 incumbents. For the ~itles for which we would not be 

providing pay equity estimates, we sampled all employees in titles with 20 or 

fewer incumbents and 20 incumbents in titles with more than 20 incumbents. 

This two-tiered design proved to be the most effectiv.e approach to minimizing 

the statistical errors of estimate of both the final compensation model and 

the predicted salary grades for female-dominated and disproportionately 

minority titles. 
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Based on this design, we provided the Civil Service Department with the 

neceasary information for them to select a sample of incumbents within each 

job title using systematic sampling procedures with a random starting point. 

Civil Service Department employee files as of August 22, 1984 were used. 1 

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION DESIGN 

As the sampling frame was being finalized and the sample of incumbents 

selected, we began designing a set of procedures that would facilitate a high 

response rate. We had decided to use mailed distribution as a result of the 

pilot survey, 

As indicated earlier, a high response rate minimizes the likelihood of 

"non-response bias," which occurs when respondents differ from non-respondents 

in significant ways. Researchers do not agree precisely on an acceptable 

response rate at which response bias is no longer an issue, The minimal 

acceptable rate seems to be at about 50 percent (Erdos, 1970: 144). According 

to the Office of Home Management and Budget (1978), they do not question 75 

percent or above and they do not accept below SO percent. The Advertising 

Research Foundation and Magazine Publishers, Inc., both use 70 percent as an 

acceptable standard. 

Most importantly, the literature indicates that a higher response rate is 

less important when responses are grouped, Leslie (1972) reviewed 28 studies 

involving grouped responses and found no differences between respondents and 

1 The time lag between the calculation of intervals and the actual 
selection of the sample meant that the number of incumbents in some job titles 
increased, while others decreased, leading to some variation in the actual 
numbers selected. 
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non-respond'ent!s. Of course, in this stu.d·y incumbent respom.ses are grouped! l,y 

tftl;e. 

B'ased' on the abo:ve findings, we aimed :lio.r a 70 percent!. resp0nse raitt·e• l'fS 

acceptable. Having establisFi.ed, this stand:ard,,. we des:Jlgn:ed t:Tu:e d!fsif!rjjou1!:ill!l'l'I.' :lin 

smrh, a way as, t<;r meet, if n0t exceed, trhi:i!s· standard:. 

We ino:orp@,1ra.tedl many of the features o,f the ma:i!l:e<l' disttr:i!fm.tton o·f ttFre 

p:i!1<Ytl! survey. M@st notably, we used agency· r:ta:tson:s 1!0 ass1lst in; d'ist:rr:fi\ju,,-

ou;.t:· dd;str.ibu:tion and in:ttake design. T.hese included the :following, techniques. 

•· Pt:e!,imina,ry notificat:liott: kd'.vami•e· notice by mad:1 or tie1e
phone that a survey is about to be administered has usually 
1:)een f.ound, to increase response rates. (Waisanen, t954; 
Star.f.f'opd, 1966; Wiseman, 1972; Joison, 1977; Frey, 1983, 
p. 92.) Myers and Haug (1969) found that in order. to increaser 
a res•pons:e rate by 8.1 pe·rcent with preno·tification, they had' 
to expend 22 percent in additional research costs,.. Clearly, 
it: was to our advantage to prenotify incumbents of the survey. 
Y:et,. with our large sample, the cost of a preliminary letter 
or phone call was prohibitive. We chose, inste·ad·, to publicize 
the study in a general way prior to the distribution of the 
qµestionnafre. We ga:ve numerous speeches to state worker groups, 
i,ncluding the board of each region of CSEA. We worked with 
GOER and CSEA public relations people to public:Lze the study 
in the general, union, and state agency presses •. 

• Stamped return envelope: Stamped return envelopes y,ield higher 
response ra•tes (Ferris, 1951). While for most of' our respon
dents, inter agency mails were sufficient, many in.cumbents are 
located at outlying worksites w,:tth no ac·cess t0 in·teragency 
mails. In order potentially to increase the response rates 
atllo.ng these workers, we affixed postage on return en.velopes 
whenever agency liais.ons informed us that use. of the U.S. mails 
w@uld be necessary. 

• Follow-up: Follow-up reminders are almost un.iversally success
ful in increasing response rates (Kanuk and Berenson, 1975). A 
t.eiephone reminder has been found more effective: than a post
card, and a follow-up phone inte.rview is least e.ffe,ctive (Sheth 
a'.nd Roscoe, 1975). For a study• th'e size of this oae·, telephom:e 
follow-up was impractical--in phone costs, in staf.f time, and in 
the ab,ility t_o locate state employees. Alte·rnatively, we· d:ecided 
to use follow-up letters to remind incumbents to fill out and 
return the questionnaires. Research has demonstrated that one 
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follow-up message increases response rates as much as 20 percent. 
(Hinrichs, 1975; Erdos, 1970). A second mailed follow-up may 
increase response rates as much as 12 percent more (Heberlein 
and Baumgartner, 1978). After a second mailing, the investment 
in more mailings yields diminishing returns. Based on these 
findings, we sent two follow-up letters to remind incumbents to 
respond to the survey. 

• Clarification: One disadvantage of mailed surveys is that 
respondents cannot ask for clarifications while filling out 
the questionnaire, We solved this problem by providing a 
toll-free number staffed by a researcher who 2could answer 
respondents' questions during working hours. 

As indicated below, our sensitivity to detail in using interagency mails, in 

providing postage when necessary, in adding two follow-up letters, in 

maintaining a toll-free phone number for queries, and in conducting a public 

relations plan geared to informing as many New York State employees as 

possible about the study, resulted in a smooth distribution process and a high 

response rate. 

DISTRIBUTION AND INTAKE PROCEDURES 

Printing and Distribution 

The questionnaire was typeset and delivered to a printer who printed over 

37,000 copies of the questionnaire, over 74,000 copies of a one-page follow-up 

letter, over 111,000 envelopes to mail the questionnaire~ and letters. (The 

questionnaire and follow-up letter are contained in Appendix D.) 

While the questionnaire was being typeset and printed, two sets of labels 

were generated by the Department of Civil Service--one set of labels for 

envelopes and a companion set for qu~stionnaires. The envelope labels con-

2 Over the first five weeks of the distribution process, we typically 
handled 30 phone inquiries a day through our toll free phone number. 
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a,g,~:n.~y, n.1;1me, a,gency code, and location cod;e,. A:gency liaisons la,tzer add.e.d mo·re, 

sp~a-:L:fi:iie~ llo<ra\t:i/01,11 in,forma,ti.:f10n,. '.llhe 1abe,lls, :fl'o:11 t:he front 0,fi ~h.·e, q\me's\t:uonn,a,:ifl!'e, 
I 

<i<il):).,ti:.=J,ii,lij,,~q; on,1y tliltflie,, tlitle code, and saJJa,ny g,rad'e. 'llhe·se, W.EHl'e t10, fie, c"fue,ctR1e-cl! 

Cfp):tia,qp¾n~ L~cdi~Q1:l:S· 

Pi;;ior e:o- d•;fi.sth!d:bueton., we wo,rked with a set of agency liaisons who would 

as•si;_~tl in the:• ddb1ttlr:tbo:ti<1n· process. Because Civil Se·r.vice Department :i:,ecmrds 

d;M· no:t inelude the e:x;aot wo·rksite address of most survey r,espondents, one 

r,espons,ibi.li&y 0JY the agency· 1iad:sons was to· add- that information to each, 

envelope •. 

The Office. of: Employee Relation:s supplied· the Team with, a 1:±·st of: agency 

l;i.~isons in June 1984. (See Appendix E.) Center staff contac.ted agency 

:tepresentatfares during late su11111ler, 1984, to• introduce thetl\l, to•, the. Cente1; for 

Wcime.n in Government and to,the comparable worth study,~ Liaisons. al.so,were 

asked a spec<±J,ic set of p·ractical questions about: handling the· quest'ionnaires 

w,:j.thin t.,heir0 ag.encies·. A·fter this initial contact, there were several 

communicat-ions with agencies and their liaisons. In October liaisons were. 

invited to an. inforIIU;J.tional meeting and rece,p.Uon at the· Rockefeller, 

ln,stitute. Later, the Governor's Office of Employee Relations contac.t.ed 

agency comrn,issioners about the study, asking them for their support and, to 

a,llow the useof-worktime for survey respondents to fill out the 
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questionnaires. Finally, just prior to the distribution of the questionnaire, 

the Center contacted agency liaisons to explain the distribution process in 

detail. Also, we sent each liaison a list of employees sampled in their 

agency or facility. 

Distribution 

New York State Job Content Questionnaires for 36,812 employees were 

delivered to agency liaisons on November 30 and December 4. (The original 

sample of 37,282 was depleted by 470 due to the loss of eight "quasi-agencies" 

immediately prior to distribution,) Upon receiving the questionnaires, the 

liaisons added specific worksite addresses to all the envelopes and forwarded 

questionnaires to employees. 

Approximately two weeks after the questionnaires left the mailhouse, 

Center staff telephoned each liaison to make sure that all questionnaires and 

follow-up letters had arrived and that the questionnaires had been distribu

ted. During that same phone call to liaisons, we reconfirmed dates to send 

the follow-up letters. They sent one follow-up letter 'two weeks after the 

distribution of the questionnaire and a second follow-up letter two weeks 

after that. 

In addition, we sent questionnaires to 219 individuals in response to 

telephoned or written requests when incumbents reported that they had lost 

their questionnaires or had received a follow-up letter but no questionnaire. 

Before sending out a duplicate questionnaire, we verified that they had been 

sampled for the survey. 

Intake 

As the questionnaires were returned to the Center, the obviously unuse

able questionnaires were separated out. These included those with missing job 
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title labels, those that had not been filled out, and those that were r:eturned 

:lmdicating, tha·t the person was laid off, terminated, deceased, unknown,, o,r had. 

res tg,:r'ed' 0r· retired. 

P.otent<Lally useable questionnaires we~e then, checked for a. numbe:'l' of 

specific add.f.tional problems, First; approximately 820 questionnaires on 

which an incumbent had indtcated a title and/or tJ'rade level chang:e we're 
3 ver'if1ied. Se·cond, questionnaires, were checked t,o dete'rtTline· :bf the 

vespondents, wor·ked ~art-time, had, wo,rked :fio:r less, trhan one' m<!mth in, the tit'les. 

about which they we.re being, asked,, or had changed to a non-sampled, t,i:tr];e:,, 

These,were rregarded as unuseable based on the population definition elaborated 

in Chapter II. 

Third, we rea:d any written responses on the questionnaire in order to 

clarify particular answers to closed-ended questions. For example, a few; 

workers clarified their responses to the question on how many staff they 

supervised, by indicating that their answers included supervision of students 

or clients. Since the question only encompassed staff supervision, references• 

to other types of supervision in their answers were ignored. 

Finally, questionnaires were sent to a private data entry company which\ 
f 

entered the data onto computer tape and verified it, 

The entire physical process of questionnaire distribution and intake took 

place between November 30, 1984 and March 6, 1985. Figure 5.1 shows the 

cumulative percent of questionnaires returned over a thirteen-week period •. 

Note that over the first eight weeks 96, 8 percent of the res.ponses were 

3The title code number for the incumbent's new job was entered directly 
onto the questionnaire. In most cases, this was a routine task. For others, 
however, it was difficult to recognize the title names that were written in by 

(Footnote Continued) 
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received. However, it was necessary to continue the receipt of questionnaires 

for five more weeks in order to gain adequate returns in low responding titles 

through our targeted follow-up efforts, described in the next section. 

Special Problems 

While the survey distribution and intake were, for the most part, smooth 

and uneventful, a number of contingencies arose that required that additional 

tasks be completed. These involved deletion from the sample of eight "quasi

agencies," which required replacement sampling, and a special mailing for 

sampled incumbents of the title Senior Stenographer Law. Additional adjust

ments were made in the sample of job titles, including deletion of Division of 

Military and Naval titles and deletions and title changes to reflect changes 

in the classi.fication and compensation system. 

First, we learned from the Governor's Office of Employee Relations, after 

the questionnaires had been boxed for mailing, that they did not want to 

include incumbents in eight "quasi-agencies." We pulled these questionnaires 

from the mailing and assessed the impact of the deletions on our sampled 

titles. We found that 407 incumbents were lost to the study, and 21 titles 

were completely'lost. Three other titles were depleted so much that we 

decided that replacements of individual incumbents were needed to minimize 

potential sampling error. We developed the following criteria for deciding to 

replace incumbents in depleted titles: for titles in which the initial sample 

was 20, the depleted sample was enhanced if the depletion involved the loss of 

more than three respondents; and for titles in which 150 incumbents were 

sampled initially, the sample was enhanced if the depletion involved the loss 

(Footnote Continued) 
employees, For these cases, representatives of the Civil Service Department 
helped us identify titles. 
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of 16 respondents, In addition to the three severely depleted titles, we 

found that ten other titles had also been undersampled according to these 

criteri.a. We supplemented all thirteen title samples to achieve these 

minimums, 

Thus, we carried out a total replacement sampling of 139 incumbents. The 

sampling was done systematically from population lists, using a random 

starting point. 

Second, we mailed 136 additional questionnaires to all of the incumbents 

in the title Senior Stenographer Law because that title inadvertently was left 

out of the original sample. 

Third, after the questionnaires had been distributed, we learned that 

salary grades for military and naval titles are determined outside the Civil 

Service compensation system. Therefore, 26 military and naval titles 

originally sampled were deleted. 

Finally, there were several changes in titles and salary grades made by 

Civil Service during the course of the study, Our data bank was edited to 

reflect these changes. 

RESPONSE RATES 

As indicated above, a major concern in designing the main data collection 

was to obtain a high response rate, both overall and for those female

dominated, disproportionately minority, and direct-line-of-promotion titles 

for which estimates of undervaluation would be made. In order to calculate 

these response rates, we needed to define precisely what is meant by that 

term. In the simplest sense, a response rate in a survey is the number of 

questionnaires returned divided by the number sent. This calculation becomes 

complicated, however, when we begin to consider how to treat questionnaires 
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that do not clearly fit into either the "sent" or "returned" category. For 

example, a decision needed to be made as to how to categorize questionnaires 

that were not filled out because persons are no longer on the job, or have 

changed job titles, or are on leave. Are these employees part of the sample 

or should we consider the questionnaires as not having been sent? 

Many such problems arose in our survey of the New York State workforce. 

For example, the Department of Civil Service estimates a five percent monthly 

turnover in employees, and the incumbent lists from which we drew our samples 
I 

are not updated until two to six weeks after job changes. As a result, the 

sample of incumbents that we received was not completely up-to-date. Rules 

for treating changes of employee status were developed as follows. 

(1) Respondents: All completed questionnaires in which 
incumbents worked full-time in a sampled job that 
they had held for over one month were treated as 
responses. As a general rule, incumbents who changed 
titles, whether acting or permanent, were kept in the 
sample and treated as incumbents of the new job titles 
in which they worked. This procedure resulted in no 
change in the overall response rate, but altered the 
sample sizes and the number of respondents of individual 
titles with additions or subtractions. 

(2) Non-respondents: We treated 1,033 questionnaires as 
if they had never been sent and had never been 
returned. That is, 1,033 was subtracted from the 
number sampled and from the number returned before 
computing response rates. These included 710 ques
tionnaires that were returned to us by agency liai
sons unopened because the sampled incumbents were 
deceased, retired, terminated, or the agency had 
never heard of the person. These also included 
questionnaires that had been filled out, but the 
incumbents worked part-time (53), had worked less 
than one month on the job (158), or had moved to a 
non-sampled title (112). 

(3) Unuseable Questionnaires: A third category of ques
tionnaires included those that were treated as having 
been sent and returned but were unuseable for several 
reasons. These included 52 questionnaires returned 
blank, 25 with missing job ti.tle information, and 27 
with incomprehensible job title information. Also, 
questionnaires returned because the incumbents were 
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on leave were considered as part of the sample and 
unuseable. Expert opini.on differed over how to treat 
incumbents on leave. As a result, we treated them in 
a manner least advantageous to the response rate 
estimate. Sixty-five such questionnaires were sent 
out a second time to persons in their homes, accom
panied by a letter asking the incumbents to respond 
even though they were on leave, Questionnaires that 
were returned were treated as respondents, Unreturned 
questionnaires were treated as having been sent, but 
as not having been returned. 

Job Title Response Rates 

In order to determine whether the response rate for each job title was 

sufficiently high to ensure statistically reliable results, we developed a 

computer program to calculate the response rate for each title, Our computer 

program adjusted the number sent for each job title to take into account both 

those who changed job titles and reductions in the "numbers sent" (those who 

left service, work part-time, had less than one month of service, or moved to 

a non-sampled title). The number received by job title was obtained by a 

computerized count of individual returns. The response rate for each title 

was computed by dividing the number received by the adjusted number sent, as 

described above. Appendix F lists the response rate for each job title with 

more than three incumbents and the response rate for all job titles with one 

to three incumbents, 

The response rate program was run frequently during the questionna.i.re 

intake period in order to identify titles with low response rates, We tried 

to improve the response rates for titles for which the response rates were 

be]ow 40 percent eight weeks after the beginning of data collection. 

Twenty-five agency liai.sons were contacted about low responding titles, 

Liaisons contacted incumbents in low response titles through a variety of 

means, including meetings, telephone calls, memos, and computer messages to 

urge them to complete the questionnaire, These follow-up efforts improved the 

response rates in over half of the targeted titles, 
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However, even with this effort, it was necessary to delete L13 titles from 

the study because of too few responses. (Deleted titles are listed in 

Appen.dix G.) The majority of deleted titles have low incumbencies. In 

addition, a number of them are in hospital or institutional services job 

titles. We used the following criteria as the basis for deleting titles: 0 

responses received, only 1 response received out of three or more sampled, or 

only 2 responses received out of 5 or more sampled. Our criteria reflected 

coneern that the responses of one or two incumbents in larger titles could not 

fo.l!'m an adequate basis for formulating a composite job descripti.on. These 

deletions adjust the total number of estimated titles from 168 to 166. 

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THE SAMPLE 

Originally, 37,282 incumbents were sampled in 2,944 titles. This chapter 

has documented events that altered the ori.ginal sample of 1.ncumbents and 

titles. Table 5.1 summarizes those events and their effect on the sample 

size. 

In addition to the above sources of change in the sample, several other 

events affected the title sample size. Civil Service changes in the classifi.

cation system resulted in the deletion of a few titles and the combination of 

others, as described earlier. Incumbents changing jobs and moving out of 

small incumbency titles resulted in the elimination of some small titles. 

Also, a few single incumbency titles that were vacant when the sample was 

drawn were added because responding incumbents had moved into them. Before 

computing response rates, incumbents were added to or subtracted from titles 

according to these reasons. 

The original sample size was 37,282, and 27,394 questionnaires were 

returned, according to a hand count:. The adjusted incumbent sample after 
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TABLE 5,1 

SUMMARY OF ADJUSTMENTS IN JOB TITLE 
AND INCUMBENT SAMPLE, MAIN DATA COLLECTION SURVEY 

Event 

Original number sampl~d 

Loss of eight "quasi-agencies"a 

Replacement of losses due to 
deletion of eight "quasi
agencies" and due to sampling 

a error 

Late sampling of Senior Steno Lawa 

a Deletion of military titles 

Omissions from sample: a 

Deceased, retired, etc. 
Worked part-time 
Worked less than one month 
Moved to a non-sampled title 

Adjusted target sample size 

Unuseable questionnaires: 
Returned blank 
Missing job title information 
Incomprehensive job title 

information 

Titles dropped because of low 
response rates 

Total returned 

Change in 
Number Incumbents 

-407 

+139 

+136 

NA 

-710 
-53 

-158 
-112 

36, 117 

-52 
-25 
-27 

-60 

35,953 

Change in 
Number Titles 

2,944 

-21 

NA 

+1 

-26 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

2,898 

NA 
NA 
NA 

-43 

2,855 

a The sample size was adjusted based on these events before computing 
response rates. 

NA= not available, 
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additions and deletions noted above was 35,492. The adjusted number received 

was 25,912 by computer count. The overall response. rate, therefore, was 73 

percent, a very high response rate, After incumbents in 43 low responding 

titles w.ere deleted from the returns, 25,852 cases in 2,582 titles remained 
I 

for us.e in the analysis. 

PREPARATION OF THE DATA FOR ANALYSIS 

The data were entered directly from the questionnaires to computer tape 

by a private company, which verified the accuracy of the data entry by enter

ing it all twice, 

Center staff used several procedures to verify the accuracy of the data 

entry prior to analysis. We examined a printout of the data to check the 

correctness of columns and questionnaire identification numbers. Identified 

errors were corrected by referring directly to the questionnaires and by 

re-.entering the data appropriately. We also checked for impossible responses 

to items by examining frequency distributions. Finally, several of our 

computer pro.grams, such as the one that produces response rates for each 

title, also indicated keypunch errors by producing a list of titles which the 

p.rogram did not recognize. Errors indicated by the above procedures were 

corrected. 

SUMMARY 

The main data collection involved sampling, printing, distributing, 

following-up, and preparing the data for analysis. The Civil Service 

Department drew a systematic sample with a random start for each job title, 

Private companies printed and mailed 36,812 questionnaires to agency liaisons, 
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who forwarded them to employees, Questionnaires were returned by respondents 

directly to the Center for Women in Government, where they were logged in and 

checked. The data were entered and verified by a private company, and the 

Center checked the data further for accuracy. 

A major concern was to obtain high response rates. Efforts to increase 

the quantity of responses included extensive advance publicity of the study, 

sending a stamped return envelope to persons who had less access to free 

interagency mails, mailing two follow-up reminder letters, and mailing 

replacement copies of the questionnaire when the originals were lost. We also 

made available a toll-free telephone number to respondents and agency liaisons 

in order to answer questions and solve any distribution problems. As a result 

of these efforts, the overall response rate was 73 percent. The response rate 

for individual titles was adequate in all but 43 titles, which were deleted 

from the data. After various corrections and data cleaning, 25,852 individual 

cases in 7.,582 titles remained for use in the analysis. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS 
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Th;l..s chapter focuses on the preliminary analysi.s of the questionnaire 

items that formed the independent variables predicting salary grade in this 

stt,ldy. It includes sections on adjusting the population, item recoding, data 

aggregation by title, defining percent minority, creating indices, and 

conducting the factor analysis. In this chapter, we often refer to 

questionnaire items by number. It may benefit the reader to refer to Appendi.x 

D for e~act wording of questions. 

ADJUSTING THE POPULATION 

An accurate estimate of the final population in each title was needed in 

order to analyze subsamples drawn on the basis of population size for titles 

as of August 1984. As described previously, the sample size for each title 

wes ed;l..ted to reflect title additions and depletions that we discovered during 

q\lf;'!Stionnaire intake. We used this information about our sample to adjust the 

title population total$ in order to der:lve a more accurate, updated population 

fig;ure for ea.ch t:1,tle. Since our sample was large and simulated random 

selection through systematic sampling techniques, we were able to use the 

cb,;ngee observed i,n the s.ample data to estimate population changes in each 

title. We did this by calculating the proportion increase or decrease 

observed in each title sample and then multiplying the Civil Service 

population data by this proportion to obtain a population adjustment for each 

ti.tle. 

ITEM RECODJ:NG 

Several items of the questionnaire were recoded to facilitate data 

analysis, First, we recoded salary grade so that all responses were expressed 

in terms of the same scale. The state uses two comparable salary grade 
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scales. The most common scale ranges from one to thirty-eight. Job titles on 

the other scales were adjusted to their equivalent salary grade in the one to 

thirty-eight grade system. 

Recoding was also used to solve a special problem with question 83 about 

i.ntellectually processing information. This question had a large number of 

non-responses. Therefore, we defined missing data on question 83 to mean 

"none of the above," an option that was not overtly stated on the 

questionnaire but was a logical interpretation of a non-response. 

Finally, for it~ms with response choices that involved ranges of values 

(e.g., two to five years), it was necessary to recode the ranges to their 

midpoints t"o obtain a single number representing the category. For example, 

because we cannot use a range like two to five in our statistical analysis, we 

use the midpoint, 3.5, to represent that range of response. 

Recoding to midpoints becomes problematic, however, for those question

naire item choices where the range is open-ended (e.g., "more than 15 years"). 

This range has no upper limit, so it is impossible to calculate the midpoint 

1 
between the lower and upper limit of the range directly. To estimate the 

midpoints of open-ended categories we used expert opinion from staff at the 

Department of Civil Service, the Bureau of Space Planning, the Office of 

General Services, and the Department of Tax and Finance, These experts 

advised us concerning the realistic and reasonable upper limits of these 

categories, The midpoi.nt was then determined to be one-third of the di.stance 

from the lower to the upper limit of the categories. The midpoint was 

1 
The questions with open-ended ranges include 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 38, 40, 

41, 82, 91 and 110. 
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calculated as one-third instead of one-half the distance between the lower and 

upper limits because upper limits usually represent somewhat unique cases. 2 

AGGREGATING DATA BY TITLE 

The recoded incumbent level data were aggregated for each job title. For 

each item the mean response for each title was calculated. This became the 

preliminary title level score for each item, 

Further examination of the data, however, revealed that responses to many 

items varied dfchotomously, i.e., in a yes/no manner, and not according to the 

four values provided in the questionnaire (never, once in a while, often, most 

of the time), Thus, prior to the further analyses, we redefined questions 16 

to 2], 2.5, 31, 61 to 66, 70, 90, 96, 98, 102, 105, and 106 as dichotomous 

res'P,0mses. For aH but four •questions, we did this by entering. the pe'l'cent 

a'tilsWE!'tin:g 11,:ttevet" into the analysis as the title level scol'•e fio-r each such 

:OEFTNiiNG PERCENT M!LNO,RITY 

Originally, it was assumed that "minority" would mean non-white for the 

purposes of determining any effect of proportion minority in a title on the 

~tate's pay policy. However, we found that the mean salary grade valued on 

the basis of race/ethnicity for whites was 14,8, for Hispanics 12.3, for 

2 This method of midpoint approximation was used for all relevant questions 
except 41 (ti_me to learn a job competently) and 91 (number of patients, etc., 
se.rve<l). For question. 41, Civil Service experts advised us that three years 
should be used as t:he highest md.d;proint v:a.1,1:)!e,, F'0r ,question 91. Civil S.ervice 
experts indicated that 50 patients served should be used as the highest 
mii}po-itlt value .• 
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Blacks 10,89, and for other race/ethnic groups 17,9. What this suggests is 

that, in New York State employment, Hispanics and Blacks hold different jobs 

than those held by "others," a group that includes many Asians in professional 

and technical jobs. Because our focus is on disadvantaged groups, percent 

minority was coded as percent Black plus percent Hispanic. 

CREATING INDICES 

For certain job content areas such as writing, we combined job task ques

tions into indices to create more powerful predictors of salary grade, For 

example, question 53 (copying written facts) touches on a minor part of some 

New York State jobs, However, combining the writing items, questions 53 to 

58, into a single index describes a very large number of state jobs in a more 

general way and has the potential of p~edicting salary grade very powerfully 

because it describes an i.mportant aspect of many jobs--the complexity of 

writing tasks entailed in the job, Indices of this kind measured complexity 

of writing (questions 53 to 58), reading (questions 59 to 61), and one's 

relationship to information (questions 74 to 79). 

For each index, salary grade was regressed on potential questions, using 

the data that had been aggregated by title, in order to determine which 

questions to include, Regression weights in the equations produced by this 

procedure indicated the net effect of each question on salary grade, Items 

wi.th large coefficients (positive or negati.ve) were retained and items with 

small coefficients were omitted. 

To calculate the index scores for each title, standard scores (Z-scores) 

' .. , ,, .. 
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3 4 fat the remaining items were added. ' For items with negative weights, the 

standard score was subtracted from the index. 

THE CREATION OF FACTOR-BASED SCALES 

In this section, we discuss the factor analysis procedures we used to 

reduce the job content items in the questionnaire to a relatively small number 

of dimensions. We also describe the creation of multiple-item scales 

reflecting these dimensions of job content. 5 

Factor analysis is a data reduction procedure that groups items together 

which measure the same general components. For instance, items such as 

working with toxic material, working in extremely hot or cold conditions, and 

workihg in noisy areas might be grouped statistically into a factor that would 

measure working conditions, Thus, factor analysis reduces a potentially large 

set of items to a smaller set of explanatory dimensions or factors. These 

factors can then be used in later analyses as new composite variables in place 

of the original separate items, 

3 Standardizing scores puts them into a common metric so that they can be 
added or compared. AZ-score has a mean of O and a standard deviation of 1, 

4 Of course, the maximum correlation between the resulting scale and 
salary grade would be obtai.ned by using the regression estimates as scale 
scores (Treiman and Terrell, 1975), but such a procedure entails the danger of 
overfitting the data. We thus used the regression solely to identify the 
variables to be included in each scale, and created scales by summing 
standardized scores, The logic is the same as that underlying our decision -to 
use factor-based scales rather than factor scales; see the discussion in the 
next section, 

5 ''Scale" here means a composite set of items about a single dimension 
such as education or stress. 
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There were two reasons for reducing the large number of individual items 

to a few underlying dimensions: interpretability and reliability. Since the 

objective of creating measures of job content was to use them in a regression 

analysis predicting salary grade from job content, we needed a set of measures 

that would be readily interpretable in the regression context. This led us to 

focus on general dimensions of job content rather than on idiosyncratic 

characteristics of specific jobs. Moreover, regression results involving 

large numbers of questions, particularly questions that are relatively highly 

correlated with one another, are difficult to interpret. This provided 

another reason for reducing our questions to a small number of relatively 

unrelated measures. 

The second reason for combining questions into multiple-item scales was 

to improve the reli.ability of our measures of job content. It is well known 

that in general the reliability of scales increases as the number of items 

increAses (Nunnally, 1978). Each additional question is likely to tap a 

slightly different aspect of the scale. 

Factor Analysis 

The first step in creating our factor-based scales was to factor analyze 

80 job content items in the questionnaire (item numbers 16 to 52., 62 to 73, 

and 80 to 111) and the three indices, WRITE, READ, and INFO. See Table 6.1 

for a list of variables entered into the factor analysis. 

The utility of factor analysis as a basis for scale construction is to 

discover whether a set of questions reflects a single underlying dimensi.on, 

If it does, the questions will all have high loadings on one factor and low 
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loadings on all other factors. 6 It can happen, however, that an item thought 

to reflect a. particular dimension turns out to have a low loading on the 

factor that includes all other items reflecting that dimension, but has a high 

loacli.bg on another factor. This indicates that respondents interpreted the 

quesfion differently from the way it was intended and, therefore, that it 

should not be included in the scale. 

Fof example·, suppose we hypothesized that six items in our questionnaire 

tapped a dlmensioh, ''contact with clients. Ii These six questions with their 

factor load:i.hgs ate (i'n shortened form): 

MI92 
MI24 
'.MI91 
MI28 
PI63 
PI65 

S·eriousness of client problem 
Dealing with emotionally troubled client·s 
Number of patients, inmates served 
Handling sick or injured people 
Advising or supetvising clients, inmates 
Interviewi.ng clients 

.85 

.77 

. 71 

.62 

.51 

.51 

Inspecting the factor loadings and also inspecting the loadings .of each of 

these variables oh other factors, we might conclude that a pur,er scale, 

tapping ''contact with d;i,:E.fi.r.~lt: clients-," could he formed by exclud-ing :the 

last two items and constructing a scale from the first four items only. This 

r~vised scale is, in fact, one of those we decided upon on the basis nf our 

factor analysis. 

There were three bases for such decisions. First, do all the items seem 

to reflect the same underlying dimension? Second, do all the items have fac

tor loadings of similar size? If not, it will sometimes improve scale relia".'"' 

6Factor loadings are the correlations between the factors and the observ.ed 
variables. They range in value from -1.00 to 1.00. Generally, one looks for 
items that load high (gl'eater than .4 or less than -.4) when determining which 
items constitute a factor. 
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bility to drop items with relatively low factor loadings. Third, do any of 

the items have high loadings on any other factor? If so, they may be tapping 

another dimension in addition to the one under consideration. In the 

preceding example, the last two items appear to be conceptually somewhat 

different from the first four, tapping not only the activities of the helping 

professions but also those of tax officers, motor vehicle department clerks, 

and so on. Additional evidence that this is so is that the last two items 

have relatively high loadings (.40 and .42) on another factor, "communications 

with the public." We therefore dropped the last two items and used the first 

four to form a "contact wi.th difficult clients" scale. 

As is evident from this example, the decision about which variables to 

include and which to exclude is not made entirely on rigid and fixed criteria. 

Rather, in making decisions, statistical outcomes provided information that 

was used to arrive at conceptually and substantively sensible solutions, 

Even the choice of statistical outcome itself is a judgmental one. The 

statistical algo~ithm for factor analysis yields any specified number of fac

tors, from one to one less than the number of variables included in the factor 

analysis. After exploring five different factor analysis solutions, we 

settled on a 14 factor solution because it yielded the most readily inter-

7 pretable set of job content dimensions. However, we made some 

modifications. We discarded the 14th factor because no items loaded high on 

it, and we created a new composite variable called "mental demands" by 

combining the INFO index with questfon ?3 (mentally processing information). 

7 
The factor analysis was carried out using the SPSSX FACTOR procedure to 

do principal factoring with iteration (PAF), with varimax rotation. In most 
cases, the same factor structure is found using any method of factor analysis 
(Nunnally, 1978), A varimax rotation was used to arrive at an orthogonal 
terminal factor so]ution rather than an oblique rotation. 



TABLE 6,1 

VARIABLES ENTERED INTO THE FACTOR ANALYSIS* 

PI16 
Ptl 7 
PI18 
1>119 
PI20 
P121 
Pl22 
PI23 
MI24 
PI25 
MI26 
MI27 
MI28 
MI30 
PI31 
MT.32 
MI33 
MI34 
MI35 
MJ36 
MI37 
MI38 
MI39 
MI40 
MI4 l 
FI42 
MI43 
MI44 
MI45 
MI46 
MI47 
MI48 
MI49 
MISO 
MI51 
MI52 
PI62 
PI63 
PI64 
PI65 
PI66 
MI67 

make quick decisions 
feel rushed 
work piles up 
deadline pressure 
need to learn new skills 
feel conflicting demands 
tell people what they don't want to hear 
dealing with upset clients or ~ublic 
dealing with emotionally troubled clients 
hot or cold 
fumes 
cleaning up other ~eople's dirt 
handl1ng sick or injured people 
constant noise 
loud noise 
strenuous physical activity 
same task over and over 
work overtime weekdays 
work overtime weekends 
travel overnight 
risk of injury 
years of school required 
degree required 
experience 
gain competence 
work with machines 
math 
body coordination 
editing data 
entering data 
verifying data 
word processing 
using package programs 
writing original computer programs 
systems programming 
systems designing 
answering questions from public 
advising or supervising clients, inmates 
teaching 
interviewing clients 
settling disputes on job 
keeping other workers informed about programs, 

policies 

* P denotes that the item was entered as a percentage into the factor 
analysis. M denotes that the item was entered on a mean. 



MI68 
MI69 
PI70 
MI71 
MI72 
MI73 
MI80 
MI81 
MI82 
MI83 
MI84 
MISS 
MI86 
MI87 
MI88 
MI89 
PI90 
MI91 
MI92 
MI93 
MI94 
MI9S 
PI96 
MI97 
PI98 
MI99 
M1100 
MI101 
PI102 
MI103 
MI104 
PI105 
PI106 
MI107 
MI108 
MI109 
MillO 
Mllll 
WRITE2 

READ2 

INF02 

- 1,a] -

TABLE 6.1 
(continued) 

negotiating for services 
explaining 
answering complaints from public 
giving speeches 
planning meetings/workshops 
leading meetings/workshops 
setting operating practices 
breadth of planning responsibility 
plan work in advance 
mental information processing 
spend money withjn budget 
propose budget for unit 
propose budget for agency 
hire and fire 
estimating training needs 
substltute for boss in supervising 
propose policy 
number of patients'~ inmates served 
seriousness of client problem 
free,to decide what task to do first 
new problems 
variety 
prevent waste of materials 
prevent wasted time 
finding replacement for no-shows 
free to decide how to do work 
free to decide how quickly to work 
do same thing 
told what to do 
mistake hurt unit name 
mistake hurt agency name 
mistake harm person 
mistake damage equipment 
deal with non-agency professionals 
deal with government officials 
deal with state managers 
number supervised 
supervisory respon~ibility 
-MIS3 (copying)-:t-H54 (basic writing) + MISS 

(original writipg) + MI56 (editing)+ MI58 
(scholarly reports) 

-MI59 (reading l~tters) + MI61 (reading compli
cated reports) 

-MI74 (filing) - MI76 (getting background infor
mation) +"MT78 (using abstract knowledge)+ 
MI79 (deciding what information is needed) 
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These questions originally had been on the education factor, but they loaded 

only moderately high. In addition, these questions seem to be conceptually 

different from the education items and yet they seemed similar to one another. 

The correlations between INFO and item 83 was moderately high (.50), 

These 14 factors together explain only 60 percent of the variance in the 

ind:ividual items, indicating that a number of individual items do not load 

highly on any factor. As we will explain later, we included many of these 

indi.v:l,dual items in the regression analysis in addition to the factor-based 

scales. Table 6.2 gives the content of each of the factors, together with the 

loading of each included item on the factor. 

Constructing Factor-based Scales 

To construct scales representing the job content dimensions identified by 

the factor analysis, we proceeded as follows to obtain factor-based scores for 

each of the factors listed in Table 6.2. We standardbed all questions 

included in each factor by creating Z-scores, i..e., by subtracting the mean of 

each itein and dividing by the standard deviation, and then added the resulting 

seores or, in the case of items with negative loadings, subtracted them. The 

purpose of standardizing the items was to give each of the included items 

equal weight in the factor-based scale. 8 

8 ,_ . Note that the factor-:based scales produced by this procedure differ from 
factor scores, which are sometimes used. With factor scores, all items 
entering the factor analysis :(in this case 8·3 items and indices) are included 
in each scale. However, the items are multiplied by factor weights, derived 
from the factor analysjs procedure prior to adding them to form factor scores. 
The latter procedure is not as conceptually clear as the procedure we used nor 
as robust across repeated analyses. The difficulty is that the use of factor 
scores rather than factor-based scales capitalizes on chance variability in 
the size of the intercorrelation among items, and hence yields results that 
are no.t easily replicable if information on the same items were drawn from 

(Footnote Corttim:red) 
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TABLE 6,2 

ITEMS INCLUDED IN EACH SCALE, TOGETHER WITH 
FACTOR LOADINGS FROM THE 14 FACTOR SOLUTION 

Item 

Factor 1: Management/ supervision (11 items) 

Mll 11 
MI97 
MI87 
MI81 
MI88 
MI89 
MI66 
MI98 
MI8O 
MI67 
MillO 

Supervisory responsibility 
Prevent wasted time 
Hire and fire 
Breadth of planning responsibility 
Estimating training needs 
Substitute for boss in supervising 
Settling disputes on job (% never) 
Finding replacement for no-shows(% never) 
Setting operating practices 
Keeping other workers informed about programs, 
Number supervised 

policies 

Factor 2: Unfavorable working conditions (6 items) 

MI32 
MI26 
MI37 
PI25 
PI31 
MI27 

Strenuous physical activity 
Fumes 
Risk of injury 
Hot or cold(% never) 
Loud noise(% never) 
Cleaning up other people's dirt or garbage(% never) 

Factor 3: Contact with difficult clients (4 items) 

MI92 
MI24 
MI91 
MI28 

Seriousness of client problems 
Dealing with emotionally troubled clients 
Number of patients, inmates served 
Handling sick or injured 

Factor 4: Communications with public (4 items) 

PI70 
PI62 
PI23 
MI1O7 

Answering complaints from public(% not part of job) 
Answering questions from public(% not part of job) 
Dealing with upset clients or public(% never) 
Dealing with non-agency professionals 

Factor 5: Education required (2 item~) 

MI39 
MT38 

Degree required 
Years of schooling 

(Footnote Continued) 

Loading 

.89 
,87 
.83 
.82 
.78 
,76 

-.74 
-,72 

.70 

.70 

.61 

-.81 
-.73 
-.71 

,67 
.63 

-.62 

,85 
• 77 
• 71 
,62 

-.71 
-.67 
-.62 
.ss 

,83 
.78 

another sample, say New York State a year from now. For these reasons, we 
prefer to utilize factor-based scales, which are widely used in the social 
science literature (Kim and Mueller, 1978). 
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TABLE 6.2 
(continued) 

Fact0r 6: Data entry (3 items) 

Ml46 
MIAS 
MI47 

Ent.ering data 
Editing data 
Verifying data 

Fac,tor 7: Grot_tp facilitation (3 items) 

M172 
MU3 
'MI71 

Planning meetings/workshops 
Leading meetings/workshops 
Giving speeches 

F:acto,r 8: Con,puter programming (4 items) 

MIS'O 
MI51 
'M149 
MI52 

'Writing origfoal programs 
Systems programming 
Using .package programs 
Systems designin.g· 

Fae.tor 9: Fiscal responsibility (3 items) 

MT86 
NI84 
MISS 

Propose budget for agency or facility 
Spending money within budget 
Propose budget for unit 

Factor 10: Stress (6 items) 

.86 
,82 
.82 

.73 
.,'69 
.58 

.76 

.72 

.67 

.66 

.• 61 
.'6'0 
.• 58 

Pll 7 Feel rushed (% nev.er) - • 54 
P121 ;Feel conflicting demands (% never) -.SO 
PI22 Tell people what they don't want to hear (% never) -.44 
PI19 Feel pressure to meet deadlines (% never) - .• 41 
PI20 Feel need to learn new skills just to keep up(% never) -.41 
PI16 Hav,e to make quick dedsions (% never) -.37 

Factor 11: Autonomy (3 items) 

MI99 Free to decide how to do their work every da:y 
MilOO Free to decide how quickly to do their work 
MI93 Free to decide what task to do first 

Factor 12: Consequences of error (2 items) 

MI104 Mistake hurt good name of agency 
MI103 Mistake hurt good name of unit 

Factor 13: Time -effort (2 i.te•s) 

MI34 
MI35 

Working overtime without compensation 
Working we~kends without compensation 

.74 

.68 

.55 

.72 

.63 

.49 
.. 45 
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TABLE 6.2 
(continued) 

Factor 14: Mental demands (1 index and 1 item)* 

INF02 
MI83 

Complexity of ~elationship to information 
Mental information processing 

* This composite index was created from factor 14 after the factor analysis, 
so there are no loadings. 

The Reliability of Each Factor 

As noted above, in general the reliability of factors increases as the 

number of items increases. The formula we use for computing reliabilities is 

puting reliabilities is the Spearman-Brown formula (Nunnally, 1978): 

rkk = krij 

1 + (k - 1) r ij 

where k is the number of items in a scale, and rkk is the correlation between 

two versions of a k-item scale reflecting the same domain of underlying con

tent, that is, the reliability of the scale and rij is the average correlatiort 

among the items making UP the scale. Table 6.3 shows the reliabilities fot 

the 13 factor-based sca1es we have created and the Mental Demands scale. On a 

scale of Oto 1, they are in general quite high, and give us considerable 

confidence that we are measuring aspects of job content in a reliable way. 

What this means, from a practical standpoint, is that we would be likely to 

arrive at essentially the same conclusions if we or others repeated the 

analysis, measuring the same aspects of job content with multiple-item scales, 
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eveu if the specific questions going into each of the scales a:re somewhnt 

d:i.fforent. 

Severa] procedures were used to prepare the data for reg::relilsion analysis. 

The population of each title was adjusted to r,eflect chang.es in title 

populat'ions between the time of sample selectiop ,;1nd questionnaire intake, 

This was done by changing the title populatfo.ns by the same proportion change 

observed in titlli! samples. 

Sevfi!ra1 items were recoded, Salary grade was changed to conform to a 

singl.e, consistent s~ale for all titles. Item number 83 about mentally pro"' 

cessing informa.t:ton was recoded so that missing data was interp,reted as '"none 

oJ the above.," Response rang.es were recoded to the midpoints of ran.~es. 

The incumbent level data were aggregated by title, 1;rnd title sco,:res were 

calcul1;tted e;i.ther a.s means of .each item for each title or as the percent of 

title incumbents who responded "never" when Hem r1;is.p.onses reflected 1;1 yes/no 

dichotomy, 

Percent minority was defined as percent Black plus percent Hispanic 

rather than percent non-white because it was found that the mean sd1;1ry grade 

for other n.on-whites, especially Asians and Pacific Islanders, was higher than 

that for whites. 

Indices were created for the complexity of wr;Ltfog, reading, and one's 

relationship to information. This was done by add-ing the standard scores of 

items that contributed significantly to the prediction of salary grade in 

separate r1;igressions of salary grade on each set of potential index items .• 

A factor analysis of 80 items and three indices y;i.elded a 14 factor solu,,. 

tion. Fact.or-based scores were calcul.ated by summ:tng standardized scores for 

all questions that loaded highly on a given factor. 



Factor 1: 
Factor 2: 
Factor 3: 
Factor 4: 
Factor 5: 
Factor 6: 
Factor 7: 
Factor 8: 
Factor 9: 
Factor 10: 
Factor 11: 
Factor 12: 
Factor 13: 
Factor 14: 
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TABLE 6,3 

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR FACTOR-BASED SCALES 

Factor 

Management/supervision (11 items) 
Unfavorable working conditions (6 items) 
Contact with difficult clients (4 items) 
Communications with public (4 items) 
Education required (2 items) 
Data entry (3 items) 
Group facilitation (3 items) 
Computer programming (4 items) 
Fi.seal responsibility (3 i terns) 
Stress (6 items) 
Autonomy (3 items) 
Consequences of error (2 items) 
Time effort (3 items) 
Mental demands (2 i.tems) 

Reliability 

.95 

.88 
,85 
.82 
.94 
• 91 
.93 
,86 
.90 
, 70 
,84 
.91 
.91 
,67 
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In Chapter VII we will discuss the use of the factor...;based scores in 

regression analyses that produced the pay policy equations for the New York 

State workforc.e. 
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CHAPTER VII 

MODELS FOR ASSESSING WAGE DISCRIMINATION 
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ln the previous chapter, we reported on the analysis of factor-based 

scal!,!s from the Job Content Questionnaire that would form the basis of the 

regression analysis. Regression analysis is the statistical procedure used in 

pol:1:.cy-capturin~ job evaluation to select the set of job content factors and 

the weights associl:lted with these f1;1ctors which are most related to the 

c1.n:-rent implicit policy of employer, in 
I New York State pay an our case, 

government. employment. The resulting equation is, essentially, a compensation 

\T!Odel descr:1;.bing the job content characteristics of the jurisdiction's jobs 

a~d the relationship of these factors to pay. Because it represents the 

!:\tnpfoyer' s i11tpl.icit pay policy~ the compensation model becomes the standard 

against which job!:! c1;1n be c;1ssessed for pay equity. 

B~cause the pay policy line obtainf:ld through regression analysis is the 

pas:!,.§ for ai;idgn:1,ng apprQpriate grade levels to particular titles, comparable : · 

wq:rth job eval,u~tion req1J,ires that the models be free of sex and race/ethnic 

bias. Thh means that the se:l{ or race/ethn:tc composition of a job title 

ca.nnot:: be an impU.cit compensable factor, which could lower the salary grade 

of titles •. 

The Cent;er was contract~ally obligated to provide GOER and CSEA with 

three pay policy lines: 

• the. pay policy line for all job titles, u:nadjus.ted; 

e the pay policy line for all job titles, adjusted to 
statistically control for "proportion female" and 
"proportion m:f;nority," as an implicit compensable 
factor; and 

~ the pay pol:i.cy line for job titles disproportionately 
filled by white mdes. 

This chapter dl;!scribes these models and briefly touches on the advantages and 

disadvantages of each a~ the basis for making pay equity adjustments. 
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Before turning to a discussion of these models, however, we provide a 

brief introduction to the interpretation of regression statistics in the 

context of pay equity analysis. While readers familiar with regression 

analysis may want to skip this section, it may prove useful to an 

understanding of the logic underlying the three pay policy lines for which we 

obtain regression results. 

REGRESSION MODELS FOR PAY EQUITY ANALYSIS 

To introduce the reader to regression analysis, we work through a hypo

thetical example. Let us assume that pay differences among jobs depend on 

only one factor: how much skill a job requires. In this simple example, each 

of these factors is measured as follows: 

The pay rate, (Y), is measured by the salary grade 
for the job title. 

Skill, (S), is measured by a multiple item 
scale of the kind described previously. Ler us 
suppose that scores range from zero to one. A job 
requiring the least skill gets a score of zero while 
a job requiring the most skill gets a score of one. 
A job with moderate skill m:1.ght get a score of 0.4, 
and so on. 

Consider a very simple model, one in which we wanted to know whether, to 

what extent, and in what way the salary grade assigned to a job depends on the 

skill required to do it, ignoring any other determinants of pay differences. 

We can, in fact, estfmate the effecf on pay of skill differences between jobs 

1 Note that there is, in fact, no "skill" factor~~ in the set of New 
York State factors because this concept is measured in our data set by several 
factors, So this specific variable should be regarded as an hypothetical 
example chosen for ease of exposition. 
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-,:egre~s:ion analysis. 

of Y when -s ;;; Q •. In other wor.ds, H tel.ls U.!i! what the e.abl:'y grade wou1d be 

fo'!.'.' a. job tiH~ w-:lth E:2. skill. inv9lvlild in the job Q.entent. 'l'h~ slope is 

cglled .!?.,. !t givee the n,µmb.fu' of units of chang.e :t.n Y for .a on~ .... 1,mit changf!! 

skill level. if'i worth, Y! tel.ls us what the predicted grade level wo.1Jld be, if 

observed job titles,. and these are labeleq. S 
1

, Y :!. , &n4 Y ! i, respectively. 

In order to find the predicted grade lev4;il, we must first find the 

sa .... called "line of best Ut" vela.tins skill and salary g:r-!it.de, "~est Ht" 

refers to a. statistical crit<i!don, indkating a. line that m;f.nimiz.111s the $um of 

the squ,a-re.d differenc;:es between the a<i!tual salary grnde of t:iach job tUle and 
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the salary grade predicted from the skill required to do the job. Using this 

procedure, the line is placed as close to all points as a straight line can 

be. 

Regression is a technique for finding the intercept (a) and the slope (b) 

of the linear equation that will result in the smallest squared difference 

between the actual and predicted values, [(Y - Y!) 2]. Another way of saying 

this is that the resulting equation, 

Y! =a+ bS, 

gives the best prediction of the value of salary grade (Y), given that one 

knows only the amount of skill required (S). 

Th~ smaller the scatter of observed points around the regression line 

relating.skill and salary grade, the better the prediction, The square of the 

2 correlation coefficient, called r, is a measure of how good the prediction of 

salary ·grade is. Formally, r2 is defined as r
2 

= 1 - (Y - Y ! ) 
2 

/ (Y - Y/, 

that is, as one minus the ratio of the variance of observed points around the 

regression line to the total variance in the observed points. 2 Th:f.s is why r 

is .a measure of the proportion of the variance in Y explained ·by another 

variable, in this case S. From this definition, it is evident that if 

2 prediction i.s perfect, r == 1. If there is no association between the two 

2 variables, skill,and salary grade, r = 0. 

Now suppose the hypothetical relationship between skill requirements and 

salary grade for 2500 job titles in New York State is captured by the 

equation, 

YI = 4 + 2 9 (S) , 

2 with an associated r of .6. These results would tell us, first, that 60 

percent of .the variation in salary grade can be explained by variation in the 

skill requirements of
1

jobs. They also tell us that the jobs with the lowest 
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skill level (a score of O) would be predicted to be in salary grade 4, and 

jobs with the highest scale level (a score of 1.0) would have a predicted 

salary 29 salary grades higher than 4, or salary grade 33. 

Simple regression of one variable on another rarely captures the complex

ity of how things really work. For example, some jobs actually are in even 

higher salary grades than those predicted in the preceding example, presumably 

because they not only require a high degree of skill but also great 

responsibility. For such jobs, relying on skill as the only measure of job 

content would underestimate their value. Similarly, some jobs not only 

require low skill but entail little responsibility. For such jobs, relying on 

skill as the only measure of job content would overestimate their value, For 

this reason, we need to be able to measure the simultaneous effect of a number 

of different aspects of job content. To do this, we use a multiple regression 

procedure to obtain an equation. This is a straightforward extension of the 

two-variable regression example we have just worked through, 

PAY POLICY MODELS FOR ASSESSING WAGE DISCRIMINATION 

As indicated above, we were asked to develop three pay policy lines to 

arrive at estimates of equitable pay, all based on the application of multiple 

regression procedures: (1) an overall pay policy line, involving conventional 

job evaluation, with no consideration of the sex or race/ethnic composition of 

job titles; (2) an adjusted overall pay policy line, involving a modifica

tion of the conventional job evaluation approach to include measures of pro

portion female and proportion minority incumbents within a job title to remove 

any potential effect of sex or race/ethnicity as implicit compensable factors; 

and (3) a pay policy line involving the use of only predominately white male 

job titles as the standard for estimating an equitable pay model. 
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The overall pay policy line is frequently used in conventional job evalu-

2 ation studies to determine the relative worth of jobs, This type of line 

has one major limitation for pay equity research, with several negative 

consequences. If certain job content characteristics such as skill, 

responsibility, or physical effort, are related to the sex or race/ethnic 

composition of jobs, unless the composition is explicitly entered into the 

reg-ression equation the regression procedure will attribute to skill, 

responsibility, and physical effort part of the difference in pay which is, in 

fact, due to sex or race/ethnic composition. For example, if jobs done mainly 

by women tend to be paid less than comparable jobs done mainly by men because 

of sex .discrimination, and if the jobs done mainly by women require low levels 

of physical effort relative to the jobs done mainly by men, the regression 

procedure will incorrectly give physical effort a large regressfon weight. We 

could get an inappropriately large regression weight for physical effort ev.en 

if, 1.n actuality, physical effort has no effect on the pay rates either for 

jobs performed mainly by men or for jobs performed by women. In this case, 

what appears to be the weight attributed to the physical effort required on 

the job may really represent the male sex dominance in the job. This would be 

an inac.curately specified model. It would incorporate any existing bias in 

salary-setting which results from sex and/or race/ethnic discrimination. 

Thus, the consequence of using the overall unadjusted pay policy line is that 

the line of best fit may incorporate discrimination. 

2sometimes job evaluation has involved multiple pay policy lines, that 
is, a different pay policy for different subgroups of jobs in one compensation 
system. However, pay equity requires that a single pay policy be applied 
consistently to all jobs. 
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Consider Figure 7.2, which presents data from the 1974 Washington State 

Comparable Pay Study, Note that virtually all the female-dominated jobs fall 

under the average pay policy line for male jobs (represented by the solid 

line). Were we to compute another, overall pay regression line, (represented 

by the broken line), it would fall below the male line. Therefore, to the 

extent that the overall line is lower due to discrimination embedded in the 

salary-setting process, the salaries for male jobs appear inappropriately 

high. Similarly, if we adjust female salaries only up to this average pay 

line, it is very likely that the salaries for female jobs would still 

j_ncorporate sex bias. Thus, while we include a regression equation 

representing the overall pay policy line, the predicted salary grades cannot 

be used as the basis for making pay equity adjustments. 

To correct for the limitatfons of the overall pay policy line, two 

alternative regression models can be estimated, The first alternative 

strategy is to estimate an equation similar to the overall equation, but with 

one additional variable, the proportion of incumbents in each job title who 

are female. The incl1:1sion of the variable "proportion female" does two 

things: first, it provides a direct estimate of the extent to which the sex 

composition of jobs affects their pay rates, net of other factors; second, it 

provides estimates of how skill, responsibility, and other job content 

characteristics affect pay, net of sex composition, 

The coefficient associated with the proportion female indicates the 

predicted difference in salary gr~de between job titles that have identical 

scores on other job content factors but that differ by 1.0 in their proportion 

female. Specifically, it indicates the predicted difference in the salary 

grade of two job titles, one of which is 100 percent male and the other of 

which is 100 percent female, but which have identical scores on the other 
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FIGURE 7.2 
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variables. If the coefficient is negative, for example - 2.0, the equation 

will indicate that a totally female job title would be two salary grades lower 

than a totally male job title with identical other job -content 

characteristics. 

To see how these weights are used, let us consider the (hypothetical) 

predicted salary grades for two jobs, Typist and Truck Driver. For 

simplicity, let us assume that there are only two job content characteristics 

in the jurisdiction's implicit pay policy: skill and responsibility. Further 

assume that Typists have a score of 0.4 on the skill factor, a score of 0.3 on 

the responsibility factor, and are 100 percent female; and that Truck Drivers 

have. a score of O .4 on the skill factor, a O .4 on the responsibility factor, 

and are O percent female. The a= 3.3, the£_ (skill)= 13, the b 

(responsibility)= 18, and the£_ (proportion female)= -2, With these job 

characteristics, the predicted pay rate for Typists would be 

Y! = 3.3 + 13(0.4) + 18(.3) - 2(1.0) = 11.9 

while the predicted pay rate for Truck Drivers would be 

Y! = 3.3 + 13(0.4) + 18(.4) - 2(0) = 15.7 

From these two equations we see that the difference in salary grades between 

Typist and Truck Driver is 3,8. Only 1.8 (18(0.4) - 18(0.3)) of the 

difference is due to what we would regard as a legitimate basis of pay 

differentials, the fact that truck driving involves more responsibility than 

typing, while 2.0 (-2(0) - -2(1.0)) is due to the fact that truck driving is a 

male job while typing is a female job. 

The logic behind the use of th~ adjusted line is that these predicted pay 

rates can be interpreted as "equitable job worth" scores, since they indicate 

what New York State would pay if responsibility and skill differences between 

job titles were taken into account, but differences in sex composition were 

not, 
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The utility of entering percent female and percent minority into the 

regression equation is that it provides predicted salary grades that are free 

of any sex or race/ethnic bias but that otherwise conform as closely as 

possible to the current pay policy of New York State. Thus, the New York 

State pay policy is made equitable, while the integrity of the system is 

maintained. This approach was the basis on which pay equity adjustments were 

made in Iowa. One drawback of this model is that it is a difficult adjustment 

. procedure to explain to a non-technical audience, 

The second alternative model involves estimating an equation where the 

job titles used in developing the equation are restricted to those in which 

most incumbents are almost entirely white males. The logic underlying this 

strategy is that pay differences among jobs done mainly by white males cannot 

involve sex or race/ethnic discrimination. Thus, by determining what job 

content characteristics account for pay differences among such jobs, and 

applying the resulting compensation model equation to the remaining jobs, we 

discover and apply a compensation policy free of sex or race/ethnic bias. 

This strategy has the political advantage of being easy to understand, If 

we refer to Figure 7.2, it would mean that all the female-dominated titles 

would be adjusted to the male pay policy line and they would be paid at the 

average salary level for male jobs at each given job eyaluation point level. 

The disadvantage of this strategy is that it is based on a smaller subset of 

jobs that may be unrepresentative of all the job titles in New York State, 

Moreover, if female-dominated and disproportionately minority titles are 

raised to the male pay policy line, it would leave integrated titles in the 

position of being the lowest paid titles in New York State. The male pay 

policy line was used as the basis for making pay equity adjustments in 

Minnesota. 
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Of course, theoretically it is possible that all three regression 

equations would be essentially the same. If this happened, we would conclude 

that there was no discriminatory pay bias against female-dominated or 

'disproportionately minority jobs. Moreover, we would expect to see as many 

female-dominated and disproportionately minority jobs above as below the 

unadjusted pay line. No studies to date have resulted in such a finding. 

One final note about compensation models developed using policy-capturing 

job evaluation: since existing wages are used as the basis for obtaining fac

tors and weights, policy-capturing represents an essentially conservative 

approach to job evaluation. More than a priori approaches, it tends to pre

serve existing wage relationships among jobs and rationalize implicit pay 

policies. It minimizes changes in the existing system. Comparable worth job 

evaluation using policy-capturing must take care to remove from customary wage 

relationships the impact of sex and race/ethnic bias. This is first 

accomplished by introducing the two alternative pay policy lines. However, it 

also is necessary to examine what job content characteristics New York State 

does not value or values negatively to determine whether there are subtle 

biases against characteristics of female and minority jobs, Thus, after 

presenting the results of the regression analysis for the three pay policy 

lines, we will briefly discuss what New York State does not value or values 

negatively. 

DEVELOPING THE REGRESSION MODELS: PRELIMINARY DESIGN DECISIONS 

In the previous section we discussed the rationale for estimating three 

models of the relationship between job content and salary grade in the New 

York State system: (1) an overall pay policy line or conventional job 

evaluation model, in which salary grade is predicted from measures of job 
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content; (2) an adjusted pay policy line or modified job evaluation model, in 

which measures of the sex and race composition of jobs, (i.e., the proportion 

female and the proportion minority workers), .are included in the ,estimatj_on 

model in addition to measures of job content; and (3) a white male pay policy 

line, which is a model based on job content characteristics only, but 

estimated on the basis of the characteristics of white :male jobs rather than 

of all job titles. This section of the report describes in detail the 

procedures used to estimate these three compensation models and the decisions 

made in the course of the estimation. 

Minimum Incumbency Size 

The development of a model that successfully captures the current pay 

policy of New York State requires that the model be based on as many and as 

broad a representation of jobs as possible. Any exclusion of jobs should be 

done in such a way as not to bias the resulting pay poli.cy model. While this 

point is fairly obvious, it is important when considering whether and in what 

way to limit the analysis to job titles with some minimal number of 

incumbents. The issue in specifying the regression equation involves deciding 

the minimum number of incumbents necessary to achieve acceptable levels of 

reliability in the measurement of sex and race/ethnic composition of job 

titles. 3 

Consider a job title with two incumbents, one male and one female. If 

the male leaves the job and is replaced by a female, the job will 

3Recall that, in Chapter II, one of the criteria for selecting 
female-dominated, disproportionately minority, or direct-line-of-promotion 
titles was that there was a minimum of ten incumbents. These criteria were 
based on a similar concern with the reliability of the sex and race/ethnic 
variables. 
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automatically go from a 50 percent female to a 100 percent female job, The 

inter-rater variance in ratings of job content is in general not large, 

relative to the variability in sex and race/ethnic composition, Therefore, it 

is probable that job content measures based on the ratings of a small number 

of incumbents will be relatively reliable, whereas the measures of sex and 

race/ethnic composition will not. 

This is further problematic since job titles with small numbers of 

incumbents tend to be concentrated at the upper grade levels, Thus, excluding 

these job titles leaves us with a somewhat unrepresentative set of all job 

titles in the system. This is why our original sample included the small 

incumbency positions designated as managerial but excluded such titles i.n 

non-managerial bargaining units. 

After exploring a number of different possibilities, and computfog our 

regression models separately for subsets of job titles selected on the basis 

of the number of incumbents, we decided that the best solution consisted of 

presenting a single set of results, based on all job titles with four or more 

incumbents, Under this criterion we reduced the number of job titles 

available for analysis from 2,582 to 1,601, We were comfortable with this 

solution because the regression results proved to be basically similar for 

subsets of job titles with different incumbent counts. In particular, the 

regression coefficients associated with proportion female and proportion 

minority were remarkably stable, hardly varying from one sub-group to another. 

Defining "White Male" Job Titles 

The argument underlying the pay policy line for white male job titles is 

that jobs done mainly by white males are not subject to sex or race/ethnic 

discrimination in salary-setting in the way that disproportionately minority 

and female-dominated jobs may be. Therefore, whatever characteristics of 
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white male jobs are related to salary grade are regarded as compensable 

factors free of sex or race/ethnic discrimination. The definition of "mainly 

white male" had to be very restrictive. For example, using a 67,2 percent 

cutoff point as the basis for defining white male jobs would, in fact, result 

in lower estimates of undervaluation, However, such estimates would be lower 

precisely because undervaluation due to sex and race/ethnic discrimination 

would be embedded in estimates made on the basis of such low cutoff points. 

bn the other hand, since too narrow a definition would result in the 

elimination of almost all jobs, we settled upon a minimum of 90 percent white 

and 90 percent male incumbents as the criteria for defining a job title as 

"white male." 

Scaling Variables 

Our independent variables included the set of factor-based scales, plus a 

set of individual variables not included in the formation of the factor-based 

scales. For the adjusted pay policy model only, the proportion female and the 

proportion minority incumbents were also included, The variables are listed 

in the top panel of Table 7,1. Means, standard deviations, and intercorrela

tions among all of these variables, plus the dependent variable, mean salary 

grade, are shown in Appendix C. To ease interpretation of the regression 

coefficients, we converted each of these variables to a Oto 1 metric. 4 
Thus, 

the coefficients indicate the predicted difference in salary grade between a 

4 The variables were scaled Oto 1 using the following equation: 

unscaled score - minimum score Scaled score=----------------maximum score - minimum score 

where the minimum and maximum refer to the outer limits of unscaled scores for 
that particular variable. 
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job title with the highest score on the variable and a job title with the 

lowest score on the variable, net of the effect of all other variables in the 

model. For example, in the overall pay policy line, labeled Model A, shown in 

Table 7.2, the predicted difference between job titles with the highest and 

lowest scores on the Management/supervision factor is about four and one-half 

salary grades (4.54), holding constant each of the 14 other variables in the 

model. But this regression coefficient does not tell us how important 

Management/supervision is relative to the other 14 variables in the model. To 

determine the relative importance of the variables in the model, we also 

present the regression weights expressed as standardized coefficients. These 

are shown in Table 7.3. 5 

Criteria for Selecting Variables for Retention in the Model 

We began the statistical analysis by estimating an initial version of 

each of our three models that included all 27 of the variables specified in 

the top panel of Table 7.1: the 13 factor-based scales; the indices we had 

constructed to measure the complexity of reading, writing, and mental demands; 

5 Often we wish to have a measure not only of how much of a change in the 
salary grade can be expected for each one-unit change in each job content 
variable, but also of the relative effect on salary grade of each of the job 
content variables. Because job content variables are often measured in a 
variety of metrics with different dispersions or ranges of values, they cannot 
be compared directly. Each variable must be expressed in the same metric 
before comparisons can be made. To enable us to determine the relative 
importance of the regression coefficients, we make use of what are called 
standardized coefficients. Technically, these are the equivalent of the 
metric coefficients we would obtain if, before doing the analysis, we 
subtracted the mean of each variable from each observation and divided the 
result by the standard deviation. Doing this would yield a new set of 
variables, each of which had a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. 
For such variables, a one-unit difference 1s identical to a one-standard 
deviation difference,'since the variables are defined to have a standard 
deviation of one. 
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TABLE 7,1 

VARIABLES USED IN THE REGRESSION ANALYSES 

Variables Used in the Initial Analysis 

Y: Mean salary grade 
Fl: Management/supervision 
F2: Unfavorable working conditions 
F3: Contact with difficult clients 
F4: Communications with public 
FS: Education required 
F6: Data entry 
F7: Group facilitation 
F8: Computer programming 
F9: Fiscal responsibility 
FlO: Stress 
Fll: Autonomy 
Fl2: Consequences of error 
Fl3: Time effort 
Mental demands 
Complexity of writing 
Complexity of reading 
MI33: Doing same short task over and over 
MI36: Travel overnight on the job 
MI40: Amount of experience in related jobs required 
MI41: Time to become competent after starting the job 
PI42: Work with machines (percent no) 
MI43: Highest level of mathematics used 
MI44: Special body coordination or expert use of hands or fingers 
MI94: How often do new or unexpected problems come up in job 
PI105: How much could mistake harm health or safety of another person 
PI106: How much damage to equipment could mistake cause 
F: Proportion female 
M: Proportion minority 

Variables Added During Review of Initial Regression Results 

PI19: 
MI32: 
MI37: 
PI42R4: 

MI95: 
PI96: 

MilOl: 
PI102: 

Pressure to hurry to meet deadline (also in Factor 10) 
Very strenuoU$ physical activity (also in Factor 2) 
Risk of being hurt (also in Factor 2) 
Work with machines (percent put together or fix complicated 

machines) 
How much variety in job 
Responsible for preventing damage or waste of equipment or 

supplies 
Do the same thing every day 
Told what specific tasks to do 
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and the individual items not included in any of the factors that had plausible 

interpretations as possible predictors of salary grade; and, for Model B, 

proportion female and proportion minority as well. From this initial equa

tion, we successively eliminated variables that were statistically 
6 7 non-significant. ' In some instances, however, we retained non-significant 

variables with metric coefficients of one or greater to allow for the 

possibility that a variable may pertain to only a few job titles but be an 

important determinant of salary grade for those few titles. It is possible 

for such variables to appear non-significant in the overall model because they 

account for so little of the variance in the dependent variable as a 

consequence of their rarity. For example, whether or not one is a 

professional athlete accounts for little of the variance in the income of the 

6The use of significance tests in this context may appear surprising since 
we are studying the entire population of job titles in the New York State civil 
service system at the time of our study. However, we rely on significance 
tests because we regard the population of job titles at the time of study as a 
point-in-time sample of job titles existing in New York State in the mid-1980s, 
which is the population to which we wish to generalize our results. 

7 We did not make use of stepwise regression procedures because, in our 
judgment, reliance on strictly mechanical criteria for the retention or 
elimination of variables too often leads to uninterpretable results, with the 
retention or elimination of particular variables depending heavily on minor 
variations in the size of inter-item correlations. 
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U,S.labor force, since there are so few professional athletes relative to the 

size of the labor force. However, the metric coefficient associated with a 

variable distinguishing professional athletes from others would be large 

because professional athletes earn substantially more on average than do 

others in the labor force. 

Having developed a preliminary model for the overall pay policy line by 

eliminating varia.bles with no explanatory power (non-significant variables), 

we then carried out an additional exploratory analysis to ensure that we were 

adequately reflecting the pay practices of New York State. We reviewed all of 

the variables available to us, including a number of individual variables that 

had been included in the factor scales, and considered,whether transformations 

of these variables were possible that would capture aspects of job content 

better than we had done in the first equation. For instance, item number 42, 

"Do people in your job work with machines as an important part of their job?" 

was initially coded to indicate the percentage of incumbents who responded 

"No, they don't work with machines." In our review process, we defined a new 

variable, the percentage of incumbents who responded "They have to put 

together or fix complicated machines," reasoning that perhaps the latter 

variable would tap the complexity of manual work. For similar reasons, we 

also picked out some items that were included in factor-based scales and 

studied their effect as individual items. These variables are shown in the 

second panel of Table 7.1. None of this exploratory work led to the inclusion 

of any additional variables, 

THE FINAL SALARY GRADE PREDICTION MODEL 

Table 7.2 shows the regression coefficients for the final compensation 

model that would be used as the basis for estimating possible undervaluation 
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for female-dominated, disproportionately minority, and direct-line-of-promo

tion titles. The table displays three models. Two models are estimated using 

all job titles with four or more incumbents. Of these, Model A is the overall 

pay policy line and includes 15 job content characteristics. Model Bis the 

adjusted pay policy line and includes the same 15 job content characteristics, 

plus the proportion female and the proportion minority among incumbents of 

each job title, Model C is estimated using white male job titles only. It 

contains only the 10 job content characteristics that were statistically 

significant for this equation. For each model Table 7.2 includes the metric 

(unstandardized) regression coefficient for each variable. Table 7.3 includes 

the standardized regression coefficient for each variable. 

The first thing to notice about these models is that they successfully 

account for most of the variation in the salary grades of job titles in the 

New York State civil service system. Recall that the objective of the 

regression analysis is to discover the implicit policy underlying the current 

pay practices of the New York State government. The fact that each of these 

models accounts for nearly 90 percent of the variance in salary grades among 

job titles (R2 is between .88 and .89 in all models) indicates that we have 

been very successful in this effort, 

All three models have strong similarities, However, there is some 

variation between the models based on all job titles and the model based on 

white male job titles only. Let us first consider the models based on all job 

titles. 

When all job titles are considered, by far the most important determi

nants of salary grade are the educational requirements for a job (F5) and the 

amount of experience required in related jobs (M40), as can be seen from 

inspection of the standardized coefficients. In fact. these two variables 
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TABLE 7.2 

UNSTANDARDIZED COEFFICIENTS OF THE DETERMINANTS OF SALARY GRADE 
FOR VARIOUS MODELS FOR JOB TITLES WITH AT LEAST FOUR INCUMBENTS 

All Job Titles 
Model A Model B 

White Male Job Titles 
Model C 

Metric Coefficients 

Variables 
Fl: Management/ 

supervision 
F2: Unfavorable working 

conditions 
F4: Communication with 

public 
F5: Education required 
F7: Group facHitation 
F12: Consequences of 

error 
Fl3: Overtime wi.thout 

compensation 
F14: Mental demands 
Complexity of writing 
M33: Doing same task 

over and over 
M40: Experience required 
P42: Not working with 

machines 
M44: Physical coordination 
P96: Responsible for 

preventing damage to 
equipment 

P106:Mistake causes damage 

F: 

M: 

to equipment 

Proportion female 

Proportion minority 

4.54 

-2.07 

-1.46 

11.83 
-1.22 

3.42 

1.44 

8.74 
5,87 

.... 3.60 

8.47 
1.02 

.33 
1.11 

.48 

Constant -2.40 

Standard error of estimate 2.53 

N 1601 

4.98 

-3.14 

-1.53 

11.86 
-.76 
2.94 

1.41 

7.63 
5.57 

-3.14 

7,80 
1.22 

.83 
1.40 

.85 

-2.02 

-.16 

-1.15 

,889 

2.48 

1601 

4.47 

-4.44 

-3.38 

9. 72 
2.17 
3 .16 

11.45 

7.63 
1.48 

3.22 

2.14 

.884 

2.34 

464 
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TABLE 7.3 

STANDARDIZED COEFFICIENTS OF THE DETERMINANTS OF SALARY GRADE 
FOR VARIOUS MODELS FOR JOB TITLES WITH AT LEAST FOUR INCUMBENTS 

All Job Titles White Male Job Titles 
Model A Model B Model C 

Standardized Coefficients 

Variables 
Fl .14 ,15 .15 

F2 -.06 -.09 -.15 

F4 -.04 -,05 -.11 

FS ,35 ,35 .28 

F7 -.04 -,02* ,07 

F12 .08 .07 .07 

F13 .03 ,03 

F14 .17 .14 

Complexity of writing .13 .12 .29 

M33 -,09 -.08 

M40 ,30 .28 .27 

P42 .04 .OS .06 

M44 ,01* .04 

P96 .04 .OS .11 

P106 ,02* ,04 

Proportion female -.09 

Proportion minority -.004* 

*Coefficient not significant at the .OS level. 
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together account for nearly 81 percent of the variance in salary grade, This 

is, of course, not surprising because education and experience are important 

components of most job specifications in New York State. After these, the 

other most important determinants of salary grade are the extent to which a 

job title involves management and supervision (Fl) and the complexity of 

writing it requires. 

A number of other variables have substantial effects on salary grade as 

well, although the standardized coefficients are not large, probably because 

the characteristics pertain to only a small fraction of job titles. This can 

be seen by inspecting the metric coefficients, which are quite similar in 

Models A and B. As noted, educational requirements have a very strong effect 

on salary grade, The predicted difference in salary grade between two job 

ti'tles, one requiring the greatest amount of education and the other requiring 

the smallest amount of education, is nearly 12 salary grades, net of all other 

characteristics. The impact of experience is also strong, the predicted 

difference between two job titles requiring the most and least related 

experience being about eight salary grades, net of all other characteristics. 

Most of the other variables have substantial impact as well. With only two 

exceptions for Model A and three exceptions for Model B, the predicted 

difference between jobs at the highest and lowest level of a characteristic is 

greater than one salary grade, holding constant all other characteristics, 

The more women in a job title, the less it pays, net of the 15 other job 

content variables in the model. The predicted difference between two jobs 

that are identical on all 15 job content characteristics, but where one job is 

performed entirely by men and the other is performed entirely by women, is 

approximately two salary grades (2,02)--with the women's job being the lower 

paying one. 
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It is instructive to note that the single variable regression of salary 

grade (Y!) on proportion female (F) is: 

Y! = 15.15 - 8,l0(F). 

From this equation, we can observe that, knowing nothing else about a job 

title other than that it is 100 percent male, we would predict it to be in 

Salary Grade 15. Alternatively, if it were 100 percent female, we would 

predict it to be in salary grade 7 (7.05 = 15.15 - 8,10(1)). Model Bin Table 

7.2 indicates however, that much of the apparent effect of sex composition on 

pay rates can be attributed to the fact that job content is correlated with 

sex composition, since the net coefficient of proportion female in Model Bis 

only about one-quarter the size of the simple regression coefficient relating 

the two variables (-2.01 for Model Band -8.10 for the simple regression). 

Nonetheless, even the net coefficient is fairly large and indicates substan

tial undervaluation of jobs done mainly by women. 

The presence of a sex effect is in stark contrast to the absence of a 

race/ethnicity effect. Although the simple one variable regression of salary 

grade (Y!) on proportion minority (M) yields an equation similar to that for 

proportion female: 

Y! = 16.91 - 8.45(M), 

the net regression coefficient for proportion minority 3 from Model Bin Table 

8 7.2 is very small (-.16) and is not significantly different from zero. This 

tells us that the effect of race/ethnicity in the simple model can be 

accounted for by differences in the content of jobs held by minority and non

minority workers. Thus, we conclude that, although 100 percent minority jobs 

are, on average, paid 8.45 salary grades less than jobs with 0 percent 

minorities, this is due to the fact that minorities tend to be in jobs of low 

valued job content. 
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The equation based on white male job titles is, as was indicated above, 

quite similar to the equation based on all jobs. But there are several 

important differences, First, for these white male jobs, the complexity of 

writing requirements (WRITE) is as important and as strong a determinant of 

salary grade as are education (FS) and experience (MI40); but the complexity 

of mental demands is not signi.ficant. It may be that the complexity of mental 

demands differentiates clerical jobs from one another more than it 

differentiates the kinds of jobs mainly performed by men. Writing complexity, 

by contrast, might distinguish administrative and professional jobs, on the 

one hand, from manual jobs on the other. 

Second, many of the varj_ables that are significant for the equation 

involving all job titles are not significant when only white male jobs are 

considered. Five variables, in particular, are significant in both Models A 

and B but not in Model C for white males: working overtime without com

pensation (F13); mental demands (F14); doing the same task over and over 

(M33); physical coordination (M44); and mistake causes damage to equipment 

(Pl06). Why these variables do not differentiate the salary grades of white 

male jobs, but do differentiate among all jobs, is unclear. It is probable, 

however, that the differences in the determinants of pay between white male 

job titles and all job titles reflect more than anything else the fact the 

white male job titles constitute a narrower range of job content than that 

found in all job titles in the New York State government employment. 

A comparison of the samples of job titles on which the overall pay policy 

line and the white male pay policy line are based reveals that the samples do 

8 This is true whether or not the proportion female is included in the 
equation with the proportion minority. 
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differ in several ways. Table 7.4 shows, not surprisingly, that the sample of 

white male titles has a higher mean salary grade than the whole sample. Also, 

there is a greater proportion of titles above salary grade 24 and a smaller 

proportion below salary grade 8 than in the whole sample. 

White male titles tend to have smaller incumbencies, Indeed, the average 

:tncumbency is less than half the size of incumbency for the sample of all 

titles. This raised questions about whether or not female, minority, and 

integrated titles are sufficiently differentiated with respect to job content. 

Earlier we indicated that our definition of white male job title had to 

be sufficiently restrictive to cancel out possible sex or race/ethnic dis

crimination. Thus, when we compare the white male job sample to the whole 

sample, we find it tends to underrepresent titles in negotiating units 2 

(Administrative) and 4 (Institutional) with only four titles from each of 

these units in the sample. These two units contain mostly female-dominated 

jobs. Accordi.ngly, the white male sample also overrepresents negotiating unit 

3 (Operational) with 16,4 percent of titles from this unit, while the whole 

sample has only 7 percent of titles from this unit. 

Finally, we found some differences between the correlations of job 

factors with salary grade for the two samples, In the whole sample, the 

correlation between salary grade and working conditions (F2) :ts -.48, while it 

is -.74 for the white male sample. As has been suggested elsewhere, working 

conditions primarily tap job content characteristics found in male jobs 

(Steinberg and Haignere, 1985). Similarly, the correlation between grade and 

experience (MI40) is .71 for the whole sample and .64 for the white male 

sample, indicating that white male jobs across many salary grades require 

similar experience requirements. 



Mean Salary Grade 

Mean Title Populati.on 

Mean Percent Minority 

Percent Titles Above Grade 

Percent Titles Below Grade 

Negotiating Unit 

1 and 67 Security 
2 Administrative 
3 Operational 
4 Institutional 
5 Professional, 

Scientific and 
Technical 

6 Management/ 
Confidential 

Missing Data 

Total Number of Titles 
in the Regression 
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TABLE 7.4 

COMPARISON OF DATA FOR ALL 
TO DATA FOR WHITE MALE JOBS 

All Jobs 

17.7 

90.0 

10.0 

24 20. 1 

8 8.4 

Percent Fre9.uenci 

1. 7 27 
10. 1 165 
7.0 115 
3.6 59 

52.6 859 

13.6 222 

11.4 187 

1601 1601 

White Male Jobs 

19.5 

38.5 

1.0 

25.8 

1.7 

Percent Freguenci 9 

2.5 12 
.8 4 

16.4 78 
.8 4 

53.7 256 

15.9 76 

9.9 47 

464 46/+ 

9The negotiating unit frequencies total more titles than the number of 
titles 1.n the regression because a few titles have missing data for variables 
that enter the regression and are, therefore, dropped from the regression 
analysis. 
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To conclude, the overall sample and white male sample differ in predicta

ble ways. The white male sample has higher pay, few minorities or women, and 

:i.s drawn from a subset of all negotiating units. Thus, the resulting model of 

job content relationships with salary grade is somewhat different between the 

two samples, although the specific job content characteristics found to be 

valuable are remarkably similar. 

JOB CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS NOT CURRENTLY VALUED 
BY NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT 

It is instructive to note what New York State does not pay for as well as 

what it does pay for. By and large, the coefficients have the expected sign. 

For instance, education (FS), experience (MI4O), and mental demands (F14) have 

positive coefficients, revealing that, for example, the higher the level of 

education, the higher the pay. Repetition (MI33), by contrast, has a negative 

coefficient, 

In one case the coefficient was not in the predicted direction, That 

exception is unfavorable working conditions. Those who work in unusual heat, 

cold, etc., or are involved in unusually strenuous physical effort (F2) are 

penalized rather than compensated relative to jobs identical in all other 

measured respects. The coefficient for unfavorable working conditions is 

negative in all equations. Communication with the public is also negatively 

valued. 

Some additional factors and items had no net impact at all on salary 

grade. Jobs in New York State requiring contact with difficult clients and 

jobs involving stress are neither rewarded nor penalized relative to other 

jobs with similar requirements in other respects. The same is true of data 

entry and computer programming jobs, a point of considerable interest, given 
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the oft heard claim that it is necessary to pay such jobs more than their 

evaluated worth because the demand is so high relative to the supply. 

Finally, fiscal responsibility and autonomy have no independent effect on 

salary grade, probably because, despite emerging as separate factors, they 

have much in common with the much stronger "Management/supervision" factor 

(Fl), 

New York State can choose to change any of these regression weights, in 

order to value these job factors differently, Som~times, changing the current 

regression weight of a factor such as stress to a positive value would affect 

male as well as female jobs. Some changes in regression weights would impact 

only on female jobs, such as data entry. 

One question that must be addressed in the review of this report is 

whether the job content characteristics found to be negatively valued or of no 

value are differentially associated with female-dominated or dispropor

tionately minority job titles. If this is the case, there may be bias in the 

current compensation model for New York State. For example, contact with 

difficult clients (F3) and data entry (F6) are content characteristics 

associated with disproportionately female and minority institutional and 

clerical jobs. They currently are not valuable job content characteristics 

for pay purposes. 

New York State may want to change the evaluation model by adding new 

factors and weights or changing the weights of factors found to be signifi

cant. Changing the pay policy models would result in different predicted 

salary grades from the ones reported in the following chapter. 
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SUMMARY 

Twenty-seven job factors and items were entered into regression pro

cedures predicting salary grades, Of these, fifteen were found to be 

significant in two of the equations and ten were significant in the other. 

The predi.ctors that were retained predict nearly 90 percent of the variance in 

salary grade across jobs. Three regression models were presented: (A) a pay 

policy'line based on all jobs, (B) a line based on all jobs and adjusted to 

remove the effect of female or minority composition of the jobs, and (C) a 

line based on white male jobs only. 

Only jobs wi.th four or more i.ncumbents were included in the models, 

because the sex and race/ethnic composition of jobs is more stable across time 

with larger titles. Also, we found that excluding the small titles makes 

little difference in the final regression equations. The net effect of 

proportion female in a title, all other job factors held constant, is two 

salary grades; that i$, jobs done entirely by women are, on average, two 

salary grades lower than jobs of equal value to the state done entirely by 

men. We found no statistically significant independent effect of percent 

minority in the regression equations. 

Our results demonstrate that education, experience, management, mental 

demands, and writing are the most highly compensated job factors in New York 

State government. Several factors are not valued or are negatively valued, 

These include strenuous working conditions, stress, group facilitation, 

communication with the public, data entry, computer programming, fiscal 

responsibility, and autonomy. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES 
AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
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In the last chapter we used multiple regression to arrive at three 

compensation models that would be used as the basis for predicting salary 

grades. Since we did not sample the entire population of incumbents of each 

job title, however, we had to take into account the fact that there would be a 

certain amount of statistical error in our estimates of predicted salary 

grades (PSG), If we received responses from all persons in a title, we could 

be 100 percent confident about the average responses for the title, and, 

therefore, about the predi.cted salary grade, However, for titles where we 

received responses from a subset of incumbents, there may be error in our 

prediction. 

In order to know how much confidence to place in our estimates of 

predicted salary grade, we needed to determine how widely such estimates might 

be expected to vary depending on which subset of incumbents was included in 

the sample. From information available from the sample we actually used, it 

is possible to make an estimate of how widely the results might vary. 

This chapter describes the procedures involved in estimating the salary 

grades and the possible error in each prediction. Estimates are presented for 

each female-dominated, disproportionately minority, and direct-line-of-promo

tion title using each of the three regression models described in Chapter VII. 

PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING PSGs AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

The conventional measure of error in prediction from a multiple 

regression equation is the "standard error of the estimate." It tells us how 

widely each of the estimated values of the dependent variable might be 

expected to vary due to the fact that the regression is based on a sample 

rather than on the entire population. In the context of this study, the 
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dependent variable is the salary grade and the sample relevant to the error 

statistic would be the sample of titles from the population of titles. Our 

major concern, however, is that we sampled within the unit of analysis, i.e., 

within each title. Thus, the precision of prediction will vary from one job 

title to another, depending on the number of incumbents sampled and the 

heterogeneity of responses within each job title. For this reason, we needed 

to estimate the error in prediction separately for each job title. We do this 

by utilizing a technique known as "jackknifing" (Mosteller and Tukey, 1968). 

-Jack-k-n-i-f-ing-s-imul-at-es-a-st-andard-appr-oach--to-est-i.mat-ing- et'-ror+-that--i-s, -- - - - -- -

we calculate a mean and a confidence interval around it. 1 The PSG that we 

calculated for each title is not a mean; it is the resulting statistic derived 

from application of a regression equation. We needed to organize our data in 

such a way that we could calculate the PSG as a mean statistic in order to 

then compute a confidence interval around it. Jackknifing sets up data in 

such a way that we can do this. 

The basic approach to jackknifing a statistic, such as PSG, involves two 

sets of procedures: (1) selecting large sub-groups of data from the whole 

sample and repeating analyses with these groups and (2) calculating the means 

of these PSGs and confidence interval statistics. Actually, the replicate 

PSGs are adjusted pri?r to taking the mean as we will explain below. 

The selection of groups of data for repeated analyses is done in such a 

way so that we can obtain large e\1ough data groups to run the analyses. We 

1 A confidence interval is a range of values that we are confident 
includes the true predicted salary grade which could only be calculated if we 
had sampled all employees. Consider a 95 percent confidence interval. 
Theoretically, if we were to draw all possible samples of the same size from 
our population of incumbents, we would obtain predicted salary grades within 
the confidence interval range of values 95 percent of the time. 



systematically selected several small sub-samples from the whole sample 

according to procedures that will be described in the next section. Each of 

these sub-samples was sequentially subtracted from the whole sample to create 

a set of "replicates." A replicate, then, is the larger data set minus one 

small sub-sample, Ten replicates are an adequate number to use in order to 

obtain stable results (Mosteller and Tukey, 1968), The entire analysis was 

repeated on each of the ten replicates to obtain eleven PSGs for each 

estimated title: one for the whole sample and one for each of the ten 

replicates. 

In the second step of the jackknifing procedure, final statistics are 

calculated. Following standard jackknifing procedures, as described by 

Mosteller and Tukey (1968), we created a set of adjusted values for analysis 

based on the PSG for the whole sample and the PSG for each replicate. These 

adjusted values, which are referred to in the research literature as 

"pseudo-values," are created by using the following equation: 

N(PSG whole sample) - (N-l)(PSG replicate)= S, 

2 where N is the number of replicates and Sis the pseudo-value. For this 

analysis, we have ten replicates, so, 

lO(PSG whole sample) - 9(PSG replicate)= S. 

We did this calculation for each replicate and obtained ten pseudo-values. We 

then calculated the final PSG as a mean of these ten pseudo-values and cal

culated a confidence interval around this mean. 3 Logically, the mean of the 

2 
Note that if the replicate PSG is equal to the whole sample PSG, the 

pseudo-value S equals the whole sample PSG. 

3The error cannot be estimated from the replicate PSGs directly because 
there is approximately a 90 percent overlap between the data in any two 

(Footnote Continued) 

t··" 
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averaged within job title, and the averaged job title data were used in the 

subsequent jacknifing analysis. 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES: WHOLE SAMPLE AND REPLICATES 

In the last chapter, we reported on the regression equations that best 

fit the overall pay policy line, the adjusted pay policy line, and the white 

male pay policy line. We used these equations to calculate the PSGs for the 

whole sample. 

For each replicate we conducted the same analysis that was done with the 

whole data set, except that we did not select new predictor variables. We 

used the same variables as those in the equations for the whole sample and 

computed the regression weights that best fit the replicate data set. Thus, 

each replicate analysis involved calculating factor-based scores and indices, 

scaling predictor variables (items and factors) from zero to one, and using 

regression procedures to form replicate overall, adjusted, and white male 

lines. 

The preceding procedures resulted in eleven regression equations for each 

of the three pay policy lines. Each pay policy regression equation included 

the same variables for each replicate and the whole sample. However, the 

regression weights were different from one replicate to another. 

FINAL PREDICTED SALARY GRADES 

As indicated in the previous section 9 for each title, for each pay policy 

line, we obtained PSGs based on the whole sample and on each of ten replicate 

data sets, eleven PSGs in total. These PSGs could then be used to calculate 

the final PSGs in terms of mean salary grades and confidence intervals. 
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First, ten pseudo-values (S) were obtained by subtracting nine times the 

predicted salary grades for each replicate from ten times the predicted salary 

grades for the whole sample, thus: 

s1 = 10 (PSG whole sample) 

s2 = 10 (PSG whole sample) 

., 

• 
• 

9 (PSG replicate 1) 

9 (PSG replicate 2) 

s10 = 10 (PSG whole sample) - 9 (PSG replicate 10) 

This calculation resulted in ten pseudo-values for each pay policy line for 

each title. Next, we calculated the mean of each set of ten pseudo-values, 

producing one mean pseudo-value for each title for each of the three pay 

policy lines. 

These mean pseudo-values are the final PSGs reported in Tables 8.1 to 8.3 

for female-dominated and d1.sproportionately minority titles and Tables 8,4 to 

8,6 for direct-line-of-promotion titles. 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

With the data in the form of a mean, it was possible to calculate a con

fidence interval of the ten pseudo-values around their mean using standard 

4 statistical procedures. We followed these steps in calculating the confi-

dence intervals. 

4 

(1) For each title, we calculated the standard deviation 
(SD) of the ten pseudo-values about their mean, using 
the standard formula: 

The reader is referred to any basic statistical textbook for an 
explanation of confidence intervals and standard errors. One frequently cited 
text is Hays, 1973, 

:-'.!,.·_ 

. ,/' 
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2 (pseudo-mean) , or 
N-1 

Where N-1 equals nine. 

2 
(Si - PM) , 

N-1 

(2) For each title, we
5
calculated the standard error of 

the estimate (SEM) of the mean of the pseudo-values: 

SEM = SD 10 

(3) For ea.ch title, we corrected the standard error (SEM) 
by multiplying the SEM by the finite population correc
tion factor: 

~~~~~~~ ~~~·~~ ·· SEM = (SEM) Population - ¥! returned 

5 

Population - 1 

The population figure used is the adjusted population 
for each title after title changes, retirements, etc., 
were taken into account as described previously. 
The number returned is the number of questionnaires 
returned for each title. 

The standard error of the estimate of a mean is a range of error around 
an estimated mean. Theoretically, it is a measure of the range of means that 
would be found if the study were repeated a very large number of times. 

6The finite population correction factor is discussed in many basic 
textbooks on sampling research. See, for example, Cochran, 1963. 

The finite population correction factor takes into account the proportion of 
the population from which responses have been received. If that proportion is 
very small, then the correction equation is close to one, and no adjustment is 
made, If everyone in the population responded, then the population would 
equal the number of responses in the equation, the correction factor would 
equal zero, and the standard error would equal zero. This is a logical 
result, since there is no error in our estimate of a mean of a population when 
we have the data for the whole population. 

It should be noted that there is no statistical procedure to correct for any 
of the error in the entire pay policy line. Therefore, the standard error of 
the estimate with the finite population correction factor applied is a slight 
underestimate of the standard error. This problem results in confidence 
intervals which are slightly underestimated. In most cases, the underestimate 
is less than 0.1 salary grade, based on an examination of confidence intervals 
calculated with the adjustment factor and the confidence intervals calculated 
without it. 
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(4) For each title, we calculated the confidence interval (CI): 

CI = 1.96 (SEM) 

Multiplying the SEM by 1.96 and adding and subtracting 
this value from the pseudo-mean gives a 95 percent con
fidence interval. That is, if this entire analysis were 
repeated, a very large number of times, our final pre
dicted salary grades would fall within the calculated 
confidence limits 95 percent of the time. 

Confidence intervals are listed along with predicted salary grades in 

Tables 8.1 to 8.3 for female-dominated and disproportionately minority titles 

for each of the three pay policy lines and in Tables 8.4 to 8.6 for direct

line-of-promotion titles. They should be interpreted in the following manner: 

An Account Clerk's predicted salary grade is 8,12 .!_ 0,91, using the adjusted 

pay policy line, That is, our best estimate of the appropriate salary grade 

for Account Clerk, given the information we had about the content of the job 

from the incumbents we sampled, is 8.12, but if we had sampled a different set 

of incumbents, our estimate might have been anywhere between 7.21 (8.21 -

0.91) and 9.03 (8.12 + 0,91). We are 95 percent certain that this range 

includes the true salary grade. Most of our confidence intervals are less 

than one salary grade, :i.ndicating a high level of precision in the predicted 

salary grades. Not surprisingly, due to sampling differences, the confiden·ce 

intervals for direct-line-of-promotion titles are slightly higher. 

ANALYSIS 

Our results from Chapter VII demonstrate that, for all pay policy lines, 

education, experience, management/supervision and writing are highly compen

sated factors in New York State government employment. While the pay equity 

estimates are based on the obtained regression equations, New York State could 

explicitly choose to change any of the regression weights in order to value 

'.,, . '. 
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these job factors di.fferently. For some factors, like working conditions, 

changing the current regression weight from a negative to a positive value 

would affect disproportionately minority as well as predominantly white jobs. 

Other changes in regression weights (e.g. data entry) would impact only on 

disproportionately female jobs. The estimates of undervaluation reported here 

reflect the pay policy of New York State as it currently exists. 

The estimated pay equity adjustments for female-dominated, dispropor

tionately minority, and direct-line-of-promotion titles average 1.6 salary 

---gr-ades-f-or-the -adjusted-pay-po-H-cy-line-and-app-roximat_e-ly 2-.9 salary grades 

for the white male pay policy line. There is a strong tendency for job titles 

in the lower salary grades to be more undervalued than job titles in higher 

salary grades. This is the case no matter which of the pay policy lines is 

used. The salary grades of the job titles we examined ranged from grade 1 to 

grade 15. Particularly among the clerical and health care system job titles 

it was common to find titles in grade levels 6 and below to be undervalued by 

four or five salary grades. 

We found no significant overall effect for the percent minority in a 

title. However, job titles which are both disproportionately female, and dis

proportionately minority, on average are undervalued by approximately one-half 

of a salary grade more than the average. For instance, as indicated above, 

the average undervaluation using the adjusted pay policy line is 1.6 salary 

grades. Among titles that are both disproportionately female and dispropor

tionately minority this figure is 2.1 salary grades, Using the white male pay 

policy line the average undervaluation is 2.9 salary grades. However, for 

titles which are both disproportionately female and disproportionately 

minority, the figure is 3,3 salary grades. 
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Out of a total of 185 job titles i.n the CSEA bargaining unit that are 

more than 67.2 percent female and 30.8 percent minority or are jobs in the 

direct line of promotion for those female dominated and disproportionately 

minority jobs, we found 142 to be undervalued by more than a half a salary 

grade using the adjusted pay policy line and 163 were undervalued using the 

white male pay policy line. The number of employees in job titles undervalued 

by more than one half a salary grade is over 55,000 using the adjusted line 

and over 65,000 using the white male line. 

SUMMARY 

In order to calculate accurate predicted salary grades (PSG) and accurate 

confidence intervals for female-dominated, disproportionately minority, and 

direct-line-of-promotion titles, we used a statistical procedure known as 

jackknifing. The general approach was to set up the data so that we could 

apply standard statistical procedures to compute the final PSGs in terms of a 

mean and a standard error of the mean. This procedure was used for each of 

the pay policy lines. We systematically drew ten different large replicate 

data sets from the whole data set. We repeated the analysis on each of the 

ten replicates. The data from the replicates were then used to calculate 

adjusted "pseudo-values," The final predicted salary grades were obtained by 

taking the mean of these pseudo-values for each of the three pay policy lines. 

The 95 percent confidence intervals around these means are the reported 

confidence intervals for the predicted salary grades, 

The chapter concludes by reporting the estimates of undervaluation for 

female-dominated, disproportionately minority, and direct-line-of-promotion 

titles. Many of the titles are undervalued by at least one salary grade. 

Estimates vary as a function of which pay policy line is used. 
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TITLE 
CODE 

911200 

911300 

1 !361 op 

TABLE ij.l - '.1,7$ -

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR FEMALE-DOMINATED AND DISPRQPORTIONATELY MINORITY TITLES -

OVERALL PAY POLICY lI'fE 

TITLE 

LABORATORY ANIMAL CDT 

SENR LAB ANIAAL CRTKR 

INST RTL STR CLERK 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

5 .o 

e.o 
s.o 

PREDTCTED 
SALARY 

GRADE 

4.17 

4.48 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

.45 

.21-

.75 

_____ l935000 ____ P~ARK·REGN BUS ASSNT _____ · ~14.0 · .-~16.83. ~-•- ___ .16 _______ ._ l -

i . 

• • I 

2134101 TRANS PLNG AIDE 1 5 .D 8.45 .39 

2337110 

2501200 

2501300 

2501317 

2501320 

CONSYMER SRVS SPEC 1 

CLERK 

SE NR CLfRK 

SE~R CLERK SURROGATE 

SENR CLERK CORP SRCH 

2501500 PRIN CLERK-' 

2501517 PRIN CLERK EST TX A~P 

25015.90 PRlN CLERK PERSONNEL 

2 50 2200 -COMP CI-AIMS C_LE RK 

2502300 SEHR COIIIP CUIS CLERt( 

2503200 FILE CLERK 

250'3300 SENR FILE CLERK 

2 503500 PR lij f ltE CLERK 

2504200 ADMITTING CLERK 

2504300 SENR AD~ITTING CLERK 

2 506100 NU RSI NG STATION CLK 1 

?50!400 DRIVER HIPV ADJDTN C 

2508600 ADJUDCTN CORRPONC CLK 

14 .o 
3 .o 

1.0 

1.0 

. 11.0 

11.0 · 

11 .o 

s.o 
8.0 

7.0 

11 .o 

8 .. 0 

7 .o 

4 .o 

4.52 

6.91 

9.s1 

1 .83 

11.15 

9.67 

11.87 

7.51 

9.95 

4.78 

1.10 

11.15 

5.07 

10.50 

r;. 01 

6.23 

6.61 

.40 

.12 

.57 

o.oo 
·.11 · 

.78 

.54 

.23 

.35 

.39 

1 .10 

.s& 

.29 

.34 

1.22 

.fs 

.24 



TITLE TITLE 
CODE 

100200 ACCOUNT CLERK 

100300 SEN~ ACCT CLERK 

100500 PRIM ACCT CLERK 

102100 PAYROLL AUOTT C LK 1 

102200 AUDIT CLERK 

102230 
. 

PAYROLL AUDIT cue 3 

102300 SENR AUD IT CLERK 

105200 CASHIER . 

112000 TOLL COLLECTOR 

130110 Et11PS RET BNFTS f)( ~ R 1 

130310 E.M.PS RET BNFTS .EXfltR 3 

,33100 . E."' PS ~ET IIIBRSP EUIR 1 

133200 El'IPS RET l'IBRSP EX~R 2 

702200 . ST ATtST I CS CLER IC 

702300 SENR STATISTICS ClEPK 

702500 PRIN STATISTICS CLEJ:tK 

750300 SENR ACTUARIAL CLERK 

75 0500 PR IN ACTUARIAL CLERK 

822010 DATA PROC CLK 1 

82 2020 DA TA PROC CLK 2 

84 9200 DATA ENTRY ~ACH OPE~ 

849300 SfNR DATA EfrfTY fl'AC H 0 

849500 PRIN DATA ENTY MACH 0 
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TABLE 8,1 

(continued) 

CURRfNT . 
SALARY 

GRADe' 

5.o 
9.0 

14 .o 

5 .o 

5 .o 

14.0 

9 .o 

9.0 

9 .o 

9.o 
15.0 

5.0 

7 .o 

s.o 

9.0 

12 .o 

9.0 

12.0 

5 .o 

9 .. 0 

4 .. 0 

1.0 

11 .o 

PREDICTED 
S~LAR Y 

GRAPE' 

1.00 

Q.28 

13.35 

7•41 

6.84, 

e.44 

7.83 

7.37 

6.50 

8.33 

. 13.48 

6. '59 

8 .• 25 

.1.os· 

Q.33 

12.22· 

q. 97 

1:'i.17 

6.82 

8.92 

7. 56 

9.69 

11.43 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

1 .13 

.67 

.72 

.21 

.21 

.15 

.37 

.14 

1.19 

.22 

.30 

.19 

.12 

.23 

.15 

2.24 

.29 , 

.21 
. 

.22 

.20 

.83 

.53 

.15 



TITLE 
CODE 

2 51 0100 

2510200 

2 51 2200 

2 512300 

2 513300 

TITLE 

PURCHASING ASSN T 1 

PURCHASING ASSN T 2 

10 ENT CUC 

Sf NR. 'I DENT CLERK 
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TABLE 8,1 

(continued) 

tUPRENT 
SALARY 

GR A I) E' 

7 .o 

11 .o 

4 .o 

9 .o 

SENR llllED RECORDS CLRK 8 .o 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

6RAl>E 

8.14 .11 

12.23 .28 

'i.37 .21 

8.44 .21 

'7.83 .18 
-- -- - ---- - ---- - - - -- -- - -- -- ---- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -. . 

2 513400 TREAiMNT UNIT ClK 7.0 6.45 .17 

2514300 SENR UNDERWRTNG ClERX 8 .o 9.31 .23 

2 514400 SENR PAYROLL AUDT ClK 8 .o 8.30 · .21 

2 515200 CREDE~TtALS ASSISTANT 4.0 8.19 .17· 

2 5211.00 NO TOR VEH TITLE CLIC 1 4.0 6.31 .41 

2521200 MOTOR VEH TJTLE CLK 2 7 .o 9.98 .24 

2522210 LEGAL ASsNT 1 · 12 .o 1'3.74 .38 

2 540100 MOTOR VEH REP 1 4.0 7.34 .21 

2 54 0200 IIIOTOR -VEH REP 2 · 1.0 7.09 .23 

2 540300 KOT01l VEH REP 3 9.0 7.92 .60 

2 540510 SUPVG MOTOR yEH REP 1 11 .o 12.06 .21 

2 55 3310 TRANS OFFC ASSNT 1 5 .o 5.76 .14 

2553320 TRANS OFFC ASSNT 2 9.0 8.!!3 .12 

2 55 7100 A.PPS CNTRL CLK 1 5 .o 3.56 • , 1 

2 55 B 100 PP.YROLL CLERK 1 s.o 6.64 .11 

2 55 8200 P'- YROll CLERK 2 9.0 9.01 .16 

2558300 PAYROLL CLERK 3 14 .o 13.01 .1 s 

2 55 9100 LIBRARY CLERK l 5 .o 6.09 .43 
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TABLE 8.1 

(continued) 

TITLE TY TlE 
CODE 

z55qzoo LYB~ARY CLE~K 2 

2559300 LYBRA~Y CLERK 3 

2560100 STUDENT LOAN CLK 1 

2560200 STUDENT LOAN CLk 2 · 
'. 

2568100 EMP INS REVWNG CLK 1 

2569100 DIS~BLTY DETR~ RV C 1 

2601200 TYPIST 

2601300 SENR TYPIST 

2601310 SfNR TYPIST LAW 

2601500 PRIN TYPIST 

2605200 DICT MACH TRA~S 

2606100 INFO PRocssG SPEC 1 

2606200 INFO PROCSSC SPEC 2 

2.60 6300 INFO PRO CSSG SP EC 3 

:2609000 SECRETARIAL STENO 

2610200 STENOGRAPHER 

2610300 SENR STENOGRAPHER 
. 

2610500 P~lH STENOGRAPHER 

2610520 PRlN STENOGRAPHER LAW 

.2612200 HEARING REPTR 

2703100 TELEPHONE OPER TYP 

2703200 TELEPHONE OPER 

27Q3300 SENR T~LEPHONE OPER 

2610320 SENR STENOGRAPHER LAW 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

7 .. o 

11.0 

4.0 

8.0 

4 .. o 

5 .o 

3.0 

7.0 

1.0 

11 .o 

4.0 

6 .o 

9 .o 

12.0 

12 .o 

5 .o 

12 .o 

15.Q 

4 .o 

4.0 

8 .o 

9.0 

PREDICTEO CONFIDENCE 
s•LARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

14.39 .22 

10.92 .29 

r;.11 .17 

8.30 .77 

5.86 .33 

9.15 .63 

9.90 .15 

11.95 o.oo 

7.58 .64 

9.92 .20 

11.14 .20 

,~.08 .73 

5.96 .37 

7.90 .. 58 

10.68 1.07 

11 .. 62 .30 

10.21 .53 

6.64 .74 

10.02 .25 

8. 34 l.09 



TITLE TI llE 
CODE 

2 706100 DIRCTRY INFO SYS 

2112200 CA LC ULA TING MACH 

2 715200 BOOKKEEPING MCH 

2 715220 BO OICl(,E E PING MCH 
✓ 

2 81 0100 AOMtfV ATDE 
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TABLE t.l ·, 
(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADF 

OP 1 s.o 
OP 4.0 

OP 5.0 

OP DS s.o 
11 .o 

PREDTCTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

6.00 .25 

9.28 .11 

4.94 .32 

~--32 .16 

10. 86 .63 
- -- -- - --- - ----- - - - - --- - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - •- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2859010 ST AT-E UNIV PRGM AIDE 11.0 1-,;.45 .19 

3004000 HOUSEK:EF.PER 6.0 6.69 1.01 

3 004500 SUPVG HOUSEKEEP ER 9.8 10.18 .33 

3014000 CLEANER 4.o 3.90 .88 

3016000 JANITOR 6.0 4.91 .BS 

3021000 ELEVATOR OPERATOR 5.0 4.32 .74 

3102300 COOK 9.0 12. 30 1.32 

3102600 HEAD COOK 12 .o . 15 ~8 4 .24 

3106100 DI ETil'. IAN TECHN 9.0 12.09 ~54 

3124200 FOOD SEPYlCE W IC P 1 4.0 4.36 .73 

3124300 FOOD SERVICE WKR 2 7.0 9.19 .97 

3124400 FOOD SERVICE WICR 3 9 .o 11 .. 4 5 .. 33 

313 72 00 FOOD& SUPPLS PROCESSOR 6.0 1.52 .33 
- -· 

3302200 LAUNDERER 4.0 4.16 .,s 
330?300 SENR LAUNDERER 1.0 6 .. 75 .. 73 

3307000 CLOTHING CLERK 4.o 2.18 .37 

5 3 02100 BA .RBE R 1.0 Q.51 .21 

5303100 BE A.UT IC l AN 7 .o Q.~ 0 .3S 
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TABLE i;J.l 
(continued) 

TITLE Tl TU: CURRENT 

CODE SALARY 
GRAD~ 

535 0200 DENTAL ASSNT 6 .o 

53S9000 DENTAL HYGIENIST 10.0 

55U02bO LICENSED PR~C NRS 9.0 

5501100 HOSP ATTENDANT 1 4.0 

5502200 HOSP CLINICAL TECHN 6.0 

5518500 COMTY RE'SDNt AIDE 9.0 

~$32101 HOSP CLINICAL ASSNT 1 4.0 

5532202 HOS- CLINICAL ASS"l 2 7.0 

554C300 PSYCH THERAPY AIDE 9.0 

5544100 MENTAL HYG HFWY HA 1 9.0 

5~70300 M£NT~L HYG THER AIDE 1 · 9.0 

5570400 MENTAL HYG THER AST 1 11.0 

6201000 LABORATORY HELP ER 1.o 

6202200 LABORATORY WORKER 4.0 

6204000 LABORATORY AIDE 5.0 

6210000 XRAY AIDE 4.0 

. 

6211510 TEACHING HOSP S TI.. ST1 6 .O 

6211520 TEACHING HOSP Sll. ST2 8.0 

6214200 ElECTROENC:PffGRPff TEtH 8.0 

6219200 CENTRAL ~ED SUP TECH 6.0 

6220200 HISTOLOGY TECHNICIAN 9.0 
. 

6220300 SENR H1STOL06l' TECH .12.0 

6223200 ELECTROCARDOGRPH TECH 8.0 

PRED tCTED 
SALARY 

GRADE 

1 o.s s 

5.98 

8.71 

5.92 

7.73 

8.86 

.8.56 

12.25 

i.s2 

4. 58 

5.10 

5.80 

9.80 

5.74 

14.17 

8.00 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERV~L 

.22 

.1 s 

1.23 

1. 31 

.10 

1.25 

1.44. 

.40 

1.11 

.24 

.32 

.37 

.16 

.44 

.22 

.20 

.23 
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TABLE 8 .1 
(continued) 

TITLE 
CODE 

6225100 

6301000 

6818000 

6 82 4100 

6 89'3100 

TITLE 

MF.DICAL LAB TECH 1 

PHARMACY AIDE 

ASSNT W~RS CO~P EX~~ 

WORIC·E~S COMP REVW AN 

MEDICAID CL~S EX,.,NR 1 

6893200 MEDICAID CL•S E)OOlR 2 

7150000 MAINTCE HELPEP 

7202022 -MAINTCE ASSNT RHRif;N 

7611000 CHAUFFEUR 

7611300 SENR CHAUFFEUR 

7614000 TRACTOR TRAYLER OPER 

7616100 MOTO~ VEH OPER 

7617200 BUS DRIVER 
-

7711000 BtHDE~Y HELPER 

8261202 YOUTH DIV AID£ 2 

8261303 YOUTH DIV AIDE 3 

8261400 YOUTH DIV AIDE 4 

8340100 ALCLS" REHAB ASSNT 1 

8342200 REHAB l.,.TERVIEWER S S 

8410100 TRAINING AIDE 

8 431200 EM PL SEC CLK 

8431300 SENR EMP SEC CLfR~ 

8431500 PRl~ EMP SEC CLER~ 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

s.o 
9 .o · 

14 .o 

7 .o 

11.0 

6.0 

8.0 

7 .o 

9.Q 

8.0 

1.0 

8 .o 

3.0 

9.0 

12.0 

14 .o 

11 .o 

9.0 

9e0 

5 .o 

7.0 

11 .o 

PREDICTED 
SALARY 

GRADE 

11.24 

12.23 

7.04 

10.91 

5.95 

11.33 

8.27 

4.00 

12.18 

11.11 

13.78 

12.13 

6.85 

6.6 a 

6.82 

11.23 

CONFIDENCE 
. INTERVAL 

.27 

.16 

1.06 

.28 

.36 

.60 

.40 

.60 

.59 

.68 

1.70 

1 .18 

.94 

.49 

.20 

e 10 

.14 

.66 

.28 



TITLE 
CODE 

8621100 

8701600 

8 93 7100 

897 0100 

TITLE 

PAROLE PROG A ID F. 

WATCH•AN 

MOTOR VEH INS SV 

- 184 -
TABLE f.3.1 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADf 

11 .o 
3.0 

RP 1 9.0 

DRIV£R IMPRV ~DJUOCTR 9.0 

!, '.:,:,l 

PREDICTED CONF TDEN t·e 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

12. 63 .28 

5.14 1.06 

7.87 .15 

9.01 .23 
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TABLE El.2 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR FEMALE-DOMINATED AND DISPROPORTIONATELY MINORITY 

TITLES - ADJUSTED PAY POLICY LINE 

TtTLE TITLE CURRENT PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
CODE S~LARY SALARY INTERVAL 

GR-l>F. GRADE 

100 200 ACCOUNT CLERK s.o ~. 12 • 91 

100300 SEN'f ACCT CLERK 9.0 10.1 s .55 

100500 PR IN ACCT CLERK 14.0 1~.94 • 71 

102100 PAYROLL AUDIT CU: 1 5.0 8. 40 .07 

102200 AUDIT CLERK 5 .o 7.95 .07 
- -- --- - --- -- - -- - - -- -- --- - --- -- - - - - - - -- - ---- --- - - ---- - -- - - -

10 2230 PAYROLL AUDIT CUC 3 14 .o 9.62 .08 

102300 SENR AUDIT CLERK 9.0 a.74 .40 

105200 CASHIER 9.0 .p,.39 .05 

11 2000 TOLL COLLECTOR 9 .o 7.60 .14 

130110 Eli! PS RET BNFTS EXMR 1 9e0· 8.95 .1 Z 

13 0310 Eflll!PS RET BNfTS fX~R 3 15~0 13.68 .10 

133100 EMPS RET MBRSP EXJIIR 1 5 .. o 7.13 .08 

133200 E"'PS RET MBRSP EXflllR 2 1.0 s.97 ·.04 

702200 ST ATJSJJCS. CLERK s.o P..22 .09 

702300 · SENR STATISTICS CLERK 9.0 10.24 .os 

702500· PRIN STATISTICS CLERK 12.0 12.10 2.02 

750300 SENR ACTUARIAL CLERr 9.0 1 o.~ 3 .09 

75 0500 PRIN ACTUARIAL CLERK 12.0 13.71 .01 

82 2010 DATA PROC cue 1 5.0 7.67 .1·0 

822020 DATA PROC ClK 2 9.0 9.61 .06 

849200 DATA ENTRY lll!ACH OPER Ji .. o ~-. 6 7 .67 

84 9300 SENR DATA ENTY P"AC H 0 1.0 10.76 .4 5 

84 9500 PfUN DATA ENTY lll!AC H 0 11 .o 12. 43 .08 



TITLE 
CODE 

911200 

911300 

.1836100 

193 '5000 

2134101 

2337110 

2501200 

2501300 

2501317 

2501320 

2501500 

2501517 

2 501590 

2502200 

2 502300 

2 503200 

2 503300 

2503500 

2504200 

2504300 

2 so 6100 

2508400 

2 50 8600 

- l$~ -
TABLE 8, 2 

(continued) 

TITLE CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

LABORATORY ANIMAL CRT s .o 

SE NR LAR ANI"AL CRTKR 8 .o 

INST RTL STR CLERK 5 .o 

PA RIC FfEGN BUS A SSNT 14 .o 

TR ANS PLNG Al DE 1 5 .o 

CONSUMER SRVS SPEC ' 14 .. o 

CLERK 3 .o 

SENR CL ERK 7 .. 0 

SENR CLERK SURROGATE 1.0 

S~NR CLERK CORP SRCH 1.0 

PRIN CLERK 11.0 

PRIN CLERK EST TX APP 11.0 

PRIN CLERK PERSONNEL 11 .o 

co"~ CLAl"S CLERK· 5 .o 

SEHR COl'lP Cl"S CLER,: 8 .o 

fl LE CLERK 3 .. o 

SE NR FILE CLERK 7 .o 

PR IN J"ILE CLE~K 11 .o 

ADMITTING CLERK 4 .o 

SfNR ADflllTTYNG CLI: RK 8.0 

NURSING STATION CLK 1 7.0 

DRIVER H'lP\I ADJtlTN C 4.0 

ADJUDCTN CORRPONC cue 4.0 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRAD£ 

5.05 .18 

1.12. .~9 

5.39 .,1 
17.27 .os 

9.55 .11 

14.71 .os 

s.e3 .44 

7.94 .38 

10-84 n.oo 

'3.22 .06 

1-1.98 .48 

11.14 .06 

12.70 .01 

8.50 .oa 

10.82 .01 

6.25 .68 

e.49 .40 

12. 16 .07 
,., 

6.13 .13 

11. 24 .11 

6. 08 1.02 

7.65 .11 

7.77 .os 



TITLE TITLE 
CODE 

2 51 ;0100 PURCHASING ASSNT 1 

2 510200 pURCHA STNG ASSN T 2 

2512200· ID ENT CLK 

251'2300 SENR i b I: NT CLERK 

2 '513300 SfNR JIIIIED RECORDS CL~K 

- 18'5 -
TABLE .8. 2 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

1.0 

11 .o 

4 .o 

9.0 

8 .o 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GR A Of 

9.25 .04 

13.11 .01 

6.34 • 13 

0.27 .• 12 

8.81 .01 

~~~~151'3~00 ~ TREAT~NT UNIT cu:~~~~~~~~~~~7.o~~~~~~.,~6~9~~~~~~~.~09~~~~~~~~~ 

2 514300 SfNR UNDERWRTNG CLERIC a.o 10.16 .01 

2514400 SENR PAYROLL AUDT cu: a.o 9.21 .04 

2515200 CREDENTIALS ASSISTA~T 4.0 9.09 .()7 

2 521100 PIOTOR VFH TITLE cue 1 4.0 7.69 .37 

2 521200 MOTOR VEH TITLE cue 2 1.0 10.81 .01 

2'522210 LEGAL ASSNT 1 12.0 14.67 .05 

2 54 0100 MOTOR VEH REP 1 4 .o 8.34 .07 

2540200 lilo·TOR YEH REP 2. 7.0 7.98 .oa 

2540300 MOTOR VEH REP 3 9.0 8.74 .53 
.. ' .. 
2 54 0510 SUPYG MOTOR YEH REP 1 

...... 
11 .o 12.85 e06 

- -· 
2553310 TRANS OFFC ASSNT 1 s.o 6.75 .06 

-
2 55 3320 TRANS OFFC ASSN T 2 9 .. Q 9.67 .04 
'. ·- -· 

2 55 7100 APPS CNTRL CLK 1 s.o 4.81 .11 

2 5 5 8100 PAYROLL CLERK 1 s.o 7.78 .01 

2 55 8200 PAYROLL Cl ERK 2 9 .o 10.01 .06 

2 55 8300 PAYROLL CLERK 3 14 .o 13 .. es .os 

2 55 9100 LIBRARY CLERK l s.o 1.23 .31 



- Il.tl6 :.. 

TABLE <&3. 2 

(continued) 

TITLE TI TlE 
CODE 

2 5 5 9200 LI BRA RY CLERK 2 

2 55 9300 LI BRA RY CLERK 3 

2560100 STUDENT LOAN ClK 1 

2560200 STUDENT LOAN CLK 2 

2568100 EFIIP INS REVVNG cue 1 

.2569100 DISABLTY DETRM RV C 1 

2601200 TYPIST 

2601300 SENR TYPIST 

2601310 SENR TYPIST LAW 

2601~00 PRIN TYPIST 

2605200 DICT MACH T~ANS 

2606100 IN fO pRotssG SP EC 1 

2606200 INFO PROCSSG SPEC 2 

2606300 

2609000 

.INFO PROCSS6- SP EC 3 

,1,,lp ..... 

SECRETARIAL STENO . ' . 
. ' 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

1.0 

11 .o 

4 .. o 

s.o 

s.o 

3.0 

1.0 

11 .o 

4 .o 

6.0 

12.0 

2610200 . STENOGRAPHER "."' . · ;::'.~~:-- . ··. 5 .O 

2 610300 

2610500 

2610520 

2612200 

2703100 

270,3200 
. . 

Z.703300 

2610320 

._ ), .· ..... 
SE HR STEN06RAPH ea . 

PR IN S TENOGRAP~-ER.:_.;;~- .; 

:,,. · .. .,. 
HEARING REPTR 

... 
TE LE PHONE OPE~ TTP . ·-,, .... 

.. . ,, ,, i.. .. ., .. . .... .. 
TELEPHONE OPER 

., _, 
'\ ' ,, 

,._,,,:._ 'H,t,_, __ : • 

SE NR TELEP.HONE OP.El ,"~ ·... -
.. ,.,\ .. •' t-l .. 

"'' .... ~ ·~, :..- .J! ......... ., -~ 

SENR STENOGRAPHER LAW 

9.0 

·12.0 

12 .o 

15 .o 

4.0 

4 .o 

s.o 

9.0 

PREDICTED 
SALARY 

GRADE 

10.15 

15.05 

1.12 

11.66 

6•84 

10.22 

10.57 

12.10 

10.75 

11.90 
. ' . 

14.04· 

7.19 , .. , 
. .. 

9.06 .. 

9.88 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

.38 

.06 

.08 

.01 

.05 

.21 

.51 

.04 

o.oo 

.55 

.06 

.06 
.. . 

.62 

.21 

-.52 

1.08 

.12 

.49 

.os 

.63 

.oa 

l. 28 

;•·,.,, ',I 'I 



TITLE 
CODE 

2706100 

2 71 2200 

2715200 

2 715220 

2810100 

2859010 

3004000 

3004500 

3014000 

3016000 

3021000 

310 2300 

3:102600 

3106100 

3124200 

3124300 

3124400 

3131200 

3302200. 

3 3Q 2300 

3307000 

5 30 2100 

5 3,03100 

Tl TLE 

DIRCTRY INFO SYS OP 

CA LCULA TI NG MACH OP 

BOOKKEE.PING PICH OP 

BOOKKEEPING MCH OP 

AD ,rnv ,AI l)E 

- 187 -
TABLE 8. .. 2 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

1 5 .o 

4 .o 

5 .o 

DS s.o 
11 .o 

-- ---~ -- --- -

ST ATE UNIV PRGM AIDE 11 .o 

HOUSEKEEPER 6.0 

SUPVG HOUSE~EEPER 9.0 

CLEANER 4 .o 

JANITOR 6.o 

ELEVATOR OPERATOR 5.0· 

COOK 9.0 

HEAD COOK 12 .o. 

DIETITIAN.TECHN 9 ~o 

FOOD SERVICE WKR 1 4.0 

FOOD SERVICE WKR 2 1.0 

FOOD SERVICE WKR 3 9 .o ,. 
.. 

FOODCSUPPLS PROCESS OR 6 .o 

LAUNDERER 4.0 

SENR LAUNDE~ER 1.0 

CLOTHING CLERK 4.o 

BARBER 1.0 

BEAUTICIAN .1.0 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

6e96 .07 

10.20 .09 

6.26 .14 

9.36 .os 

11.65 .so 
-

14.22 .06 

"6.90 .83 

10.43 .oa 

,.25 .65 

5.23 .82 

5.75 .11 

12.40 1.32 

15.e1 .07 

13.26 .011 

4.71 .53 

9.41 .ss 

12.36 .07 

2.06 .23 

4.66 .92 
... 

6.95 .50 

3~31 • 19 

10.37 .10 

10.81 .09 



T Ilt.E 
CODE 

5350200 

5359000 

5500200 

5501100 

5 5 02200 

5518500 

5532101 

5532202. 

5540300 

5:544100 

5 570300 

5570400 

6201000 

6202200 

6204000 

6210000 

6211510 

6211520 

6214200 

6 219200 

6 22 0200 

6220300 

6223200 

- 188 -
TABLE 8.2 

(continued) 

TITLE 

DENTAL ASSNT 

DENTAL HY6IfNIST 

LICEN_SED PRAC NRS 

HOSP' ·ATTENDANT 1 

HOSP CLINICAL TECHN 

. COMTY RESDNC AIDE 

HOSP CLINICAL ASSNT 1 

HOSP CLINICAL ASSNT 2 

PSYCH THERAPY AIDE 

NENTAL KYG HFWY HA 1 

MENTAL HY6 THER AIDE 1 

MENTAL HY6 THER AST 1 

LABORATORY HELPER 

LABORATORY WORKER 

LABORATORY AIDE 

-
XR AY AIDE 

TEACHING HOSP STL. ST1 

TEACHING HOSP STI.. ST2 

ELECTROENCPHGRPH TECH 

CENTRAL ~ED SUP TECH 

HISTOLOGY TECHNICIAN 

SENR HISTOLOGY TECH 

ElECTROCARDOGRPH TECtt 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADF" 

10.0 

9.0 

4.0 

9.0 

4.0 

1.0 

9.0 

9.0 

9.0 

11 .o 

1 .o 

4 .o 

s.o 

6.0 

8 .o 
. 

8.0 

12.0 

8.0 

PRE D tCTE D 
SALARY 

GRADE 

6•58 

1 n.11 

11.46 

9.oo 

6.77 

8.38 ... 

9.97 

13.27 

5.51 

5.76. 

1.50 

10.37 

6.56 

8.99 

14. 31 

8.67 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

'. ~ ... 

.06 

.04 

.10 

.59 

.56 

• 18 

.06 

.73 

.82 

.20 

.• 14 

.11 

.10 • 

.12 

.10 
.~ 

• 05 

.07 

.12 

.• 06 
' ·" ...... 



TITLE 
CODE 

622 s, 00 

6301000 

6818000 

6824100 

6893100 

6593200 

7150000 

7202022 

7611000 

7611300 

7614000 

7616100 

7617200 

7711000 

8261202 

1261303 

·-
8261400 

8340100 

8342200 

8410100 

8431200 

8'431300 

8431500 

Tl TLE 

MEDlCAL LAB TECH 1 

PHARftllACY AIOE 

AS SNT WICRS CO"IP EXMP 

WORKERS COJIIP RE VW AN 

MEDICAID CLMS EXMNR 
-

MEDICAID CL"S EX"NR 

MAlNTCE HELPER 

- 189 -

TABLE f3.2 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

9.o 
5 .o 

9.0 

14 .o 

1 7 .o 
-

2 11.0 

6.0 

MAINTCE ASSNT R EFR IGN 8.0 

CHAUFFEUR 1 .o 

SENft CHAUFFEUR 9.0 

TRACTOR TRAILER OPER 8.0 

MOTOR VEHOPER 1.0 

BUS DRIVER . ·8.0 

BINDERY HELPER 3.0 

YOUTH DIV AJDE 2 9.0 

YOUTH DIV AIDE 3 12.0 

YOUTH DIV AIDE 4 14 .o 

ALCLS~ REHAB ASSNT 1 11.0 

REHAB INTERVIEWER s s 9.0 

TRAINING AltE 9.0 

Ei.\Pl SEC cu~ 5 .o 

SEHR EMP SEC CLERK 1.0 

PRIN EMP SEC CLERK 11 .o 

PRfDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY lt(TERVAL 

GRADE 

11.43 1107 

5.81 .09 

9~19 .55 

13.38 .11 

s.1s .08 

-11.63 - - ---; , 2- - - - - - -- -- --

6.31 • 4.4 

10.96 .26 

8.61 .14 

9.22 .10 

· 4.83 .14 

7.59 1.88 

5.78 .10 

,'3.20 .15. 

10.59 .11 

. 13.02 e74 
-

11.90 .99 

14.76 .10 

13.00 •04 

7.79 .03 

1.11 .04 

7.~3 .54 

12.13 .11 



r :••1.: 

TITLE 
CODE 

8621100 

8701600 

8Q37100 

8970100 

TITLE 

PAROLE PROG A ID F. 

WATCH"'AN 

- 190 -
TABLE~ .2 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

11.0 

3 .o 

MOTOR VEH l NS S V RP 1 9 .o 

DRIVER HIPRV AD JUD CTR 9.0 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

13-26 .09 

6.37 .11 

,:i. 74 .01t 

9.55 .06 



TlTU: 
CODE 

100200 

100300 

100500 

10 2100 

-- - rcrz~o-o- -

102230 

102300 

105200 

112000 

130110 

1:S 0310 

133100 

13 3200 

702200 

702300 

702500 

75 0300 

750500 

82 2010 

82 2020 

84 9200 

84 9300 

849500 

- 191 -
TABLE 8, 3 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR FEMALE-DOMINATED AND SIGNIFICANTLY MINORITY 

TITLES - WHITE MALE LINE (10 VARIABLES} 

lI TLE CURRENT PREDICTED 
SALARY SALA RY 

GRADE GRADE 

AC COU"T CLERK 5.Q 9.23 

SEN~ •ctr CLERK 9.0 10.82 

PPlN ACCT CLERK 14.0 13.93 

PAYROLL AUDIT Clk 1 5.0 Q.61 

- ---AUDIT CLERK -- -- - -- - - - - -s-.o-- ~ - - -9--;;4-r- -

PAYROLL AUDIT ClK 3 14 .o 12.30 

SENR AUDIT CLERK 9 .. 0 10.21 

CASHIER 9.0 9.52 

TOl.l COLLECTOR 9.0 10.64 

Efl!PS RET BNFTS EXMR 1 9.0 8.24 

DIPS RET BNFTS EX"1R 3 15 .. o 12.77 

[f!1PS RET f!IBRSP EX I'll R 1 5 .o 8.74 

EJl!PS RET flllBRSP E)OIIR 2 7.0 10.37 

ST ATI Sll CS CLERK s.o 10.35 

SENR STATISTICS tLE'RK 9.0 11.28 

PR IN STATISTICS CLERK 12-.0 13.42 

SEHR ACTUARIAL CLERK 9.0 11.22 
-

PRlN ACTUARIAL ClERX 12.0 1'3.76 

DATA PROC Clt( 1 . 5 .o 9.76 

tiAU PROC C:lK 2 9 .. o 10.09 
: .... ' '': . ' 

DATA ENTRY PIACH OPER 4.0 11.67 

SENR DATA UlT'f 1'1ACH 0 1.0 12.21 

PRIM DATA ENTl' "ACH 0 n .o 14.03 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

.75 

.50 

.14 

.16 

. -.-16- - -- - - - -

.16 

.. 50 

.o9 

.21 

.15 

.25 

.29 

.11 

.20 

.08 

1.91 

.20 

• 1 4 

.. 26 

.12 

.68 

.43 

.16 



r--,· "'7'F'.' -~ 

TITLE 
CODE 

911200 

911300 

1836100 

1q35000 

2134101 

2337110 

2501200 

2501300· 

2501317 

2501320 

2 501500 

2501517 

2_501590 

2502200 

2502300 

2503200 

2503300 

2503500 

2504200 

2504300 

2 506100 

2508400 

2 50 8600 

- 192 -

TABLE 8.3 
(continued) 

Tl TlE 

LABORATORY ANIMAL CRT 

SENR LA~ ANIMAL CRTKR 

INST RTL STR CLERK 

PARK .REGN BUS A SSNT 

TRANS PLNG AIDE 1 
. 

CONSU~ER SRVS SPEC 1 

CLERK 

SENR CLE'RK 

SENR CLERK' SURROGATE 

SENR CLERK CORP SRCH 

PRIN CLERK 

PRlN CL£RK EST TX APP 

PR~N CLERK PERSONNEL 

COMP CLAIMS CLERK 

SENR COMP CtMS CLERk 

n LE CLERK ; . ... ----:, ., 

SENJt FILE ClERJ( 

PR IN FILE CLERIC· 

ADMITTING CLERK 
.. 

SENR AD~ITTlNG CLERK 

NURSING STATION CLK 1 
·.• 

DR IVER HtPV A DJ DTN C 

ADJUDCTN CORRPDNC CLK 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

5 .o 

a.a 
s.o 

14 .o 
s.o 

14.0 

3.0 

7.0 

1.0 

7.0 

11 .o 

11 .o 

11.0 

s.o 

1.0 

11.0 

4.0 

s.o 

7 .o 

4.0 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

6R ADE" 

8.55 .32 

9.15 .16 

6.34 .34 

16.03 .01 

14.54 .12 

8.66 .44 

9.11 .37 

10-68 o.oo 
6.01 .os 

12.90. .48 

11.es .24 

13-46 .11 

10.03 .,1 
11.21 .,s 

- ..... ,. .~ 
.6Z 

·-
11.06 e 55 

·,.'.,,. - ~ 

., 
' 

13~60 

. 6.46 

' , 

.12 

.18 

.64 

.26 

., 5 
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TABLE 8. 3 

(continued) 

TITLE TITLE 
CODE 

2510100 PURCHASING ASSN_T 1 

2510200 PURCHASING ASSNT 2 

2512200 IDENT cue 

2512300 SfNR IDENT CLERK 

2513300 SENR MED RECORDS Cl~K 

2514300 SENR UNDERWRTNG CLERK 

2514400 SENR PAYROLL AUOT CLK 

2515200 CREDENTIALS ASSISTANT 

2521100 MOTOR VEH TITLE CLK 1 

2521200 MOTOR VEH TITLE CLK 2 

2522210 LEGAL ASSNT 1 

2540100 MOTOR VEH -REP 1 

2540200 M6~0R VEH REP 2 

P\O,TOR VEH RE~ 3 
.. 

2 540300 

2540510 

2553310 

2553320 

2557100 

2558100 

2 55 8200 

2 55 8300 

2 55 9100 

SUPVG MOTOR VEH REP 1. 

-
TRANS OffC ASSNT 2 

APPS CNTRL CU: 1 

PAYROLL CLERK 1 

PAYROLL CLERK 2 

PAYROLL CLERK 3 

LIBRARY CLERK l 

. . / .-

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

7 .Q 

11 .o 

4. 0 

9.0 

8.0 

8.0 

8.0 

4.o 

12.0 

4.0 

. 1.0 

9.0 
. . .; . 

11.0 
.\_ a" i , ,• . 

s.o· 

9 .o 

5 .o 

5.0 
. 

9.0 

· 14.0 

PRED IC TE 0 
SALARY 

GRADE 

10.22 

1~.15 

1 o. 34 

11.49 

10.20 

_ 1o.69 

10.88 

11.02 

11.24 

15.27 

9.10 

9.00 

12.90 

7.37 

8.62 

e.1s 

10.58 

CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL 

.10 

.13 

.32 

.28 

.11 

.13 

.11 

.33 

.17 

.• , 3 

.... 

. ·-
• R1. 
.3Q 

.14 

.10 

-.oa 
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TABLE 8. 3 

(continued) 

TITLE TITLE 
COCE 

255q200 LIBRARY CLERK 2 

2559300 LIBRARY CLERK 3 

2 56 0100 ST UDE NT LOA ff cue 1 

2560200 STUDENT LOAN CLK 2 

2568100 EMP INS REVWN6 CLK 1 

2569100 DlSA8LTY DETRM RV C 1 

2601200 TYPIST 

2601300 SENR TYPIST 

2601310 SENR TYPIST LAW 

2601500 PRlN TYPIST 

2605200 DICT MACH TRANS 

2606100 INFO PRQCSSG SPEC 1 

2606200 INFO PROCSSG SPEC 2 
. -

2606300 INFO PROCSSG SPEC 3 

2609000 
.... . ,,. .... 

2610200 

2610300 
~ .. ;: 

2610500 
.. 

2610520 

2612200 

2703100 

'SECRETARIAL STENO 
-! • • • ;,•:,.;,·"' 

'?'~r·;!~ ... ,.,. ••·• ~ • ••• .., ,. r. """"f ·. ,. . 

. . :' 

STENOGRAPHER 
··•.• r·./ .. 

· SENR ST£N06RAPH£ft , · 

PRIM STENOGRAPHER 

~ .... '!.. 

PRIN STENOGRAPHER l~W 

HEARING REPTR 

TELEPHONE OPER TYP 

.. - ... 
2703200 . TELEPHONE OPER 

- -
2703300 SEHR TELEPHONE OPER 

2610320 SENR STENOGRAPHER LAW 

CUPRENT 
SALA RY 

6RADF' 

11 .o 

4 .o 

8 .o 

4 .o 

s.o 
3.0 

1.0. 

4 .o 

6_.o 

9.0 

5 .o. 

12 .o 

15.Q 

4.0 

8 .o 

9.0 

PREOICTEC CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

14.60 .09 

7.05 .12 

12.92 .21 

11.55 .48 

8.95 .28 

11.40 .38 

9.78 .06 

13 •. 12 o.oo 

9.10 .,2 

10~42 .,1 

11.1~ .15 

1~.13 .12 

-~."'. 15. 5 i '" .. ~. . . ' 
. .;:; ~~ ./:•:,.. :i ... , 
· .. 9.~8 . . 

. ... . . . ' ~ . 

11·.19_. :· . 

13.28 

13.27 
- . 

12.62 . 

9.28 -
. ' ·~ ·. 

9.43 

10.87 

,. 

. !, 

.57 

.36 

.45 

.92 

.10 

.4 0 

.16 

.71 

.13 

1.42 



--~--- ------- -----

TITLE 
CODE 

2706100 

2712200 

2715200 

2715220 

TITLE 

DIRCTRY INFO SYS OP 1 

CALCULATING l'IACH OP 

BOOKKEEPING ~CH OP 

BOOKKEEPING "CH OP OS 

_ 2Jt1_0j_OQ ___ _AQ_Mtf V __ AIJ>f. ___ _ 

2~59010 STATE U~IV PR6M AIDE 

3004000 HOUSEKEEPER 

3QQ4500 SUPVG HOUSE~EEPER 

3014000 CLEANER 

3016000 JANITOR 

3021000 ELEVATOR OPERATOR 

3102300 COOK 

3102600 HEAD COOK 

3106100 DIETITIAN TECKN 
.. ,. '\' -., .... 
3124200 FOOD SERVICE VKR 1 

3124300 
' 

312 '1400 

3137200 

3302200 
.. 

3302300 

3307000 

5302100 

5303100 

- .-

FOOD SERVICE VKR 2 

FOOD SERVICE VKR 3 

f000&SUPPLS PROCESSOR 

LAUNDERER 

SEHR LAUNDERER 

CLOTH ING CLERK 

BEAUTICIAN 
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TABLE 8. 3 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
SALA RT 

GRADE 

5 .o 

4.0 

5.0 

s.o 

_ -- -- 11~Q_ _ 

11 .o 

6.0 

.. 

6.0 

5 .o 

9.0 

12 .o 

9.0 

4.0 

7.0 

9 .o 

6 .o 

1.0 

4.o 

,, 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

11.61 .21 

7.65 .21 

10.66 .18 

____ 12.66_ 

9.14 

12.50 

7.63 

9.91 

12.97 

10.92 

14.39 

1.02 

8.11 

9.13 

5.44 

12.04 

11.07 

.47 

.os 

.89 

•. 25 
.. 

.61 

.99 

.38 

.11 

.s:t· 

.65 

.93 

.5 5 

.33 

.21 

.16 

'• 
·' 

. ' .. .... ·t ' .. 
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TABLE $.3 

(continued) 

TITLE TITLE 
CODE 

5350200 DENTAl ASSNT 

5359000 DENTAL HYGIENIST 

5500200 LICENSED PRAC NRS 

5501100. HOSP ATTENDANT 1 

5502200 HOSP CLINICAL TECHN 

5518500 COMTY RESDNC AIDE 

5 53 2101 HO SP CLINICAL A SSNT 1-

5 ~32202 HOSP CLINICAL ASS~T 2 

5540300 PSYCH THERAPY AIDE 

5544100 MENTAL HYG HFWY HA 1 

5570300 MENTAL HYG THER AIOf 1 

5570400 MENTAL HY& THER AST 1 

6201000 LABORATORY "ELPER 

6202200 LABORATORY WORKER 

,6204000 
.. r . ...... ~- ·- .. 

6_2,10000 
' .. 
6211510 

6211520 

6 21 4200 

6219200 

6 22 0200 

6220300 

6223200 

LABORATORY AIDE· 

XR AY AIDE 
: .. ~ .. :, ..... 

TE~tfflN6 HOSP STl ST1 
. .. .·~.~-

TE A CH ING HOSP STL. ST2 

ELECTROENCPHGRPK TECH 

CENTRAL MED SUP TECH ' 
. 

HISTOLOGY TECHNICIAH· 
•• _. ; I : 

.. 
' ,_ 

SEN~ HI ST OLOGY TECH ✓•• 

ELECTROCARDOGRPH TECH • 

CURRENT 
S-'LARY 

GRADE 

6.o 

10.0 

9.0 

4.0 

6.0 

9.0 

1.0 

9.0 

1.0 

. . .. -:-

5.0 
YI' .:·· . 

4.0 

• 6 ~o 
s.o 

8.0 

6.0 

9 .o 

12.0 

s.o 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
S"LARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

7.54 .os 

9.58 .07 

10.72 .92 

7.93 .11 

11.29 .39 

9.89 .57 

1.12 .26 

8.87 .96 

10.92 .30 

10.68 .09 

13.67 - .70 

8.85 · .. , .. , . ,,.~ ... , . 
. ........ .,-.;,.. ··- ~· . 

8.58 

10.09 

10.50 

15.26 

10.05 

.•. ·. 

. ....... 

.33 
. . . ... 

.21 

.os 

.10 

.25 

.35 

.18 

.13 
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TABLE ~- 3 

(continued) 

TITLE TITLE CURRENT 
CODE SALA RT 

GRADE 

6225100 MEDICAL LAB TECH 1 9.o 

6301000 PHARMACY AU>E 5 .O 

6818000 ASSNT WkRS COMP EXMR 9.0 

6824100 WORKERS CO"P REW AN 14.0 

6893100 MEDICAID CUIS EXMNR 1 7 .0 

-- -

6893200 MEDICAID CUIS EXMNR 2 f1~0-

7150000 MAINTCE HELPER 6.0 

7202022 MAINTCE ASSNT REfRIGN 8.0 

7611000 CHAUFFE~R 7.0 

7611300 SENR CHAUFFEUR 9.0 

7614000 TRiCTOR TRAILER OPER 8.0 

7616100 MOTOR VEH OPER 7.0 

7617200 BUS DRIVER s.o~ 
.. 

7711000 BINDERY HELPER 3e0 

8261202 

8261303-
-

S 261400 
•• '"'l.l• :~., ' . ... ... 

YOUTH~ l>IV AIDE 4 
•;, C - ... , ,{, 

8340100 - ).Lc'ts~ REHA! AS.SNT 1 

8342200 

8410100 

8431200 
·- . 

8431300 

8431500 

REHAB INTERVIEWER S S 
. 

TRAINING AI~E. 
-,. -

E~ PL SEC CU: 

PRIM E~P SEC CLERt 

i: 

9.0 

12 .o 

14 .o 

11 .o 

9.0 

9.0 

5 .o 

1.0 

11 .o 

PREDICTED 
SALA RT 

GRADf 

7.97 

1 o.,s 

14.09 

7.60 

.9.31 

10.82 

11.65 

6.17 

10.64 
•,• 

. 
12.96 

.,12.36 

17.12 

14.18 

S.90 

12.96 

CONFtDENCE 
INTERVAL 

.21 

.20 

.45 

.15 

~-r,.--------

.58 

.21 

.34 

..• 31 

· .44 

1.85 

.34 

1.02 

,,. 
.16 

.0_1 

.oa 
, 

.58. 

•09 



TITLE 
CODE 

8621100 

8101600 

8937100 

8970100 

TITLE 

PAROLE PROG A IDE 

WATCH!i!AN 
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TABLE lil.3 

(continued) 

CURRENT 
S•LARY 

GRAD f 

11 .o 

3 .o 

MOTOR VEH !NS SY RP 1 9 .o 

D~lVER -IMPRV A~JUDCTR 9.0 

PREDICTED COHFIDENtE 
SALARY !NTER'IIAL 

GRADE 

14.39 ~is 

,.96 .. 52 

9.85 1\1116 

10.39 u22 



TITLE 
CODE 

102220 

102500 

13 0210 
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TABLE ~- 4 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR DIRECT-LINE-OF-PROMOTION TITLES -

OVERALL PAY POLICY LINE 

TITLE 

PAYROLL AUDIT CU( 2 

PRIM AUOIT CLERK 

E~PS RET BNFTS EX~R 2 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

14.0 

12.0 

PREDICTED 
SALARY 

GRADE 

· 1. 36 

11.76 

8.98 

CONf !DENCE 
INTERVAL 

2 .. 40 

2.33 

1.20 

-1-3-3300-- - EMPS--RE-T-!l!BRS-P- EU'IR -3-- - - . -11-eO- - - -- - -~.12- - - - - -- - e30- - - - -- - - - -

!!22030 DA.TA PROC Clk 3 12 .O 

911500 P~lN LA~ ANIMAL CRTKR 11.0 

2134202 TRANS PlNG AIDE 2 9.0 

2522220 . LEGAL· ASSNT 2 14.0 

3004600 HEAD HOUSEKEEPER 12.0 

3016500 SUPVG JANITOR 9.0 

3016600 HEAD JANITOR 12.0 

3302600 HEAD LAUNDRY SUPVR . 12.0 

5518800 CO,.TY RESDNC ASNT DIR 11.0 

5518900 COMTY RESDNC DIR 13.Q 
--

5570500 MENTAL HYG THER AST 2 · 13.0 
,I - • ' - ,.... ,~ --•• I "" • "• 

6218400 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST 14.0 

6225200 MEDICAL LAB TECH 2 12.0 
. 

6818200 WORKERS COMP EXAR 14.0 

7132200 REFRIG ~ECHANIC 12.0 

8701000 BULDG GUA~D 6~0 

13.16 

11.96 

10.28 

16.39 

14.13 

9.03 

14.03 

10.91 

11.48 

15.97 

18. 8,9 

13.44 

12.00 

13.08 

7.65 

.27 

.78 

.41 

.48 

2.38 

1.49 

1.10 

3.19 

1.95 

1.67 

1.21 

2.05 

1.'!,8 ... , 
",i 

2.02 

1.BS 
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TABLE 8 .5 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR DIRECT-LINE-OF-PROMOTION TITLES -

ADJUSTED PAY POLICY LINE 

TITLE 
CODE 

102220 

102500 

130210 

133300 

822030 

911500 

2134202 

2 5 22220 

3 004600 

3 016500 

3016600 

3302600 

5518800 

5 518900 

TITLE 

PAYROLL AUDIT CLK 2 

PRIN AUDIT CLERK 

E~PS RET BNFTS EX~R 2 

-E~PS,RET-~BRSP EX~R 3 

DATA PROC CLK 3 

PRIN LAB ~NI~AL CRTKR 

TRANS PLNG AI~E 2 

LEGAL ·ASSNT 2 

HEAD HOUSEKEEPER 

SUPVG JANITOR 

HEAQ JANITOR· 

,HEAD LAUNDRY SUPVR 

COMTY RESDNC ASNT DIR 

COKTY.RESDNC DI~ 

55·7osoo •., .. ENTAl HYG THER AST 2 ,, 
• •,~ ... - .. ...-..~~ .• • IJ.,. ..... _...r ,. "· ~·-·. .... . . ..... . ,..!.._ "' 

6218400 · 'PIE~U:AL TECHNOLOGIST 

62252-00 ;- IIIEOICAL LAB TECH ·2 
_ . . ::t..j.: :-L __ .. . ,... ,. -: 
6818200 WO~KERS COMP EX~R 

.... :.· 4 . 

7132200 REFRIG lllECHANlC 

8701000 BULDG GUARI> 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

14.0 

12.0 

11.0 

12_.o 

11 .o 

9.0 

14.0 

12 .o 

12 .o 

.12 .o 
11.0 

13.·0 

13.0 

14.0 

12 .o 

1s..o 

-....... 

PRED JC TE f) 
SALARY 

GRADE 

12.42 

9.76 

10.44 

13- 70 

12. 35 

11.32 

16.80 

14.46 

12.64 

16.97 

.. 
18.84 

12.89 
•. 

12.95 

~.55 

CONFtDENCE 
INTERVAL 

2.22 

2.06 

.11 

.10 

.11 

.75 

.06 

.08 

2.28 

1.34 

.94 

2.28 

. • 69 
,. 

~ •·•• -••• • ·• I ~· .._, ,_ 

:, ,·'\. 1 .-1 6 ... ,. ' 
.................. 

1.83 .,. 
, < 
.l,. ... , ... ~ 

1 .66 

1. ~ 1 

1.75 
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TABLE 8. 6 

PREDICTED SALARY GRADES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
FOR DIRECT-LINE-OF-PROMOTION TITLES
WHITE MALE LINE - (M VARIABLES) 

TITLE 
CODE 

102220 

102500 

130210 

TITLE 

PAYROLL AUDIT CLK 2 

PRIN AUOIT CLERK 

E~PS RET 8NFTS EX~R 2 

822030 DATA PROC CLK 3 

911500 pRIN LAB ANIMAL t~TKR 

2134202 TRANS PLNG AIDE 2 

2522220 LEGAL ASSNT 2 

30ri4600 HEAD HOUSEKEEPER 

3016500 SUPVG JANITOR 

3016600 HEAD JANITOR 

3302600. HEAD LAUNDRY SUPVR 

5 51 t'l800 COM TY RESDNC AS NT I) JR : 

CURRENT 
SALARY 

GRADE 

9.0 

· 14 .o 

12.0 

12.0 

11.0 

9.0 

14.0 

12.0 

9.Q 

12.0 

12~0 

~, .o 

PREDICTED CONFIDENCE 
SALARY INTERVAL 

GRADE 

9.72 1.94 

13.32 1.66 

10.39 1.06 

14e32 .17 

,~.03 .11 

13.32 1 .26 

11.01 .20 

16.94 .22 

1').10 · 1.64 

16. 19 .96 

-13.19 . • 75 
•· -

13.53 2.,0 

17.'46 1.02 

·:, ,.'!_i(~~\ ., -~-, -.60 
1,.:, :··, . 

-1 e'! 4 t'~(;,•::• . I - 1 e 3'5 

,.~ ~- r-

12.08 ,' 1 .61 
,: . .. , 

13.78 1.50 
. ~. 

11.82 1.59 

7.79 1.59 
• 'I' .,., 
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The New York State Comparable Worth project benefited substantially from 

the help of dozens of State employees and Center for Women in Government 

staff. In this Appendix, we want to acknowledge and thank those who assisted 

us in the completion of the study, While we have tried to list everyone 

involved in this complicated research effort, we know that there are many 

individuals who assisted us and whose names are not available to us. We 

especially want to thank the 27,394 State employees who filled out and 

returned the Job Content Questionnaires. 

Turning to those we can acknowledge by name, Greg Reilly, the liaison 

to this project from the Governor's Office of Employee Relations, assisted 

w:i.th every step of the project, providing the necessary links with state 

agencies, and providing us information about the state workforce to facilitate 

several design decisions. Throughout our two years of working together, he 

remained supportive, helpful, and collegial. 

Similarly, William Blom, Research Director of the Civil Service Employees 

Association, provided invaluable assistance and support throughout the 

project. His work on developing the Job Content Questionnaire is especially 

appreciated. 

In addition, a number of other individuals provided general advice about 

the research design of the study, including: Karen Burstein, Irene Carr, 

Candice Carter, Cynthia Chovanec, Barry Lorch, William McGowan, and Gail 

Shaffer. 

We appreciate the guidance and assistance of the State's Steering 

Committee, Andre Dawkins, Jerry Dudak, W. Barry Lorch and Paul Veillette. We 

also appreciate the support of the State's Policy Committee, Karen Burstein, 

Henrik Dullea, Thomas F. Hartnett, and Peter B. Lynch and their concern that 

this study meet the highest standards. 
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This project could never have been completed without the information 

describing the civil service job titles and their incumbents provided to us by 

Vic Gilbert and his assodates in the Electronic Data Processing Unit of the 

Civil Service Department. In addition to Vic, we would like to thank Pat 

McCausland, Carleen McLaughlin, Mary Foster, and Virginia Green. 

Over 150 state employees assisted us in questionnaire development through 

preliminary field testing and well over 1,000 state employees responded to the 

pilot Job Content Questionnaire. A number of individuals spent considerable 

time- a-ssisfing us -in-Hem selection--;- de-letfon ana -wora1ng. - -cand1ce-Carter-an£ - -

Paul Laramie were esped.ally helpful. Each of them spent several days 

responding to our requests for information and other inquiries. They also 

helped us anchor general job content categories to the New York State 

experience. In addition, we appreciate the time and care taken by the 

following individuals in reviewing and revising the questionnaire: Steven 

Scaringe, James Shaver, Eileen Guir, Alois Soeller, David Vincelette, Robin 

Katz, Vincent Perfetto, Alma McCullough, and Richard Visor. 

Special thanks is due to Professor James Fleming for applying his exper

tise in simplifying the reading level of the Job Content Questionnaire, As a 

result of his efforts, the questionnaire is comprehensible to anyone with at 

least a seventh grade reading abili.ty. Others who helped us make the 

questionnaire accessible to incumbents in titles where functional illiteracy 

is high include: Janet Patterson, David Dunahue, Paul LaJole, Kathy Sims, 

Carol Ann Modena, George Delamar, and Herbert Steele. 

A number of people provided us with information on carrying out survey 

research in New York State and elsewhere. For their assistance, we wish to 

thank I-Hisn Wie, Carol Newhart, Rebecca Hatch, Maria Sgroi, Jeff Lutzker, and 

Rill Coleman, Jr, In addition, George Gaspard, Linda Balinski, and Deloras 
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Loczak gave us invaluable advice on using the interagency mails for distribut

ing the questionnaire. 

The substudy comparing supervisor and incumbent responses to a subset of 

questionnaire items was mechanically one of the most difficult tasks to 

complete. Elaine Ellinger, Roger Cudmore, Mabel Murphy, Steven Daly, Esther 

Swanker, Georgiana Panton, Leslie Collins, David VanHeusen, Candice Carter, 

Jos·eph Mut·phy, Jr., and Cynthia Chovanec made this substudy possible by 

locating the specific supervisors of incumbents of pilot study titles. 

Denice Mitchell, Bill Dorsman, and Joan Conway helped us with the produc

tion, layout, and wording of the questionnaire. Mary Nelson and her 

as~ociates at Professional Insurance Agencies efficiently and effectively 

completed the data entry. 

The public relations efforts surrounding this project were crucial 

beca_use of the great public interest and importance of the study. In 

addition, publicity was vital to ensure a high return rate for the 

questionnaire. We are especially appreciative of the GOER and CSEA public 

information efforts, lead respectively by Ronald Tarwater and Melinda Carr. 

We are also grateful for the publicity generated by the Public Employees 

Federation and a number of state agencies and women's advisors groups. The 

energies and expertise of the Center's own public information specialists, 

Audrey Seidman and Fred Padula, were also critical to our success and contri

buted greatly to the high quality of public relations efforts carried out 

during the study. 

Once the data were ready to analyze, Michael Green assisted in writing 

the appropriate data analysis computer programs. Others who provided us with 

technical assistance for the computer analysis are Sue Darbyshire, Ray Coco, 

Bob Pfeiffer, Janice Jacobson, and Pete Connolly. 
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This study could not have been completed without the agency liaisons. 

First, a set of agency and union liaisons provided assistance in the pilot 

study, This required a lot of work, as we were testing four methods of 

distribution. The names of these liaisons are listed in Appendix B. A second 

group encompassed the agency liaisons for the main data collection phase. 

They are listed j_n Appendix E. These people worked diligently with us and on 

our behalf to follow up on the many details involved in distributing hundreds 

of questionnaires. The 73 percent response rate is a testament to their 

The acknowledgments would not be complete without thanking the many 

Center for Women in Government members who contributed greatly to the 

successful completion of this project. Nancy Perlman, our executive director, 

was among the first to recognj.ze the importance of pay equity research in New 

York State, Her continued leadership, encouragement, and support was 

invaluable to those of us who were responsible for the day-to-day management 

of the project. Robert LaSalle, Sharon Sti~son, and Lillie McLaughlin worked 

as Research Assistants in various phases of the project. Bob contributed in 

nearly every phase of the project. Sharon organized several facets of the 

pilot survey. Lillie organized the initial contacts with the main survey 

agency liaisons. We were fortunate as well to have the assistance of several 

graduate students, undergraduate students, and research interns: Susan 

Buckley, Cynthia Dean, Wendi Essex, Elissa Kane, Sue Knoll, Regina Ryan, 

Cynthia Wise, and Suzanne Felt. In addition, Center interns Nancy Della Rocco 

and Julie Castleberry chipped in when extra hands were needed, as did Center 

fellow Judith Saidel. 

Our administrative staff, including Nan Carroll, Nancy McDonough, 

PauJette Moak, Joan Jervis, and Pat Beaudoin all facilitated the process of 
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project implementation through monitoring our contract, bills, making travel 

arrangements, and providing backup clerical support. 

Finally, our warmest and wholehearted thanks go to Alex Reese and Annette 

Roberts, clerical staff to the Research and Implementation Unit at the Center. 

Alex has been with us since the inception of the project. She has managed to 

survive the. oftentimes overwhelming task of retyping many drafts resulting 

from the frequent editorial changes under tight time schedules. She did a 

magnificent job completing this final report. Annette joined Alex in 

completing the clerical tasks associated with this project, Their skill and 

expertise on this, and in all their work, are invaluable to our unit. 
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APPENDIX B: 

PILOT SURVEY: AGENCY PERSONNEL 
AND UNION LIAISONS 
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Agency Liaison Persons for Pilot Distribution 

MENTAL HEAL TH 

Jackie Morris, Project Director 
George Delamar, Assistant Director of Personnel 
Arn Malmrous, Associate Personel Administrator 
David VanHeusen, CDPC Personnel Director 

Unions 

Henry Wagnoner, CSEA 
Joyce Reso, PE F 
John Deseve, Goundl Bl 

TRANSPORTATION 

Esther Swanker, Assistant Commissioner of Manpower and Employee Rel'ations 
Steve Daly., Director of Personel Bureau · 
Steve Jaffy, Associate Personnel Administrator 

-Carol Cross, Principle Clerk of Personnel .. 
Geraldine Smith, Acting Regional ·Personnel Officer 

Onions· 

Joan Tobin, CSEA 
Milo Barlow, CSEA 
Steve Mastensen, PEF 

MOTOR VEHICLES 
., 

Georgiana Panton, Personnel Director·· 
Alexandra Sussman, Senior· Personnel Administrator 
Bob Hoffmeister, labor Relations Director 

Unions 

Dann Wood, CSEA 
Betty Carpenter, CSEA 
Mark Hafen sterner, PEF 
Joan Russel, PEF 

MENTAL RETARDATION 

tom Torino, Assistant Director of Personnel 

Brooklyn Developmental 

Dennis Gallo, Personnel Director 
Millie Whitleton, EEO Officer 



MENTAL RETARDATION (cont.) 

Unions 

Ann Worthy, CSEA 
Denise Berkley, CSEA 
Sue Powell, Council 82 
Grace Lott, PEF 

TAX & Fl NANCE 
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Roger Cudmore, Director of Human Resources 
Mable Murphy, Director of Personnel 
Debra Ellis, Director of.Labor Relations 
John Seiler, Agency Labor Relations Representative 

Unions 

Carmon Bagnoli, CSEA 
Mary Jaro, CSEA 
Joe Caru-sone; PEF · 
Earl'Dennyson, PEF _ . 
Joyce Lacomb, PE f 

OFFIC.E OF GENERAL SERVICES 

Elaine Ehlinger, Associate Personet Administrator 
Maria Mazza, Personnel Assistant 

Unions 

Leroy Holmes, C~EA · 
Mike Harrigan, PEF , 
Bob McCarthy, Council 82 
Elaine Delanoy, Council 82 
Dick O'Connell, Council 82 

SOCIAL SERVICES 

Ben Mcferran, Director of Human Resources Management• 
Mary Meister, Director of Personnel 
Leslie Collins, Assistant Director 9f Personnel 

' Rodney Kurst, Associate Personnf,ll Administrator 

Unions 

Charles Stats, CSEA 
Roy Bailey, PEF 

I 
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· CORRECTIONS 

Joe Murphy, Director of Human Resources Management 
Marsha Herman, Assistant Director of Personnel Facilities 
Lee Could, Assistant Director of Classification and Exams 
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APPENDIX C 

Descriptive Statistics for the Independent Variables 
Entered Into Regression: Whole Sample and White Male Sample 
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: WHOLE SAMPLE 

Mean Std Dev 

MSG 17.715 7.410 
PM .095 .164 
PFEM .317 .312 
Fl .427 .230 
F2 .201 .203 
F3 .220 .216 
F4 .725 .223 
FS .519 .216 
F6 .383 .302 
F7 .314 .243 
F8 .119 .188 
F9 .194 .194 
FlO .940 .088 
Fll .701 .156 
F12 .638 .165 
Fl3 .147 .157 
Fl4 .544 .146 
Ml33 .227 .177 
Ml36 .308 .245 
Ml40 .4l• l .262 
M141 .441 .179 
Pl42 .331 .290 
Ml43 .526 .178 
Ml44 .331 .324 
MI94 .599 .191 
PI96 .264 .271 
PI105 .428 .354 
PI106 • 716 .308 
WRITE2 .469 .164 
READ2 .604 .221 

N of cases "" 1601 



CORREIATION: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

C OR RELATJ ON i. 

IIISG PPI PTEM--.-- r1·· -- -·· F2 . - .. ·,3· .... tl JS F6 F7 · Fl F9 "rtU--

l'ISG 1.uoo·-·::-;n1 -.341 ·.411{ -.oo -.215 ., 24. ....• 722 .JOl'--.us ~2n·-··•--;·sos-·-· ·· · .05 · 
PII -. tl!l' 1.000 .219 -.011 .047 .259 -.02, -.112 -.151 -.009 -.196 -.101 -.142 

Pf£PI ·--;l411---.719 1.000 - -.216 -.1117 .112 - .01!9-··•··-.-10:, ;,-o, -.109 -.,29 - -.2,, - -;.ou 
ft .,81' -.085 -.216 ·1.000 -.010 .112 .279 .119 -~ooo .557 .osa .621 .05 
n--· -.,go .u,, ~ .1 sr-·- ·. -·.1110 -··-·· f" • ODO .,1, -.351 -.426 -.s,, -.300 -.232 -.,:so --;nv--,., -.215 .259 .112 .112 .,1, 1 .ooo -.061 -.046 -~401 -.019 - • .540 .025 .D25 

" .. -.,z,--- --... -oz, . -.089 ;279·•· -.351 -.061 1 .o co --- ·••· .-:n, -.ozv .419 -;;;120 ·io•-- -~511 --

f5 .·nz -. t 12 -.103 .1'9 -.426 -.046 .3 77 1.000 .011 .5Zl .191 • 61 .366 
f'6 .106--- ·•-;;;,-ss· --- .,o, .. -;ooo -.349 -.401. -.o 2,· .... ·-.-0111 1.ooa .. --.oor---;n1---.-01,-· ··· .0,1 ·-
F7 .665 -.009 -.169 .·.557 -.3()0 -.019 ., 79 .523 -.007 1.000 .124 .569 .468 

--,r- .Z/9 -.196 --;129 .oss--· ·-.212· ·-.1,0. ·:.:·;no _,.,, •323 .,n 1.000 .,u .,o-,--
f9 .505 -.107 -.247 • 621 -.no .025 .2ca .261 ~ 39 .569 .162 1-000 .340 
F10 ·•·-··--···;.r; 55 ·-------;T4z··· - .a:;0411· -- - .455- ·- ;...259 . ·• • 025· .5111---;-.,u ~0'13 .46'1 .,01 .3·"0-,-:000-· - ~ 
F11 .So9 --165 -.16e .523 -.262 -.105 .4C8 .331 :.001 .518 •041 .457 .472 j,-l 

nz· - --- ·."50tl) ----;n:~ -- -.J49 - -- --~sos · -~035 .oos. · -.,.·13---~-io •,.070 .,o, .o,, .3aa--·· -· -;40,- · ·· 

f1l .62~• -.11·6 -.243 .43S -.241! -,.127 ,.357 •462 .062 .615 .-2,2 .616 .364 
Fl4 .816 •.z:,s ---;Jt6 .,oz--...,.·--.~421 ··· --.253· · ·~1n .610 .220 ,.oZS .,oa .'1$ .uz 
NJH -.626 .14 0 .187 -.298 .533 .238 -.31!8 -.,01 -:.056 -.459 -.111 --315 -.342 
11136 • '571 -.r.ri· -;11c· ·- · ;110 -.3311 -.429 . .no·•----~,n .100 .szo .195 .u,-,-·--;ur ·-
ftl40 .71 -.157 -,.411 .5oo -.222 -.225 .295 .295 -:-033 .503 .178 .491 .322 
NJ41 -· -·-- .,,t----.2-z1- ·- · ... 469 ·-· ----.333 -.056 -.221 .2c4 - -- .. 201 .oso .,, 1 .1.J4 .,or- .. .-291- --

Pl42 .'76 .109 -.056 .125 ;...216 .146 .3 45 .,so -~429 .,,, -.2,s .147 .176 
·--wrn .(90i -.338 -.1ss • 19 er-:· .... ·.; .2 0 5 .. --.... 359-········ ., 17 .,,, .,02 .tr, .n, .3'2 --;n;--

f!J44 --469 -.051 .138 -.179 .536 .229 -.4 21 -.370 -.oos -.397 -.os, -.192 -.249 
Pl194 --·· ;.-45~--;;-.074-- .... -. '150 -·--· ..• ,~, -.120 .054· .. .3 83 --·-. -~ '283 ;.019 .479 .on-·· ,.379 .,,..,. ·. ·-· 

pJ96 .0211 .034 .251 -.471 -.464 -,.337 .113 .174 .136 -.120 .016 -.359 -.083 
1"1105 -.001·-- · -.051 .2,1 -.246 -.534 -.so .ocs ..• 002 ~31z--· -;-;; 12 5 ;.i2,-·--=.ns--··· · .. ·.o,, ·· 
Pl106 .26] .on .289 -.115 -.102 -.287 .314 • 351 :.111 .154 .041 -.114 .144 
• Nllt2 .s,, •.1,' •.2r.9 .,,o--:.-;-503" -.30~ .396 .ou, .,,, .,0, .355 .489 .319 
RU.Di.' .710 -.096 -.206 .380 •• ,1a -.225 .631 .606 :.1S7 .641 .110 .396 .531 

- -·-- - - --



CORRELATION: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

n , -----,-,--z-- -- -- r n .. r14 - . NIH· !'1136 ,u 40·· ------ •nn nu ·,nu ,..-u-- 1'1 ,_---, 196. --

MSi.---. .509 .Sol!J .629·· -·-;1r1r ·- :;;;626· --·· .575 ... ····-~712------;na .n& .no -•46f .455 .·02r·--· 

pi. -.165 -.070 -.116 -.235 .140 -.142 - ., 57 -.221 .109 -.334 -.os - 074 -~34 
PFEPI "'~t 6s- --~30--·· --.243 -.316"". . -~1111 -.374 -- ., ,,-- ·-.. -;-{6 9 -.056 -.3ss---;;ns---:no-·--·. 51 .. 

r1 .523 .sos .'35 .,02 -•298 .110 .sec .333 .125 .196 -.179 .454 -.471 
Fl -. 26 z··- ----;-~03"5"- -- -.248 -.421 ·.533 -.338 ::JU ·-·.;-;os6·--;;;;2T6---.-.-2os·----~s:s6--·-- ;;;120---.;.464 

f3 -.105 .005 -.127 -.253 .238 -.429 -.223 .146 -.r9 ·229 .054 - .337 
ri.---- • r.011 .. 413 .35, .. -.J159··-· - ··-;31111 ·. • 41 o-- ------ .2 95 .zu .ns • 17 -.421 .38:S .,11----
f5 .:n 1 .248 .462 .670 -.408 .475 ·.295 .201 .:n9 .414 -.370 .2113 .174 
f 6 - - · --- .oog-·--.;;-;oro-··- -~062 -·.220··- ... • .05 6 .100 . -·.O3:r-····-.0~O .,uz -.cos • ·-,-,----. 136 - - -- . -

f7 .518 .467 .615 .• 625 -.459 . .s20 e5C3 .317 0366 .271 -.397 .279 -.120 

FIi -·--;o,·a---.uu--·- --~z,z ·· -~·,os· -· ·--. ,n .195 .178 - -··--~--,34 -.z6s---~si;r-~on--;·ou----.ou · 

f9 .457 .388 .616 .475 -.315 .265 .4 91 .306 .147 .342 •• 1,2 ,.379 -•JSJ N 
r,r-- .z.,z .409 .3o,·· · ·-.ur··--;-;"Ji,2 ..• 276 ... --;322 .291 I .116 .u, -.249 .so -.oa 1\3 

F11 1.000 .449 ., 18 .466 -.389 .326 .4 55 .358 .189 .297 -.248 · .517 -.146 N 

F1,· -- ~-u,;,----·r.uoo-----~,,1 - --.420- ·•J72' .354 ...• 4a7- -·-;,·404 .230 .2u-..--;,6·,--.·53,------;;.·.2u·· 
F13 .418 .441 1.000 .591 -. 71!! .483 .s 09 -294 eZ20 .366 -.286 .434 -.116 
F14 - ·--.,66·---.uo .591 1-;.000·· -.554 • 555 

.. .5 40 - - ·-;;uv .264 .ilD6 -.-n--- ;-,·o----;,019··-- · · 
,u:n -.389 -.212 -.H8 -.S54 1.000 -.422 - .4 63 -.3Q7 -.391 -.210 .496 -.335 -.162 

· --··11t"1r- · --;-,215 .:ss, .,a, ---.,,, ··- ...... 42? 1.000 ., 55--- ·-;-3~5 .z,e ·''o •.,or-- .zr, .,ov------
"140 .455 .48 7 .509 .540 -• 463 .455 , .oco 0492 • 228 .409 -.295 .391 -.152 
MI41 .'35!1 0404 .291, .439 -.307 .345 .'9i ·· · 1.ooo·--.u53-·-;400---.. -.,,s---.,66----;;ua 

Pl42 .189 .,?30 .220 .264 -.391 .258 .z 2 .053 1.000 -.119 -.444 .217 .110 
P11''3 ··- - • z97-·· --·.221- .'366 .60.6 ~.,10· .4Zo .4 c, · .-·· -~ •• oo -.11v-,-;ooo---;14·,---.23z--·;.;;011 -

"144 -. 24 8 -.16 4 -.286 -.432 .496 -.407 -.H5 -.115 -.444 -.145 1.000· - • 207 -.32~ 
--,.19c • 5 I , .s 5 I .•':s,· -···--;·4,f-·-·-;;.335" .. • 279 ···· ., ~a--~ c .lit .232 -.201 , .. ooo -.,sw 

Pl96 -.146 -.248 -.116 .019 -.162 •109 - ., 52 -.14 8 .110 -.082 -.320 -.158 1.000 
PI10, ....... 06 z--- ·-·.110··- -.092 · .ooa -.115 .104 -.068" ---~077" -.164 .oo. -.20s -.17~---~509· 

PI106 .082 -.162 .081 .2.13 -.301 .20, .006 -.092. • 234 -.on -.472 •021 .532 
VRilE? -.,21 - 0409 .635 .11011 -.5-77 .583 .5 85 . -.'3511 .311 ··;u o·--;;;-;52 s .no-- .064 -
IIEA~2 .552 .45 7 .511 .101 - .• 501 • 564 .5 C9 .403 .316 .45& -.494 .514 .101 -·- _____ .., ___ ·-·---- --



- . -- - - -='-..,,.-- --,_--------~--~---·--- -,;--

CQRRBU.TIONt WRift --MALB SAIIPLB 

·,n,s--,n,,-...,11,n· ·· .... , 
... Nil ..• , .HJ .11c-----.nr· · 

PII ··'" .on ··"' •• o,, 
p,r• - -.n,. ·e219--· ... t&f ••2N .. 

" .. z,, -.us .,so ., ... n ··-· -•3tt-.--n,r- -· ·•.SDJ •• ,n n .-.,, •...•• z,, .. , ... .•• zzs 
ti .oas. .,,, ·"'' M--;,n••• o 

" .ooz ·'" ·"' ·.,ett u--- .nz .,,, ah1' ···-·.157 

" •• ,z,. .,,. .,o, . . ., ,•··- . -----.n, .o.-r-· -··--.ns . -.,n ., -.z,, .. ,,, . , .. .,, . 
fiU •.oat ., .. .31•·--;ssr 

I\.,), "' .... z .au .u, .ssz "" w. n,--- •.JJO .. ,., .,,, ·-·- .lff 
ftJ •aOtl .on .,n ·'" nc-····· .DOI .,u -.,,. - ·"' IIIJJ ··"' -.so, . -.,,, -.sot NIJI .,u, .20, . ,.,· -;nc- . 
11140 .. , .. ·'" ·"' ·'" ~- .. -.u,,. •.0,1 ·'" ---.,n· PHI .. ,,, .zs, ·'" .n, •n,- .oo, .. ,,, tiUO . ·-. e4SI 
11146 .. ,., -.,,, -.szs .. , .. •••• .. ,,, .011 .eta· • ,,, ••- •- I .. 
PIH ·'" .sn ·"' .,o, n,-o, ---,.ooo .,,o .o,z ...• n, .. 
Pl106 ., .. ,.ooo .,os ·"' ••nu .. 

·"' .,,,-- .,.ooo .,., 
HIii eDH .. ,., ... , ,.ooo 
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

MSG 
PM 
PFEM 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
FS 
F6 
F7 
F8 
F9 
FlO 
Fll 
F12 
Fl3 
Fl4 
MI33 
MI36 
Ml40 
MI41 
PI42 
MI43 
MI44 
MI94 
PI96 
Pil0S 
PI106 
WRITE2 
READ2 

Mean Std Dev Label 

19.458 
.009 
.014 
.490 
.269 
.168 
.743 
.503 
.354 
.339 
.138 
.248 
.949 
.745 
.707 
.181 
.579 
.207 
.394 
.572 
.545 
.310 
.614 
.359 
.632 
.163 
.297 
.566 
.491 
.642 

6.781 
.024 
.028 
.227 
.243 
.166 
.223 
.198 
.298 
.224 
.192 
.212 
.076 
.142 
.143 
.177 
.136 
.163 
.228 
.244 
.157 
.277 
.182 
.333 
.172 
.231 
.324 
.360 
.172. 
.216 

N of cases= 464 



CORRELATIONS: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

COR1'ELATJOH: 

-- . . Jilsli PM PF'EM -- ··--·- ,,--- " .•. f2 f3 ,, 15 1, ,.., n r, ,,rr---
"s' 1·;uou--.;7~,--- -~032 ···.434··· -.736 -.1111 ·· ·.1.12 ···· ··.6°911- .3ov ,;n.,---;339 • 4 · .uo 

PN - • 251 1.000 • 212 • • 099 • 237 · • 227 • • 1C4 • • 223 ••1·5 • • 142 • • 162 -.tit -.124 

PFE" --~.032·· -----~212-· ,.ooo --.098 -.101 .on .tt.C4 ·· -,.-0112---.,-ov---'··· ••• osr·--.;ooz -.TI,--·-.019 · 

F1 .,3, -.099 -.o9s 1.000 -. 167 .11 9 .125 .oao -.015 .576 .01, .665 .472 

,z- --- -.no .231 -.,oJ· ---;167 · ·-1.000 .495 ·· .:·.no--··· -=;-66 3 -.405 -.,n -.3't -.zn -,;174-----

fl -.3711 .227 .035 • 119 .495 1 • 000 · • .153 • • 25 7 -.319 -.097 -.328 • 030 ••063 

H ---.,12·------~10'"" - -.oo, -.325 ·-.410 -.153 1.0 00···-·--··.-4511 .ov1 :.;560 .021--;-zu---··.551 

F5 0 6911 --223 • 082 0080 • • 663 • • 257 • 4511 1 • 000 . • 318 • 451 • 276 • 176 • 374 

F6 .109-----;165 - ~109 -.015 -.405 -.319 .093 ·;J1e---...,.-;ooo-·-·-.-,7,-·--.731·--·--;;n.--- .146 

F7 .631 -.142 -.0511 .576. -.436 •• 097 .Ho ' • 451 • 178 1 • 000 .184 • 565 .505 

flf .nv -.1o2 -.ou2·· · ·-.01-ir--· · • .;:u7·· · ·-.1211 -·--··-.ol3 • 216 _,,, .114 ,.i:roo .173 .11~--

J9 .456 -.159 -.111 • 665 -.2~1 • 03o .267 .176 .138 • 565 .173 1e000 •392 

F10 -- .uo ----- ··-.12, · · ··.019 ·· .n2·- · - -.374 -.063 .551- ·-- ·•-11, .,n .sos-·--.,·n----.'lvz-1.000 ··· 
,11 .5011 -.220 -.016 .531 -.399 -.109 .488 .347 .011 .561 -.00 5 .,11 .,n 
F12·-- ···-;.161--·---.095 :..101 · ;1.30· -.101 .021 .Hs---·---~175" -.on -;~o -.oz, .2n--.u3·· 
J13 .532 -.208 -.062 .456 -.345 -.094 .459 •404 .108 .611 .158 .602 .4111 

·•-- "~ -· .790 -.260 -.OlT. --~- - • 663'" -.351 .,.5,-----• 608 .,u, • 624 •446 .473 .·,·u---
"133 -.663 .197 -. ..026 -.318 .651 .378 -.322 -.415 -.215 -.453 -.212 -.347 -.353 

"136 .,n--··--;.173- ·· · -.m-6 -.016 -~452 -.479 ., ,1 -----.·soz · .zu--· ··;no .1u·--;,w---,;u1 

"I40 .639 -.143 - 0168 •434 ••350 .• • 235 .195 • 201 e119 .394 .170 • 418 .287 

,un - ~z,r-· --.o.n·· · ;...064 .21, · ·-.030 -.069 · .150 .. -·.097· -.osz ···.;zn---.;un---~,.,-- .166 -· 

PJ42 .420 -.043 -.021 .1211 ••360 •0164 .352 • 343 •• 239 0 3z6 • • 210° e150 .225 

·"tc.' .,oo •.zu :.;o,6· --.-,,r -.,,s. -.383 - .213'· .,n .533 .nu .sso .n, ~,0.,,---
"1,, --637 .145 -.036 -.224 .734 .406 -.4[0 -.513 -.270 -.424 -.238 -.286 -.310 

"I'4 - ~3113 -::~oJs· · · ·:...06, · .39 0 -.139 .o,o .328 ·-··-;--zoo .030 --;-,t:a .;061 .3&4-··.459 ·· --

Pt96 .286 -.108 .061 -.377 ••437 -.317 • 127 • 385 0235 •e064 .170 • • 272 -.028 

PJ105 .296 ·•.105 0106 •.133 • • 505 -.461 .120 ,··-.307--·-;7gr-· ·•028---,;z60--~-11r-- e053' 

Pt106 .513 -.105 .133 -.0,1 -.10~ -.433 .389 .577 .231 .265 .,as •003 .21 6 

-·-vwtlt2 •851 •.zoz •.02g-· .39I '"'•TO!·- ··:--· •• 396-----.414 .6.51 .338 0643 .416 .ttt • 31t 

READ2 .672 - • 214 • 006 • 326 •e634 • • 319 .644 0647 .372 e661 • 314 e379 0521 
.. -·· ·- -----------

N 
~ 
(JI 



CORRELATIONS: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

--n,---rn-·-· · ··· ,n ---,,4-- - NIH 1!!36 · "• ,o----.. r,, fU2 ,uu JlfIU ••f"~C-1'196 ----· . ··-· 

1'151;° ___ 
.508 .361 .5:sr--·--;--nr--.;-;.u3· - · .. 472 .... ~6 39 .211 .420 .soo -.,37 .3113 .-2a,---

Pl! -.220 -.095 . -.208 -.260 .197 -.173 -.11,3 -.042 -.043 -.247 • 45 -.035 -.,oa 
PrEl'I -.07,5 --- -~107 -- . --~062 --.011·-~-- .026 -.026 -.Hs ·· ----.. ;;06,----.oi,---;;.os·6 -.on--;;.·;06~-;.061 · 

f1 .B1 .4J0 0456 0365 -.31e -.016 ., J4 .214 .128 .us -.224 .390 -.377 

F2 -.399 ··-.101 -.345 -.663 .. ·.651 -.452· • .J 50 -.·030--.. -;"3"60-- -.,,·s---.734---... 1g9- ·--.437 

fl -.109 .021 -.094 -.351 .378 -.479 -.235 ··y.69 ··16" •• 3113 .406 .o,o -.317 

,,---·- ... 
.'88 .us .1,59- · · ---;-n,-··· -.!22 .437 .• 195 .. --~~ -!b .n2 .as ··'lo .~r28 ~127 

f5 .347 .175 .404 .668 ~.415 .502 .2t1 oQ97 .343 .473 -.s 3 .20 .:sas 
r6 ---- ~031-·- -·;01r- ·· .108 ;401 -;21s .2u ., 19 ----;on -.z39 ·-;533 -.2,0 .o,-a---· .23s 

H .568 .445 .611 .624 -.453 .376 .3 94 0229 .326 .. 340 -.424 .,28 -.06' 

Fl! ··.ou,--..-.02-r--· .1sa· . ---.u6 -.212 .188 .170 -· .011 -.no-- ;no---.z3s--;on--· .no 
f9 • 4 71 .295 .602 ·" 73 -.347 .107 .418 0181 .no •331 ·•286 .364 -.212 

FlO .1.1:'! .'43 .ae- · --;-.ri·r- --;;-;353 - · .28·1 -- ·--;2 87 .161. .225 .30s -.310 .,sa -.ojs 
f11 1.000 .44 5 .468 .429 -.465. • 263 .'31!4 .218 .310 .229 -.387 .,uo .o 0 

F'fl. - -~gn--·-·T;;ooo··--;41s - ;.315-· ... ;.-.2111 .200 ·• .J 30 -----. 2s s .245 .;on -.161 .51' -.1011·· ·-·· N 
N 

FB .46i .415 1.000 .sso ... 348 • 369 .346 .166 .215 .311 -.121 0436 -.012 °' 
f14 - --.gz9---o325--·· ·--.sso 1.00-0 · -.560 .454 ~, 33. ----.215 e.510 ;603 -;s 6u--.;3a1-- .uo · ·· 

l!B:S -.465 -.218 -.Jl,8 -.560 1.000, -.336 -.5C:S •o 149 -.392 -.349 .ua -.291 -.234 

--,un - .26 3 .200 .J6v-· --;m---. -~;.136 1.000 ··-;2 s, --·----;on .2u -;)63 -.'23 .,n .-uz·---
11140 .384 .:Bo .'346 .433 - -.503 .251 1_.oco •2311 .22, .J61 -.JS7 .349 -.015 

111141 - ·;21e .255-···· . -~,66 -,;-215- -.149 .• 072 .2 38 ··---,-.-00 0 .o,z--···--.;us---.011 .2~.-.------.010 · -

PJ42 .310 .24 5 .215 .310 -.392 .246 .2 29 .os2 1.000 .ooo -.464 .22s .116 

,u,, . --.229 o07T .311 .603 -.349 .363 . -~3t, --• .-1:s-s .000--1 .;ooo -.343 .170 .106·-

,nu -.387 -.167 -.'327 ·•560 .6211 -.423 - .3 57 .011 -.464 -.343 1.000· -.210 -.387 

JI I V--C-- . ---; .. so .SU -.n6· --;3n-· .;;21n1 . • 176 - ·-··;.31,9 .201 .225 .110 - .. 210 1.000 --;01 

PJ96 .o:rn -.109 -.012 .23o -.234 .292· - .o 15 -.010 .176 •106 -.357 -.011 1.000 

1'1105 .o,&·-·-- -.1,1 .02, .261 -.240 • 268 • , 11 ---·.·oz9 .u3o ··· · · -. 11z---.1117 - -~.-osr- ---.456 -

PJ106 • 187 -.065 .189 .466 -.421 • 401 .1,11 .001 .340 .20s -.602 .052 .513 

WU1El .41 t ·.JOZ .545 .83f -.619 .uo .5 C2 · · .181 -- ._,,,.. - .,,o--•.6ZO - ····-.35g- - .254 .... 

REI.DZ .553 .398 .486 .706 
·--~~' g 

.526 .391 • 172 .356 .536 -.581 .473 .2111 
... 



CORRELATIONS: WHITE MALE SAMPLE 

MSG 
p" 
PF(" 
f1 
n·•-· 
F3 
fl 
f5 

--,ITIJ5" PIT"o6 ·w•ITEZ -•u·u2 ··- · ···· 

0296 o51J ,8°ff·-·--•-;67"~-- · I 

-.105 ~.105 -.202 -.214 
----;1llo .,:n·-··--;.·.026 ,006 

-.133 -.043 .397 .326 
--.,os-·-~os···-··· -~1011 -.634 
-.461 -.433 -.396 -.319 

o1Z0 .389 .41':. -···;;6H .. 
.307 .577 .637 .647 

r6·-----·- ···· ;n, .nr--.3311 · .372. 

,1 
FIi 
f9 

. f1U--
F11 
f12- -·· 
f13 ' 
,n·-·-
,1133 

--· 11 nir--· 
1'140 
.. 141·--· 

· PI42 
,.143-· 
MJ44 
.Jr!Vl" . 
P196 
PI105-. 
Pi106 
IIUTE2 
IIEAD2 

.0211 .265 .643 .661 
·.;260-··--~135·-·- - ~416 .314 

-.117 .093 .,47 .379 
.DB .2 6 .382 ..• 521·- . 

.046 .187 .412 .553 
-;;147----;06,----- .3Q2 .• 398 

.025 .189 .545 .486 
"-.Z61 ,466 ______ ,839 .706 

-.240 -.421 -.619 -.5111 
.268 .,01 .uo· -·;526 · 

.111 .148 .502 ,391 
;o--z9 .oo,-· ---.,a, .112 · 

~036 .340 .355 .356 
---.112 .zos-·· -- .540 .536 

-.3117 -.602 -.620 -.581 
-.oss .osz .:ssr --;i.n--·· -· -

.456 .513 .254 .2111 
~.ooo--.~v----.296 .191 

.649 1.000 .5111 ,428 
--·.-z96"--.5,a·- 1 .ooo .687 

-.197 .4211 .6117 1.000 

'N 
N 
--.J 
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APPENDIX D: 

MAIN SURVEY: JOB CONTENT QUESTIONNAIRE, 
COVER LETTER, AND FOLLOW-UP LETTER 
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State University of New York at Albany 
Draper Hall, Room 302 
135 Western Avenue 
Albany, New York 12203 
(518) 455-6211 
(800) 628-1216 

Dear New York State Employee: 

Recently you received the-New York-srare Job Qu_estiofin-aire~ If yo-u fillea it -
out and returned it, thank you for your valuable help. 

If you have not returned the questionnaire, we hope you will do so right 
away. You are one of only a few employees randomly chosen to tell us about 
your job, so your cooperation is very important. Your response will make it 
possible to include your job title in the Comparable Worth Study. This is an im
portant study of the New York State salary setting process. 

Your responses are anonymous. Remember that you may fill out the ques
tionnaire on work time. 

If you have any questions about the study or about the questionnaire, please 
call (800) 628-1216. 

Nancy D. Perlman 
New York State Comparable Worth Project 

This survey is a key part of a study being conducted by the Center for Women in Government 
with funding provided through negotiated agreements between the Governor's OER and the 
Civil Service Employees Association, AFSCME, AFL-CIO. Bargaining unit titles represented 
by the Public Employees Federation, AFL-CIO and Council 82, AFSCME, AFL-CIO are not 
directly involved in the study; however, both organizations are aware that employees in bargain
ing units represented by them will be asked to complete questionnaires as part of this study. 
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APPENDIX E: 

MAIN SURVEY: AGENCY LIAISONS 
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AGENCY LIAISONS 

Agency 

Adirondack Park Agency 
Advocate for the Disabled 
Office for the Aging 
Department of Agriculture 

and Markets 
Division of Alcoholism 

and Alcohol Abuse 
Office of Substance Abuse Services 
Council on the Arts 
Department of Audit and Control 
Banking Department 
Division of the Budget 
Office of Business Permits 
Commission on Cable Television 
Council on Children and Families 
Department of Civil Service 
Department of Commerce 
Consumer Protection Board 
Department of Correctional Services 
Commission of Correction 
Crime Victims Compensation Board 
Division of Criminal Justice Services 
Education Department 
State Board of Elections 
Office of Employee Relations 
NYS Energy Office 
Department of Environmental Conservation 
Division of Equalization and Assessment 
Executive Chamber 
Office of General Services 
Higher Education Services Corporation 
Division of Housing and Community Renewal 
Division of Human Rights 
State Insurance Department 
State Insurance Fund 
Department of Labor 
State Labor Relations Board 
Department of Law 
Division of the Lottery 
Division on Quality Care for 

Mentally Disabled 
Office of Mental Health 
Office of Mental Retardation 

and Developmental Disabilities 
Division of Military and Naval Affairs 
Department of Motor Vehicles 
State Liquor Authority 
Office of Parks, Recreation and 

Historic Preservation 

Liaison 

Andrea Estus 
Yvonne Williams 
Sheldon Jaffee 
Charles Harvey 

Sharon Williams, Terry Ketterer 

John Debs 
Trudy Blitz 
Harry Keefe 
Gerard Powers, Esther Sasman 

- Nikki M. - Smit-h,- Cha'I'-les- F-almer- - - - - - - -
Joseph Valenti 
William Huff 
Frank DiDimenico 
John Keefe 
Charles Pishko 
Stephen Kohn 
Lee Gould, Randy Harris 
Anne King 
Patricia Poulopoulos 
Gloria Shepard 
Philip Sperry 
Richard J. Murray 
Paul Shatsoff 
Sandra Camacho 
Jerry Burke, Mary McCarthy 
Joseph Kunkel 
Suzanne Hechemy, Carol Sommers 
Barbara Severance 
Seymour Bandremer 
Jeff Jones 
James Cappel 
Barbara Watson 
Albert DiMeglio 
Joseph Kearney 
Thomas Canty 
Jack Wolslegel 
Terry Bryant 
Richard Schaeffer 

Jackie Morris 
Joseph Costello, Tom Torino 

Jim Gross 
Georgiana Panton 
Agnes Miller 
Stanley Winter 



Division of Parole 
Division of Probation 
Public Employees Relations Board 
Public Service Commission 
NYS Racing and Wagering Board 
Department of Social Services 
Bureau of Staff Development and 

Quality of Work Life 
Department of State 
Department of Taxation and Finance 
Department of Transportation 
State University of New York 
Workers' Compensation Board 
Division of Veterans' Affairs 
Division for Youth 

- 2'.'.3:l -

Henry Bankhead 
Sandra Roberts 
Virginia Suriano 
William VanDyke 
Donald Sommer 
Leslie Collins 
Kathy Mucello 

Joseph Walsh 
Roger Cudmore 
Stephen Daly 
Sandy Dennison 
Rene Miller 
Sandy Ryan 
Rick Martin 
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APPENDIX F: 

MAIN SURVEY: RESPONSE RATE BY TITLE 



TITLE CODE 

- 2:3.6 -
RESPONSE RATES BY TITLE 
TO BE ES'l'IMATEO 'l'ITLE:S 

Tl'l'LE I SENT 

1 oo·::r)C, i4( l.~··:•u~,:-r -::LSF.~-. 1 t,0 

100800 SENR ACCT CLERK 143 

100500 PRIN ACCT CLERK 143 

102100 PAYROLL AUDIT CLK 1 29 

102200 AUDIT CLERK 116 

102230 PAYROLL AUDIT CLK 3 14 

!02300 SENR AUDIT CLERK 141 

105200 CASHIER 88 

112000 TOLL COLLECTOR 19 

130110 EMPS RET BNFTS EXMR 1 55 

130310 EMPS RET 8NFTS EXMR 3 14 

133100 EMPS RET MBRSP EXMR 1 14 

133200 EMPS RET MBRSP EXMR 2 13 

702200 STATISTICS CLERK 107 

702300 SENR STATISTICS CLERK 48 

702500 -PR-IN ~;TATISTlC:::: CC.ERK - - - 21y 

750300 SENR ACTUARIAL CLERK 40 

750500 PRIN ACTUARIAL CLERK 17 

822010 DATA.PROC CLK 1 42. 

822020 DATA PROC CLK 2 47 

849200 DATA ENTRY MACH OPER 144 

849300 SENR DATA ENTY MACHO 128 

849500 PRIN DATA ENTY.MACH 0. . 42 

911200 LABORATORY ANIMAL CRT 116 

911300 SENR LAB ANIMAL CRTKR 60 

1836100 INST RTL STR CLERK . 18 

1935QOO.PARK REGN BUS ASSNT 11 

~134101 TRANS PLNG AIDE 1 12 

2337110 CONSUMER SRVS SPEC 1 30 

2501200 CLERK . 152 

2501300 :3ENR CLERK 151) 

250.1317 ::;ENR CLERK SURRC1C;ATE 10 

2501320 SENR CLERK CORP SRCH 16 

2501500 PRIN CLERK 129 

2501517 PRIN CLERK EST TX APP 14 

2501590·PRIN CLERK PERSONNEL 80 

2502200 COMP CLAIMS CLERK 55 

2502300 SENR COMP CLMS CLERK 98 

2503200 FILE CLERK 141 

2503300 SENR FILE CLERK 129 

2503500 PRIN FILE CLERK 40 

2504200 ADMITTING CLERK 56 

2504300 SENR ADMITTING CLERK 23 

2:,01.:, 100 l"UR::n NC; '.=:TAT I Ot~ CU< 1 131.:, 

~508400 DRIVER IMPV ADJDTN C 13 

2508600 ADJUOCTN CORRPDNC CLK 12 

2510100 PURCHASING ASSNT 1 38 

2510200 PURCHASING ASSNT 2 34 

2512200 !DENT CLK 66 

~512300 SENR IDENT CLERK 86 

2513300 SENR MED RECORDS ClRK 120 

# RECD 

1 ·:,,::-
~ -· _, 
11 :=: 
12c, 

1 ':.i 
,:,..-:, ._ . ._. 

12 
121. 

-·? / ._, 

9 
44 
10 
10 
1 .-, .::. 

73 
44 

-14 
2';"1 
14 
29 
39 

101 
103 
38 
37 
38 

5 
10 

7 
14 

11)5 
121 

1C> 
15' 

100 
11 
(:,2 
.... -,:>I 

(:,1 

103 
109 
34 
24, 

15 
4!:: 
10 
1() 

::~4 
27 
4~i 
r:.2 
.-, C: ; ._, 

' RETURN 

:::-'l·. I!. 

::~2" ~~ 
!::c:. 1 
C,5 .. 5 
71 . ,;, 
,-,C" 
·=··-'. / 

::t5. ::: 
:;::~:. (1 

47.4 
Ell). 0 
7.L 4 
71.4 
92. ~: 
I:..-. .-, ·-=··.:. 
·~1. 7 
7(1.-(1-

72 .. 5 
:::2. 4 
t,9. (! 

:::::t. (> 

~(). 1 
80.5 
9CI. 5 
3 l. • •-;, 
6~:. 3 
::tE:. 5 
90.9 
s:::,:, ·-=· ...... ..:;,. ·-· 
46,. 7 
(:,':,I• 1 
80.7 

100.1) 
93.8 
77.5 
78. c. 
77.5 
67.3 
f . ., .-, 
-•.:. . .:.. 
7::::. 0 
!:~4. C' 

·-' 
e:5. \) 
42. '7 
' C' .-, (:,._, . .:. 
.-,,::-.:;,._,. :::: 
71.:,. •~} 

,:, .-_, ._,.._,. •:1 ·-· 
:::1~1. 5 
7•=-1 •' . 4 
c.i::. 2 
7--, • .... i 

79. -, 
"" 
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:.::e-, 1 :)400 TRE..::. TMN1 :.11·-.1 IT ,::Lr< 
:514300 SENR UNDERWRTNG CLERK 
2514400 SENR PAYRO~L AUOT CLK 
2515200 CREDENTIALS ASSISTANT 
~521100 MOTOR VEH TITLE CLK 1 
2521200 MOTOR VEH TITLE CLK 2 
2522210 LEGAL ASSNT 1 
:540100 MOTOR VEH REP 1 
2540200 MOTOR VEH REP 2 
2540300 MOTOR VEH REP 3 
2540510 SUPVG MOTOR VEH REP 1 
2553310 TRANS OFFC ASSNT 1 
2553320 TRANS OFFC ASSNT 2 
~557100 APPS CNTRL CLK 1 
2558100 PAYROLL CLERK 1 
2558200 PAYROLL CLERK 2 
2558300 PAYROLL CLERK 3 
2559100 LIBRARY CLERK I 

_ 2559200 LIBRARY CLERK 2 
2559300 LIBRARY CLERK 3 
2560100 STUDENT LOAN CLK 1 
2560200 STUDENT LOAN CLK 2 
2568100 EMP INS REVWNG CLK 1 
2569100 DISABLTY OETRM RV C 1 
2601200 TYPIST 
2601300 SENR TYPlST 
2601310 SENR TYPIST LAW 
2.i::-01500 PRIN TYPIST 
2t:05200 DI CT MACH TRANS 
2606100 INFO PROCSSG SPEC 1 
26,06200 INFO PROCSSG $PEC 2 
26;()C.300 INFO F'ROCS!:;G S·PEC 3 
2609000 SECRETARIAL STENO 
2610200 STENOGRAPHER 

... :2610300 SENR STENOGRAPHER 
2610320 SENR STENO LAW 
2610500 PRIN STENOGRAPHER 
2610520 PRIN STENOGRAPHER LAW 
2612200 HEARING REPTR 
2703100 TELEPHONE OPER TYP 
~703200 TELEPHONE OPER 
2703300 SENR TELEPHONE OPER 
2706100 DIRCTRY INFO SYS OP 1 
2712200 CALCULATING MACH OP 
2715200 BOOKKEEPING MCH OP 
27i5220 BOOKKEEPING MCH OP DS 
2810100 ADMNV AIDE 
2859010 STATE UNIV PRGM AIDE 
8004000 HOUSEKEEPER 
3004500 SUPVG HOUSEKEEPER 
3014000 Cl EANEF: 

10~: 
15 
15 
2t, 
42 
37 

1/:./:, 
6,6 
42 
85 
10 

11)7 
125 
99 

14,9 

3(1 
1~: 
10 
15 
15 

1335 
147 

10 
12 

15.3 
185 
144 

14 
1::::4 

177 

1.44 

12t, 
100 
141 

72 
16 
::::o 
12 
21 

130 
21. 

150 
14E: 
j 4';1 

12 
1 :?, 

24 

40 

121 

7 
80 

11)7 

116, 
1.-,.-, ~--=· ,.,c::-

J'- .I 

11 
7 

13 
,:, ,_, 

913 
109 

12 
116 
142 
113 

12 
97 

10'38 
142 

81 
109 

18 
71;. 

102 
57 

c-
·-' 

17 
10/.:. 

17 

::: .i, • l: .. 
75.7 

,:,, j • :~~ 

/(1, (l 

:::5. (:, 
8E:. •?, 

· 77. ':-1 

:::c;. -~, 

84. (;, 
70.0 
86.7 

74. 1 
90.n 

7~:,. ::~ 
71:.,"" :J 

:35. 7 
72.4 
74. ~. 
8(). 2 
e,o. o 
75.7 
C:,'-1. :::; 
,~.(\. :::: 

::: l .. :_:; 
~::,). () 

41. 7 
::: 1. () 
::: l. • ::, 
::~ ! . (:, 
54.7 
5(:.. :;: 
49.0 
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~O ! 600'.'• wAN IT •':R 
3021000 ELEVATOR JPERATOR 
3102::«)0 COOK 
~102600 HEAD COO•, 
3106100 DIETITIAN TECHN 
3124200'FOOD SERVICE WKR 1 
3124300 FOOD SERVICE WKR 2 
3124400 FOOD SERVICE WKR 3 
3137200,FOOD~SUPPLS PROCESSOR 
3302200,LAUNDERER 
3302300 SENR LAUNDERER 

.3307000. CLOTHING CLERK 
!530210<) BARBER 
5303100 BEAUTICIAN 
3350200 DENTAL ASS~T 

. :33590.00-0ENTAl. HYGIENIST -
-5500~00. LICENSED PRAC NRS · 

** 5~01100;HOSP ATTENDANT 1 •* 5S02200 HOSP. CL·I NI CAL :rECHN 
·· . 5S'18500 COMTV. .RESDNC AI.DE 
· 553210:1_ HOSP, CL.i~ICA~ A~NT .. =.1 

:3S322Q2 'HOSP:· q,.INICAL A$$NT 2· 

** : .;;:~:gg-~=~~:c:~:~~;w~.-1~·~A t 
·ssro300 HENTAL, · HYO THEf3 .. Al D.E •. · 

: ~,70400 t1ENTAL HYO THER AST 1 · 
6201000 LABORATO~V l:IELPER . 
6202200 LABORAT~RY WORKER 
6204000 LABORATORY AIDE 
6210000 XRAV AIDE 

.6211~10 'TEACHING HOSP STL S'rl 
62U520 TEACH I NG HOSP STI.: ST2 
,62(42(!0,. El..~CTRQENCPHOR~. 'f.~CH. 
621-9200, .CEN'rRAL·.MED -SOP TECH: 

· 6220200. HISTOLOGY: TECHN.ICIAN 
.6-220300 'SENR HI Sl'OLOOV TECH 
'6223~.· ELEC1]=t~ARDOGR~ TECH 
i~S100~ MEDlCA~ LAB, TECH 1 
6301000 .P.HAF<MACV. ·AI DE . . 
681.8000 ASSNT WKRS· COMP .. EXMR 
68Z4100 WORKER·s COMP REVlil AN 
6893100 MEDICAlO CLMS .EXMN~ 1 
'.S89320v MEDICA!'D CLMS EXMNR i 
720202'2·:MAlNTCE'.. ASSN-T REFRION 
'l150000 .MAINTCE HELPER . 
7611000 CHAUFFEUR 
·7611300 SENR C~AUFFEUR 
7614000 TRACTOR TRAILER OPE~ 
7 Q 16100 · MOTOR VEH C•F'ER 

. 7 6172Ct0 ::SU~ [tR I VER 
7711000 BINDERY HELPER 

14~ 
2~ 

: :3-:1 .. ,,,.., ....... 
i32 
14~ 
149 
35 
24 

142 
151 
114 
69 
72, 

104 
- 75 -
·.144 

1150. 
24 

14~ 4, .. 
. 1S2 

.37 
. '17 
.185 
142. 
.'27 
83 
37 
52 
89 
-29 
14· 
20 

· ·24 
· .1.7 

30 
120 
124 
159' 
26 
64 

.16 
16 

131 . 
14 
!O 
20 
21 

106 
lO 

·~2 
14 
17 
04 

109 
73 
76 
30 

8 
82 
90 
79 
4S 
56 

· 72 
- 67· 

. 8~ 
42 

4 
87 

· 24 
75 
11 
-15· 

.10"3 
88 
13 
38 
19 
21 
27 

·10·._ 
'11' 
:).2'• 
13-
13' 

· 21 
00 
·91 

108 
14 
45 
·10 

6 
. 83 

1 
7 
9 

13 
43 

7 

63.9 
58.3 
55.4 
7~.o 
82,.6 
49.0 
51.0 
85.7 
33.3 
57.7 
~9.6 

. 69.3 
65.2 
77.8 
69.2 

- -99-;; 3- -• - - -

59.7 
_.28.,0 

'• 16~ 7 
59.6 
53,.3 
49~3 .. 
'29.7 
'38 .. 2 

. 55.7 
. 62.0 
48.1 
4S.e· 
51.4 
40 .. 4 
30.3 
34.3 
78~.6 

'60~0 
·~4.·a 
76~~s; · 

· 70 •. o,· 
66~7 
73.4 
67.9 
53.8 
70.3' 
62·.5 
.'37. !5 
63,4 
30,.(1 
70,(J 

.45.0 
61. 9 
40.e, 
70.0 



~~0121·~ -~UTµ~~~ AID~~ 
:;:1;;. l.'~a).~: 'iOIJT:-1 C.t l 'J iH DE ::: 
S261400 YOUTH OlV AIDE 4 
8340100 ALCLSM REHAB ASSNT 1 
~342200 REHAB INTERVIEWER 
~~10100 TRAINING AIDE 
~~31200 EMPL SEC CLK 
1a31300 SENR EMP SEC CLERK 
~431500 PAIN EMP SEC CLERK 
9621100 PAROLE PROG AIDE 
:~701 (:,00 WATCHMAN 

- 23:'9 -

~~37100 MOTOR VEH INS SV RP 1 

1L? 
147 
147 

,., .... 
4-4 
,2() 

:?, 1 
21 

142 
64 
12 
l;.7 
:2(1 

·17 
65 

19 
104 

.-.c..-

..:;.._t 

1. 7 

'52 • 4 I 

44. ::a:: 

81. :;: 
!:!I). (i 

·~1:3. !:, 
•:;-10, !:, 
7::::. 2 
59.4 
75.0 

. :?,7 • :::: 

:::.::.: .. C 



RESPONSE RATES B'f TITLE 
NO'l' TO BE ESTIMATED TITLES 

TITLE CODE # 3EtJT # RECD 

100600 HEAD ACCOUNT CLERK 
100800 CHF ACCT CLERK 
102220 PAYROLL AUDIT CLK 2 
102500 PRIN AUDIT CLERK 
102600 HEAD AUDIT CLERK 
112100 TOLL STATN SUPVR 
130210 EMPS RET BNFTS EXMR 2 
130410 EMPS RET BNFTS EXMR 4 
133300 EMPS RET MBRSP EXMR 3 
204000 UI ACCTS EXMR 
204100 SENR UI ACCTS EXMR 
221:300 CONTRACT MGT :::F'EC: 
222500 PRIN SALARY DET ANLST 
222600 HEAD SALARY DET ANLST 
224-90(1-SENR SOC SRV Mol" $F'EC 
224400 ASSOC SOC SV MGT SPEC 
224500 PRIN SOC SRV MGT SPEC 
224700 CHF SOC SRV MGT SPEC· 
230300 SENR HEALTH CARE FAN 
230400 ASSOC HEALTH CARE FA 
230500 PRIN HLTH CARE FSCL A 
230600 tHF HLTH CARE FSCL AN 
238400 ASSOC UTILITY FIN ANL 
242300 SENR INTERNAL AUDITOR 
242400 ASSOC INTERNAL AUDITR 
256400 ASSOt AUDTR Si EXPNDR 
256500 PRIN AUDTR STATE EXPO 
290300 ADMNV FINANCE OFFICER 
292006 FINANCE OFFICER 
301200 BANK EXAMINER 
301300 SENR BANK EXAMINER 

.·301500 PRIN BANK EXAMINER 
~:01(:,01) SUPVG BANK EXAMINER 
301900 DEPUTY SUPT BANKS 
325300 SENR INSUR POLICY EXR. 
375200 INSUR FD FLO SRVS REP 
375300 SENR INSUR FD FLO SR 
375400 ASSOC INSUR FD FLD SR 
375410 INSUR FD DST REP 
403100 ASSNT ACCTNT 
403300 SENR ACCTNT 
403400 ASSOC ACCTNT 
403500 PRIN ACCTNT 
407300 SENR ACCTNT ST ACCTS 
40'?1JOO '.::Et~R ACCTNT '.::T. :::Y·;· -
40~400 ASSOC ACCTNT ST SYS 
411300 SENR ACCTNT EMP SEC 
411400 Assoc·ACCTNT EMP SEC 
41 ::::::::oo '::ENR ACCT~IT '.:::oc '::F:\..''.:: 
.:+ 1 :;:,1;)1) ~~·:: ::oc r~ci: nn ·:.,r_i:·. ·:- F- ..,,.= 
4 !. ~:~i)i> ;:,~: 1,~ H,-~·:::TNT .,),:: -~;~ '-.. 1

: 

23 
16 
19 
20 
13 
1 '"' ~ 
:l 1 

,:, ,_, 

10 
21 
11 
17 
11 

6 
21)-

19 
Vi> 
15 
22 
19 
17 

4 
4 
7 
8 
8. 
:3 
7 
r:: 

19 
20 
21 
19 

6 
7 

1 c: 
1 ::1 

7 
:'1 

17 
23 
2() 

7 
';' 

4 
7 

10 
4 

20 

21 
13 
16 
1 '? 

9 
9 

1 (:, 
7 
7 

21 
1 () 
10 

5 
5 

18 
1 '=' ._, 

1 ·•· ·=· 
14 
15 
14 
11 

4 
2 
I;.. 
7 
8 
7 
6 
1 

16 
1, (:, 

19 
16. 
·6 
I;. 

12 
11 

5 
4 

1 .-, ...:. 

17 
15 

4 
-, 
I 

4 
6 ,~, 
:~: 

1 •:) 
'. -· 
i : 

91 . -·;, _, 

:31. :;: 
!~4. -, 

.;. 

•;,5. ') 
/.-:,'?. 2 
75,U 
71:.,. ::· 
1-,- i:: ,:, / • .. • 
70. i.• 

1. (I(). ,) 
90.·:I 
5~::. ::.: 
4!:,. !:i 
•~"J. ···, -.;_,._ ... ,,;., 
90, !) 

c.::~. '-!· 

174. 7 
,;-,3 II ; 

I;.!:::. :? 
7-:3. 7 
64, 7 

1 (II). O 
50. l) 
E!5. 7 
:~7 .. ~, 

100.() 
:37. 5 
C•C' 
-.;;_1._f • 7 

;37. 5 
_.94·.2 
::a). (l. 

: 
·90, 0 
::~4. :2 

1 (l(l, I) 
~C' -,::,._ ... / 
66.7 
/.:.1. 1 
71. . 4 

:;:(,. Ci 
70. -~· 
7:;:. •;· 
-r::-
/ ._1 .. 

•. ~- . 

57. 1 --l I • ,: 

100. ( 
:::s. -
'~I()• 

7'5. '.' 
.;,5_ :,• 

,._, .. , 
::_.J 
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4:?1201) ~,i:;•::NT AUCIITOR 1. 1) 7 7(1.(l 

421 :3(11) SENR AUDITOR 20 l ':-' ';)5. (1 

421311) f;ENR HGHR EDUC ~sv A A I:., 5 83. ::: 
421400 Ass;oc AUDITOR 9 •?,1 101).0 

424100 PUBLIC UTIL AUDTR 1 17 u. C,4. 7 
42421)1) PUBLIC: UTIL AUDTR 2 17 14, ::!2. 4 
4243(\1) PUBLIC UTIL AUOTR 3 11 ·? :B 1. E: 

424400 PUBLIC IJTIL AUDTR 4 7 '=· f35. 7 
42631)0 s:ENR :::TATE ACCTS: AUD 20 16 :::o. 0 

426,401) A:3SCIC '.::TATE ACCTS: AUD 20 18 90.(l 

426,500 PRIN _!::TATE ACCT!:: AUOR 1~: 17 94.4 
4267()() CHF STATE ACCT!3 AUOTR 1•-:. 1 ·-, ,:,•"") -":• . _. .... •' ._ . ._ . 
~-28'.:::Q(I SENR EXMR MUNCPL AFFR 19 17 :39. 5 

428400 Ass:oc EXAMR MUN AFFRS 19 H:, sq .. 2 

42E:500 F'RIN EXMR MUt-l~PL AFFR 1E: 1 .-, 61::,. 7 ..:. 

428701) C:HF EXAMINER MUN AFFS .;:, I:., 75.(1 ·-· 
430110 s:uss:T ANCE ABS ACCT Al 8 I:., 7~5- (l 

430210 SIJB:::TANCE AB'.:: AC:CT'A2 5 5 10(1. 0 

431100 MENTAL· HLTH AUD SPC 1 10 7 70.0 
431200 MENTAL HLTH AUD S:PC: .-, ,:, 5 1:,.2. 5 ~ ·-· 
431300 MENTAL HLTH AIJD SPC: 3 6 5 8~: ... :::~ 

-433200 MENTAL RETRDTN AD s 2 7 3 4-i ,:;, .:;..• .. 
43631)0 SENR ACCTNT PUB SRV (;_. 5 :33. 3 
4364,(10 ASSCIC ACCTNT PUB S:RV (:_, 5 83. ::: 
4~:84.00 As:soc ABAND F'ROP AC A I:., I:., 100.0 
440200 MILK ACCOUNTS EXMR (:_, 5 e~ --=· W• -..• 

4-40300 s:_ENR MILK ACCTS EXMR 7 5 71.4 
442300' SENR MED FCLTS AUD 15 13 E:e:: •• 7 

442401) As:soc MED FCLTY AUDR 2l. 12 57. 1 
442501) PRIN MED FC_LTY AUDR let 14 77.8 
·447200 COMP CLAIMS AUDITOR 1~: ·~ 5(1.0 

447300 SENR COMP CLMS AUDTR 9 5 55. 6 
448110 INSUR PREM AUD 1 20 :1.0 50.0 
448220 INSUR PREM AUD 2 1(:. 13· 81. 3 
450201) INSUR EXAMINER 19 t--::> 68.4 '-' 

450300 SENR INSUREXMR 18 14 77. ::: 
450400 ASSOC INSUR EXMR 19 15 78.9 
450500 PRIM INS:UR EXAMINER 17 1:3 71;...5 
450600 !:"::UPVG I 1\1:::UR EXMR 17 14 82. 4. 
451)1:.,10 A!38NT CHF I N::;UR EXMR 4 4 1(1t) 0 0 

4!;",0710 CHF I N:::UR EXMR 1 t: 4 :;:I). 0 ·-' 
4~16400 A:::s;oc ::::;PEC TAX AUDITR 4 .-, 50.0 ..:.:. 

460200 ::;ALE!::: TAX AUDITOR 2 ;~ 1 1 '::I '?O. ;. 

41;,0:;:oo '.::ALES: TA>: AUDITOR ,.., 
19 15 7f::-. ';I ..:, 

4c:,1200 INCOME TAX AUDTR 2 1 '? 1 I:., :::4 • . 4 
4c, 1::::00 INCOME TAX AUDTR ~. 5 5 l, (l(l. 1:1 ..:, 

41.:,220(1 CORF' TAX AUDTR :2 .-,,,--:,, l.6, 72 .. 7 .:..~ 

462::::oo CORF' TAX AUDTR :::~ 10 •;1 ';ill).() 

41:,8200 EXCJSE TAX AUDTR 2 15 13 E:6~ 7 
4c::,7100 T/:·:X AUDITOR 1 177 l !S 1 :::5. ~~ 
467::::oo 1 P,X (.~UDI TOR -~~ 4 :!: 75,(1 
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47(1111) IJ ! TAX AUD 1 1 ::: 14 -- .. ·' / .. ;:• 

il-70220 UI TAX AUD .... 
.:: 1? 16 !?.4•.::: 

471)331) IJ l TAX AUD :3 11 11 11)0.0 

470440 UI. TAX AUO 4 5 5 1 l)t). i) 

478201) DATA PROC: F'.:;C:L ~:y A ... , 
..:. 11 1 (l ';?\'). 9 

f,07100 TAX AUDIT ADMR l 1 ·-=· 11 E!4a .~. ·-· 
,:;,;)7201) TAX AUDIT ADMR •") H:, 1 .... 81. :~: 

..:. 
...:, 

,;,;.0110 TAX COMF'LNC AGT l. 20 · 15 75.0 

610120 TAX C:Ol"IF'LNC AGT .... t •;-i 18 94.7 ,,;_ 

,:. 101 :31) TAX C(IMPLNC AGT 3 20 1·-=- 91). (_) ·-· 
~- 10140 TAX CIJMPLNC AGT 4 4 3 75.0 

t,10151) TAX COMPLNC AGT 5 7 ~. 71.4 

t.::,20200 TAX C:CIMPLNC REP 21 18 85 . . , 

1:,27200 SALES TAX TECHN ... , ... 19 18 94.7 

t,27300 ~;ALES TAX TECHN .-. 1'? 1'=' e,E:. 4. 
.:., .... 

627400 SALE::; TAX TECHN _4 5 5 100.0 

c:,30200 EXClSE 
-

TAX INVESTGTR - 5 - 5- 100.-0 - -

i,30300 SENR EXCISE TAX INVST •;) 5 55. I:, 

t,::::1200 EXCISE TAX TECHN 2 1 (I --8 80.0 

,!:.:::421)1) ESTATE TAX TECHN 2 7 I;. 85.7 

c:-401(>1) TAX TECHN 1 19 1t, E:4. 2 

640200 CORP TAX TECHN ... , 19 17 89.5 
,t.. 

640300 CORP TAX TECHN 3 11 7 /;.::-::. /:., 

641100 TAXPAYER SRV REF' J. 21 18 85.7 

t,45200 .TAX PROCSSG SF'EC 5 4 80.(l 

647200 INCOME TAX TECHN 2 :20 17 E:5.0 

t:-4.7300 INCOME TAX TECHN .-. ..:, 19 18 94 .• 7 

1:,4-7400 INCOME TAX TECHN 4 ·? 7 77. !=: 

t:,4':-11 (II) TAX REGULATNS SPEC 1 15 1--:• .:.. 80,i) 

l;,4'?200 TAX REGULA TN!:; SPEC 2 7 5 71.4 

;;;,73200 PARI MUT_UEL EXl"INR 7 7 ·100.0 

67:3300 SENR P~RI MLITUEL EXMR 4 3 75.0 

7o"2600 HEAD· STATIST_ICS CLER!< 5 3 e,O. 0 

705200 STATISTICIAN ·? 7 77. ::: 

705300 SENR STATISTICIAN 16 9 56cn :;: 

705401)' A~;::;oc STATISTICIAN 17 12 70.I;. 

722400 ASSOC BIOSTATISTICIAN 7 6 85.7 

750600 HEAD ACTUARIAL CLERK 4 4 100.0 

752200 AS!3NT ACTUARY l ""' ,:. I::., 50.0 

7523()2 :;ENR ACTUARY CA'.::UAL TY 4 2 51).(J 

152::: 1 () :::ENR ACTUARY LIFE ,-, ,:1 7 87.5 

752410 ASSOC ACTUARY LIFE 4 
...... 51).i) ...:. 

7:,24-4(1 As;soc ACTUARY CA:::L TY 6 4 1:.,1:.,. 7 

752501 F'RIN ACTUARY LIFE 6 6 1 ()i). (l 

752502 F'RIN ACTUARY CA:::UAL TY 4 2 ~.(I. 0 

752(:.(>1 f:UPVC; ACTUARY LIFE 11 1() ';:l(l. :, 

,::0:3110 COMPUTER sv::: F'RO(iR 1 17 1 ,., ,.:1 /(: .• 5 

:::(,J22l) COMPUTER :;v::: F'ROCiR 2 10 ,-, Ett). (l ,::, 

:::1)3501) MANAOER COMPUiER ::; :::w I? 6 (:.(:,, 7 

:3071. 00 Wt-IS IMF'LEMNTN ·=~ l. t-lYC 12 ,-, 
·=· 

,;.,,:.. 7 

:::(17:~:oo Wt-IS: rn:::TALL Tl'-1 TEAl"l :R l;. &:-

·-' ~:: :~: .. :;~ 

1, 

!i 
II 

II ,, ,. 
,1 
q 
/1 
11 
Ir 

!f 
i/ 
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:.::21,200 (:OMF'IJTER F-0 RC1GR l ~:: 14 i7. t' 

::;2n:;;l)U ::;ENR COMPTR ::-ROCi 21 1<:, 71:.,. 2 

:::21):31)~, i3ENR COMPTR PRO(; AN 1 •;> 17 !:~ ·;, • !:1 

:::20410 A!:i!30C COMPTR F'RCit-lR AN 22 17 77 •. ;: 

,::20413 ASSOC COMPTR PG A sc:1 :3 7 1::7. 5 

,:-::2091)1) MANAGER COMPUTER OF' 15 12 ::a:,. ~·, 

!:!'21101 DATA BA:::E PGMMR AN 1 1 ,::, ·-· 15 ::::.::ti:~. 

,::2qo:2 DATA BA:::E PGM1"1R AN 2 
,-, 7 :::7. 5 
·=· 

,:::21200 COMPUTER OPER 1 r:: 1 ·-:, , . -. 
..:.. t•t•, I 

::21:31)0 :::ENR COMF'1"R OPER 20 1 .-. 6!':,. 1) ·=· 

:::21 !;,00 !::IJPVG COMPTR OPER 1 ·-· t ·':! 7.., •·.• r.:, •J L. • .:-

:.:::21 7Cll) C:HF COMPTR OPER 1 ::: 14- 77. t~ 

!3221)3() DATA F'ROC CL.I< :::: 17 12 70.6 

:325!500 s:UPVR DATA PRCIC 19 14 73.7 

:?.25800 liSSNT DIR DATA PROC 17 17 100.0 

:::25901 DIR DATA PROC A 4 4 100.0 

E:25?0~ DIR DATA PRCIC' C 5 5 100.0 

829300 SENR COMPTR SYS ANL!3T U:, 1 ""' '::~1.3 .;,, 

E:~t•?.JS•~t) ASS:tn CIIR DATA PRC. :::A I:., 5 e:3. :::: 

:=:49QOO HEAD DATA ENTY t-1AC:H Cl 11 11) 90. ':> 

:3:::0000 MANAGER DATA CMMLINCTS 5 5 100.0 

8E:Ot00 DATA COMMUNCTNS SPC: 1 10 10 100.0 

:3:::131)0 SENR EMP SYS DATA p s 8 7 :37. 5 

13:32·500 DATA BASE SUPVR 4 4 11)1). 0 

E: S'i°3 4(11) STUDENT AID DATA TECH 7 5 71.4 

901200 FARMER 20 -15 75.0 

,::,o 11:.,1)1) HEAD FARMER J. 4 9 .:.4. ::=: 

·;o 1 70Q FARM ~1ANAGER 1<) 7 70.1) 

911500 PRIN LAB ANIMAL CRTKR 11 e: 72.7 

100121)0 GROUNDS WORKER 1·~ 15 7t3. -~, 

1«)01300 SENR GROUN.DS WORKER 21 17 81 ~I). 

1001:501) SLIPVR .GROIJNDS 20 14 71). 0 

10 l. 4001) GREENHOUSE WCIRKER I::., 5 e::: .-:3 

110121)0 HORT lCUL Tl_!RAL INSP 2() 18 90.(l 

1, 101300 SENR HORTICULTRL IN:::P 5 .5 100.0 

1102100 HORTICULTURAL ASSNT 13- 11 E:4.1:., 

11(1::1100 PESTICIDE CONTRL IN:SP ·15 10 1:.,1:.,. 7 

1101::301) SENR PESTCDE CTRL IN::: 8 I::., 75.0 

1201305 VET ANML INDUS 10 9 91).(l 

~204400 ANIMAL HLTH TEC:H e, . 100.(l c:, 

t..::.:10:300 ~:ENR LIVESTOCK GRD !:;F• (:, 4. 66.7 

1 ~ 1 :;:3i)O AGRICL PROGM AIDE 4 
.-, 75.(l ..::, 

: :,:;04210 FARM F'ROD.GRDCi IN:::F' 1 19 1 ·-:, ..:.. {:.:;:. 2 

i. :::;04220 FARM PROD GRDC; INi::F' 2 9 7 77. !:: 

1 :;:t)42~:(l FARM PROD GRDCi INS;F' .-, ..:, 12 10 :=!3. :;: 

1 :;:I) 4.240 FARM PROD ORDG IN::;F' 4 4 4 100.(l 

1 '.;:()/:,:;!()() ~:ENR MARKTCi REF' 17 14 ~:',2. 4 

1 :.::0(:.500 CHF MARl<:TC; REP 4 2 !:;,0. 0 

1403300 SENR C:LAS:::S<PAY ANAU=:T :=: ,:, ·~· 1 00. 0 

1 40~:400 A::::;oc cu~:;s~(F'AY ANLi:::1 1 (l ::: :::i), 0 

140~:5()1) PRIN C:LA:.::;:::t1PP:V AI\IAL:::1· 4 
.-, 
.;:, 7:,. () 



141)!:,::::(i(l :.:.:EJ·~R ·::TAFF I NG •::\/ REF' ~-~ l U:, 7t .• 2 

1405400 A!:::::::oc ::;TAFF I NC; :::v REP 17 15 l"".11-, .-, 

-=·-=· • ...:. 
1405500 PRIN :::TAFF INC; :3RV REP 1 () 8 80.i) 
140~,·?00 :3TAFFNG !;v~:; PRGM MGR 4 .-, .::., 75.0 
1412300 '3ENR PERSNL EXMR 20 14 70.0 
1412400 A::::;oc PERSNL EXMR 1~: •:.J c..-:,. 2 

1412500 PRIN PERS:NL EXMR 6 4 61:.,. 7 
1420~:(ll) :::ENR MUNC:F'L PERS C:SLT 5 5 1(11). 0 
142040(1 AS;~;c,c: MUNCPL PER ~$LT 5 5 100.(l 
14-27::3(11) :::ENR EMPLE- INSUR REP 7 5 71.4 
1427401) A'.:::::OC: EMPL IN!:: REP I:., 4 1::.,6. 7 
1441:300 :::ENR PERSNL ACIMR 21 11:., 76.2 

1441401) A::::::OC: PER::SNL ADMR 22 19 r::c .• 4 

1442101) AS:SNT DIR PERS B 14, 1 •;;. .... 92. •;> 

14"1-220(1 ASSNT DIR PERS A 
,., ,::, 6 75. ,) 

144~:l(H)_ DIR' i='ERSONNEL [I I:., C: _e~:. :3 
-

..... , 
- -

144:3200 DIR PERSONNEL C 4 4 100.0 
144::::400 DIR PERSONNEL A 7 5 71.4 

14-45200 DIR RUMN RESRC: MGr ,2 e: e: 100.0 
1 ~45:'.::(H) DIR HUMN RESRC M(iT 3 4 :;t 75.0 
14454-00 DIR HUMN RESRC MGT 4 4 .... .::., 7.5.0 
14-45501) DIR HUMt-1 RESRC MGT 5 4 3 75.(1 
1446100 DIR INST HMN RSRC: M 1 19 17 89.5 
144(:,2(1(1 DIR INST HMN RSRC M 

,., .... 12 ·~ 75.0 
1 4.5:;~22(> s:oc: !::RV HUMN RESC I:t!::2 12 10 E:3. 3 

1 q.5~~:33(> soc SRV HIJMN RESC D83 8 7 87.5 
145344·0 ::;oc SRV HUMN RESC: DS4 5 5 100.0 
14-561 ()I) AGENCY LABR REL REF' l 7 7 10(1.1) 
145(:.200 AGENC:Y.LABR REL REF' 2 21 17 81.0 
1456~:oo AGE'.NC'( LAl;!R REL REF'- 3 1-:i 10 7/:.,. ':,I .... 
14633.10 SENR TRNG TECH POLICE 6 5 83. :3 

1463330 SENR TRNC; TECH FR SFT. 9 8 B8.9 
141:.,3360 SENR TRNG TECH YTH $V 4 3 : 75.0 
1463410 As:soc TRNC; TEC:HN PLC '=' ·? .... 50.0 
1464100 AGENCY TRNG&DV r.:.· .::, 1 19 14 73.7 
141:.,421)0 AGENCY TR'Nm-<DV r..· ·-· 2 17 14- 82.4 
1465951 DIR STAFF DEV&TRNl3 1 e: b 75.1) 
146,5952 DIR STAFF DEV8<TRNG 2 6 b 100.0 
14-71100 MENTAL HYCi ::,TF D:3 1 12 12 100.0 
1471200 MENTAL HYCi S:TF oc-.... -·, H;: 1:3 7··· .. , 

"'-- ..::. . .:. 
1471 ::::oo MENTAL HYCi STF o·=· '•' 3 1 r:: 14 77. ::: ' 

1471:~:10 MENTAL HYO s:TF DS .• , 
.::,, N 2l. 1~: t', 1. '1 

1 "I 714-00 MENTAL HYC; :::TF (I;:; 4 21 14 66.-7 

14:::o 1 oo CAREER OPP FLD REP I;. 5 ·=••':( •J ~,._,. ·-· 
14:::7100 AFFIRM ACTt~ ADMR 1. ::: 5 C,2. 5 

i 4:::722(} AFFIRM ACTN ADMR 2 '? 9 100. 0 
l 4G::;:2(H) AFFIRM ACn,t (:tF'FR 2 ·? 7 77. ::: 
::. 4E:::::~:O(l AFFIRM ACTN OFFR .. , ..:., 4 ~; 75.(l 

14-'?12Ji)(l i::ENR Mit~RTY 0 pc .... 1 -~· .:.. 
,., 
1:i /:..I:.,. 7 

: 4•;1 :.:::;:20 '.::.IEl'JR MI NFl'.TY G p,-. ,•. C 4 ::to.(, ,:1 ,:i ·-' 
14971(>0 COMF'L I Al·~C:E i::;PEC 1 

,-, ,:, t.:• 7~5. (l 
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l498200 REGNL AFFRM ACTN R 2 
1498700 REGNL AFFRM ACTN CORD 
1500100 PARK WORKER 1 
1~00200 PARK WORKER 2 
1500300 PARK WORKER 3 
1506100 FOREST RANGER 1 
1506200 FOREST RANGER 2 
1506300 FOREST RANGER 3 
1507100 PARKS~REC FOREST RNGR 
1516300 SENR FORESTER 
1516400 ASSOC FORESTER 
1530000 FORESTRY TECHNICIAN 
1530300 SENR FORESTRY TECHN 
1530500 PRIN FORESTRY TECH 
i533400 PARKSLREC RGNL PGM SP 
15::::::121)0 TREE · PRUNER 
1538560 TREE PRUNER.SUPVR 
l. 541 (100 CON!::;ERVN OPERS,. 'SPVR 1 

1 !:,41400. CONSERVN OPERS SPVR 2 
1542501 REGNL PARK·MTCE SPV 1 
1542601 PARK MTCE SUPVR 1 
154-2602 PARK. MTCE SLIPVR 2 

1543100 PARK SUPVR 
1. ~,45500 ASSNT ~;IJPVR PARK OPER 
\545600 SUPVR PARK OPERATIONS 
1568200 ASSNT REGNL MGR PK&RC 
1568300 RECiNL MANGR · PK~<REC: 

1570501 GOLF CRSE MTCE SUPV A 
1570502 GOLF CRSE MTCE SUPV B 

.1570503 GOLF CRSE MTCE SUPV C 
1573100 PARK MANOR 1 : 
1573200 PARK MANGR 2 
1573300 ·PARK MANGR 3 
t5736QO ASSNT PARK MANGR 1 
1588100 PARKS&REC ASSNT 
1e,0:32C>O ENVIRNL IMPACT EXMR 
1~10700 REGNL SUPVR NTRL RSRC 
1612610 ENVIRNL SCIENTIST 1 
1616000 ENVIRNL CONS OFFICER 
1616500 SUPVG ENVIRNL CONS OF 
1616700 CHF ENVIRNL CONS OFFR 
1618100 ENVIRNL ANALYST 
1618300 SENR ENV ANALYST 
1618400 ASSOC ENVIRNL ANALYST 
1618500 PRIN ENVIR ANALYST 
1A21100 MINED LAND RCLMTN S 1 
1629100 FISH CULTRST 1 
1629300 FISH CULTRST 3 
1629400 FISH CULTRST 4 
1630000 FISH&WILDLIFE TECHN 
1630800 SENR ~ISH&WILDLF TECH 

4. 
4 

15 
:20 

1110 
20 

6 
12 

4 
19 
20 
14 
1 (I 

9 
9 

19 
19 
19 
20 

8 
20 
19 

~· 

5 
4 
7 
8 

10 
5 
5 

21 
22 
15 

5 
9 
7. 
7 
5. 

21) 

21 

19 
19 
21 
12 

7 

4 
5 

~t 75. c:, 
10 (:,(:.. 7 

14 7(1.i) 

12!:3 7<). ,) 
l. 9 ':-'5. i) 
5 ::::~: .. ~: 

11 ':>'t.7 
2 !:,(l. () 

1'? l(H).(l 

17 8~1. l) 
11 7:::. I;,. 

7 77. 2: 
9 1(11). () 

12 1:.,:3.1. :· 
15 7:::. 9 
16 84.::: 
11;: 9(1.1) 

8 100.0 
18 90.0 
18 94 .• 7 

5 100.0 
4 80.(1 
3 75. () 
7 1Cl0.0 
::t l(U). <). 

7 70.0 
4 80.0 
4 80.0 

16 ·, 7/:... 2 
21. 95. 5 
12 . 80.1) 

4 · 8(). O 
8 88. ·~. 
7 100.0 
7 . 100. O 
5 100.0 

19 95.() 
21 

,-, 
·=· 

15 
1(:, 
20 
12 

4 
1:2 

1(11), (l 

t:4. 2 
•:-Jt: •• 2 

100. 0 
57.1 
92. :;: 
7!:,. 0 

10(). 0 
/.:.S.4 

1 (H), (i 
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- FI ::;HM,.J I LDLF 1 e;.:?,1)5(li) PRIN TECH 1 s· 16 ~:4. 2 
1 e,3:::: 110 ENVIRNL CONS INVST 1 21 18 85.7 
l t;,3822Ct ENVIRNL CONS INVST 2 I:., I:., 101). 0 
l 6,341 (II) :::OLID WA::;TE MGT SPC 1 4 3 75.1) 
16,:3421)1) SOLID WASTE MGT SPC 2 7 7 100.i) 
1636200 MARINE REi::RCS SPEC 2 /:., 5 :::~:. 3 
16,31:.,31)0 MARINE RESRc:; :::PEC ':I 4 •") 75.() ._. ..... 
1 f.;;:71 (II) MINERAL RE:::RCS SPC 1 I:., 4 6,1:.,. 7 
1 c:,:372(11) MINERAL RESRC:S SPC 2 5 4 sc,. (} 
11:..37::::00 MINERAL RE:::RCS SPC •") 4 3 75.(1 ,.;;, 

11:.,':;.:7400 MINERAL RESRCS ::;PC 4 4 4 100. 0 
1701401) WM::; INSTALL TN TEAM .-. 12 1 ·-· 100. O ,::, "' 
171°1400 Assa:ic: $(IC sv MEDC:CI AN 7 I:., 85.7 
17143~:5 CRMNL ,JSTC F'RGM AN 3 7 7 100.0 
112t:..1 oo LCtCAL DATA CNTR C:RD 1 I:., 5 e::~~. :::: 
1728400 ASSC•C WATER MC;T PGM C 7 5 71.4 
1 75-02(11) -ENERGY' GC•NS PS:2 

- -

1(f 
- .-. 130. 0 ,:, 

17503(>() ENERC;Y CONS P'" 3 13 ·10 71.::.,. •~1 .::, 

1750401) ENERGY CONS PS 4 ' 7 b e:5. 7 
1761;;:l)I) ENERGY PLNNR 3 5 4 80.0 
17(:.2200 HIGHER EDUC sv PC; A 2 1~: 12 •;,2. :E: 
111.::,9::::oo AG INC; SRVS PGM ANL ;3 4 4 100.0 
1775400 ASSOC HEALTH CARE MSA 7 4 57.1 
1775500 F'RIN HLTH CARE MG .... A 4 4 100.0 .;::, 

1803100 ASSNT PURCHSNG AGNi 17 12 7(1.(;. 
1!::032(>t) PURCHASING AGENT 20 14 70.(1 
U:::1014() PURCHASING OFCR. 1 PRT 4 4 .10(1. 0 
181015(1 PURCHAS; I NG OFCR 1 20 l. 7 E~~I. () 
i:310210 PURCHASING OFCR 2. ·::: 6 75.0 
181 i(J(I() PURCHASE SPCS ASSNT 4 3 75.0 
1811340· SEI\IR PIJRCH SP WTR MCH 7 7 1 ()I). I) 

1812200 MOTOR EQ STORESKEEPER 10 9 90~0 
1813200 MECHNCL EQUIP INSP. 5 3 60.0 
18~:1200 STORES CLERK 19 14 73.7 
1831300 SENR STORES CLERK 21 17 81.1) 
1831500 PRIN STORES CLERK 18 12 . 1:.,1:.,. 7 

1834200 MECHNCL STRS CLK 17 12 70.6 
1834300 SENR MECHL STORES; cu~ 20 18 9(1.0 
1::::35100 COMM I ::::3ARY CLERK 1 20 15 75.0 
16:3520i) COMMIS::;ARY CLERK 2 1 :;i 1 ':o 100.l) .... 
1 :::35:31 l) COMM I ::::::ARY CLERK .... 1e: 15 ,-. ,., ,:, 

.,:. c,...:, • . _, 

18354-00 COMM I ::;SARY CLERI< 4 11) '~I •~11). 0 
1:336300 It~:::T RTL STR A:SST MGR "ii 5 55.6 
:i E:::-::6401 IN:::T RTL ::HR MNGR 1 9 7 77. ::! 
1 :3:;:t:,402 IN:::T RTL :::TR MNCiR 2 0 5 55. t:• •' 

1'?01201) BU::: I ~'1E:::::; MGMT A~:~:NT 5 .-, U>,O ..:, 

i 901 :~:oo :::D~R BU::; MGT ASS;NT 16 14 :::7. !:1 
1 ';1()4200 HEALTH FACLT MGT A 2 14 1 ·-, ,;r~ ,:-, ..:, ,• .:.... •' 

:. 90511)(> BU::: I NE:::S OFFICER 1 15 11 73. :~: 
t •;:,05200 BU::: I NE:::~: OFFICER :2' 1 ·-· 15 s:3. :=: ·=· 

__ 19(1::: l 00 (.~:::::;NT BU::: INES::: OFFH 1 ':,I 16 1:14. 2 
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19(1·~1~,(l(I INST ::; TEWAf;: Cl •q 1,::;: 9,1. 7 .. 
1910811) OEF'IJTY DIR IN:3T ADM 1 8 6 75.0 

1910820 DEPUTY DIR IN:::T ADM 2 20 1 ·-· •~11) • (1 .;:, 

19127(>1) HOSP ADMN CONr::;L T 8 5 62s ~I 

1. 921'?(11) DIR FCLTY ADMNV !=;RV!:; 12 12 100.0 

200031)() !::ENR BLIDGETG ANLY'.:::T 15 12 :::(10 () 

2000400 ASSOC BUDGE1"G ANLST 1 •:i 13 72o2 ._, 

2(H)Oc,()0 SUPVC; BUDGTG ANL!:::T 7 5 71.4 

2()()(1700 CHF BIJDGETO ANALYS:T 20 17 :;::5., () 

200120() BUD13T EXAMINER 8 .-, :37 0 !:, ,:, 

:21)(11220 BLIDGT EXMR PUB FIN 4 2 5().(l 

·2001:::1)1) SENR BUDGET EXMR 29 1 (:., cr.·e: ("", 
..,.1....,10 .a.:. 

2001::;:21) SENR BUDGET EXMR F' FN 7 4 57. 1 

2001400 A880C BUDGET EXMR 27 19 70.4 

:3001500 F'RIN BUDGET EXMR 15 10 (:.,f:.,. 7 

20.01513 PRIN BUDGET EXMR F' F 6 .-, .:,;, 50.(l 

2001700 ASSNT CHF BDGT EXR ::: 4 50.l) 

2001::::01) DEPUTY CHF BDGT EXMR 10 5 5(>. (l 

21:¢6011 PUBLIC TRAN::: SFTV SlB 5 5 100. Cl 

-- 21:::0200 RAIL TRANS :3PEC I:., 5 8:."::. :;: 

2130300 SENR RAIL TRANS SF'EC 13 9 l:,C:1 ·-:• 
t •• G .,;.,. 

21304(10 ASSOC RAIL TRANS SPEC 8 6 7'::.,. (l 

2132200 TRANS: ANA_LYST 18 15 i::1:;1 Q 2~ 

2132300 SENR TRANS ANALYST 19 14 7":.:L. 7 

21324-1)0 ASSCIC TRANS ANALYST 11:., 1 ti- E!7 D 5 

2134202 TRANS F'LNG AIDE 2 15 10 1,:,.1.:, •• 7 

:2134303 TRANS PLNG AIDE 3 6 5 !:~~: 0 :;t 

21412()0 TRANSIT ::3PEC 2 ::: 7 E:7. 5 

2141300 TRANSIT SF'EC: 3. 4 •? 75.0 .... 
22(11)300 PRClOFREAI)ER 6, 4 (:.I:.,. 7 

2203300 SENR EDTRL CLERK 4 ·-::> ...... 75.0 

22062<)1 ARTIST DESIGNER -1 4 •",). 75.(l .... 
220~202 ARTIST DESIGNER 2 11 11 100. (i 

221)6203 ARTIST DESIGNER :3 12 11 91.7' 

2206204 ARTiST DESIGNER 4 4 .... 75.(l ,:, 

220920<) PHOTOGRAPHER 2 19 15 78. 1? 

2209300 PHOTOGRAPHER 3 12 11) E::3. ~: 

22251)31) UTILITY OTRCl-ltcED SF' 3 8 c, 75.0 

22332(H) PUBLCTN!::': PROD AS::;NT 6, ,:, 50. 0 -· 
22~:8E:t)2 As:s:NT LIJTTRY RGNL [I 2 7 :;: 4·7-, o:i -· . 
2243130 ENVIRNL EDUC .-. 4 4 100. 0 ..:;, 

224:352(> CITIZEN PARTCF'TN SP ,-:, (:! 7 87~5 ... 
224,37(11) CONSERVN ED A::;StH 5 5 1.00.0 

2247201) Mtl::;EUM ATTEt4CtANT 11 7' ~.:~~ G '=• 

22,55000 LOTTERY MRKTIJ AIDE ~. ·? f.:.,(l. C .... 

22551.00 LOTTERY MRk:TG REP 1 15 1() tJ:.,e 7 

2255(;.(l(l LOTTERY MRKT(; :3PEC 5 4 :::() G i) 

225GI3l)(l S:ENR PLl8LIC: INF SF1 le;, 12 75.0 

225E:4,00 ASSOC Pl.lBLIC INFO ::;F• 14 12 f::5., 7 

226,1)()(11) MEDICAL REL TN::: OFFCR 7 5 71. 4 

:221:..•~1:3()() REGNL TOURJf:M CIJORD r.: 4 :::c,. () ·-' -
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:::.271200 EMF":: RET •;vs; INFI) R ·-:• 7 7 100 • 0 

2275(11)1) ENERGY INFO AIDE 4 4 11)0. (l 

:::::::21)3(11 SENR :::YSTEM PLNR GAS 4 2 51).(1 

2322100 EGHJALZTN RATE::: AIDE :;: 7 E:7. 5 

2:;:22110 EQUALZTN RATES: AN 1 
,::, 8 1 ()0. (l ·-· 

2322151) E1~UALZTN PROOM AIDE (:, 4 61:.,. 7 

23222()() EG!UALZTN RATE::: AN 2 5 5 100.1) 

23:::::7101) CONSUMER SRVS REF"R 1 10 4 40.0 

2~i372<)(l CON~:UMER SRVS REF'R 
,., I 5 8~t. ~: 
.:. (:, 

2:;:3722() CONSUMER SRV::: SPEC 2 7 ·-:, 42.9 ·-· 
23373~~() ('.(INSUMER SRV!:: SPEC ~: ''ii :3 8G:. ':-1 

2:::37440 CONSUMER S:RVS SPEC 4 4 3 75.0 

2347100 REAL PRPTY INFO SYS ~-.::• 7 6 :35. 7 

2347300 SENR REAL PROP I l':_• .~ 19 15 7!:t. ·? 
~ .::, 

2:::::4 7. 400 ASSOC REAL PROP I ,::• ,- 19 15 7E:. S"> 
·-· .:, 

23475(11; PRIN REAL PROF' I .~ -=· -8 I:,. - _75 ._o_ 
.;:., ._. - - - -

2349100 ,JR RIGHT OF WAY AGENT 1(:, 11 ~.s. s 

2:::::49200 ASSNT RIOHT.OF WAY AG .-,.-:, 21) ';l(l • 9 , ... , 
2:::::4931)(1 S:ENR RIGHT OF WAY AGT 20 17 E!5. <) 

2349l!,1)0 ASSOC RIGHT OF WAY AG 17 12 70. /::.. 

2349500 PRIN RIGHT OF WAY AGT 4 2 ;ii). I) 

2351110 ASSNT REAL EST AP MAS 17 9 52.9 

2351200 REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 7 (;, 85.7 

2:::::51210 REAL ESTATE APP MAS: 22 16 72.7 

23513(.H) S:ENR REAL ESTATE APPR 4 4 10(1. 0 

2351310 SENR REP.L EST APP MAS 20 17 85.0 

2351500 PRIN REAL EST APPRS:R 4 4. 1.00. 0 

2~:51510 F'RIN REAL E~::T 'APP MAS 7 6 85.7 

2::::52100 HOUSING MGT ASSNT I:., 4 1:.,1:.,. 7 

2352200 HOUSING MGT REP 18 10 55. t: 

2352300.SENR HOUSING MGT REP 7 3 42.9 

2~156320 LEASING AGENT 2 .. 8 4 50.0 

2366100 PROPERTY MANAGER 1 4 4 100.0 

2:36,8100 HOU:; I NG&<CMTY DEV AST 8 5 62.5 

236:3200 HOIJSINGt.CMTY DEV REP 10 7 70.0 

2400200 PERSONNL STATU!3 E.XMR 9 9 100.0 

2401:1210 AFFIRM ACTN ASSNT 1 5 4 80.1) 

2 414:::::oo f:ENR HEALTH PLANNER 5 3 60.0 

2414,:,5(1 A~:SNT CHF HLTH F'LNNR e, 4 61:.,. 7 

:::426200 HEALTH I N::;UR DATA C A 5 
.-, 6,0. 0 ..:, 

2427000 CHILD :3UF'F'RT SYS IM A 4 •j 75.() -· 
2'-1-50200 ECONOMir:::T 6 •-:, 50. 0 ·-· 
::450-:::00 SENR ECONM~n I;. I:., j_(l(l.l) 

:2450:310 :::ENR ECONMST BU::: R:::CH 4 ?. 75.0 ·-· 
24-~10:320 S:ENR ECOt~MST LBR R:::CH 1 ·-=· 1 ::: lOO.O .... 

2450400 As:soc ECONST 12 5 41.7 

'24::,04-20 Ass:oc ECONST LAB R::;CH 12 10 ::::3. :3 

2450540 PRIN ECONOMI:::T RECi EC 5 4 :30. 0 

2450550 PRIN ECONOMIST LAB R•-· 7 7 l.00.0 
·=· 

24591.6(:, PR.OORAM RSCH SP .., MUN 4 
. .., 75.(l 

·-· 
.,;, 

2459201 F'ROC.,RAM R:::CH :::F' l. 10 4 40.0 
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245'?20:2 F'ROC,RAM i::::i::CH '::P :: 

2459208 PROGRAM RSCH SP 3 
:459204 PROGRAM RSCH SP 4 

2459253 PROGRAM RSCH SP 3 CJ 
2459268 PROGRAM RSCH SP 3 TNS 
2459270 PROGRAM RSCH SP 4 TNS 

2459288 PROGRAM RSCH SP 3 TAX -
2459312 PROGRAM RSCH SP 2 HS 
2459313 PROGRAM RSCH SP 3 HS 

2470201 MENTAL HYG PGM EV S 1 
2470202 MENTAL HYG PGM EV S 2 
2470203 MENTAL HYG PGM EV S 3 

2470204 MENTAL HVG PGM EV S 4 
2471300 SENR MUNCPL RSCH ASST 
2501511 PRIN CLERK COLLECTION 

2501519 PRIN CLERK MEDICAL 
2501522 PRIN CLERK CORP·SRCH 
2501523 PRIN CLERK PROP CNTRL 

2501600 HEAD CLERK 
2501612 HEAD CLERK PERSONNEL 
2501680 HEAD CLERK SURROGATE 
250 H::01) CHF CLERK 
250360<) HEAD FI LE Cl.ERi< 
2505200 EXAMS DELIVERY CLERK 
7307500 CONST EQ RP PROD COOR 
2522220 LEGAL ASSNT 2 
2532200.MOTOR EQ REC ASSNT. 
2540520 SUPVG MOTOR VEH REP 2 
254::::ioo INMAT,E RCRD!:> COORCI 1 

254:32(H) INMATE RCRDS COORD 2 

254f, 100 MED I CAL CODNG CLK 

2547510 ADMNV SERVS MANGR l 
2549100 ENERGY.ASSTNC RVW AID 
2549400 ENERGY ASSTNC RVW SPV 
2551800 OFF SRVS MANAGER 
2558400 PAYROLL CLERK 4 
2562110 STUDENT LOAN CN·R l 
2562120 STUDENT LOAN CN R 2 
2562200 STUDENT LOAN CNTRL R 

2564100 STUDENT AID ADJSTM EX 
2592100 COLLCTN&CVL PRSCT SL 

2598000 CORRL VIDEOTAPE MONTR 

2606400 INFO PROCSSG SPEC 4 
2609200 SECRETARIAL ASSNT 
2610600 HEAD STENOGRAPHER 
21.:, 12600 HEAD HEAR I NG REPORTER 
2701300 PROCESS SERVER 
2709100 MAIL&SUPPLY HELPER 
2709200 MAIL&SUPPLY CLERK 
2709300 SENR MAIL&SUPPLV CLK 
2709500 PRIN MAIL&SUPLY CLK 

1 ·~· ._, 

4 
4 
5 

7 
4. 

7 
20 

I:., 
4 
4 
7 

20 
8 
4 

11 
"i,I 

7 
25 
18 
12 

5 
12 

7 
7 
4 

13 
20 
15 

7 
5 
7 
7 
5 

20 
5 
4 
7 

20 

17 
3 

5 
5 
3 
4 
4 

14 
13 
15 

8 
,:, ·-· .-. ..:; 

3 
6 

l.8 

7 
19 

c,. ,_, 
,-:, ._, -~ 
/:., 
(:, 

21 
17 
10 

5 
12 

(;. 

5 
4 
9 

19 
15 

7 
5 
7 
4 
4 

15 
3 
•'j 

·-· 
3 

79 
16 
1(:. 

14 

l-,>:l,'2 

!:l5. I) 
75. (1 

50.() 
100.u 

75. i) 
!'57. 'l. 

100.() 
42. '? 
70. 0 
72.:2 
E:3 • . ;: 
61:.,. 7 
50,1) 
75.0 
75, (l 
E:5. 7 
78. :3 
1:: 1. " i:, 
:37. 5 
95. () 

100. (! 
75.0 

1;.1:. •.• 7 
85.7 
.84. 0 
94.4 
•:'l? •":; t_;;;,._, • . _, 

100.0 
10(). O 

01:' -, 
O•.) • I 

71.4 
100.(l 

c.•;-,. 2 
95.0 

1 (II). (l 

100. () 
1 I)(). (l 

100.0 
57. J. 

s:o. 0 
75.0 
(:,0. 0 

75.() 
42a •=;--J 

5E:. 5 
69.b 
72.7 
7(l,(; 
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:.::109(:,1)1) HEAD MAIU<SUPLY CLK 1 ·-:, ·-· 1C> 7 f::. •• ,;) 

2711200 OFF MACH CIPER 21 14 /:.,I:,. 7 

:2711300 i:;ENR OFF MCH OP (:., 4 61:.,. 7 

2711:34(1 S;ENR OFF MCH OP PHOTO '4 4 100.0 

::112::::00 s:ENR CALC MACH OF'ER 4 .... 75.(1 .,;, 

271721)1) OFFSET PRNT MCH OF' 21) 10 5(1.1) 

2717~:l)I) :::ENR OFFS:ET PRT MC: OP 17 13 76.5 

2717501) PRIN OFFS:ET PRT MC: OP 1 '? 16 :=14. 2 

271761)1) HEAD OFFSET PRT MC OP 4 3 75.(1 

27 (:,2(H)(I LI THCICiRAPH IC: PHOT013R 4 .... 
..:., 75.0 

2::::1) 11 ()l) ,JR ADMNV ASS:tff 20 15 7~,. I) 

2:::0121)0 ADMNV ASSNT 29 .-,c: E;~ .• 2 .,.._, 

28013(11) SENR ADMNV A~:SNT 23 19 82.1:., 

2802411) PURE WATRf: GRNTS AN 1 f:., 5 C•"j .a:, 
'-'"'-''. ·-· 

2802420 PURE WATRS GRNTS AN 2 11 11) 90.9 

2802430. PURE WATRS GRNTS AN -3 - - -5- - - 5 - -100.J) __ -

2810::::1)1) SENR ADMNV ANLST 17 13 7l:.,. 5 

281041)1) ASSOC ADMNV ANLS: 18 16 E:8. 9 

2810600 PRIN ADMNV ANALYST 9 8 88.9 

2e:11000 SIJPVR ADMNV ANALY~;JS 10 /:.,· 60.0 

2817300 :::ENR . BU I LOG SPACE ANL. 16 10 62.5 

2817400 ASSOC BULDG SPAC: ANLS 4 4 100.0 

281911)0 SUBSTANCE ABS SUP SA1 4 3 75.0 

28196,20 SUBSTANCE ABS F'GM s 2 19 15 78.9 

28196,:31) SUBSTANCE ABS PGM s ,-::, 
·-· 9 7 77.E: · 

ie2•?60l ASSNT COMMR LABOR 7 5 71.4 

283331() ARTS PROGRAM ANLST 1 4 2 50.C> 

2833320 ARTS PROGRAM ANLsr·:2 21 17 81.(1 

2833340 ART::: PROGRAM ANL!;T 4 12 8 66.7 

2834200 ASSOC CAPITAL PROG co 4 
,-:, 75.(l ·-· 

284.5620 HEALTH F'ROG AD.MR 1 HS 16 10 62.5 

2$45630 ·HEALTH PROG ADMR 2 HC 12 10 83.3 ,-;;, 

2845670: HEALTH PROG ADMR 1 PH 13 11 e:4. 1:. .. 

2854900 REGNL DIR ENV CONSERV 7 6 8!5.7 

2€:75111) GRANTS MANGMNT BDGT 1 4 4 100.0 

2875120 GRANTS MGMT BOGT SP 2 ,4 4 100.0 

2894210 REGNL ADMNR 1 5 4 80.0 

3004600 HEAD HCIUSEKEEF'ER 22 14 63.I;. 

:;:(H)4701 CHF HOIJS;El<EEPER t li:, 11 68.8 

3004702 CHF HOIJS;E~~EEPER .-. ,.;;, 1t 9 81. :3 

3016500 SUPVG ,JANITOR 20 15 75.0 

301(:,600 HEAD ,.JANITOR 20 15 75. 0 

:3016,820 CHF JANITOR 2 4 4 100.0 

::::01 E;:(11)1) LOC~~ER ROOM ATTENDANT 4 
.~, !50. I) s:. 

::::0230 i 0 F'ARKINCi LOT ATTDNT . 14 10 71. 4, 

::.:::02:::: 100 PAR~~I NC; SRV::; Al"TDNT 1. (:, 1 (I 62.5 

~:()2~t2(H) :::ENR PARl<INCi :::RV::: ATT 9 8 ~38. ,;, 

::::0::::::::000 LABORATORY CARETAl<ER 19 1 ... , C:,:3. 4 -=-

3041100 AS:::EMBLV HALL Cl)::;TOD 17 9 52. '? 

:3042200 IN~:T WCIRn:::R 41 1 r:: 43.9 
\.? )5. 1 - . WINDOW WA::;HER 8 4 51).0 

~,i .• l.l UO 



3105100 DIETITIAN ~IDE 
3105200 DIETITIAN 

- 25). -

3105500 SUPVG DIETITIAN 
3110110 NUTRITION PGM REP 1 

3110120 NUTRITION PGM REP 2 
3110200 NUTRITION EDUC CNSLT 
3110300 SENR NUTRITIONS CSLT 
3111100 NUTRITION SRVS CONSLT 
3111300 SENR NUTRITIONIST. 
3111400 ASSOC NUTRITIONIST 
3114300 INST FOOD ADMNSTRATOR 
3117100 AGING SRVS NUTRTN C 1 
3118100 ASSNT BAKER 
:;1118200 BAKER 
3119200 MEAT CUTTER 
3126200 CORRL FCLTY AST FD MG 
3130100 PASTEURZTN PLANT OPER 
3:::02501) LAUNDRY SUPVR 
3302600 HEAD LAUNDRY-SUPVR 
3302801 LAUNDRY MANAGER 1 
3302802 LA.IJNDRY MANAGER 2 
3306100 LINEN SORTER 
3504400 ASSOC SCHOOL LIB SRV 
3509·400 ASSOC SCHOOL BUS MGT 
3509500 SUPVR SCHL BUS MANGT 

3511200 ASSNT EDIJCI,.. TESTING 
3511400 ASSOC EDIJCL TESTING 
:::513500 ASSOC OCCUPL SCH SUPV 
3521370 A~:s:oc OCCUPL ED CVL R 
3521401) ASSOC SPEC OCl)PTL E S 
35214 i O ASSOC. OCCIJPL ED PR DV · · 
3522400 ASSOC MATH EDU.C 
3523400 ASSOC ENGLISH EDUC= 
3525400 ASSOC SOC STUDIES Eo· 
35255fJ0 :::UPVR BIL I NGIJAL EDUC: 

3525700 ASSOC BILINGUAL EDUC 
3530400 ASSOC READING EDUC 
3533100 EDUC PRGM ASSNT 1 
3533200. EDUC PRGM ASSNT 2 

3535200 ASSNT HIGHER EDUC 
3535400 ASSOC HIGHER EDUC 
3336400 ASSOC TRANG SPEC EDUC 
3541400 ASSOC EDUCL DATA SYS 
3544400 ASSOC SCHOOL FIN ALO 
3549300 ASSOC SCHOOL DiST ORG 
2551300 ASSNT SCHOOL LUNCH AD 

3552310 ASSOC OCCUPL ED PR PL 
3552400 ASSOC INDUS EDUC 
355244(> AS$0C: EDUCL PLNG8£VUL 
3554500 ASSOC PHYS EDUC 

3555470 ASSOC EDUC CHD HC 

21 
1 ::: 
1 :?. 
13. 

,:i 
·-· 

21 
C' 

·-' 
4 

1E: 
C' ._, 

20 
18 

4 
·7 

20 
4 
8 
7 
4 

1,:, .... 

1 (I 

9 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
8 
8 

20 
12 

(;_, 

1.1 
7 
4 
9 
4 

10 
5 
4 

10 
4 

19 

C" 

·-' 
16 
14 
1,., 

.,;. 

11) .-. ,::, 

5 
14 

5 
4 

14 
5 
,., 
,.:. 

10 
12 

4 
6 

17 
14 

3 
5 
I:., 
4 

10 
4 
9 
7 
3 
4 
":! .... 
3 
!5 
2 
5 
C'' .... 
6 
7 

15 
9 
5 
7 
I:., 
.-, .;, 

6 
4 

4 
1(1 .-, .;, 

1
,., ... 

7/:...2 
77. ::: 

'?<). ';) 
100. 0 
11)0. 0 
66.7 

100.(J 
100.(l 
77.8 

100. 0 

50.() 
66.7 

100.0 
85.7 
53. 1. 
70.0 
75.0 
62.5 
85.7 

100.0 
76. ';'I 

100.0 
90.0 
77. e: 
75.0 
e:o. o 
60.0 
75.0 

100.0 
51). 0 

100.(l 
100. 0 

75.1) 

75.0 
75.0 
83. :3 
63. 61 

8·5.e 7 
75.0 
l;;,,I:.,. 7 

100.(l 
90.0 
60.() 

100. 0 
1 oo. 0 
75.0 



:355931)1) ASSNT EJ:IIJCL IN1.EGRTN 4 •7,i 
,.;, 75.0 

:355940() ASS;;OC EDIJCL INTEC;RTN 7 6 85.7 
35c:,i)21)0 ASSNT EDUC RE::::EARCH 8 5 c:.2. 5 
:35.::,0400 ASSOC EDUC RE:;EARCH 16 9 56. ~: 
:3561500 SUPYR EDUC CHLDRN H C 5 3 ,:.().0 
3564-51)0 ::;IJPVR SECONDARY EDUC 10 8 80.0 
:35692(11) AS!:;t.ff EDIJC DISADVNTGD 4 4 100.0 
3569400 ASSOC EDIJC DI SADVNn:;o 7 I:., 85.7 
:3569500 EDUC CIISADV PROG AIDE 8 7 87.5 
357041)0 ASSCIC VETERANS EDUC 10 7 70.0 
3573401) ASSOC INSTR MATS HNDC 4 3 75.0 
35:::3400 ASSOC EDUCL TELEVISN 4 3 75.0 
::::592500 SUF'VR IJCCUPL EDUC 7 7 100.0 
3595400 ASSOC HIGHER occ EDUC 4 3 75.0 
:;:59c,400 ASSOC 80NTG EDUC -12 8 - 66-. 7- - - -

36,0 l. 21)0 ASSNT LIBRARIA~ 20 19 95.0 
3601300 SENR LIBRN le, 12· 75.0 
36,01360 SENR LIBRN TECH PROC 9 8 88.9 
:3601~:70 SE.NR LIBRN MEDICINE 9 8 88. •y 
3601450 ASSOC LIBRN MED 4 3 75.0 
3606200 ASSNT LIBRARY SRVS 5 3 60.() 
3606400 ASSOC LIBRY svs 5 4 80.0 
3615200 MEDICAL RECORD TECH 20 1c. :::o. 0 
.3(:. 1 s:;:oo MEDICAL RECORD ADMR 13 11 84. e.-
3615400 SENR MED RECORDS TECH it, 14 87.5 
:3615500 SUPVl3 MED RECD AOMR 19 1B 94.7 
:38(11241 SCIENTIST ARCHEOLOGY 5 5 100.0 
3::::01310 SENR SCIENT ENTOMLGY 4 3 75.0 
3802330 :;ENR CURATOR HISTORY 4 2 50.0 
3814040 MUSEUM EXH SPEC PRO A 4 3 75.0 
:3817200 CON!:'iERVTOR 5 4 80.0 
383l:,2t)0 HISTORIC CONS.TECH 5 4 so. o· 
:::837100 HISTORIC SITE ASSNT 14 1·':! 92.9 ..... 
3837202 HISTORIC SITE MGR 2 11 10 90.9 
3840500 REGNL H8TRC PRESV SPV 4 ·2 50.(J 
:3841200 HISTORIC PRESRVTN p A 10 9 90.0 
:3841400 HISTORIC PRESRVTN F' A 4 2 50.0 
'.!!E!4,42(l() INTERPRETIVE F'CiMS AST 11 8 72.7 
·..:::::52()21) ARC:HIVIS:T 2 7 Co :::5. 7 
:.39156(11) CURRICULUM CONTNT CCIR 6 I::., 100.0 
~!'? 1 :32()0 REMEDIATION ASSNT 13 (:, 46,2 
'3'?2<)53(l EDUC ~:UPVR GENERAL 18 14 77. ~=: 
::::92(>5::::5 EDUC !::UPVR SPEC: SB,.JCT ,12 11 91. 7 
:=:·?21)51:.,0 EDUC !::UPVR VOCATIONAL 20 20 100.0 
:.'.::920901 EDUC DIR 1 8 8 100.0 
:::920902 EDUC DIR ,.., 

10 10 1 (l(l, (l .:.. 

:3'?235(>0 s;IJPVR CORRL FAC VOL T 4 ,:, 75.0 ..... 

:3'?24400 OCCUF'L REGIONAL SUPVR 4 4. 100. 0 
~:9:30100 HABilTATN $F'EC 1 20 14 70.0 
::::9:::::0200 HABILTATN ;:;PEC: .-, 17 Q 52.9 .... .. 
:39:";: 1010 voe I NS:TRUCTOR 1 16 10 C,2~ ~t 
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:,•;-1 ::: l 1)2() voe INSTRUCTOR 2 2:~: 19 i:!2. 6 

,3-;1:;: 1030 voe I NSTRI.ICT•JR ,:, 11 7 6:3.1:., ·-· 
-393104-0 voe INSTRUCTOR 4 .-, ...... 19 e:2. c, ~..;. 

3947:210 DEV SPEC 1 12 5 41.7 

:3947220 CIEV :::PEC 2 18 12 be,. 7 

-~:94 72~~0 DEV SPEC ,-:, ·-· :20 15 75.0 

:39ll:7250 DEV SPEC: 5 ':.' 6 /:.,b. 7 

:3947::wo OEV ASSNT 4 3 75.0 

:3965021) TEACHER :2 .. 14, 7 50. () 

'3965030 TEACHER 3 12 9 7!:,. I) 

:::965041) TEACHER 4 29 24 Ef2 .• E: 

::::972200 TEACHING ASSNT 11 10 90.9 

4000100 ENGRG AIDE 18 13 72'- ·2 

4001200 C:IVIL ENGR 1 27 24 0,:1 t:J ·-··-·. ~· 
400122() CIVIL ENGR 1 PLNNG 22 H, 72.7 

~10012.11.0 CIVIL ENGR 1 STRIJC:TRS 26 20 71:.,. 9 

4,001250 CIVIL ENGR 1 TRFFC 21 17 81.1) 

4001270 CIVIL ENGR 1 PHVSCL R 17 15 1:)C1 .... , ,..,,,.:;, . ..:. 
4001280 CIVIL ENGR 1 MATRLS 17 15 EtE:. 2 

4,00130(1 CIVIL ENGR 2 - 24 20 83. :~i 

4001320 CIVIL" ENGR 2 PLNNG 19 17 8•;). 5 

tt•OOl.340 CIVIL ENGR 2 TRFFC 18 15 83.3 

4001:350 CIVIL ENGR ,.., STRIJCTR:3 19 15 1e:. •7 ,:,. 

4001361) CIVIL ENGR 2 PHYSCL R 5 5 l,00.0 

4001390 CIVIL ENGR 2 MATRLS 11 10 90.9 

4001400 CIVIL ENGR •';). 21 18 85.7 ..... 
400142() CIVIL Et-lGR 3 PLNNG 10 10 101).1) 

4001430 CIVIL ENGR 3 PHYS.CL R b 5 ~,,.., .. -. 
.;:,,._:i .... ;. 

40014(:,1) CIVIL ENGR 3 .STRIJCTRS 17 11.:, 94-. t 

401)149.0 CIVIL ENGR 3 TRFFC 13. 13 100.() 

4001940 CIVIL·ENGR 4 b 6 100.0 

4.ooi9so CIVIL ENGR 5 18 16 88. •;r 

4003200:ENGRO TECH 16 13 8-1. :3 

4003201 ENGRG T_ECH ENV QIJAL 18 13 72.2 
4003204 SENR ENGRG TECH·::: TST 4 4 100.() 

4003206 PRIN ENGRG TECH $ TST 4 3 75~0 

4003:;:oo ::;ENR ENGRG TECH 22 18 81. !:: 

40(1:3::::01 '.3ENR ENGRG TECH ~.JTRPC 16 3.4 :37. 5 

4(11):3302 'SENR ENGRG TECH AIRPC 17 10 C' (""1 ,··, 
._1,:,_. ,:, 

4003303 ::::ENR ENl3RG TECH s;orLs 10 7 70.(l 

40(1:;:31)4 '.::ENR ENGRG TECH s w M 12 11 91.7 

41)(1~:51)1) F'RIN EtWRG TECH 20 17 ::~5·o () 

400::::5(lf .. PRIN ENGRG TECH w F' C -· 19 17 €1'~, .. 5 

4-00:'.::507 F'RIN ENGRG TECH A p C 1 "l- 11 7e, .. 1:.-

400::::e-,ci::: PRIN ENGRG TECH :::OILS 11 10 90. 9 

4(11):3514 F'R It~ ENGRG TECH C· ·-· w M 4 4 100.Ci 

4,:,1,noo PARK ENC;INEER 20 18 90.() 

4010::::00 :::ENR PARK EN(;INEER 11 11 100.0 

401 E:(ll)I) ,JR ENGINEER H:, 18 ::: 1 • :;: 

4021510 :::UPVR RGNL TRNS Pi<tt 1 5 ;. .... 60. (l .;., 

4021~•20 :::UPVR RGNL TRN:::: PM) 2 ~. 4 :::o. 0 

I 
f -·---· -·-
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46::~1300 "5ENR HYDRAULIC ENCiR 5 
.. , 

c:,I) • (I .,:1 

4,(12720() ASSNT i:;OIL::;; ENGINEER ~,,,.,. 1·=- !31. ::: ...... ·-· 
402731)1) :::ENR ::;OIL:; ENGINEER 1 (:, 15 93.:3 

402740() AS!::OC :30IU:; ENGINEER 9 r.:, 101). l) .. 

4i)2l::11)0 ,JR ENO I NEERING GEOL 5 4 :=10. t) 

4028201) AS:::NT ENGR GEOLOGI:ST '? ::: :=:t=:. 9 

4-028300 !:,ENR ENGRG GEOLOGIST - 18 14 77. ::1 

40'2l:l401) As:::;oc ENCiFW GEOLG!::T 5 4 :31). 0 

4-0439(11) REGNL DIR TRANSPORTN 10 7 70.(l 

4-04(:, 101) REGNL TRFFC ENGNR 1 4 4 100.0 

4-04t,201) REGNL TRFFC ENGNR .~. 4 4 100.1) .,;;. 

405:::: 1 oo TRAN::: MAINTC ENGR 1 :20 20 100.0 

405321)1) TRANS MAINTC ENGR .-, 19 19 100.(1 
4 

,'\.(l!:,330(1 TRAN::; MAINTt: EN(;R ? 10 ,::, :::o. () .... ·-· 
4205200 A$SNT BULDG ELEC: ENCiR 19 13 e;.e:. 4 

4205300 SE:NR BUILDG -E'.LEC ENGR - 8 5 62.5 

4205400 AS,SOC BULDG ELEC ENGR 6 I:,, 1(>0.-0 

4221)2(11) AS!:,NT BULDG STRUC EN(.; 7 3 42.9 

422031)0 SENR BIJILDG STRCT ENG 5 4 80.0 

4220400 ASSCIC BIJLDG ::,TRU ENGR 7 4 57.1 

4230200 ASSNT HEAn<VENTLG ENC; 20 13 65.0 

4-230300 SENR HEAn«VENT ENGR 6 6 100.0 

42:.::0400 ASSOC: HEATtcVENTC; ENGR 4 -:a 75.1) .... 

4-240201) A~:SNT PLUMBING ENGR 14 e: 57.1 

4-301200 AS:::tn BULDG CONST ENG 17 1 ,., 70. 6 ,,;.. 

4~:1)1300 SENR BLIILDG CNSTR ENG 19 
. ,., 6,8. 4 ;,..:, 

4<::o 141)0 ASSOC BULDG CONST ENG 13 10 76.•7 

4303200 ASSNT S,UPT CONSTR 2--:a 21 · 91. ~~ .... 
43(>~:300 SENR SUPT CONSTRLIC:TN 21 19 90.5 

4-30~:400 ASSOC f;UF'T CONST 6 5 83. :3 

4328200 BULDG CONST PGM MGR 2 12 6 50.0 

4-330200 AS~:NT MECH CONST.ENGR 20 1!:, 75.0 

4330300 SENR MECHL CONSTR ENG' 6 6 lOO.O 

43::::0401) ASSOC MECH CNSTR ENGR l.2 11 •;->1.7 

4:.::(:,0101) .JR ARCHL ESTMTR 4 
,., ·50.0 .... 

4360200 AS:SNT ARCHL ESTIMATOR 12 12 100.0 

436,(131)0 :::ENR ARCHL ESTIMATOR 5 3 61).0 

4401200 ASSN1" :::ANI ENGR 18 15 83.3 

4-401220 A:.::SNT !:::ANI E'.NCiR [lf;(;N 12 5 4.1. 7 

44(1130(> SENR :::AN I ENGR 21 17 :::1. () 

44013::::o :::ENR '::ANI ENCiR D~:CiN ,-, I:., 75.() ,::1 

44014-00 A::;::;:oc !::ANI ENCiR 14 9 64.3 

44-01421) As:s;oc :::AN! ENGR ENV r· :24 19 7<:J ·-:• ... ..:.. 

Ll-401.430 A:;::::oc :::ANI ENCiR ,:- w M 23 19 :::2. (:, ·-· 
4401520 F'RIN :::AN ITRY ENGR E r· I:., !:1 ::~~:. :3 

4Ao1s:~:o F'RIN :::AN I TRY ENCiR :::WM ~l 
.-, 60.0 . .;1 

4 4.():~:.q.(l(l A::::::oc :::ANI Cot~::,TR EN(; 16, 15 ·~3. i:~ 

4-41 o:::a)o ::::ENR :::AN I TAR I AN 21 20 95.2 

4417100 i:;ANITARY C:ON::::T IN::;P 1 4 4 1 (l(l. 0 

4417201) ::::ANITARY CON:::T IN:::P 2 10 (:, 61).0 

4-42t:AOO A:3SOC AIR F'IJL CTL ENCi 21 1 ·=· ..... :::5. 7 
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44265(H) PRIN AIR F'OL CTL ENGR 7 7 1<)(). () 

443,!5€:(I() RECiNL DIR ENV ,:;iu ENCiR /:., I:, 100.0 

45402(1<) A$SNT RAILROAD ENCiR 12 9 75.0 

454<J::300 :3ENR RAILROAD ENGR 7 5 71.4 

4,540400 As;soc RAILRtJAD ENGi:;: 4 4 100.0 

4:542~0() TELECCIMMUNCTNS AN 1 7 7 100.1) 

4!;,4-2.201) TELECQl"IMUNCTNS AN 2 23 20 -e1.o 
4542~:l)(l TE'.LECClMMUNCTNS AN 3 6 5 o--:r •:• ,_ . ._ .. ·-· 

. 4542(:,11) TELE.COMMUNCTN'.':; N T ::::1 4 4 100.0 

.'.1,5(:1(131)0 :3ENR VALUATION ENGR Vi' 1.5 78.9 

45:;11)400 As::::oc VALUATION ENGR 1(:. 10 l:,2. 5 

458050()_ F'RIN VALUATION ENGR 1::: 8 100.(l 

4582.(11)(1 A!E:SNT UTLTY ENGR l.2 •;1 75.(l 

460121)0 ASSNT TAX VAL ENC;R 20 15 75.0 

4601300 SENR TAX VALUATN ENGR 13 e: 61.5 

4601400 As~:oc TAX VALUATN ENC; 4 "'"J 50.0 .,_ 

47701(>0 €NG~G MATLS ANU.::T 4 .... 75.0 ..:, 

4770300 SENR ENC;RG MATLS ANL 7 .7 100. (I 

lj. 7711 t)(I ENGRG MATLS TECH 9 /::., 61:.,. 7 

4-771300 ::::ENR ENGRG MATLS TECH 1--:-·-· 13 100.(l 

477151)1) PRIN ENGRC.;_ MATLS TECH 1(:. 15 •;,3. ::i 

4:::0111)() ,JR ARCHITECT 4 4 101).0 

4801200 AS:::NT ARCHITECT 19 l. 6 84.2 

4.\::0131)1) SENR ARCHITECT 17 10 58. E: 

4:::1)141)0 As:soc ARCHITECT 20 1.5 75.0 

4901300 SENR ARCHL SPECS WRTR e., '? ..... 50.1) 

490:;:200 ASSNT MECH SF'EC WTR 4 -:. ... ,, 75.0 

4';1 14300 :;ENR. FACILITIES COORD 5· C' .... 1CH). 0 

4917200 FACILITIES PLNNR 2 7 I::., 85.7 

60011QO ,JR LANDSCAPE ARCHITCT 7 5 71.4 

5001200 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 18 18 100.1). 

500131)0 SENR LANDSCAPE ARCH 22 l. 9 s1::.;.4 

501)1400 ASSOC LAND::3CAPE ARC:HT 4 4 100~0~ 

5110100 DRAFTING ASSNT 5 3 60.0 

5111000 DRAFTING AIDE 17 12 70. I::., 

5111200 DRAFTING TECH 21 18 ~,e. ...... 
•=••:a• I 

5111300· SENR DRFTG TECH GENL 9 4 44.4 

!:a 11301 SENR DRFTG TECH ARCHL 7 7 100.0 

5111302 S;ENR DRFTG TECH ELECT 4 4 1 (l(I, 0 

5111:304 SENR DRFTG TECH STRCT 18 11 61. 1 

':, 111501 PRIN DRFTG TECH GENL 10 I:., /:.,(l. 0 

5111502 PRIN DRFTG TECH ARCHL l.l) 7 70.0 

511].503 F'RIN DRFTG TECH ELECT I:., 5 s:;:. ~~ 

5111504- F'RIN DRF1.G TECH MECHL 5 4: :31). 0 

:,11. l.51)5 PRIN DRFTG TECH STRCT 22 1~: 5,-;1. 1 

':.148200 MAPPING TECHI\I 2 15 1 ... , 
• .L. :5:(). <) 

51·4~~~30() MAF'PI t~Ci TECHN 3 ·;, C' 

. •-' 55. (.: . 

:, l. 4,.9200 MAPPING TECHNLGST .-, 
..:. 4 -2 !:,(I • I) 

5150202 AS!3N1" LAND SIJRVEYCtR ·-::1 - e: ·=· ·-· 1 O<). I) 

5150203 A~;SNT LAND :SURVEYOR 3 I;. 6, 1. 1)1). I) 

5151).::::00 LAND :3URVEYOR I;.. 4. /:../:..7 
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5150410 •:;ENR LAND •:;IJRVYR TRAN 

5200700 CHF FORENSIC UNIT 1 

5202101 REGNL MED CARE ADMR 
5202200 MEDICAL CARE AOMR 
5202400 ASSOC MED CARE ADMR 

5202500 PRIN MED CARE ADMR 

5207900 DIR PSYCHIATRIC CNTR 
5207950 EXEC DIR PSYCHTRC CTR 
5208900 DIR CHLDNS PSY CENTR 
5210000 DEV CENTER SPEC 
5210100 DEV DISBLTS PGM SPC 1 

5210110 DEV DISBLTS PGM S1 DC 
5210200 DEV DISBLTS PGM SPC 2 
5210210 DEV DISBLTS PGM S2 DC 
5210400 DEV DISBLTS PGM SPC 4 
5210720 CHF DEV CNTR TRMNT S.:V 
5210900.DIR DEVELMNTL CENTR -
52114-10 ARE'A OFFC DIR LNG T C 

5211420 ARE~ OFFC DIR HOSP C 
5211430 AREA OFFC DIR AMB C 
5216101 R-EHAB AS:St~T 1 

5216202 REHAB ASSNT 2 
5216500 WORKSHOP SPEC 

5217203 REHAB PHYSICIAN 3 
5218800 DEPUTY REGNL DIR MH S 

5218900 REGNL DIR MENT HY SVS 
5219850 DEPUTY CLNCL DIR I SV 
5219900·CLINICAL DIR INPTNT .s 
5220410 MENTAL HLTH PGM SPC 1 

5220420 MENTAL HLTH PGM SPC 2 
5221700 CHF MEDICAL SRVS 
5222600 DIR COMTY SRVS 
522{:qoo AREA ADMR HLTH SYS MG 
5226400 PHYSNS ASSNT 
5228300 SENR EMERGY MD CR REP 
5246110 ALCLSM PRGM SPEC 1 
5246120 ALCLSM PRGM SPEC 2 
5252100 CLINICAL PHYSN 1 
5252200 CLINICAL PHYSN 2 
5252300 CLINICAL PHYSN 3 
5255210 TREATMNT TEAM LD MR 
5255220 TREATMNT TEAM LD C&YS 
5255230 TREATMNT TEAM LD M H 
5256600 CHF MNTL HLTH CHLD TS 
5256700 CHF MNTL HLTH TRM SRV 

5256800 DEPUTY DIR TRTMNT SRV 
5260201 PSYCHIATRIST 1 
52l0202 PSYCHIATRIST 2 
5260203 PSYCHIATRIST 3 
5266200 PSYCHIATRIST RSCH 2 
52~,T!1.0 DIR OUL TV AS::::URNC: 

r., ·-· 
10 
:20 
21 
1.8 

5 
b 

17 
4 
4 

19 
17 
18 

5 
18 
21 
18 

5 
5 
5 

1 (:, 
2(> 

9 
8 
5 
5 
6 
'":I 

12 
10 
14 
19 

5 
19 
10 

8 
4 

19 
4 

:l.9 
20 
19 

9 
21 
1.~, 
23 
1,:, ,_. 
2C:> 

20 

,-, 
·=· 

13 
17 
H:, 

·? ·-· 
I:., 

l ":• . ..:. 
2 
4 

15 
10 
1.:3 

•? ·-· 
14 
15 

-- 1 :3_ 
,.., ..:, 

5 

14-
16 

5 
--:, ._, 

4 
4 

_9 
,::, 
·-· 
7 

11 
14 

4 
17 

5 
4 
2 

10 
1.1 

.-, 

.::. 
l.4 
17 
1.5 

7 
15 
12 
1 ~: 
1 .-, ·"-

13 
-:, ·-· 

100.0 
81).(l 

65.0 
81.0 

e;,I). 0 
1. 01). (I 

70. C:• 
51).1) 

100.(l 

5E:. ;:: 
72.2 
(:,(>. (I 

77. :::: 
71.4 

- --1-2-. 2-
6-0.0 

100. o 
(:,(>. 0 
.-,- C' •:• / • ._, 
f::o. o 
88. ~, 
62.5. 
60.0 
~:o. o 
61.:.,. 7 

100.0 
66,7 
70.0 
78.1:., 
73.7 
80.0 

50.1) 
50.(l 
50.0 
43.5 
57.9 
50.0 
73.7 
:::5. () 

77.::: 
71.4 
:::o. 0 
51:. .• 5 
6(:,. 7 

50.0 
:::o. o 
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Q27<:,9(l0 DIR ALCCIHL:::M TR1"MNT C 

5277200 MEDICAL SPEC 2 

5277201 MEDICAL SPEC 1 
5277 40<) MED I CAL :::PEC :3 

5284402 PUBLIC HP 2 LMA PRG 

5284430 PUBLIC HP 2 UTLZN RV 
5i84700 DISTRICT ADMR PUB HLT 
5291 iC>l COl"IP EXAMG PHY:::N 1 

.5291102 COMP EXAMG PHYSN 2 

5~94000 RESIDENTL TRTMT FCL C 
5302500 SUPVG BARBER 

5303500 SU~VG BEAUTICIAN 
5351201 DENTIST 1 
~35i202 DENTIST 2 
·5351208 DENTIST 3 
5354200 PUBLIC H DENT LMAP 
53544QO REGNL PUBLIC HLTH DNT 

5365100 DENlAL TECHNICIAN 
5500510 NURSE 1 
5500520 NUR~:E 2 

5500540 NURSE 2 PSY 
550055(> NURSE REHAB 2 

550056,0 NUR~:E 2 ONCOLoc;y 

5500600 MENTAL HVG NRSG PGM C 

5505100 NUR~:E PRCTNR 

;5506220 TEACHING~RSCH CTR N 2 

55fJl,230 TEACHING!<R~;CH CTR N 3 

5510701 NUR_SE ADMR 1 
5510720 NURSE ADMR 2 

.5510730 NURSE Al:lMR REHAB 1 

5510750 NURSE ADMR PSY 1 
551076,l) NURSE ADMR 1 ONCoLCIGY 

5510775 NURSE ADMR PSV 2 
5513200 UT1LZTN REVW NRS 
5517200 UTILZTN REVW COORD 

5518700 COORD CMTY RESDNcs· 
5518800 COMTY RESDNC ASNT-OIR 
5518900 COMTY RESDNC DIR 
5520200 MENTAL HYG SPC ADL TA 
5526200 HEALTH SRVS NURSE 
5534100 HEALTH PROG AIDE 

5536100 HEALTH FACLTS SVY 1 N 

5544200 MENTAL HYG HFWY HA 2 
5550000 NURSE ANESTHETIST 
5552500 SUPVR VOLUNTEER SRVS 

5552700 COORD VOLUNTEER SRVS 
5553200 CORRL VOL SRVS ASSNT 

5553500 SUPVR CORRL FAC VOLS 
5570500 MENTAL HYG THER AST 2 
5577100 INTERMDT CARE F PG Ml 

5614207 CONS~LT NR CMTY N&HHS 

7 
1,;, 
22 
14 
11 
1. () 

,-, ,;:; 

17 
'1-
5 . c:, 

7 
20 
21 

1,:, ._, 
6 
4 

21 
25 
19 
20 
19 
21 
20 
21 
20 
20 

5 
1

,., 
.;:, 

20 
21 · 

9 
17 
20 

8 
23 
21 

9 

20 
7 

10 
22 

4 
2() 

15E~ 
.-,~, .._,,,_ 

7 
15 
10 
11 
1() 

7 

12 
,-:, 
·-· 
5 
5 
5 

12 
16 
1.5 

6 
4 

16 
18 
14 

9 
8 

21) 

19 
5 
7 

14 
5 

11) 

15 
15· 

7 
·. J.1 

17 
5 

15 
17 

17 
4 

12 
5 

, 
l;;o 

15 
.-, 
,::. 

l~ 
10l, 

17 

1 (Ii). 1) 

45.5 
713. f:., 
90.9 
70.0 

190.0 
70.1:., 
75.i) 

1.01). 0 
83.3 
71.4 
60.0 
71::.,. 2 

72.2 
100.0 
10('1 • 0 

71; .• 2 
72.0 
73.7 
45.(l 
42.1 
95.2 
95.0 

35.(l 
70.1) 

100.1) 
76.9 
75.0 
71.4 
77. ::: 
64.7 
:35.0 
62.5 
c.5112 
81.0 
61.:,. 7 
:39_ 5 
66. 7. 
60.(l 
71.4 

1:..0. 0 
t:08. 2 
:,0. 0 
75. 0 
67. 1 
77.3 
7:,. 0 
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.• 

5614 5(h) COMT'f MNTL HLTH NR 21 19 90. ~. 
561!:,5(15 COMTY NSG sv CSLT HHS; 5 4 :::(1. 0 
5616200 HOSP NSG :;Rv:s CN!::L T 20 10 50.1) 
56, :l. ::::::(II) REt3NL H0!3P NRS;G ·=· ADM 4. 4 101).(1 ·-· 
5700200 PHY:::CL THER :30 21 70.0 
570():;:l)(l :::ENR PHYSICAL THER 20 17 :::s. 0 
57(H)c,l)I) HEAD PHYSICAL THER 17 14 82.4 
5700700 cm~s:ULT PHV:::ICAL THER 11) 6 60.0 
~.71)(1:?,0I) CHF PHY:::ICAL THER 8 6 75. 0 
5702~:01 PHY:::CL THER ASNT 1 16 :l.3 !::1. ~: 
5702302 PHYSCL THER AS:NT .-, .... 2~! 1f:; 78.3 
5900201 OCCUPL THERPY AST 1 l. r:: 12 c;6. 1 
5900202 OC:C:UF'L THERPY AST .... 

..::. 24 lE: 75.0 
5901200 OCCUPL THERAPIST 21 15 71.4 
5901300 :::ENR OC:CIJPL THER 19 14 73.7 
5901600 H_EAD OC:CUPL 

- THERAPIS:T 2-1 - _ 15 -
_71_._4 _ 

- -

5901700 CHF OCCUPL THERAPI8T 1.4 10 71.4 
590::::100 RECRE:ATIOI\I ASSNT ~i4. ~tl 57.4 
5903200 RECREATION THER 20 10 50.0 
590::::202 REC:REArION THER MU::: IC 1'i 11 57 • ':.1 

· 5903203 RECREATION THER DANCE r:: I:., 75.(l 
5903204 RECREATION THER A ,...,.. 17 10 58. ::: o-=• 
591);:::~:(II) ::::ENR RECREATION THER 23 15 C,5. 2 
59034-00 RECREATION WORKER 26 1(:. 61.5 
5903600 HEAD RECREATION THER 20 17 85. t) 
5903700 CHF RECREATION THERAP 19 15 78. ·:.i 
590:3100 RECREATION PRGM LDR 1 22· 16 7-, 7 ..... 
5909200.RECREATION PRGM LDR r, 

,!.. 15 1 ~. .;:., :::t .• 7 
5931200 AUDIOLOGIST 1(:. 14 :37. 5 
5932100 AS:SNT SPEECH PTHOLC;s;T 17 12 70.1:., 
5932200 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST f7 12 10.-.1:.. 
5934100 SPEECH PATHLGY$<A PC -1 11 9 E:t. e: 
5'?34200 SPEECH PATHLGV~<A PC ,.._, . 11 ~ 81. ::! ..,_ 

59t;,(l000 MU:::IC :::UP ERV I SOR 4 '-::> 75.0 ..... 
5971200 HANDICRAFT INSTRUCTR 12 12 100.0 
t:• 101200 BACTERIOLOGIS1" 6. 4 6c,. 7 
6101300 SENR BACTERIOLOGIST 19 14 73.7 
6101331) !::ENR BACTERIOLGST· VIR 9 8 88.9 
!::.10141)1) AS!::oc 8ACTRLGST 7 I:., 85.7 
t, 104:;!(H) RESCH F'HYSN ·'.:> . .., 6 4 61:.,. 7 
61()7100 MA:::S :::F'CTRMTRY AN 1 c:-._, 3 e,O. 0 
6112300 !:::ENR AQUATIC BICILOG::;T 20 15 75,(l 
bl 125(11) :::::UPVCi AQUATIC BIOLG:::T 1.7 :1.6 '?4.1 
61 l. 'l-110 CON:::ERVN BIOLGST ~, 

.,,;. EC (:_, 5 f:!'.;:. :;; 
6114210 CONSERVN BI OLG:::T ECOL 4 -) 

..:... 50.0 
I;:, 11422() CON~;ERVN B IOLCi!3T AG!TC: I;. 6 1 i)(l. 0 
6L14240 COt·~:::E:RVN BIOU3ST WLDL I:., I:., 100.(: 
(::, 11 4 :::oo SENR WILDLIFE BIIJU3ST 20 19 95.0 
6114500 SUPVCi WILDLIFE BI CtLCi::: 17 14 !~2. 4 
612l.40(l ASSOC ANAL CHEMI::;T £1. --:, 75.0 '-' 

t, j 2 ;:2(> 1) Bl OCHEM 1 ::::T 
I 

14 5 :?,5. 7 

l 



- ~-

61233(11) :~ENR BIOCHEM1:;T 12 11 '? l. ~,7 

1:.,125:'.::Qt) ::;ENR ENC;RG MATLS CHEM 4 
.-, 50.0 ..::. 

l::,126301) ::;ENR FOCID CHEMIST 5 5 101).(l 

,:-12930(1 SENR :::ANI CHEMIST ,-, I:., 75.1) •t• 

'~i294QO ASSOC SANI CHEMIST 4 4, 1.1)0 • I) 

i:.,12951)1) PRIN SAt-.lITRY CHM!$T 5 
,-:, (:,(). () ·-· 

b13Q:~:1)0 SENR RADIOL HEALTH ~:=F• 7 b 85.7 

1:..130450 t~s:soc RADIOL HLTH :::PE 7 I:., :::5. 7 

6141),230 PATHOLOGIST .-, H:, 1 ~. !::1. 3 
..:, 

..:, 

1:.,15231)0 :::ENR RAD I OPHY::3 IC: I ST 4. 4 1 (II). (I 

1:.,154-100 ENVIRNL CHEM rs,· 1 7 (:, r::5. 7 

i:..1(:,01.10 PSYCHOLOGIST 1 20· 1G: 90.(l 

(:, 160120 PSYCHOLOGIST 2 21 17 81. (l 

. 6161)40(> A::::;::()C PSVCHOLOG I S:T .-,":t 19 1::2 11 6, "'._, 

I:., 1 c:,05(H) PRIN F'SYCHOLOC; I ST 20 l.7 E:5. c, 
t:,160600 CHF F'SYCHOLOC; I :::1· 17 11 64.7 

i:,161220 PSYCHOLOGY AS:SNT 2 19 13 e..a. 4 

t:,H:,1230 p~:YCHOLOGV Af::;:;NT ..... 18 1 ·-=· 
7--, ',-, 

.:, .... ~. ~ 
(:,1Q2000 ASSNT RSCH f:CIENT IST 19 14 73.7 

6H:,221)1 RES:CH SCIENT 1 21) 1-:. 6-5.(l ..... 

61b221)2 REf::;CH :::CIENT 2 18 13 72.2 

c:, 16221)3 RESCH SCIENT 3 19 12 6,3. 2 

61622(14 RESCH SCIENT 4 18 10 55.1::., 

61622()5 RESCH S;CIENT 5 21 17 81.0 

6,162216 RESCH SCIENT 6 . 22 19 8(: .• 4 

l.:,H:,2217 RESCH SCIENT 7 16 1--· 75.0 .,,;_ 

c:,162218 ·RES:CH :::CI ENT 8 2t) 11 55. () 

/:..lc,3100 ASSNT CANCER RSCH :::CI 22 15 C,8. 2 

t.:,163201 CANCER RSCH SCI 1 19 10 52. 6 

(::, 16321)2 CANCER -RS:C:H s:cr 2 20 12 60.0 

61(;.3203 CANCER RSCH SCI 3 9 5 55.6 

61(;:13204-CANCER RSCH SCI 4 17 11 64.7 

1:.,16321)5 CANCER RSCH SCI 5. 20 1 '"' e,I). I) 
"" 

6H:,321)6 CANCER RSCH SCI ('., 19 9 47.4 

616:,3207 CANCER RSCH SCI 7 11 7 c,3.1::., 

616,4202 CANCER RSCH CLNCN 2 18 4 22.2 

6164-901) CHF CANCER .RSCH CLNC 15 7 46. 7. 

6202300 :3ENR LAB WORl<ER 8 ,:. 75.1) 

621)4200 LABORATORY TECH 21 14 66.7 

6204:'.::10 :::ENR LAB TECH BACT 7 5 71.4 

6204:320 3ENR LAB TECH BIOLOGY 5 :3 l:,(l,(l 

6204:325 !::ENR LAB TECH CHEM 19 H, ::!4a 2 

62(14:351) SENR LAB TECH MICROBL 15 •~1 60.0 

6204360 ~:ENR LAB TECH BIOCHEM 12 !=: c:,l:.,. 7 

(:,210300 SENR XRAY AIDE. 6 4 (:,I:.,. 7 

62122(H) RADIOL TECH 17 1-· 70. f:., ,:_ 

C:121 :2~:l)t) :3ENR RACIIOL TECH 20 17 :::5. (} 

/.;,2144,(l(l ELECTROENCPHGRPH R T 4 4 100.0 

6215200 ELECTRONIC:;: TECHN (:;, ~: 50.(l 

c,216200 LABORATORY EC! CIE:::CiNR 19 1~t 68.4 

6216,~10 LABORP,TORY EO CIS EL.~: 9 $ 55. C, 
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6L16220 LABORATORY EQ DS CMCT 
6216300 SENR LAB EQUIP DESGNR 

6218400 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST 
6219300 SENR CENT MED SPL TCH 
6219500 MEDICAL TEST ASSNT 
6225110 MEBICAL LAB TECH 1 SA 
6225200 MEDICAL LAB TECH 2 
6232100 CLINICAL LAB CNSLT 
6234000 CYTOTECHNOLOGIST 
6236200 OPTICIAN 
6242100 AUTOPSY AIDE 
6301200 PHARMACIST 
6301300 SENR PHARMACIST 
6301400 PHARMACY CNSLT 
6322200 NARC INVESTIGATOR 
6322300 ·SENR ~ARC INVEST 
6326800 ASSNT PHARMACY CNSLT 
6403200 FOOD PROCESSING INSP 
6410210 FOOD INSPECTOR l 
6410220 FOOD INSPECTOR 2 

6410230 FOOD INSPECTOR 3 
6411100 DAIRY PRODCTS SPEC 1 
6411200 DAIRY PRODCTS SPEC 2 
6421200 KOSHER FOOD INSPECTOR 
6463100 PUBLIC H INSPECTOR 
6467100 PUBLIC H REP 1 
6467200 PUBLIC H REP 2 
6467300 PUBLIC H REP 3 
6501300 SENR ATTORNEY 
6501400 ASSOC ATTY 
·6501412 ASSOC ATTY ·TAX 
6501480 ASSOC ATTY REALTY 
6501500 PRIN ATTY 
6501516 PRIN ATTY SECLPUB FNG 
6501580 PRIN ATTY APPLS&OPNS 
6503200 TITLE SEARCHER 
6510100 ASSNT HEARING OFFCR 
6510400 HEARING OFFICER 
6510410 HEARING OFFICER PRL R 
6510600 SUPVG HEAR OFFR 
6516100 MEDICAID HRNG EXMR 1 

6537200 LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 
6547200 WI REFEREE 
t-547300 SENR UI REFEREE 
655=200 TRIAL EXAMINER 
6553200 MOTOR VEH REFEREE 
6553300 SENR MOTOR VEH REF 

6578900 DIR REGIONAL·ENF&LGAF 
6584300 UTILITY HERNG SPEC 3 
6602100 DENTAL SRVS RV ASNT 1 

66052(10 i::<EVE:;'.RAGE CNTRL I NVE~:r 

4 
9 

1 '? 
I:., 
5 
5 

23 
9 
5 
4 
4 

18 
22 
11:., 

8 
·10 -

(:, 

17 
17 
21) 

9 
21 
15 

b 
11) 
17 

9 
13 
22 
2Ll-

7 
14 
15 

5 
4 

19 
4 

22 
7 

10 
•;, 
4 

19 
10 

6 
20 
l.l. 

7 
C" ._, 
<:., 

19 

I:., 

17 
5 
4 
4 

15 
9 
4 
2 
3 

16 
19 
14 

7 
- - -8 

6 
15 
H:, 
18 

8 
20 
12 

6 
9 
9 
8 

11 
15 
14 

5 
7 

12 
3 
3 

17 
3 

15 
3 
8 
7 
3 

5 
,.., 
..:, 

10 
7 
t, 
4 
•-:, ·-· 

14 

75.0 
(:,/:.,. 7 
~39. 5 

:;::(I. I) 

80.0 

100.0 
e:o. (l 
50.(l 
75.(l 
e:e. 9 
86.4 
:::7. 5 
87e5 

_ 8(l. (I __ 

100.0 
88.2 
94.1 
90.0 
88.9 
95.2 
80.0 

10().C) 
90.0 
52.9 

84.1:., 
f,8. 2· 
58.3 
71.4 
50.0 
80.0 
(:,0. 0 
75.0 
s•;,. 5 
75.0 
6:::. 2 
4.., •';/ 

J,;.,, • •' 

:::o. (l 

77. t:: 
75.0 
6:::::. 2 
50. 0 
50. 0 
50.0 
/;.:~:. 6 

85.7 
:;::(), (l 

50,0 
73.7 
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~60~300 SENR BEV CNTRL INVEST 

6605500 SUPVG BEV CNTRL INVST 

~606220 EXEC OFFR E 

6606230 EXEC OFFR D 
6bl3200 ASSNT LAND&CLMS AOJST 

6613300 SENR LAND~CLAIMS ADJ 

6630150 INVESTIGATIVE AIDE 

0680200 INVESTIGATOR 

6630300 SENR INVESTIGATOR 

b631300 SENR PROFSL CNDCT INV 

6621500 SUPVG PRFSL CNDCT INV 

6633300 SENR SOC SRV CHLO S S 

6618400 ASSOC SOC SV CHIO S S 

6686100 SOC SRV MEDCAD INV l 

66:,8.l:,2(11) ~:oc: :::RV MEDCAD I NV 2 

6640200 CONSUMER FRAUDS REP 
664,0300' SENR C:NSMR FRAUDS REP 

6643400 CORRL SRVS EMP INVSTR 

6644200 MOTOR VEH INVEST 

6644300 SENR MOTOR VEH INVEST 

6.6:~4(:,21 O LAW DEPT I NVE:::T .1 

bl:.46220 LAW DEPT INVEST 2 

66521bO LICENSE INVEST 1 

6652200 LICENSE INVE:::T 2 

6652300 LICENSE INVEST 3 

6c,(:,2202 RESOI_IRCESt,cRE I MB Acn· 2 

6662300 SENR RSCS&RMB AGT 

6662410 RESOURCES&REIMB PD Si 

6662420 RESOURCES&REIMB PD S2 

f.:.662500 PRIN RESRCS~REIMB AGT 

· 6664000 INSUR f.ROS I NVESTGTR 

·6665200 GAMES CHANCE I N~;PCTR 

66:,74201 !:iTAND'S · COMPLC ANLST 1 

6674202 STANDS COM~LC ANLST 2 

6674213 STANDS COMPLC AN 1ICF 

66,74223 :::TANOS COt,'IF'LC AN 2ICF 

6681110 MINORTV BUS ENT LS 1 

6681510 MINORITY BUS SPEC 1 

6681520 MINORITY BUS SPEC 2 

6690200 MEDICAL CONDCT INVEST 

6690300 SENR MED CNDCT INVST 

6805100 COMP CLAIMS INVEST 1 

6805200 COMP CLAIMS INVEST 2 

6805800 COMP CLAIMS INVEST 3 

6811200 COMP CLAIMS'EXAMINER 

6811300 SENR COMP CLMS EXAMNR 

6811400 ASSOC COMP CLMS EXMR 

6811500 PRIN COMP CLMS EXMR 

6813700 INSUR FD DST CLMS MGR 

6818200 WORKERS COMP EXMR 

6818300 SENR WKRS COMP EXMR 

/ 

9 
,;, 

9 

7 

4 
14 
10 

4 
9 
7 

22 
11 
17 

9 
19 
22 

7 
20 
20 

5 
7 

1,-, 
.,;:, 

6 
b 

20 
20 
14 

4 
/;, 
,-, ,::, 

1 •;-1 

22 
Q ,, 

:22 

17 
Q ,. 

£1. 

20 
19 

1.-, .,:, 

6 
8 
8 
l:., 

7 
4 

15 
5 

15 
7 
5 
4 

10 
.-. 
·=· 

3 
15 

7 
12 

4 
9 

10 
4 

15 
19 

4 
6 

10 
4 
3 

12 
13 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
5-

l.l. 
17 

6 

1 .-, 
..::. 

. ... 

.::. 
1'? 

6~5. 0 
:as. 7 

100.0 
88.'i' 
/;,6. 7 
:~7. 5 

- 57. l. 

r"I"":! .-1 ,:;._, .. ;., 
~.5. 2 
77. ::: 
55.1:., 

:1.00.(l 
71.4 
EIO. 0 
75.(l 

42.9 

63.6 
71). /:., 

44.4 
47.4 
45. !:1 
57.1 
75.0 
95.0 
e:o. o 
85.7 
71::,. 9 
1:.,1::.,. 7 
51).b 
60.0 
65.0 
28.6 
44.4 
66.7 
37.5 
75.0 
66.7 

57. '? 
77.3 
b/:...1 
!59. l. 

70.6 

50,(l 
'?5.0 
4-7. 4 



/:-~=! 1 :34(h) A~:i::(I(, Wl<RS COMP EXMNR 7 4 57 .1. 

i:, ::: 1 :3 !;:, I) 0 F'R!N WKR::; CCIMP EXMR 4 
. .., 7~1 • 0 . .:,, 

6::::1:3700 WORKERS COMP DSTC C M e, 4 c:,6. 7 

.,:.r::232()() UI INVESTIGATOR 22 15 68.2 

C,:323'.;!(lO '.::;ENR u r. INVESTICiATOR 1 •::, 9 47.4 ,, 

/:.::1234(10 AEi::iCIC u I INVSTGTR C' 

·-· 5 11)0. o 
~.Et243t)t) :::ENR ~KRS COMP REVW A ::i 5 c.2. 5 

i;:.~:24400 A:::s:oc WKRS COMP RVW A 14 1 (I 71.4, 

,::,8271 (I() COMP INVEST 1 21 12 57.1 
l;.:=:2i21)t) COMP INVEST 2 7 4 57.1 
i.:,::328100 CRIME VIC COMP C E 1 5 -:;, c:,l). 0 ·-· 
6830410 I N:::UR FD HR(, REP 1 12 7 sr::. :3 

,::,830420 INSUR FD HRG REP .-. jr.> 15 78. •;1 
..:. . , 

e,:?,~: 1100 COMP CLAIMS LGL INV 1 7 5 71.4 

6,C:!:i 12t)l) UNDERWRITER 20 12 60.0 

6851300 SENR UNDERWRITER 1'? H, 84.2 

6:::51400 A-SSOC UNDERWRITER -7 - - - - - -1:.,- - - - ss. 7- - - - -

t;:.:9C.,23l)l) ::::ENR ur HEARING REP 18 -- 11 61.1 

1:,8624(11) AS:::oc u I HEARING REP 16 15 93.8 

/:.1C~l:,32C><) ur CLAIM!;; EXMR 23. 15 71.4 

,S81::.,3~:l)() SEt~R UI CLAIMS EXMR 22- 15 c.a. 2 

e,864200 UI REVIEWtNG EXMR 1E: 14 77. ::: 
6864'.;:t)I) SENR UI REVIEWINCi EXR 9 6 1:.,6. 7 

r:.E:93300 MEDICAID CLMS EXMNR 3 8 6 75.0 

68934Cl(l MEDICAID CLMS EXMNR 4 4 ·-:.. 75.0 ._. 

t,E:94100 s:c1c SRV DIS ANLS::T 1 19 14 7~:. 7 

t.E:•:>4-200 E;oc: SRV DIS ANLST 2 19 12 63.2 

6894300 :::;oc SRV DIS ANLST 3 10 14 77. c: -.;., 

,:,89441)1) :;:oc S;RV DIS ANLST 4 16 14 87.5 

-::,895100 soc SRV DIS AIDE 6 5 83. 3· 

e,:?,97710 DISABLTY DETRM RC;NL A 5 4 80.0 

e.921000 C:ON::;T EQ OP 21 16 76. 2 

t,92121)1) HIGHWAY EQUIP OPER 21 14· ~.6. 7 

6921700 BRIDGE REPAIR SUPVR 2 1E: 15 ~.,..; .-, 
o..::, • . ,:. 

6922101 BRIDGE REPAIR ASStn 17 11 1:.,4. 7 

.6,9222t)2 BRIO.GE REPAIR MECH 22 17 77. ~: 

6922::103 BRIDGE REPAIR SUPVR 1 18 17 94.4 

69335(11) HIGHWAY MTC SUPVR 1 20 17 E:!:,. 0 

t:.933701) HIGHWAY MTC SUPVR 2 20 1,.., ,:, 90.0 

1.:,961000 LABORER 24 18 75.0 

i::SI(:, 1 500 LABOR :::::UPERV I :::OR 17 11. 64.7 

1.:,962600 PAVEMENT MRKG SUPVR l'~I l.6 84.2 

69(:,3(:.(l(l ::::IGN CREW :::IJPVR 2() 17 ::::5. () 

7002000 CARPENTER 2:3 l .-, _.,:, 5(:, • ~I 

7002700 :::UF'V(; CARF'ENTER l'=l . ' 12 l:,3. 2 

7010000 MA:::ONt<F'LA:::TERER 20 14 70.0 

7010700 :::UP\.'13 MA:::ONt<PLA:::TEF:ER (::, t, 100. 0 

7(120000 F'AINTER 2(> l.(:, E:o. 0 

7020700 f:UPVG PAINTER 19 17 :::~9. ~. 

7030000 ROOFE.Rt< TI NS:M I TH 1::i 13 7·-, --:, ....... 
711)(1iJUl PLAtJT 3UPT C 1 ::: 1 :~: 7? ·7,• ..... -
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7100002 PLANT SUPT B 

7100003 PLANT SUPT A 

7101300 MAINTCE SUPVR 1 

7101500 MAINTCE SUPVR 2 

7106200 FACILITIES MGMT ASSNT 

7107110 PUBLIC BLDGS MGR 1 

7107120 PUBLIC BLDGS MGR 2 

7132200 REFRIG MECHANIC 

7141200 SEWAGE PLANT OPERATOR 

7141300 SENR SWGE PLT OP 

7141500 PRIN SEWAGE PLNT OPER 

7141600 HEAD SEWAGE PLANT OPR 

7160300 MAINTCE SUPVR 3 

7 15t)5(ll) MA I NTCE ~;IJPVR 4 

7202000 MAINTCE ASSNT 

7202100 MAINTCE ASSNT CARPNTR 

7202115 MAINTCE ASSNT LCKSMTH 

7202130 MAINTCE ASSNT MSN8cPLR 

7202150 MAINTCEASSNT PAINTER 

7202170 MAINTCE ASSNT RFR~TNs· 

7202190 MAI~TCE ASSNT PARKS 

7221800 CHF LOCK OPERATOR 

7223500 CANAL E~ECTRICAL SUPV 

7224000 CANAL STRCTR OPER 

7225100 CANAL MTC SUPVR 1 

. 7225200 CANAL Ml"C: SIJPVR 2 

7225706 CANAL SECTION SUPT 

7251300 CORE DRILL OF·ERATOR 

72~2200 ASSNT DRILL RIG OPER 

7252300 DRILL RIG OPERATOR 

7252400· WAREHOUSE-EQUIP OPER 

726,0200 OVERHEAD CRANE OPER 

7261200 CRANE!<SHOVEL OPERATOR -

7302200 FILTER PLANT OPERATOR 

7302301) SENR FILTER PLANT OP 

7307200 CON!::T EQ ME'.CHANIC 

7310300 ADAPTIVE EQUPMNT SPEC 

7311100 GARAGE HELPER 

7311200 GARAGE ATTENDANT 

7312000 MOTOR EQ MECH 

7313300 MOTOR EQ MTC SUPVR 1 

7813500 MOTOR EQ MTC SUPVR 3 

7313700 MOTOR EQ MTC COORD 

7313800 TRANS MOTOR EQUP MNGR 

7322000 LOCKSMITH 

7324510 TRANS SUPVR 1 

7331100 ELECTRICIAN 

7331200 SUPVG ELECTRICIAN 

7341150 TRAFFIC SIGNAL MECHNC 

7341250 ASSNT SIG MECH 

7341700 SUPVG TRFFC SGNL MECH 

21 
11 
l'i 
21 

5 
10 

2(1 

14 
15 
11 

4 
1 ·~ 
15 
25 
19 
1:3 
ll:, 
:21) 
19 
19 
1 ';) 

7 
19 
15 

l:, 
7 
9 

1':> 
20 
20 
11 
20 
18 
11 
20 
11) 

8 

17 
17 
10 

10 
19 
l.~, 
20 
17 
21 
20 
1.1 

1 ,:, ~1., 

8· 
14 
1~5 

5 
l.4 
10 
14 

,::, ·~· 
3 

14• 
12 
17 
12 
10 
11 
14 

7 
13 
19 

7· 
l ...

 , . ..:.. 
l.5 

4 
6 
6 

18 
16 
14 

Co 
20 
12. 

8 
17 

7 
5 
5 

13 
12 
.:3 

:24 
•';J .. 

14 
13 
l.2 
J. () 
17 
l.5 
1 1 

:::5. 7 
72..7 
7:?,. 7 
71.4 

100.1) 
tE\0. (l 
83.3 
71).1) 

71.4 
Q•':, ·-=· , .. _. . ._. 

72.7 
75.0 
73.7 
80.1) 
68.0 
63.:2 
7(:.,. 9 

~.e. 8 
70.(l 

68.4 
100. l) 

100.0 
c,3. 2 

100.0 
6(:.,. 7 
85.7 
6,6. 7 
c,E:. 4 
80.0 
71). 0 
54.5 

.100. 0 
(:.,(:,. 7 
72. 7 
85.0 
70.0 
l:,2. 5 
l:,2. 5 
7l:,, 5 
70,f:.. 
1:10. () 

E:5D 7 
90.(l 

7'3, 7 

60.(l 

8.1. (l 

75.0 
100. 0 

,· I, 
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7:~:42.201) CC:.MMl)NC1"N::: OF'ER 4 
., 51).(1 ..:. 

7::"::45011) MAINTCE AS::;NT MECH 21) 11 55.0 
7345020 MAINTCE A$SNT PLMBR&cS 20 1':! c,S. 0 .... 
734506(1 MAINTCE ASSNT ELECTRN 20 12: 65.0 
7:;:51 ()(>(> MAC:HINI:3T 19 12 63.2 

73520()0 13EN MECHANIC 21 15 71.4 
7~:540()1) LABORA"rORY MECHN 21 13 61.9 
7:357000 ELECTRONIC: EQUIP MECH 18 1 ·-=- 72.2 ._, 

735':-1200 :3HEET METAL WORKER 14 9 l:,4,. ::: 

736,l)l)(J(I ::::TEEL FABRICATOR 5 5 100.1) 
73(:,11)1)() PLUMBERLSTEAMFITTER 20 14 70.1) 

7361700 :::UPVG PLUMBER~STMFTR 19 12 6~.2 
731:.,7()01) PUMPING PLANT OPER 4 ':t 75.(1 .... 
73711)1)1) WELDER t 9 H:, 84.2 

73892C:10 EQUIPMENT OPER IN$TR I:., 5 8:.::. :;: 
744(13(10 MAINTCE ASS:NT MARINE 14 11 78.1.:., 

744~:51)0 TENDER-GAPTAIN 1-2 - - - - -G: - - - 1:.,1.:.,. 7 

.7444501) TIJG CAPTAIN 10 9 90.0 
7445100 DREDGE CRANE CIF'ER 1(1 7 70.0 

7445200 DREDGE OPERATOR 9 7 77. :3 .• 

74-45500 DREDCiE CAPTAIN 5 4 80.0 

7446500 DERRICK BOAl" CAPTAIN 5 ~: c,o. o 
74-4,7000 MARINE ENGINEER 17 14 e,2. 4 
7452000 MOTORIZED :;cow OPER 5 4 80.0 
7501100 AS:StH !3TA1"NRY ENG 20 15 75.0 
7501200 STATIONRY ENG 21 15 71.4 
750t31)0 SENR ::::TATIONARY ENGR .:21 .20 95.2 
7501500 PRIN :=:TAT I IJNARY ENGR :22 16 72.7 
7501(:,01) HE~D :::TAT I IJNARY ENC-;R 15 r, C'•~ ..... 

,;:, ·-'•!•• V 

7511000 POWER PLANT HELPER 24 15 c,2. 5 

7511300 HEATG PLANT EQ SF' 3 5 5- 100.0 

7605300 SENR ·AI RPORl" DEV SPEC 7 5 7i.4 
·7615000 TANDEM TRACl"OR TRL OP .22 13 59.1 
77:34000 UF'HOL:::TERER . 18 11 61. 1 
77441)01) PRINTING :3HOP HELPER 6 6 100.0 

7744,100 PRINTER 10 I:,, c,O. 0 

77444-00 REGENTS PRINTER 15 9 c:,I). I) 

7747200 !3IGN PAINTER 14 11 7E:. l:, 

781501)0 LABOR i;TNDRIJ INVST 24 19 79.2 
7:;: 15300 SENR LABOR ::HNDRD INV 17 11.:, 94.1 
7!:: 1 !:,!500 SUF'VC; LABOR STNRD INV 14- 13 92. 1? 

7:::1:321)0 BOILER INSPECTOR 1 ::: 11 (:.1. 1 
781::::;:i)i) :3ENR BOILER I Nf:PEC:TOR c- 5 1.00.(l ·-· 
7E:4<)::::oo ~;ENR I t~DU:::; HYGIENIST 1(:, 14 :::7. 5 

7:::4:,12,:, CiA:3~iPETi=i:OLM INSPCTR ,•, 11.:, 15 .,, :;: . ~=~ ..:.. 

784:, 1 :::o CiA::;t<F'ETl~OLM IN::;PCTR ':I 4, 4 100.0 ._, 
7863200 FIEl~D REF' FIRE ·--:, 7 7 100,0 .,_ 

786(:.21)0 MOTOR VEH IN!3F'ECTOR 21 14, 1:.,/:.., 7 

7866500 ::;IJF'VC; MOTOR VEH IN::;p '7 7 77. ::: 

7867000 CAMPUS: :;;AFTY ~;PEC I:., 5 83. ~: 

7E:6';_!,:3(i(l TF,.~;N::: HL THt1::;FTY REF' ::~ 7 ~=!7. _5 
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7875~U0 ~~tLRO~D ~WUIP IN3F 

1:.::1$:4:200 ::f:IFETY~<HL TH INSPTR 

~B84300 SENR SAFTYLHLTH INSPC 
1ae4600 SUPVG SAFTVtHLTH INSP 
7886000 FIRE SAFETY TECH 

1886110 FIRE~SAFETY REP 
7 8~1100 CHF TELEPHONE TECH 
78~4300 SENR UTILITY RTS ANL 
7E~5200 MOTOR CARRIER INVEST 
1a17100 WEIGHTSLMSURS SPC 1 
7901300 PRODUCTION CNTRL SPVR 
790~800.ASSNT INDUS SUPT 
7901900 INDUS SUPT 
711$500 QUALITY CONTRL 1SUPVR 
7946501 GEN INDUS TRNG S MPM 
7946514 INDUS TRNG SPVR 2 GM 
794L518 INDUS TRNG SPVR 2 MPM 
7~46522 INDUS TRNG SPVR 2 SM 
79465~2 INDUS TRNG ~PVR 2 WPM 
1946534 INDUS TRNG SPVR 2 MM 

8100100 SOC SRV ASSNT 
·0106200 SOC SRV REP 
a107210 PSYCH SOC WKR 1 

8107220 PSYCH SOC WKR 2 
8107410 PSYCH SOC WK ASST 1 
8107420 PSYCH SOC WK ASST 2 

8107430 PSYCH SOC WK ASST 3 

8107510 PSYCH SOC WK SUPVR l 
8107530 PSYCH SOC ~K SUPVR 3 

81(1:~qo:;1 MED I CAL SOC WKR B 

8109300 SENR DRG ABUS REH CNS 
8111600 PUBLIC H SOC WRK CNST 
8122000 CORR COUNSELOR 
8122003 CORR COUNSELOR MIN GP 
8122005 CORR COUNSELOR AIDE 
8122300 SENR CORRECTION CNSLR 

8123500 NETWORK PRGM ADMR 
8126100 HUMAN RTS SPEC 1 

8126300 HUMAN RTS SPEC 3 

8130100 COMTY CLIENT SVS ASST 

8132100 AGING SRVS REP 
3132420 AGING SRVS PGM CORD 2 

8132500 AGING SRVS AREA SUPVR 
8183210 ECONOMIC OPP PGM R 1 

3133220 ECONOMIC OPP PGM R 2 

8133230 ECONOMIC OPP PGM R 3 

8137010 SOC SRV PROG AIDE 

8139100 WORKERS COMPS Wl 558 
8139200 WORKERS COMP SOC W 2 

3141110 CHILD PROTCTV SV S1SS 

8lAi~20 CHILD PROTCTV SVS S 2 

21 

16 
4 

1. :~: 
4 
4. 

l 
,., .. .:, 
4 
7 
5 
•::J 

7 
4 

5 
20 

5 
17 
20 
1 5'I 
19 

5 
17 
21 
21) 
11:, 

7 
1~. 
19 
21 
21 

9 
18 
1 (l 

18 
4 

20 

5 
4 
l:., 

20 
4 

5 
1 ';I 
1 (l 

1(:. 
2 

1.-, .:., 

4. 
,., 
,:;. 

2 
4 
!;, 

7 
6, 
4 

15 
1(:. 

4 
1

,., ..::, 
4 

10 
1E: 
14 
17 

4 
j_ 4 
1.(:, 

:I. 9 
1.1) 

/:, 
1.1) 
14 
19 
18 

7 
14 

I:., 
16, 

4 
15 . 

t;, 

4. 

4, 

I:., 
/.:. 
5 

12 
' ,':,, 

::!(). () 

:35_.7 
101).' 0 
1 (1(1. (I 

50. 0 
100.0 
100.() 
50.(1 
1:.,9. 2 
50.1) 
57. l 

11)0. 0 
77. ::: 
:::e.. 7 

100.0 
78. •;;-
80. 0 
80. (l 

.. _{:,5. 0 
eo. o· 

90.0 
7:3. 7 
89.5 
8(>. O 
82.4 
71::.,. 2 
95.0 
62.5 
E:5. 7 
62.5 
73.7. 
90.5 
s:5. 7 
77.8 
77 . .:-:.: 
60.0 

100.0 
75.0 
75.(l 
~:o. o 
75.0 
1:.,1:.,."7 
40,0 
75.0 
7~;. l) 

l 00. (l 

100.0 
1:.,3. 2 
60.0 
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-3141 ·3·00 CH l LD PRO TC TV i:N:::: '.:: 3 

8154100 SOC SRV PROG SPEC 

3154210 ENERGY PROGM SPEC l 

8154220 ENERGY PROGM SPEC 2 

~154300 SENR SOC SRV PROG SPC 

a154400 ASSOC SOC SV PRGM SPC 

a154500 PRIN SOC SRV PROO SPC 

~155300 SENR SOC SRV PLNG SPC 

3156200 SOC SRV EMPL SPEC 

3156300 SENR SOC SRV EMP SPEC 

3159110 SOC WORK ASSNT 1 

3159120 SOC WORK ASSNT 2 

8159130 SOC WORK ASSNT 3 

8159210 SOC WORKER 1 

8159220 SOC WORKER 2 

!3159511) !::oc WORK SIJPVR 1 

8159530 SOC WORK SUPVR 3 

8160200 SOC SRV MEDL ASTC SPC 

8160300 SENR SOC SRV MD AST S 

8160400 ASSOC SOC SV MD AST S 

8162021 MEDICAID RVW AN 2 MC 

8162031 MEDICAID RVW AN 3 MC 

8168200 CHILD WELFARE SPEC 2 

8169101 YOUTH FACILITY DIR 1 

8169202 YOUTH FACILITY DIR 2 

8169300 YOUTH FACILITY DIR 3 

8171200 EDUC COUNSELOR 
8173200 YOUTH DIV CNSLR 
8173300 SENR YOUTH. DIV CNSLR 

;.:: 1 73500 !3iJPVG YOI.ITH DIV CNS:LR 

8174200 FOSTER GRNDPRNT PGM C 

8175800 YOUTH RESD ASSNT S PG. 

8179500 DISTRICT SPVR YTH RS 

8179900 REGNL DIR YTH REHABS 

8191100 SUBSTANCE ABS PRJ C 1 

8256200 YOUTH RESD ASSNT SAD 

8281000 CHAPLAIN 
8301400 INSTRUCTOR BLIND 

8305420 METHADONE PGM RV SP 2 

3311100 VENDING SRVS SPEC 

8316600 DISTRICT MGR SV 8 558 

8323300 MOBILITY INSTRUCTOR 

8326001 voe SPECIALIST 1 

8332100 YOUTH LOCL ASTNC P S1 

8332200 YOUTH LOCL ASTNC P S2 

8341100 REHAB FACILITIES SPEC 

8341200 REHAB CNSLR 

8341260 REHAB CNSLR 1 

8341270 REHAB CNSLR 2 

8841610 SUPVR REHAB SRVS voe 

8344500 SUPVR 0oc REHAB UNIT 
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75.0 
75.0 
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90.(1 
:3«). 0 

100.0 
6,6. 7 
:?,(I. (l 

7:~:. 7 

61:.,. 7 
1:.,6. 7 
1i"'1.3 

-6-2 • 5 

E:5. (l 
87.5 

100.0 
c,6. 7 

101). O 

68.4 
7~t. :3 
70.0 
77.8· 

76. ·~ 
1:.,2.5 
f:3. :3 
6.9. 2 
66.7 
42. 17 
80.1) 
80. (l 

100.0 
75.0 
72.7 
77. ~=\ 

75.0 

l.00. 0 
75.0 
:;::(). 0 

61.5 

l.00. (l 
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884~~00 voe REHAB CNSLR Ass 
3346200 voe REHAB CNSLR 
8~4i3oci SENR voe REHAB CNSLR 
q~a~4bb ASSOC voe REHAB CNSLR 
0

331
!51520 DI :::TR I CT MGR voe RE 2 

.f::;:c:,e;,010 ASSNT INMATE GRVNC PG 

336620~ CORRL PROGM COORD 
33~;700 ~JPVR INMATE GRVNC PG 

'3402201:i OCCIJPL ANAL V!:n 
-::41);;::;:11.o !::ENR EMP CONS:L T COUNS; 

8~~3380 SENR EMP CONSLT M GRP 

:::4'(>!521)1) EMF'L COIJNSLR 

:;1:41:,5::::0<) iSENR EMP CCIIJN:::LR 

i:!41)'6200 EMF'L ~:::vs FLD !::PPRT AN 

:::'.l\.de21)1) EMPL :::RVS: REP 

l?,4-i 1200 EMPL I NTRVWR 

84\\so6 SENR EMP INTERVIEWER 
:::415500 YOUTH PR(IC; SUPVR 

8~\~200 COMTY WORKER 
84ij200 RURAL EMPL REP 

·:::4-:2601~0 i'EMP RELEASE I NTVWR 

8432410 EMPL SEC MANGR 4 

:9~32420 EMPL SEC MANC-iR 3 

f~:
1

43·2·430 'EMPL SEC MANGR 2 

::i4324A:o EMPL SEC MANGR 1 

843i700 EMPL SEC SUPT 
:::fl!-32900 EMPL :3EC .AREA DIR 
8442200 YOUTH EMPL PRGM SPEC 
\:f4:45200 STATE VETERAN CN~:LR 

!:!4:45600 EMPL I NTRVWR DSAB VOP 

8522200· PUBLIC WK WAGE INVEST 
E:5223(11) :::E_NR F'IJBL IC WK W(; I NV 

13541'300 SENR BUS CN$L T 

:35452Cll) I NC1U::: DEV REP 
8548810 COMMERCE -DIST ADMR 1 

8602200 PAROLE OFFCR 
8602300 ~ENR PAROLE OFFICER 
8602500 SUPVG PAROLE OFFICER 

8604200 PROBATION PGM CNSLT 
8606400 CRMNL JSTC PRGM R 4 

8614100 STATE PROBATION OFFCR 

8619100 PROBATION PGM ADMR 1 
8700100 CORR OFFICER 
8700200 CORR SERGEANT 
8700300 CORR LIEUT 
8700400 CORR CAPTAIN 
8700500 COMTY CORRL CTR ASSNT 

8701000 BULDG GUARD 
8705200 SECURITY OFFICER 

8705300 SENR SECURITY OFFICER 

8706000 INST SAFTY OFFCR 
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12 
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14 
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13 
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11)1). 0 
:33·. 7 
t34. 2 

1 (ll). 0 

r::5. 7 
1!{3.·::: 
1:.,0. I) 

47 .-4 
51). 0 
.90.0 
80.0 
52.9 
52.4 

101:1. 0 
1.(ll) • (I 

94.7 

100.0 
100.0 

E:5. o 
C~8. ~ 
8-1. ~i 

75.1) 

86.7 
100.0 
72.7 
70.0 
66.7 

101). 0 
100.0 

::::o. 0 
40.0 
/::.,/:.., 7 
1:.,1:.,. 7 
90.0 
71.4 
41:,. 0 
81. :::: 
~.o. (, 

100. 0 
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:::7(1!:}200 WARRANT's,.TRAN:::FER OFFR 
9710100 IDENT SPEC 1 
8710200 IDENT SPEC 2 
8710800 IDENT SPEC 3 
8714000 PARK PATROL OFFCR 
8714500 SERGEANT PARK PATROL 
8714750 LIEUTENANT PARK PTROL 
:=:7 H::200 '.::ECUR I TY H~:F• TRT ASNT 

8718220 SECURITY HSP TRT A A 
8718300 SECURITY HSP SR TRT A 
8718400 SECURITY HSP SPV TR A 
8720200 CORR CLASS ANALYST 
8720800 DEPUTY SUPT SECURY SV 
8721800 DEPUTY SUPT PROGM SVS 
8722800 DEPUTY SUPT ADMNV SVS 
8730100 CAPITAL POLICE OFFCR 
8730250 FIRE SAFETY OFFCR 1 
8730300 CAPITAL POLICE SGT 
8730400 CAPITAL POLICE LIEUT 
8731100 SECURITY SRVS ASSNT 1 
8731200 SECURITY SRVS ASSNT 2 
8736900 DIR CORRL PRGM 
8753200 CAMPUS PUB SFTY OFC 2 
8753300 CAMPUS PUB SFTY SPV 0 
8754100 CAMPUS PUB SFTV INVSG 
8755100 SAFETY&SCRTY OFFR 1 
8755150 CHF SAFTY&SCRTY OFF 1 
8755200 SAFETYtSCRTV OFFR 2 

. 8755250 c:HF SAF1°'Y8<:~c:RTY C1FF 2 

8901000 MOTOR VEH LICENSE EXR 
8901300 SENR MOTOR-VEH LlC EX 
8901500 PRIN MTR VEK LIC EXMR 
8908800 ASSNT DIST DIR MTR VH 
8908900 DISTRICT DIR MOTR VEH 
8913200 HIGHWAY SFTY PROG REP· 
8925200 BODY REPAIR INSP . 
8931200 AUTO FCLTS INSP 
8931300 SENR AUTO FACLTS INSP 
8931500 SUPVG AUTO FACIL INSP 
8934100 MOTOR VEH CNSMR SR 1 
8937200 MOTOR VEH INS SV RP 2 
8969500 SUPVG DRVR IMPRMT ADJ 
8970400 DRIVER IMPRV ANALYST 
8970900 SENR DRIVER IMPRV ANL 

GROUPED RESPONSES 
0 @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
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APPENDIX G: 

MAIN SURVEY: JOB TITLES DELETED 
DUE TO INADEQUATE RESPONSE RATE 
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Deleted Titles Due to Inadequate Response Rates 

To-be-Estimated Titles 

5503200 
5503300 

Operating Rm Tech 
Senr Oper Rm Techn 

Non-estimated Titles 

395200 
1776600 
2414400 
2523100 
2571100 
2642100 
2700100 
3118600 
3518500 
3521360 
3814030 
3950300 
4361300 
5210300 
5297600 
5501200 
5506210 
5701100 
6104100 
6160112 
6163400 
6161}600 
6204370 
6212320 
6501470 
6506400 
6515100 
6674203 
6894500 
7353000 
7441700 
7711200 
7746200 
7862220 
7863100 
8108300 
8111400 
81!14202 
8546200 
8753100 
8960000 

Insur Collector 
OTB Operatns Anlst 
Assoc. Health Planner 
Latent Fingrprnt Exmr 
Eligblty Revw Clk 1 
Pathology Off Assnt 1 
Off Assistant 
Head Baker 
Supvr Urban Sch Srvs 
Assnt Occupl Ed Cvl R 
Museum Exh Spec Rest 
Career Dev Trng Spec 
Senr Meehl Estimator 
Dev Disblts Pgm Spc 3 
Assnt Dir Cnty S Pg 0 
Hosp Attendant 2 
Teaching & Rsch Ctr Nl 
Hosp. Physl Thrpy Aide 
Resch Physn 1 
Psychologist 1 Cor Sv 
Assoc. Cancer Rsch Sci 
Assoc. Chf Cr Rsch Cln 
Senr Lab Tech Physiol 
Senr Radiol Tech Thrp 
Assoc, Atty Insurance 
Assoc. Counsel 
Health Dept. Hrg Exmr 1 
Stands Comple. Anlst 3 
Soc. Srv Dis Anlst 5 
Laboratory Mechn Asst 
Deckhand Supervisor 
Bookbinder 
Si.gn Shop Worker 
Field Rep Code. Cmpl 2 
Field Rep Fire 1 
Senr Med Soc. Worker 
Senr Public Hlth S W C 
Comty Plcmnt Spec 2 
Interntnl Trade Spc 2 
Campus Pub Sfty Ofc 1 
Highway Sfty Pgm Anl 
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